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Abstract

The decomposition of complex applications into modular units is an acknowledged design
principle for creating robust systems and for enabling the flexible re-use of modules in new
application contexts. Typically,component frameworksprovide mechanisms and rules for de-
veloping software modules in the scope of a certain programming paradigm or programming
language and a certain computing platform. For example, the JavaBeans framework is a compo-
nent framework for the development of component-based systems — in the Java environment.

In this thesis, we present a light-weight, platform-independent approach that views a
component-based application as a set of rather loosely coupled parallel processes that can be
distributed on multiple hosts and are coordinated through aprotocol. The core of our frame-
work is theMessage Bus(Mbus): an asynchronous, message-oriented coordination protocol
that is based on Internet technologies and provides group communication between application
components.

Based on this framework, we have developed a local coordination architecture for decom-
posed multimedia conferencing applications that is designed for endpoint and gateway applica-
tions. One element of this architecture is an Mbus-based protocol for the coordination of call
control components in conferencing applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The termpervasive computinghas been a popular metaphor in the computer science research
community for the recent years. The term refers to the trend of increasinglyubiquitous, net-
worked computer systems that perform specific functions and become a natural part of users’
daily-life activities. One important aspect of pervasive computing devices is their ability to com-
municate with each other autonomously, e.g., in order to perform coordination and to exchange
data. Early research on pervasive computing (the termubiquitous computingis a synonym) has
been performed in 1987 by researchers of the Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)[Weiser99].

There are many different usage scenarios for ubiquitous computing, ranging from devices in
a personal (body) area network to pervasive computing in home and office environments. The
ubiquitous computing community is studying different aspects of this trend, including philo-
sophical questions[Gold95], user interface issues[Ark99] and device communication[Zim-
mermann99]. In this thesis, we focus on thecommunication aspectsfor such environments, in
particular on thecoordinationaspects.

Coordination-based protocols and frameworks have evolved from traditional distributed
computing technologies, such as RPC communication[Birell84] [RFC1831]and group com-
munication[Birmann87b], and focus on a rather loose coupling of communication peers, con-
sidering dynamic association of peers and communication between referentially and tempo-
rally uncoupled entities. Examples for corresponding technologies areUniversal Plug and Play
(UPnP[UPnP03]), Jini [Sun01]andTIBCO Rendezvous[TIBCO02]. In general, these proto-
cols forego the static binding of peers and elaborate mechanisms for guaranteeing consistency
and fault tolerance in favor of a high degree of flexibility and the possibility to establish com-
munication sessions dynamically.

An application and research domain that has a longer history of coordination-based archi-
tectures and protocols, is the field ofmultimedia conferencing, i.e., synchronous interpersonal
communication through networked computer systems. The initiation of multimedia conferences
and the control of their operation requires a coordination between endpoints that is known as
call controlandconference course control[Handley00][Ott97]. Moreover, conferencing archi-
tectures promote a local endpoint architecture that is highly modular and has a strong demand
for the coordination of the different elements in an endpoint system: there are multiple appli-
cation entities that implement different applications for the multimedia conferencing service,
e.g., an interactive audio application entity, a video entity and one or more shared application
entities.

In fact, due to the standardized protocols that are employed for the communicationbe-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

tweenendpoints in a multimedia conference, the functionality of application entities and other
functional entities in different conferencing endpoints can be generalized, and often different
systems provide a similar logical structure, even though they are heterogeneous with respect
to their individual capabilities and implementation details. Later, a detailed analysis will reveal
functional components such as call control entities that provide the inter-endpoint session estab-
lishment, the mentioned application entities, and dedicated coordinating entities that orchestrate
these different modules. Due to the application independence of call control protocols such as
SIP [RFC3261]and H.245[ITU95c],1 some of these components can actually be generic and
be used for multimedia configurations as well as for more limited endpoints such as audio-only
systems.

The overall similarity of functionality, the generality of endpoint architectures, and espe-
cially the predominant modularity, suggest acomponent-based approachfor the development
of conferencing endpoint systems. As we will discuss later in detail, component-based ap-
proaches are typically motivated by the desire tore-useexisting components in new contexts
in order to construct new applications by assembling existing building blocks. Requirements
for the deployment of component technologies are standardized interfaces, the establishment
of recognized architectures and emergedbest current practicesto solve particular problems in
a certain domain. However, while appropriate architectures and best current practices for the
development of conferencing endpoints have generally won recognition during the recent years,
an acknowledged component-based approach for this application is still missing. This can be
ascribed to several factors:

• Platforms for conferencing endpoints such as IP telephones are often quite light-weight
devices with limited computational power and storage capabilities. Such devices have to
meet certain power consumption limits, do not provide persistent storage except for flash
ROMs and can in general not be compared to desktop computers. As a consequence,
they are less suitable platforms for running applications that are developed relying on a
component-based framework such as CORBA or JavaBeans.

• Moreover, alternative light-weight approaches have not been developed due to the vast
heterogeneity of platforms and programming languages.

Hence we often see proprietary, platform-specific solutions for coordinating components
in conferencing endpoints, which leads to architectures where components cannot be re-used
without manual adaptation. Instead they must be integrated by extending and changing the
software and by developing adapters. Obviously, the integration of such components is a static
integration that cannot be done at runtime, but is a manual operation at the development-time.

In this thesis, we describe a coordination framework that is designed for coordinating com-
ponents of light-weight systems, including but not limited to specialized conferencing end-
points. In contrast to other developments, we provide a completely platform-independent ap-
proach that is based on a light-weightprotocolfor local coordination. TheMessage Bus(Mbus)
is a message-oriented coordination protocol for the coordination of process groups, whereas the
individual processes can be distributed on different hosts on a local network. Unlike typical

1H.245 is the call control protocol of the H.323 family of recommendations.
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component frameworks, our coordination-based approach allows for dynamic associations of
components in order to extend systems at runtime without the need for manual configuration.

In Section 1.1, we have a closer look at networked devices in pervasive computing envi-
ronments, and inSection 1.2, we present a specific application example: the integration of
conferencing endpoints with a desktop environment. InSection 1.3, we provide a first overview
of our Mbus-based approach. We define the scope of this inSection 1.4and provide an overview
of the thesis inSection 1.5.

1.1 Networks of Personal Devices

While some years ago the typical computer-based working environment consisted of a single
workstation or PC (later more often complemented by a laptop computer), we can today state
an increasing deployment of information technology in working environments. Many users not
only make use of workstations and laptop computers but also of systems such as personal digital
assistants (PDAs), electronic organizers and (smart) mobile phones. Moreover, special purpose
devices such as IP telephones, Web-radios, networked MP3-players, and digital video cameras
with integrated computers and communication facilities are (though still slowly) proliferating
in and around the desk area environment.

Interestingly, many of these devices provide some kind of network interface. Besides the
workstation and the laptop computers many devices are already equipped with an Ethernet or
Wireless LAN (802.11) interface and with an IP stack. Other devices, such as mobile phones
and low-end PDAs provide connectivity using other technologies such as Bluetooth and In-
frared. Recently, the termInternet Appliance(or Networked Appliance) has become popular
for referring to devices that perform a specific function by the use of Internet technologies and
for referring to devices that can be configured or controlled using Internet protocols. Moyer
et al. [Moyer01] describe aNetworked Applianceas “a dedicated function consumer device
containing at least one networked processor” with the requirement

“ to be able to communicate, at an application level, with a device within a local
domain, such as a home network, from outside of that domain. The device may
optionally use IP and may use an arbitrary command set, the details of which are
not necessarily known outside of the domain.”

—Moyer et al.[Moyer01]

Gillet et al. provide a taxonomy ofInternet Appliancesand distinguish devices with re-
spect to their flexibility and tailorability to specific users’ needs. In this classification, the most
powerful Internet Appliances are described as appliances that

“perpetuate the general-purpose functionality of today’s PC because they can be
composed together in different ways to support a wide array of tasks. Intelligence
(protocols and the software that implements them) will be needed to assist the user
in automatically negotiating and configuring the appropriate array of devices to
support particular tasks.”

—Gillet et al.[Gillet00]

Gillet et al. expect these devices
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“ to be a generation of devices that develops when today’s computer is decomposed
into what the user sees as its constituent functional elements: display, keyboard,
speakers, microphone, pointing device etc. These various components are currently
organized by the operating system within a standardized PC architecture that is
collected into a single box. With connection via LANs (wired or wireless) and the
Internet, it will no longer be necessary to keep all of the cooperating components
together in close physical proximity.”

—Gillet et al.[Gillet00]

In order to implement the necessary communication services for operating such decomposed
and distributed devices, different communication paradigms and mechanisms are required:

• Device federations can be established dynamically and can provide dynamic membership
after they have been established. Hence, services such as device and service discovery,
device association and membership control must be provided.

• Devices may interact in different ways, beyond the acknowledged client-server RPC
paradigm. For example, information may be shared between a group of devices, de-
vices operate in parallel and may require asynchronous communication, and intermittent
connectivity must be taken into account.

Saif and Greaves have investigated communication primitives for ubiquitous systems and
conclude that

“... what is needed is a set of primitives that allow the decoupling of messages
in either direction, both in space i.e. to a different host or process with indepen-
dent properties, and in time, alleviating from the synchronous blocking semantics.
The primitives should be generic, allowing for interoperability, and type checking
should be done at runtime. All in all, it should provide a unifying, efficient abstrac-
tion for all the ubiquitous device control functions...”

—Saif and Greaves[Saif2002]

Later, we will analyze such scenarios in more detail and describe the properties of
coordination-basedprotocols that are intended to provide a more appropriate and efficient
way to control devices in ubiquitous computing environments. Instead of strict client-server-
communication based control, coordination-based typically provide mechanisms for imple-
menting control service for a group of entities of an application context that take dynamic
membership, group communication, and a comparatively loose coupling of entities into ac-
count.

There is a vast heterogeneity in the hardware and software architectures of the different
personal devices: A workstation and a laptop computer will typically be a PC-system with a
desktop operating system such as Microsoft Windows XP, MacOS X or Linux. An IP telephone
will be based on an embedded system, e.g., running Windriver’s VxWorks or an embedded
Linux variant. Typical PDAs are also embedded systems with a corresponding operating sys-
tem such as PalmOS, Microsoft Windows CE or Lineo Embedix. Roughly the same holds for
Internet Appliances, such as networked MP3 players. Naturally, these systems differ vastly in
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their computing capabilities, display resolution and user input interfaces. Due to the different
hardware architecture and operating systems they also differ in binary compatibility standards,
operating system APIs, available programming languages and so on. For the more elaborate de-
vices, the common denominator is probably the IP stack, i.e., the ability to communicate using
Internet protocols.

In summary, we can currently observe the increasing deployment of multiple different com-
puting devices (some of them are general purpose devices, some of them provide a dedicated
service) into the personal (both work and home) environment of computer users. More and more
of these devices provide a network interface; many of them implement Internet protocols. For
establishing federations between device components in ubiquitous computing environments, a
coordination-based approach instead of client-service RPC-oriented communication alone is
needed.

1.2 Trends for Conferencing Systems

A lot of academic research and international standardization work has contributed to the fact
that we are now at a stage where Internet-basedsynchronoustelecooperation, i.e., multimedia
conferencing, is gaining significant momentum. The techniques for real-time media transport
over packet networks, i.e., the Internet, are well understood. Call-signaling and call-control
protocols have been developed — starting off with a traditional telephony mind-set (H.323
[ITU96a]) but later followed by a more general, flexible approach that is targeted at session
initiation in general (SIP[RFC3261]). The audio-centric variant of real-time media transport
and conference control has become popular under the termVoice over IP(VoIP).2

It is now these base technologies for synchronous telecooperation that are currently rev-
olutionizing the telephony industry by providing more efficient and more flexible transport
mechanisms for audio communications. In corporate environments, we already see early signs
of a displacement of traditional telephones (and corresponding infrastructure systems such as
PBXs) by the introduction of IP telephones. Thus, the new technology does not only change
the paradigm for long-haul voice transport, but also introduces new end user devices with the
potential for offering new services besides voice conversation. For example, even the first gen-
eration of IP telephones offered multi-party voice conferences that are implemented by local
mixing in the telephone itself. Instant messaging and personal presence state distribution has
become part of some software telephones, e.g., Microsoft Messenger. Other examples for new
services are the integration of new applications (new media types) into multimedia conferences3

2It should be noted thatVoice over IPandIP Telephonyare marketing terms that designate a voice-only spe-
cialization ofmultimedia conferencing(which can include communication using other media types besides audio).

3The increasing deployment of IP telephony sheds a new light on former approaches in the field of conferencing
such asDesktop Multimedia Conferencing(DMC). Desktop Multimedia Conferencing systems have been designed
with the idea of providing anintegratedconferencing application that run on a user’s personal computer, supporting
multiple applications such as video and audio conferencing, shared whiteboard and other collaborative applications
[Ott97]. DMC systems were intended as ”next-generation telephones” with the objective to replace the traditional
telephone.

Interestingly however, these so calledsoftware phonessuch as DMC systems (and prototypes of IP telephone
software that run on desktop computers) have not been able to replace the traditional telephone — quite the con-
trary: in the majority of cases, IP telephony today is deployed by the use of hardware phones. This is apparently
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or intelligent call routing based on user location.
Compared to the public telephone system’sintelligent networkapproach, the introduction of

new services for Internet-based conferencing system is much easier, because it generally does
not require any changes to the network itself, but is merely a function of end systems. This
extensibility is enabled by two factors:

1. The Internet service model provides an application-independent end-to-end packet-
forwarding service that is implemented by the set of cooperating IP routers. These routers
know nothing about transport protocols and applications and do not have to be changed
in order to introduce new user applications.

2. An application independent and extensible framework for multimedia conferencing al-
lows heterogeneous end systems to interoperate and to add new applications to confer-
encing systems. For example, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP,[RFC3261]) has been
designed for initiating sessions independent of the specific media types, which is ac-
complished by separating the call signaling and call control functions from application
semantics for configuring specific application sessions.4 In addition, SIP itself can be
extended by new methods, thus enabling new services on the call signaling layer without
requiring changes to central network elements.

One example of the development of new services and new applications for Internet tele-
phony and conferencing systems is theintegration of telephony equipment into a user’s work
environment, e.g., by controlling a telephone from a user’s computer in order to relieve the user
of switching from one device to another when initiating voice conversations. In principle, this
concept ofComputer Telephony Integration(CTI) is orthogonal to the network technology of
the phone, i.e., it is not a genuine VoIP feature.

The CTI approach was developed to provide phone control and call management on PC
systems in order to increase productivity in office and especially in call center environments.
The basic idea is that the personal computer that is in many cases used for parallel tasks such
as access to information systems, address book lookups and writing of call minutes anyway, is
used as aremote controlto the telephone in order to remove the necessity to permanently switch
and move information between two devices. CTI has originally been invented for PSTN/ISDN
telephones that are connected to a PBX (Private Branch Exchange— a telephone switching
system) and are logically linked to a co-located computer.

Hence, the integration of telephones with other computing systems is not a particular new
idea. However, the implicit availability of IP connectivity in IP telephones (and the fact that the
corresponding functionality is comparatively easy to implement on their usually more capable
system platforms) makes this technology a good candidate for providing the integration with a
user’s computing environment.

due to user expectations and user experience: The telephone as a dedicated device for audio communication is
providing a certain degree of availability and robustness and is still the most popular communication device (in
office and home environments). Another reasons for its popularity is the fact that it provides established usage and
control metaphors such as lifting and putting down the receiver that users have adopted over time.

4SIP messages can carry a session description that describes conference configurations and endpoint capabili-
ties.
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With the advent of IP telephony, the communication infrastructure in enterprises is sim-
plified significantly: separate lines required before for telephony vanish and all devices may
employ the available (fixed or wireless) IP connectivity for all kinds of interactions. In particu-
lar, IP-based telephone sets are enabled to communicate directly with PCs, laptops, PDAs, and
so forth — unlike CTI where a dedicated component (the user’s PC) was needed to be hooked
up with the PBX to gain indirect control of the user’s telephone.5

Some of these more flexible approaches allow for direct interaction between PC and phone
by means of phone APIs: thePingtel expressaSIP phone, for example, offers a Java-based net-
worked API to control the phone remotely providing a set of functions (sometimes described as
Desktop CTI) such asclick-to-dial (the possibility to initiate calls by activating control elements
on a desktop PC with a graphical user interface, e.g., by selecting an entry in an address book
or by activating a link traversal in a Web browser). Instead of the traditional CTI approach
this example provides a direct peer-to-peer coupling between a feature-rich IP telephone and
a co-located desktop PC. The availability of a common network infrastructure and common
transport and application layer protocols facilitates the creation of new services that extend the
functionality of the phone itself.

However, the integration of telephony and conferencing systems into users’ working en-
vironments (and into corporate network environments) and the development of other new ap-
plications go much further than these examples for remote-controlling phones. One notable
example in this regard is the recently introducedOpenScapearchitecture by Siemens and Mi-
crosoft[Siemens03a](July 2003). OpenScape is a software platform for real-time communi-
cation that intends to increase the productivity of communication and collaboration processes
by a concept calledpresence-based, real-time multi-resource communications[Siemens03b].
By presence-basedthe authors refer to supporting synchronous communication by distributing
personal presence information, i.e., information about a user’s current location and her current
reachability status. The goal of the OpenScape platform is to enhance traditional voice-oriented
synchronous communication (as provided by an IP phone) by utilizing additional functional
components in a user’s environment, e.g,, instant messaging and video applications. The inte-
gration of additional components can be used to implement multimedia conferences, to provide
alternative methods of reachability and to gather personal presence information in order to de-
termine the current presence and availability of the user. Voice and multimedia conferences
can be supported by conference control applications that run on a user’s desktop computer:
theworkgroup collaboration applicationallows users to initiate and manage conferences. The
OpenScape platform pursues a central, server-based design, i.e., user devices have to regis-
ter with a central server and the server manages central resources, such as conference servers
(MCUs) and media gateways.

Summary of Observations

We have seen how the development of Internet-based conferencing technologies has cre-
ated new perspectives for extensibility and for integrating conferencing systems into computing

5Nevertheless, this traditional CTI model has been taken up by some vendors of IP telephony equipment to im-
plement similar services: Cisco’s Call Manager, just one of numerous examples, is an IP-based central replacement
for the PBX and provides a CTI-style interface to allow user PCs to indirectly control their phones.

In addition, traditional client-server APIs such as TAPI have been extended for controlling IP telephony devices
[Microsoft99].
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environments. Because conferencing systems have become stand-alone computing systems
themselves they can be integrated directly into a user’s office environment without necessarily
requiring the service of central infrastructure components.

Considering the (emerging) pervasiveness of networked appliances that we have described
in Section 1.1, it is interesting to see that conferencing applications are no longer tied to a single
PC or to a closed special-purpose device such as a video telephone, but begin to appear as dis-
tributed systems that rely on the services of different devices and services in user’s environment.

Internet-based synchronous telecommunication systems have been research topics for many
years, because they can provide new, interesting features that go beyond the services of the tra-
ditional telephone system. Earlierdesktop multimedia conferencingapproaches have focused
on multimediaconferencing as their main feature and have pursued the idea ofintegratedcon-
ferencing systems that were considered asnext-generationtelephones. Internet-based confer-
encing systems have additionally providedlarge-scalemulti-party conferencing, relying on IP
multicast as an efficient distribution network. Today, we can observe the adoption of IP tele-
phony systems for office and corporate environments, whereas we have identified the possibility
of integratingtelephony and conferencing systems into personal and corporate environments as
one emerging interesting characteristic. We have looked at early approaches such as the Open-
scape architecture that provides the concept of integrating stand-alone IP telephones into mul-
timedia conferencing applications and the concept of disseminating telephone related presence
information about a user into computing environments.

In the future, we expect an increasing deployment of digital, networked devices in personal,
home and office environments, enabling new possibilities for device interaction and user-defined
services. PDAs can be used to control IP telephones, laptop computers can offer video confer-
encing capabilities and workstations can offer complex shared applications such as shared CAD
editors. The integration of conferencing endpoints into an organizational context, e.g., into an
enterprise OpenScape system, can rely on client-server communication, because, in general,
there will be a static configuration of server systems, e.g., the OpenScape presence management
server, and client systems, e.g., the endpoints of individual users. However, the integration of
multiple components within a user’s domain, i.e., different networked devices that can perform
dedicated functions within a conferencing application context, relies on rather dynamic associ-
ations of entities and providespeer-to-peercommunication relationships, because there are no
statically defined client and server systems. In the following section, we will look at a sample
decomposed endpoint system.

In order to integrate all these different personal devices into a single coherent application,
some form ofcoordinationis required. In this thesis, we discuss requirements for such a co-
ordination framework and present an approach that follows the concept of message-oriented,
asynchronous coordination of application components. This framework is intended to provide
coordination services not only for inter-device scenarios as described above but also for intra-
device communication, e.g., for a decomposed conferencing system. The modular structure
and the strict separation of functionality that we have observed for conferencing systems make
these devices an ideal candidate for a decomposed, distributed approach. Although current
implementations exhibit a modular structure, they do not follow a component-based design,
as they rely on proprietary, platform-specific interfaces, which requires manual adaptation and
impedes component re-use.

In this thesis, we discuss the development of a component-based approach for the design
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of conferencing systems that relies on the message-oriented coordination framework. In this
context, we present an architecture that enables the construction of a conferencing system of
existing application components and allows a conferencing system to take advantage of ad-
ditional components that may be offered by external devices, e.g., in a pervasive computing
environment as described above. In the following, we will briefly highlight the main ideas of
this thesis, followed by a classification of this subject with respect to the relevant research and
engineering areas.

1.3 A Message Bus for Local Coordination

Having briefly looked at some aspects of implementing conferencing applications focusing on
IP telephony endpoints and their integration into corporate and personal infrastructures, one
might ask: “Given the growing pervasiveness of computing devices in a user’s working en-
vironment and given the observed trends for the implementation of conferencing systems and
their integration into corporate and personal environments, what could a suitable architecture
look like and what requirements for communications protocols would that bring about?”

As an example, we will sketch an architecture for the component-based implementation of
conferencing applications that takes into account the need for integration into existing infras-
tructures.

1.3.1 A Decomposed Multimedia Conferencing System

As we have mentioned in the beginning, multimedia conferencing systems such as IP tele-
phones are software systems that can conceptually and (usually) technically be divided into
several components.Figure 1.1is an example of a model with different components for the
user interface (display and keypad) and a phone application module that provides the main
functionality.

Figure 1.1: Decomposed IP telephone

When we increase the level of detail, the phone application model exhibits subcomponents
that can be identified. For example, an IP telephone will provide an implementation of a call-
signaling protocol (SIP UA in Figure 1.1) and a media engine (RTP) that receives and transmits
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media streams. In many cases there will also be a controlling module (phone logic ) that
manages the overall system state and coordinates the other components.

Different control relationships and information flows between modules can be identi-
fied. For example, it is conceivable that a control component coordinates modules by invok-
ing procedures with well-defined semantics, which have been specified in an interface de-
scription. Furthermore, information may be distributed between components using a group
communication model that provides for event-notification. For example, events such as
(off-hook/on-hook ) may be generated by a user interface component and be distributed
to one or more components within the telephone system.

There are different approaches towards implementing the exchange of control and status
information. For example, if all components are implemented as modules of one application
instance, one will probably rely on API functions, i.e. deploy a model of decomposed software
modules of a single application. If the decoupling of components is more sophisticated, there
might be components that are represented by independent program contexts (i.e., processes,
threads). In order to coordinate these components, a communication infrastructure, i.e., an inter-
process-communication facility, will be employed, that could be implemented by platform-
specific means, such as UNIX pipes, message/event queues or socket communication.

In this thesis, we propose to employ adistributedapproach, where components appear as
rather independent entities that are coordinated through acoordination protocol. In this model,
components are not linked into a single program (as object code modules) but are considered
independent processes that may run in parallel and do not even have to run on a single processor.

1.3.2 Integration into Computing Environments

The distributed coordination approach is also the key to enlarging the scope of a conferencing
endpoint beyond the borders of a single computing system. The Mbus coordination protocol
that we describe in this thesis is not only targeted at intra-system coordination but provides
inter-system coordination mechanisms as well. The idea is to coordinate application compo-
nents of distributed applications, where the components are distributed in a domain, i.e., a local
computing environment, for example, a user’s desk area environment. One sample application
of inter-system coordination is theintegrationof a conferencing system into a user’s environ-
ment.

The integration of a conferencing system into its environment that we have described in
Section 1.2can be illustrated by the following example: the coupling of a VoIP phone with
multiple components on a user’s workstation. The capabilities of the audio conferencing system,
i.e., the phone, are extended to other applications such as video conferencing and application
sharing by employing functional components that resideoutsideof the phone system.Figure
1.2depicts a conferencing system that spans multiple hosts: The IP telephone’s components on
the left are coupled with additional application components on a co-located workstation (such
as a media engine, a shared application and a user interface component). In addition, there is
a PDA system that provides an instant messaging application and an additional user interface
component.

In a deployment scenario, the phone system would locate the available additional modules
and integrate them into its application context. During this integration process, the phone would
learn the capabilities of the new components and configure them appropriately. When initiating
new conferences, the phone, representing the complete conferencing system, is now able to ad-
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vertise new applications to other endpoints, e.g., the video conferencing application. During the
initiation of the conference, the phone’s call signaling component would negotiate capabilities
and exchange transport addresses with other endpoints. After this initiation has completed, the
controlling module on the phone configures the media engines corresponding to the outcome
of the conference initiation process. I.e., it configures its inbuilt audio engine and the external
video and shared application engines. During the conference additional communication be-
tween the modules will take place, e.g., for implementing conference control functions. When
the conference is terminated, the call signaling engine of the phone, i.e., its control module
informs all the other modules, e.g., to terminate their media sessions.

Figure 1.2: Integration of external functional components

It is conceivable that this group of components provides dynamic membership, i.e., not all
components join the communication session at the same time. For example, the PDA could be
turned on at some stage and the corresponding components would have to be integrated into the
application. Analogously, the PDA could also be turned off (or simply leave the ”geographic
scope” of the application) at some time. This scenario suggests that the ”classical”, system-local
approaches for decomposing conferencing endpoints into modules, such as the software library
approach or the local inter-process-communication approach, are not applicable for extending
the scope of conferencing systems. Instead, adistributed approachmust be chosen. Such an
approach must be component-based, i.e., third-party deployment of components by user-defined
applications must be possible, and it must accommodate distributed conferencing endpoints
and allow for their integration into pervasive computing environments as we have described in
Section 1.2.

Furthermore, it is obvious that the independent deployment of modules regardless of their
implementation details, such as platform and programming language, requires anacknowledged
if not standardizedcoordination mechanism that guarantees interoperability between the differ-
ent components and thus allows systems to locate and integrate components from third-party
manufacturers.
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In this thesis, we therefore propose togeneralizeandstandardizethe interfaces between
intra-system and inter-system components. The main part of this thesis discusses the devel-
opment of a general-purpose message-oriented coordination mechanism that is designed to be
applicable as a foundation for a distributed, component-based system design for conferencing
systems. The heart of this framework is theMessage Bus(Mbus) — a light-weight protocol
for coordinating distributed applications in local networks. In our approach, application com-
ponents provide well-defined Mbus interfaces and use the Mbus protocol to communicate with
other functional components independent of their host affiliation.

1.4 Research Areas

The discussion in the previous sections has already shown that the work we describe in this
thesis is related to the general area of distributed systems and to the field of multimedia confer-
encing. In detail, we touch upon the following research issues:

Distributed Systems: In the area of distributed systems, significant research results have been
produced for the development of fault-tolerant communication, group communication,
and abstractions such as the RPC paradigm that we have already mentioned.

The solutions that have been developed in this area can be viewed asbuilding blocksfor
the definition of an application layer coordination mechanism. Later in this thesis we
will therefore describe relevant existing algorithms and protocols that have influenced the
Mbus design.

In addition, there are different design alternatives for distributed systems. We will later
contrast traditional mechanisms such as RPC communication with group communication
systems and try to match the solutions against our requirements.

In this thesis, we essentially propose an alternative design for a group communication sys-
tem that is based on a loose coupling of communication peers and relies on asynchronous,
message-oriented communication.

Multimedia Conferencing: To some extent the application area of multimedia conferencing
can be considered as a specialization of the distributed systems area. Multimedia confer-
encing relies on technologies for real-time transport for multimedia information, reliable
group communication, representation of media data, security and many others.

The specific solution that we present in this thesis aims to provide a new design for confer-
encing endpoint architectures and is thus strongly related to the ”wide-area” conferencing
architecture and the relevant technologies that implement this architecture. For example,
in order to define interfaces for media engines in a component-based conferencing sys-
tem, the concept of individual media streams and media engines within a conference has
to be considered, and the characteristics of the employed transport protocol, e.g., theReal-
Time-Transport-Protocol(RTP), will influence the design of communication interactions
and service interfaces.

A specific element of multimedia conferencing system isconference control, the aspect of
initiating and terminating conferences, but alsoconference-course control, i.e., protocols
for controlling the behavior of application endpointsduringa conference.
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Different conference control protocols and architectures have been defined. In this thesis
we build upon the existing work for local coordination architectures and take care that
our solution fits well into the existing conferencing architecture.

In this thesis we try to maintain asystems view, considering requirements and mechanisms
for different protocol layersandapplication areas. This means that we do not restrict ourselves
to isolated research topics such as group communication but consider architectural implications
including implementation and integration aspects, too. Particular architectures of interest are
the Internet architecture and the Internet Multimedia Conferencing architecture.

In some parts of this thesis, we rely on theoretical work in the different research areas and
describe a new protocol design, corresponding protocol specifications, implementations and
applications. The focus lies on the design of the Mbus protocol and its application to different
application areas — first of all to the multimedia conferencing domain. The protocol itself and
the derived specifications and implementations have been deployed in multiple projects, which
will be described at the end of this thesis. The Mbus protocol specification itself has been
published as RFC 3259[RFC3259].

The research and engineering results that are described in this thesis are based on work
done by the author that was partly conducted in cooperation with national and international
cooperation partners and has been reviewed and discussed in international standardization bod-
ies, namely the IETF. In the following, we briefly list the main original results. Based on the
conceptual work that is described here, e.g., the Mbus transport specification, additional imple-
mentations have been created independently. In this thesis, we name the contributors in those
sections where we describe the respective developments.

Mbus Transport Specification: The Mbus transport specification that is described inSection
6.2 has been developed by the author in cooperation with Jörg Ott and Colin Perkins.
The specification has been reviewed by the MMUSIC working group of the IETF and has
been published as RFC 3259.

In particular, the author has contributed the security concept, the interval calculation for
thembus.hello timer, the specification of the scoping mechanisms and the Mbus pa-
rameter configuration.

Mbus Higher Layer Interactions: The specification of the Mbus Higher Layer Interactions
that are described inSection 6.3has been created by the author.

Dynamic Device Association:The Dynamic Device Association concept (Section 6.4) has
been developed by the author in cooperation with Jörg Ott.

Mbus and Ad-hoc Communication: The Mbus Ad-hoc Communication concept (Section
6.5) has been developed by the author in cooperation with Jörg Ott.

Local Coordination Architecture: The Local Endpoint Coordination Architecture (Section
9.1) has been developed by the author, supported by numerous discussions on endpoint
and gateway architecture in our research group.

Session Description and Capability Negotiation:The work on SDPng has been performed
by the author in cooperation with Jörg Ott and Carsten Bormann.
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Implementations: The author has developed a C++ and a C implementation of the Mbus trans-
port protocol. The C++ implementation and additional infrastructure components devel-
oped by the author have been used as fundamental building blocks in many Mbus based
applications.

1.5 Structure of this Thesis

This rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2,Conferencing Architecturesprovides a discussion of multimedia conferencing
technologies — context technologies for our coordination framework — with a focus on
conference control architectures;

• Chapter 3,Use Cases and Requirementspresents two detailed use cases and infers a set
of requirements for the Mbus protocol;

• Chapter 4,Foundations and Related Workanalyzes fundamental work, e.g., conceptual
building blocks for coordination of distributed systems, and investigates related work,
e.g., existing coordination protocols for conferencing systems;

• Chapter 5,Architectureintroduces the Mbus framework architecture;

• Chapter 6,The Mbus Frameworkis the main part of this thesis and describes the Mbus
protocol, additional functions such as bootstrapping and enhancements for the deploy-
ment of the Mbus in special environments such as ad-hoc communication scenarios;

• Chapter 7,Mbus Implementationsdescribes available Mbus implementations and reports
on deployment experiences;

• Chapter 8,Evaluationprovides an evaluation of the Mbus transport mechanisms and
describes simulation and test results;

• Chapter 9,Mbus in Conferencing Systemspresents Mbus application semantics that we
have defined for call-control and other applications;

• in Chapter 10,Mbus in Projectswe look at the deployment of the Mbus protocol and the
corresponding application semantics in real-world projects; and

• in Chapter 11,Conclusionswe recapitulate the main results and summarize the lessons
that we have learned in developing and deploying the Mbus protocol.
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Chapter 2

Conferencing Architectures

In this chapter, we describe the different architectures for multimedia conferencing, with a
focus onconference controlfunctions. In[Kirstein93], Kirstein et al. provide a first definition
of multimedia conferencingand state that it implied the sharing of voice, video and computer
data amongst geographically distributed groups of people, whereas thesharing of computer
data refers to shared applications such as shared workspaces. The evolution of this concept
and the evolution of telephony-based conferencing approaches has led to the development of
architecturesfor multimedia conferencing, such as the H.323 family of recommendations and
the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture.

For multimedia conferencing on the Internet, both architectures rely on RTP, the Real-Time
Transport Protocol[RFC3550][Perkins03], for the transmission of real-time media data, but
differ significantly with respect to the provided control services. In general, the termconference
control refers to control services that are available for establishing and during the course of a
conference, i.e.,conference course control services. Some examples of control services are:

Conference initiation: Conference initiation refers to all the services that are required to estab-
lish a multimedia conference, such as distributing conference configurations that specify
the application types of a conference and their parameters.

Depending on the type of the conference, the initiation may also involvecall signaling
andcall controlservices, including user location and call setup procedures.

Membership management: There are different aspects to membership management: a basic
service is the maintenance of membership lists, which can be realized on different lev-
els. In loosely coupled sessions, membership information is typically gathered from the
membership information that is conveyed as part of the media session communication,
e.g., relying on RTP mechanisms.

Conference course control protocols can provide a more precise management of mem-
bership information, e.g., by providing unique identifiers for participants that are mapped
to the RTP SSRC identifiers. These services allow to decouple the conference member-
ship from the membership of media sessions, i.e., a participant can be a member of the
conference without having to join all media sessions. The membership management for
conference course control has typically higher requirements with respect to consistency
and reliable communication than the soft-state-based media session membership infor-
mation.
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In addition, some architectures that provide a very tight coupling rely on membership
control, i.e., by controlling admittance to conferences and by offering services such as
excluding members. A conference control architecture can enforce such measures by
relying on cryptographic methods, e.g., on group security mechanisms for membership
control in multi-party conferences. A central group coordinator could be employed to
control the admittance to the conference and to enforce the implementation of decisions
that affect group membership.

Floor control: Controlling the right to speak (or to be active in the conference by other means)
is another example of a conference course control service. In loosely coupled confer-
ences, there is usually no way to regulate participants’ activities in the conference, except
for informal, receiver-based mechanisms such as filtering of audio sources in an audio
session.

Conference course control mechanisms can be used to implement the concept of floor
control, e.g., by coordinating the application instances at all participants.

Ordered termination of conferences: Whereas loosely coupled conferences that are repre-
sented by one or more media sessions do not require dedicated mechanisms for imple-
menting conference termination, this can be different for tightly coupled conferences.
The conference can be conducted on some kind of formal policy that limits its duration
(similar to a scheduled meeting) or the conference could have allocated resources that
need to be released after the conference has ended. In multimedia conferences that are
implemented by multiple application instances at the respective participants’ endpoints,
an ordered termination mechanism clearly is a useful mechanism for automating the us-
age of the conferencing system.

Obviously, there are different possibilities for implementing these services. However, we
can note that services such as precise group membership management and enforced floor control
typically require a reliable group communication mechanism that can be used to convey the
corresponding control information.

Scheifler, Gettys et al. have described the concept ofseparating mechanisms and policy
[Scheifler92], which has become an acknowledged design principle for creating larger (soft-
ware) architectures.1 This design principle is also applied to conference control by different
conference control specifications: the conference control services can be viewed as basic build-
ing blocks that a specific conferencing system can rely on to implement a certainconference
policy. For example, different types of conferences could be defined, such as audio-video broad-
cast, lecture and workgroup discussion, each of which requiring different rules with respect to
membership management, floor control and other services. Aconference policycan be de-
fined in order to specify the usage of basic conference control mechanisms to implement this
conference type.

The way how these services are implemented depends on the general conferencing architec-
ture that is used. Two main standardized approaches can be distinguished today: The ITU-T’s
H.323 family of standards and the IETF’s multimedia conferencing architecture. Both provide

1A mechanismdetermineshow to implement a certain functions, whereaspoliciesdecidewhat will be done,
relying on available mechanisms.
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some similarities — e.g., H.323 has adopted the IETF’sReal-time Streaming Protocol(RTP,
[RFC3550]) for real-time media transport over packet-based networks — but there are a num-
ber of differences.

The H.323 approach is often characterized as an architecture fortightly coupled conferences,
i.e., conferences with a certain degree of membership management and other control services.
To some extent this notion also stems from the originally centralized architecture of ITU-based
conferencing systems that employed centralized models of control. The IETF-evolved proto-
cols are largely based on IP multicast and its service model, which has led to a ratherloosely
coupledapproach that has shown to be more manageable and scalable for wide-area multi-party
conferences. It should be noted that the evolution of protocols and architectures from both do-
mains has blurred the distinction based on the tightness of coupling to some extent, as H.323
has adopted some acknowledged IETF protocols such as RTP and the IETF domain has also put
forth some efforts that address conference course control.

We will present the two architectures inSection 2.1andSection 2.2focusing on conference
control services. For a complete description, the reader is referred to the corresponding specifi-
cations that are named in the respective sections. InSection 2.3we summarize the lessons we
have learned from the different approaches.

2.1 The H.323 Recommendations

The International Telecommunication Union(ITU) has released a set of standards for audio-
and video-conferencing over different networks. The H.320 standard suite (1990,[ITU93a])
specifies conferencing in ISDN narrow-band networks and a variant has been adopted as H.321
(1995, [ITU95a]) for broadband ISDN. As ISDN-based technologies, H.320 and H.321 re-
lied on a fixed-bit-rate model, in general using G.711[ITU88] and G.723.1[ITU96e] as audio
codecs such as and H.261[ITU93b] as a video codec (H.261 provides fixed-bit-rate video cod-
ing, which is scalable in terms of bit-rate and realized quality.) The conferencing model can
be characterized astightly coupled, i.e., the set of members in a conference can be quite thor-
oughly controlled due to the nature of the ISDN telephone system. In the connection-oriented
ISDN-environment, multi-party conferencing with H.320/H.321 has usually been achieved by
relying on so-calledMulti-Point Communication Units(MCUs), central devices in the network
that perform call signaling and media distribution, including services such as audio-mixing and
video-switching.

The H.323 umbrella standard has been released in 1996 and specified multimedia confer-
encing over packet-based networks without guaranteed quality of service, such as the Internet.
The H.323 standard (as well as the other H.32x standards) contains several other specification
components:

• H.225.0[ITU00] is H.323’scall signalingprotocol, used to initiate conferences. H.225.0
relies on Q.931, the call signaling protocol for ISDN, and provides mechanisms for setting
up call relationships between endpoints. For example, it defines messages such ascall
set-up, proceedingandconnect. H.225.0 is described in more detail inSection 2.1.1.

• H.245 [ITU95c] definescall-control services, i.e., services for managing the multime-
dia communication once the fundamental call relationship has been established through
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H.225.0 communication. The main function of H.245 is the exchange ofterminal ca-
pabilities, i.e., capability descriptions of endpoints and their application entities, and the
management of so-calledlogical channels, i.e., communication channels for conference
applications, e.g., an RTP-based audio session. H.245 is also described in more detail in
Section 2.1.1.

• In addition to audio and video conferencing, H.323 also provides the so-calleddata-
conferencingservices that are specified in the T.120 suite of standards[ITU96b]. The
T.120 suite specifies mechanisms for shared applications such as shared whiteboards and
shared desktops.

An important element of T.120 is the conference control functionality specified as
Generic Conference Control(GCC) in the recommendation T.124[ITU98b]. We will
analyze the conference control in more detail inSection 2.1.3.

For the control and data conferencing communication, T.120 provides the concept of
channelsas an abstraction for multi-point communication facilities. Channels allow ad-
dressing different groups of receivers in a conference. TheMultipoint Communication
Service(MCS) that is specified in T.122[ITU98a] and T.125[ITU98c] provides the
multi-point communication that can be realized using different mechanisms. The most
common MCS implementation relies on multiple connections between endpoints that can
form trees for routing the data. MCS is also discussed in detail inSection 2.1.3.

• H.235[ITU98f] defines security mechanisms for H.323 and other H.245-based multime-
dia terminals.

For audio and video transport, H.323 has adopted theReal-time Transport Protocol(RTP,
[RFC3550]) that has been standardized by the IETF. RTP provides the possibility to use native
multicast services of the underlying network instead of using centralized MCUs for real-time
data transport. However, control functions, such as video stream selection are still located in
the MCUs. It should be noted that, in the following sections, we will not describe fundamental
technologies such as IP, IP multicast and RTP in detail. In[Perkins03], Perkins provides a
detailed description of RTP and its underlying concepts such as theLight-Weight Session Model
(LWS, [Mccanne98]) and the principle ofapplication layer framing(ALF, [Clark90]).

2.1.1 Conference Initiation

As indicated above, conference initiation in H.323 is separated intocall signaling (H.225.0)
andcall control (H.245), and the call control communication takes placeafter the call setup
(through call signaling communication) has completed.

In fact, the H.225.0 signaling services for the communication between endpoints are aug-
mented by the H.225.0-RAS protocol (Registration, Admission, and Status Protocol), which is
used to obtain services from so-called H.323gatekeepers, intermediate systems for call-routing
and authorization services. For example, for inter-domain H.323 communication, H.323 end-
points typically contact Gatekeepers first (trough H.225.0-RAS communication) before initiat-
ing calls trough H.225.0-Q.931 (the actual call signaling protocol). In this thesis, we cannot
describe H.225.0-RAS in detail. In short, the H.225.0-RAS communication between termi-
nals and gatekeepers provides services such as user registration, admission control and address
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resolution. In addition, it is possible to route calls, i.e., the H.225.0 communication between
endpoints, via gatekeepers, which means that gatekeepers act as proxy servers that provide call
routing and user location services. This model is called thegatekeeper-routed call-signaling
model.

H.225.0-Q.931 — the actual call signaling protocol — provides messages such asCall
Setup , Call Proceeding , Alerting , andConnect to support the establishment of
call relationships.Figure 2.1depicts the H.225.0-Q.931 call setup process. TheCall Setup
message is sent from a caller to a callee and provides H.323 address information, e.g., an E.164
address, for both source (caller) and destination. In addition, it provides an H.245 address
— a transport address that specifies how the calling endpoint wishes to establish the H.245
communication. Furthermore, theCall Setup message specifies theconference goal, i.e.,
the type of the call setup message, e.g.,create for starting a new conference,invite for
inviting a party to a new conference orjoin for joining an existing conference.

Figure 2.1: Basic H225.0-Q.931 call setup process

In essence, the main goal of the H.225.0 communication is the establishment of a H.245
communication channel that can be used for the further call control communication, which
consists ofmaster-slave determination, capability exchange, and opening of logical channels.
The master-slave determination is a process to assign each of the two parties a well-defined role
(master or slave) for the further H.245 communication, which is necessary, as H.245 communi-
cation is asymmetric and requires amasterthat coordinates resource conflicts. H.245 is limited
to a fixed set of capability types such as audio capabilities and video capabilities, distinguish-
ing receive capabilities(describing eligible configurations for receiving application data) and
transmit capabilities(describing configurations that an endpoint supports for sending applica-
tion data).

Logically, an H.323 conference consists of different sessions, e.g., an audio communica-
tion session and a video communication session, which are denotedapplication sessions. For
each application session, a logical channel must be opened. Opening a logical channel implies
resource allocation for the specific application session and the configuration of application en-
tities. H.245 also specifies a set of control messages for logical channels pertaining to video
sessions, e.g., update requests for H.261 video streams. In principle, the capability exchange
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and the opening of logical channels takes places after the H.225.0 call setup, and each applica-
tion session can only be used after the corresponding logical channel has been opened.

Because this sequential procedure can lead to significant delay between the time an initial
H.225.0 setup message is sent and the time media sessions become functional (e.g., audio pack-
ets are sent for a phone call), H.323 version 2 provides an optimization calledFast Start. For
theFast Startoptimization, logical channels are essentially opened before the H.225.0 connec-
tion setup has completed. Therefore the H.225.0call setup is extended by afastStart
field, providing logical channel data structures, which describe the caller configuration for a
given application session, e.g., an RTP audio session. If the callee accepts this configuration,
it can use the configuration directly, without going through the regular H.245 logical channel
setup, and can send media immediately. The Fast Start optimization has been developed for
accommodating IP telephony scenarios, where long connection setup times are not acceptable
— however, it is an optional enhancement that is not necessarily supported by all endpoints.

In summary, the H.323 conference initiation service is divided into call signaling and call
control functions, whereas this division has shown to be inefficient for fast call setup. The
H.225.0 call signaling functions can be divided into the actual call signaling communication
(H.225.0-Q.931) and the gatekeeper communication (H.225.0-RAS). The H.225.0-Q.931 pro-
tocol is an adopted version of the ISDN-Q.931 signaling protocol and thus provides telephony
inspired messages such asCall Setup andProceeding . H.225.0-RAS is intended for
the communication with gatekeepers that can provide authorization, user registration and user
location services. H.225.0-Q.931 signaling can also be routed via gatekeepers, which act as
application layer gateways and perform call routing functions.

2.1.2 Data Protocols for Multimedia Conferencing

In this section, we describe the services provided by T.124, the H.323Generic Conference
Control service (GCC) and the underlyingMultipoint Communication Service(MCS) in more
detail. T.124 is part of the T.120 family of protocols that has has originally been defined for
H.320 (ISDN-conferencing) and later been adopted for H.323.

In the T.120 model, a conference consists of multipleapplication protocol sessionsin which
peerapplication protocol entitiescommunicate. Anapplication protocol entityis the instantia-
tion of an application protocol in a terminal or in an MCU and is deployed by auser application
(it is not the application itself).User applicationsandapplication protocol entitiesreside on
nodesthat are conferencing endpoints (terminals or MCUs). Each node provides anode con-
troller that deals with the control aspects of the conference that apply to an entire node.

Figure 2.2depicts this model for a T.120 node graphically. T.126 is theMultipoint Still
Image and Annotation Conferencingprotocol specification, T.127 is theMultipoint Binary File
Transferspecification, and T.128 is theMultipoint Application Sharingspecification[ITU98d].
The latter three are standardized application protocols within the T.120 suite. In addition, a
conference may provideapplication protocol sessionsusing non-standard application proto-
cols. The user applications and the node controller deploy a control agent that provides the
T.124 control services and is thus calledGCC provider. These services are specified in recom-
mendation T.124. It should be noted that local coordination between user applications and node
controllers is not covered by T.124.Figure 2.2shows that the node controller interacts with the
GCC provider which in turn employs an MCS access point for the group control communica-
tion within the conference. Theapplication protocol entitiesalso make use of the MCS for the
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Figure 2.2: The T.120 framework[ITU96b]

group communication in their corresponding application sessions.
MCS provides the concept ofMCS domains— a tree of MCS connections amongMCS

providers. An MCS domainmaps to a conference and sets the boundary for multi-point com-
munication between application protocol entities within a conference. In analogy to GCC, an
MCS providerinteracts with application entities on a node and underlying transport services and
communicates with peerMCS Providers. Each MCS domain provides aTop MCS Providerthat
manages the channels, user identities and token resources for the domain.Figure 2.3depicts
an MCS domain with an MCU as the Top MCS Provider. In this figure there is only one node
with multiple MCS connections (the Top MCS Provider). However, it is also possible to have
multiple nodes and arrange them hierarchically in a tree structure.

MCS provides the concept of channels that can be used for individual application protocol
sessions or the GCC communication. There are multicast channels that can be used to send data
to all or a subset of the clients in a domain, and there are single-member-channels that can be
used to address messages to single users. Two types of message transport are provided by the
MCS:

Simple Send: Thesimple send serviceprovides reliable one-to-many message transport with-
out global ordering. In an MCS-tree-structure the messages are delivered directly, without
being relayed over the Top MCS Provider.
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Figure 2.3: An MCS domain

Uniformly Sequenced Data Transfer: This transport class offers global ordering by routing
all messages to the central Top MCS Provider first. The Top MCS Provider then forwards
the messages to subordinate MCS nodes. This ensures that two messages that are sent by
different MCS users arrive at all destination MCS users in the same order.

Thetoken conceptis the basis for realizing control functions, e.g., mutually exclusive access
to resources: a token can be associated with a resource, e.g., the floor (the right to speak) in a
conference, and MCS provides mechanisms to request and transfer tokens.

It has been noted by Ott in[Ott97] and later been shown by Trossen in[Trossen00]that the
MCS model of relying on a series of point-to-point connections creates serious scalability prob-
lems and makes MCS and thus GCC essentially unusable for large-scale conferences. The main
argument is that the number of control messages and the required bandwidth required to trans-
mit these messages grows exponentially with the number of nodes, thus introducing significant
delays and packet loss. With these observations in mind, Ott has described an advancement of
MCS in [Ott97] that allows for efficient multipoint communication in native multicast environ-
ments.

2.1.3 Conference Course Control

It should be noted that GCC specifies a distributed replicated database for most of the conference
state, e.g., the Conference Roster and the Application Roster: Each GCC Provider maintains
a copy of the state. State changes are signaled by sending a request of theMCS Uniformly
Sequenced Data Transferclass (in order to achieve consistency) to all other nodes. This means
that all messages related to state changes are via the Top MCS provider.

T.124 provides the following generic conference control services:

Conference Establishment and Termination: GCC provides a directory service that lists the
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Figure 2.4: GCC components in an MCS domain

conferences that are offered at one MCU. This is not a global directory service as the SAP
service in the Internet (seeSection 2.2) but a local service only.

For establishing a new conference, an initiator (a conference participant or an adminis-
trator) specifies the conference parameters and policies in a conference profile and sends
a GCC-Conference-Create request to another node (either to an endpoint or to an
MCU). The node that receives the corresponding indication automatically becomes the
Top GCC Provider for the conference. The conference profile contains general infor-
mation on the conference such as the conference name but also defines the policies, for
example whether the conference is locked for new participants, whether a password is re-
quired for joining the conference or whether the conference is started inconducted mode
(with a designated conductor that controls the course of the conference).

New nodes may be added to an existing conference at any time. It is also possible to
transfer participants from one conference to another, which is used to implement the
merging and splitting of conferences.

Conference Roster: The Conference Rosteris a list of all participants of the conference and
is maintained by each node. The roster contains information on each node such as the
name of the node and the name of the participants at the node. Each node announces its
presence upon joining the conference, thus enabling existing nodes to learn the existence
of the new node.

Application Roster: In addition to the Conference Roster, GCC also provides support for
maintaining theApplication Roster— a list of all application protocol entities that are
available at the nodes. Upon joining a conference, a node sends its local list of applica-
tion protocol entities to all other nodes. This information is integrated into the overall
Application Rosterthat is replicated at each node. The roster can include application pro-
tocol entities that are based on standard application protocols as well as entities based on
non-standard application protocols.
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The Application Rosterdoes not only list the application protocol entities but also pro-
vides mechanisms for each node to specify thecapabilitiesof each application protocol
entity. GCC defines rules that specify how tocollapsethe capabilities from all the appli-
cation protocol entities in the conference to a common subset.

GCC provides the concept ofapplication-independentcapability description, i.e., an ap-
plication entity’s capabilities can be expressed using generic description mechanisms.
Each capability is tagged with a type specifier:logical , minimum , andmaximum.
The type specifies how this capability has to be processed in acapability collapsingop-
eration.

This concept allows GCC to process capability description without application knowledge
to determine and to distribute a usable configuration without the need for a complete
exchange of all capabilities between all nodes: instead GCC can determine the commonly
supported configurations and inform application protocol entities.

Application Registry: TheApplication Registryis a central database that is hosted at the Top
GCC Provider and allows applications to store and retrieve application-specific data.

Conference Conductorship: GCC provides the concept of aconductor for a conferencethat
can control the course of a conference. In a conducted conference, application protocol
entities operate in a special (application-specific) mode, for example certain operations
may have to be approved by the conference conductor before the corresponding requests
can be sent to other entities.

Conference Conductorship is supported by a dedicated token type: a node controller at
a node may request the conductor token by sending aGCC-Conductor-Assign re-
quest.

Miscellaneous Functions:GCC supports the notion oftimed conferences, i.e., conferences
with a specified maximum duration, and so there are mechanisms to retrieve and to an-
nounce the remaining time in a conference, to request more time etc.

Summarizing, we can state that the T.120 GCC model is clearly an approach for tightly
coupled conferences with a strict membership and application management that is implemented
by the means of the GCC services. GCC as well as application protocols are layered on top of
MCS, the multipoint communication service, which in turn layers on top of specific transport
protocols.

The GCC architecture does not specify mechanisms by which anode controllercan imple-
ment the conference control and coordinate the application entities. Any such mechanisms are
a local matter of the conference applications.

2.2 Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture

In this section, we present the architecture for multimedia conferencing on the Internet using
the set of protocols that have been standardized by the IETF (Internet Multimedia Conferencing
Architecture, IMCA) as described by Handley et al. in[Handley00]. Although the Internet
Protocol has not explicitly been designed with support for real-time data transport, there have
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been many efforts since the early 1990s to develop audio and video real-time conferencing
applications and to use shared applications over the Internet.2

One important milestone was the introduction ofIP multicast[Deering91]— extensions to
the protocol requirements for IP hosts and routers andmulticast-routing protocolsthat allow for
efficient and scalable group communication on the Internet.

Figure 2.5: The Internet Real-time Multimedia Conferencing Architecture[Handley00]

Figure 2.5provides an overview of the Internet Real-time Multimedia Conferencing Archi-
tecture. An important building block in this architecture is theReal-Time Transport Protocol
(RTP,[RFC3550]), a transport protocol for media data of different types with real-time charac-
teristics.

In addition to real-time multimedia communication,shared applicationshave been devel-
oped, including protocols for group communication that is more reliable than the best-effort IP
multicast service can provide.

Regarding conference control, the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture follows
a significantly different model than the H.320 and H.323 recommendations — a model that is
commonly known as loosely coupled conferencing. For conference establishment, theSession
Initiation Protocol (SIP, [RFC3261]) provides services such as user location and user invita-
tions. Details on IETF conference control protocols are provided inSection 2.2.1. Obviously
security is an important requirement for any conferencing architecture. We will address this
aspect directly in the relevant sections, for example SIP security inSection 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Conference Initiation

In this section, we describe the protocols of the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture
that are used to initiate conferences, i.e., protocols that are not used by applications such as

2In fact, initial work has been done as early as 1977, e.g., the Network Voice Protocol (NVP) for the Arpanet
that is specified in RFC 741[RFC741]. NVP has been implemented first in December 1973.
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media engines or shared applications but that are used to control when and how conferences are
conducted. We will look at conference setup first and describe theSession Announcement Pro-
tocol and theSession Initiation Protocol. Both protocols allow the use of different description
languages for specifying parameters of the conference such as the configuration of the media
sessions including transport parameters. Currently, theSession Description Language(SDP,
[RFC2327]) is commonly used for both SAP and SIP.

2.2.1.1 Session Announcement

The Session Announcement Protocol(SAP, [RFC2974]) is used to disseminate information
about multicast conferences to potential participants; it is mainly intended to be used for an-
nouncing public sessions such as broadcasts and public teleconferences that are scheduled for
a given time and can thus be announced in advance. A user’s SAP-client (asession directory
tool) can be used to receive announcements from different sources and present them to the user.
Announcements can either time-out (the announcer ceases the transmission) or be explicitly
deleted by a corresponding SAP message.

SAP is based on IP multicast: An instance of a SAP session directory that wishes to an-
nounce a multicast conference, periodically multicasts packets containing a corresponding ses-
sion description to a well-known multicast group. There is no restriction on who can announce
sessions. SAP announcements are never acknowledged or in other ways answered by receivers:
They are treated assoft-state informationthat is multicast periodically as long as the announce-
ment is relevant.

SAP announcements can be sent with different multicast-scopes, and the scope of an an-
nouncement is usually aligned with the scope of the announced multicast sessions. This allows
for keeping the announcement of local sessions within a local scope. (InSection 6.2.1.3, we
discuss multicast scopes and corresponding protocols.)

Since announcements are sent periodically to a single multicast group (for a given scope)
and since there is no feedback mechanism for indicating congestion, SAP must provide a rate
control mechanism that keeps the bandwidth of all traffic in an announcement group to a well-
defined limit (4 kbit/s if not specified otherwise). SAP announcers thus have to cooperate and
choose appropriate repetition intervals for their announcements. Therefore, each announcer has
to listen to other announcements in order to determine the total number of sessions. It uses this
information and the size of its own announcement to calculate the transmission interval.

SAP is typically used by session directories such as sd (developed by LBL) and sdr (devel-
oped by UCL, the University College London). These tools are started on behalf of a user and
are usually kept running permanently (especially when the user wants to announce a session).
While running these tools, a receiver sees all session announcements and can thus perform an-
other useful function: By processing the session descriptions of each announcement, a session
directory tool automatically knows which multicast groups are used by currently running or
scheduled conferences and can thus assist the user to allocate a multicast address that has not
already been allocated by somebody else.

There are mechanisms for multicast address allocation in the Internet (the architecture for
multicast address allocation is described in[RFC2908]), however these mechanisms are cur-
rently not widely deployed, which makes is necessary to rely on this SAP based approach in
order to avoid address clashes. Jacobson has presented a scheme calledInformed Partitioned
Random Multicast-Address Allocation Allocation(IPRMA) in [Jacobson94]and Handley has
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proposed an improved algorithm in[Handley97]that has been implemented in the session di-
rectory tool sdr. sdr allows a user to “create” new conferences and proposes multicast addresses
for the media session that are not likely to be used by other conferences or applications, based
on sdr’s knowledge about the current use of multicast addresses.

TheSession Description Protocol(SDP,[RFC2327]) is normally used to describe the con-
ferences that are announced via SAP announcements. SDP has been designed in order to allow
for concise descriptions of the necessary parameters of multimedia conferences. This includes
parameters for media sessions such as media type, media encoding, codec parameters and trans-
port parameters such as multicast address, port number and used transport protocol. SDP also
provides some support for describing meta-information about a conference such as information
about the originator, the subject of a conference and scheduling information, i.e. at which time
the conference takes place and, in case of recurring conferences, the recurring pattern.

2.2.1.2 Session Initiation

SAP is used for conferences that can be publicly announced in advance, e.g., for TV-broadcasts
or public conference sessions. For the spontaneous initiation of conferences such as Internet
Telephony phone calls, theSession Initiation Protocol(SIP,[RFC3261]) is used. SIP allows a
user toinvite other users into a conference and exchange the necessary conference parameters.
In essence, SIP provides call signaling and call control services for spontaneously initiated
conferences, and can thus be compared to H.225.0 and H.245, whereas the specific protocol
mechanisms differ significantly. SIP provides the following functions:

• SIP uses application layer routing in order to deliver invitations to the appropriate partici-
pant. SIP provides the concept of SIP proxies — intermediary systems in the network that
make routing decision and forward requests based on the specified address of the invitee
(the SIP-URI), based on the result of interaction withSIP location servers(see below)
and based on local policies.

• Users can register withSIP registrars, i.e., SIP servers maintaining registration databases
that provide a mapping from a SIP-URI such assip:dku@example.com to contact
addresses that specify where the user is to be contacted. The information collected by
registrars can be used bySIP location serversfor informing clients of a user’s registered
contact address and by SIP proxy servers to make call routing decisions.

• SIP providescall signalingservices that allow a caller to establish a conference with a
callee. Amongst other functions, the call signaling services provide support for transmit-
ting call setup requests, for exchanging configurations, and for terminating calls.

• SIP provides reliable communication for the communication ofSIP user agentsand can
be used with UDP, TCP and TLS (Transport Layer Security Protocol).

Figure 2.6depicts the basic SIP call setup process. The basic call signaling in SIP can be
compared to the H.225.0 procedures: a caller sends a call setup message (a SIPINVITE re-
quest) to a callee, and the callee sends call progress notification and a confirmation that the
call has been established. Similar to the H.323 model, the main objective is to negotiate and to
distribute a working conference configuration at the involved parties, which can be used to con-
figure application entities. Unlike the H.323 model, SIP does not provide an explicit separation
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into call signaling and call control. In essence, SIP focuses on call signaling, whereas the ad-
dition and removing of application sessions (that H.323 accomplishes through H.245’s logical
channel concept) can be achieved by updating the conference configuration. In[Schulzrinne98],
Schulzrinne et al. provide a comparison of H.323 and an early version of SIP.

Figure 2.6: Basic SIP call setup process

For implementing this service, SIP relies on a request/response protocol, i.e., during a SIP
session, aSIP dialog, two peers exchange requests and responses to requests. For example,
SIP provide requests such asINVITE , CANCELandBYEand responses such as200 OK (a
positive acknowledgment) and180 Trying (aprovisional responseto anINVITE request).3

SIP messages (e.g.,INVITE requests) can carry a payload that contains the session descrip-
tion for the conference that should be initiated. Today, SDP is used for that purpose. However,
the requirements for publicly announcing multicast conferences differ significantly from the
requirements for initiating a spontaneous conference, e.g., a phone call. For an announced mul-
ticast session, the announcer sends a fixed session description containing the set of media types,
media encodings that should be used for the conference, including (typically) a single multicast
address for each session. Receivers can check if they support the specified configuration and
then join the conferences by starting media tools with the corresponding parameters. For spon-
taneously initiated sessions, it is important that both the inviting and the invited party agree on
a commonly supported configuration — otherwise the conference cannot be initiated. More-
over, for two-party conferences, e.g., for Internet telephony calls, the media sessions typically
do not use multicast but unicast communication. Consequently the transport address cannot be
specified as a single multicast address that is used for both sending and receiving. Instead, each

3SIP uses the Internet Message Format[RFC2822]and mimics the HTTP request/response model by adopting
some status messages and header fields. However, the requests (and obviously the semantics) are different from
HTTP.
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party has to know an endpoint address (an IP address and a port number) where the data, e.g.,
the RTP packets, should be sent to.

In order to accommodate the different requirements, the usage of SDP within SIP is ex-
plicitly specified in a companion standard[RFC3264]that defines how SDP is used in a two-
stage exchange to gain a common view of two participants for a conference initiation. This
offer/answer modelspecifies how SDP descriptions are exchanged over SIP and allows a mini-
mal form of negotiation.

In summary, we can state that SIP provides similar call signaling services as H.225.0;
whereas the call signaling communication semantics are largely identical, the communication
mechanisms are not. In fact, we have developed mappings between SIP and H.225 for the devel-
opment of gateway systems (described inSection 10.3, a detail description has been provided
by Pollem in[Pollem00]) and Singh et al. have presented a similar approach in[Singh00]. Both
SIP and H.225/H.245 can be routed through an application layer gateway fabric.

2.2.2 Conference Course Control

In the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture, there is no equivalent of T.124 (seeSec-
tion 2.1.3), and there is no agreed mechanism for providing conference course control, i.e., for
providing services such as floor-control and maintaining membership-lists during the course of
a conference. Instead, conferences rely on aloosely coupled conferencing model: Participants
join an announced conference or are invited to a conference and then start the media tools for
the respective media sessions of the conference. Although the transport protocols for media
sessions, e.g., RTP or a multicast transport protocol, can provide some degree of membership
control (participants can learn of the existence of other participants), there is no strict control.
For example, in SAP announced conferences, participants can come and go at will — simply
by joining and leaving the corresponding multicast group.

In the following, we describe protocols that are intended forhorizontal conference course
control, i.e., for coordinating the endpoints in a conference over wide-area communication links.
Section 2.2.2.1describes theAgreement Protocol, a generalized proposal for conference control
that has been discussed in the IETF.Section 2.2.2.2presents theConference Control Channel
Protocol that provides a scalable coordination mechanism for all user applications within a
conference. TheSimple Conference Control Protocolthat we describe inSection 2.2.2.3is a
conference control protocol fortightly coupled conferences. Currently, proposals emerge that
concentrate on providing multi-party conferencing with SIP[Rosenberg02]and there is also
early work on minimal conference control functions using SIP, but we will not discuss this in
detail in this thesis.

2.2.2.1 The Agreement Protocol

In [Schenker95], Schenker et al. describe protocol mechanisms for maintaining and updating
ephemeral teleconferencing state for conference control. The termephemeralmeans that the
state that is managed by a corresponding protocol is only important for the conferencing session
and is not persistent after the end of a session.

In this proposal, the authors describe certain dimensions of policies for the joint control
of the ephemeral conference state: initiation (of state changes), voting (for anticipated state
changes) and consistency. Different models of consistency are proposed. The general idea is
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that every member has its own view of the distributed state and that the goal of the agreement
protocol is to make these views eventually consistent.

Whereas the policies specify who can propose state changes and which degree of voting
consensus must be reached to conduct state changes, the protocol framework provides different
protocol mechanisms that could be used to implement these policies. The authors propose
different mechanisms for different underlying communication services that can essentially be
classified as reliable and unreliable communication.

• For reliable communication (that could be realized by a mesh of reliable point-to-point
communication channels), the so-calledstrong eventual consistency(SEC, it can be guar-
anteed that after some time all members agree on a common view of the state) is achieved
by deploying causal ordering (implemented by wall-clock timestamps) and by using a
two-phase-commit procedure for conducting voting and applying state changes: State
variables can be locked before a poll or an update message is sent by the initiator of a
state change. The protocol mechanisms are designed to work with a transport service
that provides reliable message transport with a bounded delay, i.e., the transport service
does not try to provide absolute reliability at the cost of potentially unbounded message
delay and undue complexity. Instead occasional violations of the consistency conditions
are tolerable for the application of managing a shared ephemeral state that is not intended
to persist beyond the session anyway. For example, in the case of network partitions or
host failures, it would in general not be adequate to aim for absolute reliable transport and
delay the delivery of a message indefinitely — instead the application should be informed
of the problem rather soon.

• For unreliable underlying communication channels such as UDP over IP multicast, the
consistency model is relaxed further: Instead of guaranteeing that the views of the state
will eventually converge, theweak eventual consistency(WEC) model is used: the prob-
ability that the members have different views of the state decreases asymptotically but an
eventual agreement cannot be guaranteed.

In this model, the convergence is realized by aperiodically repeated transmissionof state
variables. There are two variants of this basic procedure: In scenarios where every piece
of state has a natural owner, this owner is responsible for retransmitting the current state.
However, this model is only applicable when the overall state is separable and when the
per-member state is rather small. Therefore, a second variant is proposed: The initiator
of a state change is transmitting the current state of a certain variable repeatedly until he
receives a message from another change initiator with a higher timestamp.

The concrete proposal of the agreement protocol has not been pursued further within the
IETF’s MMUSIC working group (where it has been discussed): as a framework it is too generic
and abstracts too much from specific transport protocol issues. Moreover, transport technologies
such as reliable multicast that could have been helpful for implementing and deploying the
agreement protocol have not been available as early as it has been anticipated. In fact, reliable
multicast is still (June 2003) being standardized within the IETF.

Nevertheless, the agreement protocol provides some interesting ideas: First of all, we can
highlight the notion of anephemeral statefor the control information that is not intended to
persist after the end of a session. This concept is useful as it helps to delimit the goal of manag-
ing a distributed conferencing state from other applications of distributed systems technology,
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where absolute reliability and consistency are required. For maintaining a distributed confer-
ence state, we do not require all state changes to be consistent and durable; it is sufficient when
there are mechanisms that will eventually provide a convergence of the distributed states. In-
stead of relying on an absolutely reliable transport protocol that makes very little assumptions
on the characteristics of the underlying network and may thus be costly in operation, it can be
more efficient to make the application aware of problems and allow it do deal with the problem
appropriately.

The devised transport mechanisms to be used for unreliable underlying communication
channels are also noteworthy: The agreement protocol shows that periodic retransmissions
(with carefully chosen transmission rates) can be an adequate means to eventually realize con-
sistency (although only probabilistic consistency) in ascalableway. The requirement ofscal-
ability is especially important when we think of larger groups with members that are on the
wide-area Internet. Centralized solutions that can easily provide absolute consistency and global
ordering are likely to fail due to their scalability issues. Instead, it can be more useful to rely
on a solution that does not guarantee that all members will always have a consistent state, when
it is actually sufficient that the state will eventually converge. The idea of periodicsoft state
transmission has become an important element in many protocols for distributed applications
such as SRM[Floyd97] [Mccanne98].

Finally, the agreement protocol proposal provides a separation between themechanismsand
thepoliciesthat can be realized with the protocol. Thus the agreement protocol is not tied to
specific assumptions on policies such as voting rules, access control and membership policy but
merely provides the mechanisms that allow to implement different policy rules — a concept
that we will also see in other proposals such as CCCP.

2.2.2.2 CCCP

TheConference Control Channel Protocol(CCCP,[Handley95]) is a conference course control
protocol that provides mechanisms for application control (e.g., synchronization of applica-
tions in a conference), membership control (e.g., membership lists, access control) and floor
management (e.g., managing floor control for specific applications). It addresses earlier noted
requirements such as scalability (with respect to the number of members of a conferences and
the geographic distribution of the members) and flexibility (the protocol should allow for dif-
ferent policies and applications). A conference is modeled as being composed of a number of
geographically distributed people, using a variety of applications within the conference.

Figure 2.7provides an overview of the CCCP control communication within a multime-
dia conference. The different applications exchange media data over their application specific
media transport protocol (e.g., RTP). Each application and additional control entities for each
conference participant attach to the conference control channel to exchange control messages.
CCCP provides a messaging channel between all the applications of all users of a conference.
Each application may be addressed independently. A CCCP address consists of three compo-
nents:

Instance identifier: A unique identifier of an application on a host.

Type: The type of the application (or application component). Naming applications in CCCP
is based on hierarchical typing of applications. For example, the major type of an applica-
tion could be the media type that it is used for, such asaudio or video . The secondary
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Figure 2.7: Conceptual overview of CCCP

type could signal whether we want to address a receiving (recv ) or a sending (send )
application. An example for a complete type would thus beaudio.send . Due to the
hierarchy concept, a message that is destined to an address with a type field ofaudio
would also be delivered to an application with address type fieldaudio.send .

User-name/host-name:The host-name that the application is running on (as a DNS name) or
the user-name on whose behalf the application is running (as user@host-name).

Again, it is possible to use partly specified address elements: An address such as
*@host-name will be delivered to all applications on the specified host.

Conference identifier: A conference identifier is intended to address applications that are par-
ticipating in multiple conferences at a time.

An example for a CCCP address would be(42, audio, dku@example.com, 1) .
CCCP supports the concept ofwildcarding address elements in destination addresses: a mes-
sage with a destination address of(*,audio,*,*) would be delivered to all applications
with a major type fieldaudio in their address.

CCCP provides different reliability and message ordering schemes that can be selected on
a per-message basis. For example, it can be requested that a message that is sent to a group of
receivers (using the wildcarding mechanism) has to be acknowledged by none, at least one, one
out of n, or all potential receivers. Of course, the latter makes only sense if the sender knows
the set of potential receivers. Since CCCP does not provide mechanisms to determine this set
reliably, it allows this mode for messages that are destined to a fully qualified address only.
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According to[Handley95], CCCP has been implemented as relying on IP multicast without
using reliable multicast transport mechanisms.

For message ordering, CCCP provides the following classes:no constraint(deliver each
received message immediately),late discard(discard any packets that are older than the latest
seen),adaptive playout(place received messages in an adaptive playout buffer, similar to the
way RTP implementations behave),fixed playout(similar to adaptive playout but with a fixed
maximum delay),adapative playout with ceiling(a combination of the latter two) andARQ
(explicitly acknowledge every packet to synchronize sender and receiver).

CCCP messages have a plain text payload consisting of a function name followed by a space
separated parameter list. The syntax and the semantics of parameters and function names are
application specific.

CCCP provides confidentiality by supporting DES-encryption based on a shared key that
has to be distributed out-of-band. Additional mechanisms for providing Message integrity and
message authentication are not provided.

CCCP is an interesting proposal because of its application-oriented addressing scheme. The
possibility of using wildcard addresses to send messages to a group of applications without
having to consider transport addresses and details of group communication simplifies the inte-
gration of corresponding control interfaces to applications significantly.

Furthermore, the concept of choosing reliability and message ordering classes on a per-
message basis is an appropriate way of dealing with diverse requirements in terms of reliability,
consistency and timeliness of message delivery. By allowing the application to select the re-
quired service, CCCP does not impose a single paradigm and can thus support different classes
of interactions.

One of the problems that have to be mentioned is the fundamental concept of providing a
common communication channel for all applications and application components in a confer-
ence. In fact, CCCP can be viewed as combination of a horizontal and vertical control service.
This limits the flexible re-use of these applications as components as it requires every applica-
tion to implement CCCP and to understand the concept of conference course control. Moreover,
it may lead to a significant form of overhead, if every application has to analyze and filter-out
messages that are sent to a global IP multicast group (in[Handley95], Handley et al. mention
the idea to automatically map application addresses to IP multicast addresses but it seems that
this has not been pursued).

2.2.2.3 SCCP

In [Bormann01], we have described theSimple Conference Control Protocol(SCCP) that pro-
vides control services fortightly coupled conferencesand has been inspired by the conference
control services that are provided by H.323 (Section 2.1). The SCCP work can be viewed as an
attempt to define a framework for tightly coupled conference control that considers theInternet
Multimedia Conferencing Architectureand the related, existing control protocols, such as SIP
[RFC3261]and SAP[RFC2974].

SCCP provides the notion of adistributed conference statethat is established by the use of
conference control protocols such as SIP and SAP and is later managed by SCCP. The SCCP
services for managing the conference state can be grouped into the following functional areas:

• conference management;
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• application session management; and

• floor control.

The SCCP services forconference managementinclude the management of the conference
membership (inviting and excluding members) and the overall conference course control. Merg-
ing and splitting of conferences is not included. In SCCP, there is the notion of applications as
functional components within a conference (e.g., interactive voice communication), and the
communication for operating these applications takes place in application sessions (e.g., an
RTP session for voice communication). The SCCPapplication managementfunctions provide
mechanisms for coordinating application sessions, e.g., creating application sessions, terminat-
ing application sessions and membership management for application sessions within a confer-
ence.

Finally, SCCP provides afloor control concept for supporting application state synchro-
nization, which includes operations such as requesting the floor and releasing the floor. SCCP
assumes a reliable group communication transport that provides reliable and consistent delivery
of messages and that provides a total ordering of messages.

The work on SCCP is not yet completed and the current specification does not provide a
mapping to a specific transport protocol (although MTP or one of its successors have been
anticipated). From the current specification, we can conclude that SCCP is strictly ahorizontal
conference control protocol that is intended to fit into the Internet Multimedia Conferencing
Architecture and that does not address the local coordination of applications, i.e., components
of conferencing endpoints.

2.2.3 Summary

In the previous sections, we have presented the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture
with a special focus on control services and on group communication. One important charac-
teristic is that many if not all protocols are designed to work well in both unicast and multicast
scenarios. In fact, the point-to-point usage of protocols such as RTP and SRM is just a special-
ization of the general multicast case, which they have been designed for.

We can state that the very properties of IP multicast have had an influence of the design of
the transport protocols and applications: TheLight-Weight Session modeland theApplication
Layer Framing paradigmcan be considered as the opposite of the strictly layered H.323 model
of the ITU-T. The service model, including the unreliable best-effort service, of IP multicast
has promoted a soft-state driven approach emphasizing scalability, robustness and anticipation
of heterogeneity.

The loosely coupled conferencing model has its origins in public IP multicast sessions on
the Mbone where participants are free to join and leave at will, where conference course control
is rarely used and no regulations on the usage of specific tools are made because receivers can
select application sessions they want to join, considering a user’s preferences and the capabil-
ities of the conferencing endpoint. As a result, there is no accepted conference-course control
protocol (except for the T.120 family of protocols). However, the increasing interest in and work
on solutions for Internet telephony style applications (based on SIP) has recently re-fueled the
interest in conference course control, and solutions that work well with SIP or are based on SIP
might emerge in the future.
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Currently, conference control services are mainly provided for conference initiation, i.e.,
call signaling and call control through SIP, which has emerged from a comparatively simple
approach for the spontaneous initiation of Internet multimedia conferences to a call signaling
and call control protocol that provides similar services as H.225.0 and H.245 of the H.323
domain.

2.3 Lessons Learned

In the previous sections, we have presented technologies for multimedia conferencing with a
special focus on conference control.Table 2.1compares the two architectures with respect to
services and their realization.

Table 2.1: Services and protocol mechanisms for H.323 and IMCA

Service H.323 Protocol IMCA Protocol
Real-time Media Transport RTP RTP
Call Signaling/Call Control H.225.0 and H.245 SIP and SDP

Shared Applications T.120 SRM, NTE, MTP (application
specific)

Conference Control GCC (T.124) no acknowledged protocol,
SIP-based approaches emerg-
ing

For multimedia conferencing on the Internet, both architectures rely on RTP/UDP for the
real-time transport of media data. H.323 and SIP-based conferencing systems both provide a
concept of call signaling and call control services for the initiation and basic control of confer-
ences. When comparing the fundamental model and the service set of H.225.0/H.245 and SIP,
we can state that both provide the following main services:

• call signaling for establishing a call control context;

• negotiating and distributing appropriate conference configurations;

• enabling basic control functions such as updating configurations and terminating confer-
ences; and

• user registration, user location and call routing via intermediate systems.

An analysis of the call signaling protocols has shown that both protocols provide similar
procedures and message types, although the communication is implemented by different mech-
anisms. InSection 2.2.3, we have noted that existing gateway solutions demonstrate that a
mapping between individual protocol messages is possible.

We have analyzed the conference control architecture for H.323-based multimedia confer-
encing, i.e., the T.120 Generic Conference Control (GCC) approach. The T.120 model relies on
a tightly coupled conference model, i.e., a strict management of conference membership that is
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implemented by a set of corresponding conference control functions. GCC as well as confer-
ence applications are layered on top of theMultipoint Communications Service(MCS), which is
a transport-protocol independent group communication mechanism and is implemented by a set
of point-to-point connections between the MCS providers. We have also noted the scalability
concerns with this approach.

The Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture has evolved from a set of building
blocks for real-time media transport, conference initiation and conference announcement.
Group communication by the use of IP multicast has been taken into account for the design
of the different protocols right from the beginning. Rhe service model and the properties of IP
and IP multicast have led to the formulation of an alternative design for real-time and group
communication protocols: the concepts oflight-weight sessions(LWS, [Mccanne98]) andap-
plication layer framing(ALF, [Clark90]) deliberately deviate from a strict layer approach, such
as the OSI model. Unlike the MCS-based protocols of the H.323 family, ALF-based proto-
cols do not rely on the assumption that the underlying transport protocol provides a reliable,
totally-ordered service. Instead, the heterogeneity (of sub-network-links and end-systems) and
the loosely-coupled nature of IP multicast sessions is taken into account.

This principle influences the design of transport protocols such as RTP and SRM[Floyd97],
[Mccanne98]and the design of applications such as NTE[Handley97]: the transport protocol
is essentially a rather slim layer above the underlying multicast/unicast datagram service layer.
The NTE transport protocol deliversapplication data unitsto the application in order to let
the application decide how to process them, e.g., how to deal with messages that are delivered
out-of-order and how to deal with message loss.

One notable mechanism for achieving reliability in group communication sessions without
the need for explicit acknowledgments or retransmission requests is thesoft state approach
that relies on periodic multicasts of information, e.g., ADUs in a shared application protocol
session. Soft state communication can be an efficient way to finally reach consistency in a
group communication session, where an eventual state convergence can be tolerated. SRM is a
typical example of an application-independent transport protocol of this type.

For those applications that have stronger requirements in terms of reliability guarantees
and message ordering,reliable multicast protocolshave been designed that try to combine the
efficiency and scalability of native multicast with the service of “traditional” transport protocols.
We have presented MTP and its successors as representatives of such protocols.

We have noted that there is no acknowledged horizontal conference control for the Internet
Multimedia Conferencing Architecture, although some approaches (with different scope and
ambitions) have been proposed. TheAgreement Protocolthat we have presented inSection
2.2.2.1was a first attempt to define a conference control protocol that fits the service model
of IP multicast and considers scalability and efficiency requirements. The key concept of the
Agreement Protocol is the notion of treating conference control state asephemeralinformation
and by considering different consistency models,strong eventual consistencyandweak eventual
consistency, depending on requirements of applications.

SCCP, which we have described inSection 2.2.2.3, is an example for another type of con-
ference control protocol that provides GCC-like conference control services and is designed to
be used with a multicast transport protocol such as MTP/SO. Both the Agreement Protocol and
SCCP are strictly targeted athorizontal conference control, i.e., they do not address the coor-
dination of entities within a single conferencing endpoint. TheConference Control Channel
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Protocol that we have described inSection 2.2.2.2is a more general approach that addresses
both horizontal and vertical conference control. The interesting aspects of CCCP are the concept
of providing different reliability and message ordering properties on a per message basis and
the flexible addressing concept that allows for addressing entities by usingwildcard addresses.
The control messages can thus be destined to specific applications components, depending on
their application type or depending on their conference or user affiliation. We have noted that
the coupling of vertical and horizontal control can impede the deployment of the protocol, as it
requires every application component to implement CCCP (and its horizontal control features).

Both H.323 and SIP-based conferencing are not tied to specific applications. H.245 and SDP
can both be used to express audio, video and shared application configurations, and, for T.120
conferences, GCC provides the concept of application independent capability description.

With these observations in mind, we can state that (especially for telephony-like applica-
tions) both H.323 and SIP-based conferencing provide similar functions and a similar overall
architecture: a clear separation of application sessions and control functions such as conference
initiation. For both approaches, there are application entities that provide the capturing, sharing
and rendering of information and there are control entities that provide conference initiation,
call control and (if applicable) conference course control.

Figure 2.8: Generalized local endpoint architecture

Generalizing the architectures of H.323 and SIP-based conferencing, we can identify similar
protocol services and similar structures of endpoints that implement the corresponding proto-
cols. Figure 2.8depicts a generalized endpoint architecture, where a endpoint controller co-
ordinates a set of application protocol entities. For both H.323 and SIP-based conferences,
the endpoint controller would perform the call initiation, i.e., either through H.225.0/H.245 or
through SIP, and negotiate an appropriate conference configuration based on the capabilities
of its own and the remote application entities. After the conference has been established, the
configuration is distributed to the local application protocol entities and the application ses-
sions can start. During a conference, the controller can implement conference course control
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(if applicable) and implement additional call control services such as eventually terminating the
conference.

Neither H.323 nor SIP-based conferences specify a local coordination service. Instead,
there are different, endpoint application specific solutions. For example, in some applications
such as Microsoft Netmeeting, a conferencing endpoint is an integrated application, without an
exposed modular structure and thus without coordination. For some SIP-based applications,
the coordination is limited to thestarting and parameterizing of application entities (after a
conference has been established).

In Chapter 3,Use Cases and Requirements, we will investigate a more detailed scenario for
local coordination within conferencing endpoints and inChapter 4,Foundations and Related
Work, we will also describe existing approaches that provide some form of local coordination
service.
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Chapter 3

Use Cases and Requirements

In Chapter 2,Conferencing Architectures, we have discussed conferencing architectures with
a focus on control services. We have introduced a generalized local endpoint architecture and
have noted the lack of standardized local coordination mechanisms for conferencing systems.
In this chapter, we will describe two use cases for local coordination: the design of decomposed
multimedia conferencing systems, and, as an example for local coordination in a completely
different application domain, the local coordination of devices and application components in
in-vehicle networks. The discussion of these use cases yields a list of requirements that we
present inSection 3.2. These requirements are later matched against existing solutions and
related work inChapter 4,Foundations and Related Workand are considered for the design of
our coordination architecture that is described inChapter 5,Architecture.

3.1 Use Cases

In Section 3.1.1, we discuss a possible architecture and resulting requirements for the design and
implementation ofdecomposed multimedia conferencing systems. In Section 3.1.2we analyze
the state-of-the art and anticipated future developments forin-vehicle networkingand sketch a
corresponding coordination infrastructure. Subsequently we discuss the requirements for both
use cases in detail inSection 3.2, with a focus on message-oriented coordination. Each use case
is discussed focusing on thesystem architecture, because the objective is to derive requirements
for network protocols and possible network architectures.

3.1.1 A Decomposed Multimedia Conferencing System

In Section 1.3.1, we have presented a rough sketch of a decomposed multimedia conferencing
system that consists of different modules that are linked using a common communication chan-
nel. In this section we will look closer at the requirements for such a decomposition model,
focusing on the communication aspects.1

1It should be noted that we are describing a sample architecture, i.e., other architectures are possible. How-
ever, we have been able to validate this model by investigating real-world telephony and conferencing systems in
different research projects that we describe inChapter 10,Mbus in Projects.
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Figure 3.1: Modular conferencing endpoint

Figure 3.1depicts an architecture that is quite typical for modern IP telephony systems.
Different modules (possibly from different vendors) are integrated into an endpoint system re-
lying on a specific component framework or inter-process communication mechanism. We can
identify the following components:

Audio Device

Obviously a telephone must provide some kind of audio hardware that is utilized by the
system using a software layer for abstraction and hardware control (adevice driver). This
module requires the following interactions:

• The device driver may be queried for its capabilities with respect to encodings, sampling
rate etc.

• The device driver needs to be configured and initialized.

• The device driver can be dynamically configured, e.g., setting the volume.

• Audio data can be read from and written to the device.

• The device driver can report events, e.g., when the audio data is available or when the
hardware is ready for the output of additional audio info.

RTP Module

An RTP module provides an RTP protocol stack and typically functions such as packeti-
zation, de-jittering and the required RTP functions for sending RTP and RTCP packets. This
module requires the following interactions:

• It needs to be configured with respect to transport parameters (IP addresses and ports to
send to and to receive from), packetization format, payload type and RTCP parameters
(source description information).

• It can generate events such the appearance of new members in a session, and a controlling
modules needs to be notified of these events.
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• It can be queried for protocol stack statistics, e.g., for receiver statistics based on the
received RTCP reports; and it can deliver and send media data.

• In many cases, an RTP module will be logically and physically co-located with an audio
module for efficiency reasons, i.e., in order to avoid unnecessary copying of media data.

• In a multimedia conferencing system that provides video as an additional media type (and
possible other forms of cooperation), there will be multiplemedia engines, where each
media engine provides the media transport (using RTP) and the media-specific capture
and render functionality. Concerning the control facilities for RTP, these media engines
will be quite similar.

• For some applications, it can be required to allow for coordinationbetweenmultiple me-
dia engines. For example, in[McCanne95], McCanne has described the coordination of
audio and video engines for achievinglip synchronization, i.e., the simultaneous render-
ing of audio and video streams that pertain to a single source, e.g., the current speaker in
a conference.

Signaling Protocol Engine (SIP UA)

A signaling protocol engine in an IP telephone, a SIP user agent in this example, operates
an instance of a call signaling/call control protocol stack, e.g., an implementation of SIP (as
depicted inFigure 3.1) or H.323. This module requires the following interactions:

• the call signaling stack has to be configured with respect to the IP configuration, user
information and call signaling specific parameters such as proxy and registrar addresses
(in the case of SIP);

• in order to set up calls, control and terminate them, a controlling module communicates
with the signaling stack relying on a procedure-call scheme, e.g., by sending requests
suchset-up-call or terminate-call ; and

• the call-signaling engine generate events such asincoming-call or
call-terminated that have to be reported to a controlling module.

User Interface

A phone’s user interface is not radically different from other program user interfaces: it pro-
vides a display unit (and possibly audio output for feedback) and an input device that can consist
of multiple buttons, but can also be implemented as a touch-screen. Some phones also provide
scroll wheels and voice control. In general, a user interface has the following communication
requirements:

The display is controlled, possibly relying on a procedural scheme, i.e., a controller relies
on a simple API providing procedures for changing the display state; and the input device can
generate events, e.g., key presses. It should be noted that the level of abstraction on that a user
interface operates may differ, e.g., input events do not necessarily have to be key-presses but can
also represent higher level semantics, e.g.,the user has invoked function xy .
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Phone Controller/Coordinator

In this modular system we will also find a coordinating entity that orchestrates the inter-
action of the multiple modules, i.e., a controller that maintains the overall state of the phone,
interprets user input events, initiates new calls using the call signaling module etc.

The coordinating entity can be viewed as aclient of the other modules. For example, a
manufacturer of a phone could deploy third-party products for call signaling, audio transport
and rendering and GUI modules from different vendors and add the coordinating entity as the
“glue” that links the third-party modules together.

Summarizing we can state that a component-based approach for designing conferencing
systems essentially relies on the following assumptions and requirements for the component
and communication technology that is to be employed:

• It is required to be able to issue commands with procedure call semantics, i.e., calling a
procedure and retrieving a result.

• For these interactions, the communication between modules must be reliable.

• In addition, for a request/response interaction, we require at least a FIFO ordering of
requests that are sent from a caller to another entity.

• It is required to be able to disseminate event notifications, possible after an explicit sub-
scription by the client that wishes to receive them. For example, a controller may register
for RTP event notifications of a certain type.

When analyzing existing multi-media conferencing systems, we can often observe a con-
ceptual and physical separation of modules. The specific component technology and commu-
nication protocol that is used to implement the composition can differ significantly and is of
course dependent on the requirements of the corresponding application. In essence, we have
come across the following approaches:

The monolithic approach: It is possible to have a conceptual separation of functionality but
to integrate all the required functions into a single system, e.g., into a single program. It
is obvious that in this case we cannot speak of a component-based approach, since there
are no modules of independent deployment and no third-party composition.

The software library approach: A system that is composed of software libraries provides a
certain degree of independence between modules, e.g., they can be deployed and tested
separately and be re-used in other contexts. However this approach requires all the mod-
ules to be linked into a common program or run in a common environment, which can be
restrictive and limits the possibility of third-party composition and re-use of modules.

Nevertheless the approach may be completely viable for implementing systems where
re-use and dynamic adaptation is not a key requirement. Many specialized solutions, e.g.,
very simple and light-weight systems, are implemented using software libraries as a sole
method of re-use and separation. The interfacing between library code is the same as used
for the monolithic approach: function and procedure calls.
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The distributed approach: Instead of integrating modules into a common program space,
some systems go a step further in decoupling modules and rely on separated programs
that are coordinated using some kind of inter-process communication mechanism. For ex-
ample, UNIX pipes can be used to connect two programs, message queues are a message-
oriented coordination mechanism that allows more than two entities to communicate on
a local system. Truly distributed solutions where programs can run on different hosts are
less common.

Compared to the monolithic approach and to the software library approach, the decou-
pling of modules as separate programs increases the flexibility for the client who wants
to integrate different subsystems from different vendors into a combined system. The
individual programs can be implemented in different programming languages, and there
is no need to align calling conventions for function calls. Of course, there must be an
agreement of communication mechanisms to use, and the semantics of messages (for a
message-oriented solution) must be well-defined.

Usually this approach is also associated with a higher degree of parallelism than, e.g., the
library approach, because the separation of functionality and the decoupling of modules is
an important prerequisite for multi-threading or multi-tasking implementations. In order
to take advantage of the potential parallelism, appropriate communication mechanism,
i.e., asynchronous communication, must be employed.

Note that we have not compared the approaches with respect to whether they are component-
based or not. In fact, a software library approach can be as component-based as a distributed
approach because components can be implemented as code libraries. It is conceivable that
a component exists within a library, is an independent unit of deployment and provides typ-
ical component features such as adaptability. InSection 4.4, we will analyze the nature of
component-based systems in more detail.

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that pure component-based approaches are rather rare for
implementing multimedia conferencing systems. Certainly one reason is that many of these
systems are usually not implemented on mainstream platforms, where newer techniques are
more common. There are some notable exceptions, e.g., there is an RTP COM component for
Microsoft Windows platforms that can be used as a component by applications.2

When we revisit the scenario of integrating a conferencing system into a user’s computing
environment that we have mentioned inSection 1.3, we can conceive different ways a confer-
encing system such as the IP telephone depicted inFigure 3.2may interact with its environment:

• the conferencing system may beextendedby external application entities such as the
video entity or the shared application entity;

• additional control components outside the phone can take over the control of the phone,
e.g., by remote-controlling it or by performing additional control functions during a con-
ference, e.g., managing floor control; and

• events that are generated by the phone and by the interaction of the user with the phone
can be distributed to a user’s set of personal devices, e.g., to personal presence manage-
ment applications.

2The Vovida WinRTP component (http://www.vovida.org/ ) is an example for a COM component.
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Figure 3.2: Inter-system communication

Fundamentally, the coordination of external application entities involves the same functions
as the coordination of internal application entities: the application entity must be queried for its
capabilities, which must be considered for the call setup, i.e., in the SIP offer/answer process;
after a call has been established, the external device must be provided with an appropriate
configuration, and during a call, further control messages may be sent to the application — just
as for coordinating internal application entities.

Coordination between application entities should also be possible, just as for the local co-
ordination case. In fact, for all coordination tasks, the communication with external entities
should not constitute an exceptional case. Instead, the same message-oriented coordination
service should be employed (from an application program’s perspective).

Distributed coordination of application entities has to besecure, e.g., only authorized entities
should be able to take over the control of a conferencing system, and crucial control information,
e.g., user passwords that are conveyed in a certain control messages, must not be disclosed. In
Section 3.2.10, we discuss security issues for coordination in more detail.

For inter-systemcoordination, we can name the following additional requirements:

• the components must be linked by a communication mechanism that can be used for inter-
and intra-host communication;

• this communication mechanism must provide the same service with respect to reliability
and consistency as we have stated above for the local decomposition;

• additionally, the communication mechanism must provide security against corruption by
third-party attackers and (possibly) eavesdropping;

• the communication mechanisms must support an easy composition of modules, i.e., with-
out manually configuring peer addresses and complicated procedures to set up a commu-
nication session;
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• the components of a running system, e.g., the IP telephone, should be able to detect by
themselves when new components such as a video engine become available, and conse-
quently it should also be possible to detect when components are no longer available;

• the same types of interaction schemes (procedural and event-notification-based) must be
provided; and

• since the dissemination of events and soft-state updates are potentially interesting for
more than one component, the communication protocol should provide a group commu-
nication mechanism that allows to address messages to a group of components.

In Section 3.2, we aggregate the requirements for this use case and for the in-vehicle net-
working scenario and discuss the common important requirements in more detail.

3.1.2 In-Vehicle Networks

One of the recent major advances in automotive technologies is the introduction of computer
networks in vehicles. In[Leen02], Leen and Heffernan report on estimates that more than 80
percent of all automotive innovation now stems from electronics. The introduction of computer
networks into cars has originally been motivated by the need to reduce the amount of wiring
required to implement electric control functions such as electric windows controls, central lock-
ing and electronic motor management. This was not only motivated by the need to reduce the
overall vehicle-weight but also by the desire to reduce the complexity of the wiring harness in
order to be able to develop more manageable and moreexpandablesystems. Local area net-
works were hence introduced in order to operate control communication for multiple devices
over one single network, thus removing the need for directly connecting every two devices that
have a control relationship. This initial motivation is reflected by the termmultiplexingthat is
often used to refer the deployment of networking technology in vehicles: a single medium is
multiplexed, i.e., used with multiple devices.

After this technology has been pioneered in the mid-1990s in premium class cars such as
the Citröen XM and the Mercedes Benz S-class series, we can now (2003) identify an adoption
of computer network technology for mainstream and even small cars, such as the BMW Mini
and the Citröen C3. In these cars, many switches are no longer power-switches (or connected
to relays that perform the power-switching) but have become nodes on the car’s network that
generate a signal when being operated.

3.1.2.1 From Cable Replacement to New Applications

Besides reducing the complexity of the wiring, another motivation has emerged: introducing
new features that become possible due to the existence of a ubiquitous intra-car communication
network. For example, a rain sensor in the windshield can generate information that is not
only used to control the wipers but is at the same times used to trigger the automatic closing of
windows and the sunroof. Features like this have become commonplace for cars that provide
“multiplexing” technology.

A closer look at specific installations reveals that typical cars do not employ a single but
multiple networks that may be interconnected by gateways. The motivation for this is that
there are different functional component groups with different requirements with respect to the
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characteristics of the network technology. In addition, some essential and sensitive functions
such as motor management and ABS control are kept separate from the rest of the system for
safety reasons.

Figure 3.3depicts an in-vehicle network in a contemporary mid-range car. The car provides
the following different network segments:

• The so-calledMechanical CANis the network segment for the crucial components that
provide the motor management, the computer-controlled suspension, the automatic gear-
box, and the ABS and ESP control. The acronym CAN refers to the termController Area
Network, a serial bus system for real-time communication in device control applications.
CAN is currently used by the majority of car manufacturers for real-time device control.

• Two Body VANsegments are used to connect controls and functional components that
are not directly related to the crucial core functions. The acronym VAN refers to the
termVehicle Area Network, a low-cost variant of CAN that provides lower bit-rates and
is intended for functions with reduced real-time communication requirements.

• The Comfort VANconnects controls and devices for comfort functions such as the car
radio, the navigation unit, the instrument panel, the central car display and the air condi-
tioning.

These network segments are connected through a central gateway called theBuilt-in Systems
Interface(BSI). The BSI can forward messages from one segment to another (where relevant).
For example, the value for the current average fuel consumption could be generated by the
motor management and forwarded through the BSI to the Comfort VAN, where it is displayed
on the instrument panel.

CAN and VAN are broadcast buses that deployCarrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision
Resolution(CSMA/CR) for media access. Nodes do not provide a unique network address;
instead CAN/VAN relies on unique message numbers for every type of message. The message
number is used for implementing a priority scheme that is used for media arbitration: A mes-
sage with a higher priority “wins” the media arbitration competition in case two nodes send
a message at the same time. The message number is also used to implementreceiver-based
filtering: The message is broadcast to all nodes, and the nodes decide by the message number
whether to process the message or not. The maximum payload length of a CAN message is 8
bytes.

3.1.2.2 Real-time In-Vehicle Communication

CAN has been explicitly developed by Bosch in the 1980s as a low-cost communication mech-
anism for electronic vehicle components and is still being used for motor-management and
similar functions. However is does not fulfill the requirements of extreme safety-sensitive ap-
plications that are currently introduced in production cars: So-calledX-by-wire technologies
aim to replace the mechanical (or hydraulic) coupling of crucial control instruments from the
corresponding components by computers and computer network links. For example, the steer-
ing wheel will be decoupled from the wheels, and a computer that uses the steering wheel as
an input device will control the power steering. The corresponding network technology must
fulfill real-time requirements that CAN and other CSMA/CR based technologies cannot meet.
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Figure 3.3: A sample in-vehicle network

CAN communication isevent-triggered, i.e., any node can try to send a message at its
own discretion. In case of collisions, the collision resolution algorithm will eventually lead to
a transmission of both messages (this property is callednon-destructive resolution), however
without guaranteeing real-time properties. For controlling the brake or the car’s wheels this is
unacceptable, especially from a legal point of view: if the real-time characteristics of a message
transmission cannot be guaranteed, i.e., formally verified, the possibility that a car crash has
been caused by a malfunction, respectively by a delayed message due to congestion, can never
be excluded, which in turn means that a driver could never be held liable.

Therefore, other protocols with guaranteed real-time properties are being developed and
standardized for the use inX-by-wireapplications. These protocol are calledtime-triggered pro-
tocols, and the two main approaches are calledTime Triggered Protocol(TTP3) andFlexRay.4

The transmission is not event-triggered (i.e., the message is not sent upon the detection of
a new value at the sensor) buttime-triggered, because it is sent periodically, based on a static
schedule, regardless whether the value has changed with respect to the last message.

3http://www.ttech.com/

4http://www.flexray.com/
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3.1.2.3 Multimedia In-Vehicle Communication

In addition to controlling driving and comfort functions, network technology is also being em-
ployed for the transmission of multi-media streams. For example, theMedia-oriented systems
transport(MOST, [MOST02]) technology that has been developed by a consortium of car and
multimedia equipment manufacturers5 is intended to provide a framework for connecting en-
tertainment equipment, personal devices of a user and microphones and speakers with another.
MOST is a multimedia fiber-optic network that provides synchronous transmission for mul-
timedia data and asynchronous transmission for “packet-data”, e.g., encapsulated IP packets.
The main idea of MOST is to provide a complete framework that allows for the cost-effective
connection of simple digital devices such as speakers and microphone through the synchronous
transmission modeand the connection of more capable systems that can implement control
functions and connect to IP-enabled hosts through the use of gateways.

While the idea of building yet another vertically integrated protocol framework that largely
duplicates functions of existing protocols is questionable, MOST provides some noteworthy
ideas on the application layer. On the application level, each MOST device contains multiple
components calledfunction blocks. Examples for function blocks are amplifiers, MP3 players
and tuners. Each function block again provides a well-defined set of functions. For example, the
MP3 player function block could provide the functionsplay , stop andskip . Each function
has a well-defined interface, which has to be known by calling entities. MOST distinguishes
three types of function blocks:slavesare function blocks that always require a dedicated con-
troller, Human Machine Interfaceblocks (HMIs) are function blocks that have an interface to
the user, andcontrollersare functions blocks that use functions in other functions blocks.

MOST deploys a location-independent addressing scheme. A function is addressed as a
component of a function block and each function block in a network provides an identifier. This
works by creating a static registry of function block identifiers and by assigning each identifier
a specific set of semantics. For example, the function block identifier0x22 designates an audio
amplifier. In case, there are several function blocks of the same type in one network, they
can be uniquely addressed by the use ofinstance identifiersthat may be explicitly specified in
destination addresses. MOST provides a classification of functions into different categories:

Methods: Methods can be viewed as RPCs (seeSection 4.1.1) for MOST. They are used to
invoke remote procedures, they can be used with parameters and they can return results.

Properties: Properties can be inspected and changed through standardized interfaces. They
can be compared to properties in a component framework such as JavaBeans (seeSection
4.4.2).

Events: Events are used forpublish/subscribecommunication. Controllers can register for
certain events at a function block and will subsequently be notified about changes of the
corresponding value.

The list of supported functions, their names and types are specified in afunction interface,
an interface definition that has to be known to the developer of a component that intends to use

5The MOST Cooperation (http://www.mostnet.de/ ) has been founded by BMW, DaimlerChrysler,
Harmann/Becker and OASIS SiliconSystems.
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other functions. However, MOST also provides support fordynamic interfaceswhose charac-
teristics can be obtained through MOST communication mechanisms at run-time.

MOST is a typical example of a technology that has been designedbeforeInternet proto-
cols and Internet technology based appliances have become a ubiquitous commodity. Other
protocols that provide a similar duplication of functionality are HAVi (Home Audio Video Inter-
operability6) and Bluetooth7 that both also provide a vertically re-engineered stack of network
protocols with similar functions as available Internet technology. While the definition of a pro-
prietary stack of network protocols is not necessarily a problem for closed systems, it is clearly
an obstacle for achieving interoperability of systems from different domains (which we discuss
in Section 3.1.2.4), e.g., when we think of extending the car network with portable commodity
systems such as laptop computers, PDAs and MP3 players.

In addition, the application layer semantics of MOST are fixed to car audio/video applica-
tions (and related applications), whereas other approaches that we will discuss inChapter 4,
Foundations and Related Workprovide much more general frameworks. However, it is interest-
ing to see how the car industry addresses the needs of component and service interoperability
and the requirement for integrating distributed components into applications by the use of net-
working technology.

3.1.2.4 In-Vehicle Communication in the Future

The current state of in-vehicle networking can be summarized as follows: For fault-sensitive
functions CSMA/CR-based network technologies such as CAN are used and for network-
ing comfort and multimedia components, there is a proliferation of proprietary or yet-to-be-
standardized technologies. In[EASTEEA02], the EAST-EEA project described an expected
scenario for the development of in-vehicle electronics. One of the anticipated main trends in
this scenario description is the

Improvement of the seamless connectivity between on-vehicle and off-vehicle de-
vices.

—[EASTEEA02]

This refers to the integration of the in-vehicle network with user-devices, e.g., a portable
MP3-player or a PDA. To allow users to integrate their personal devices into an existing in-
vehicle network one major requirement obviously is a commonly accepted network architecture
and the existence of standardized protocols and application semantics.

TheAutomotive Multimedia Interface Collaboration(AMI-C) is a consortium of car man-
ufacturers that is addressing this issue by standardizing interfaces for “mobile information and
entertainment systems”. The AMI-C approach is similar to the MOST concept but tries to
abstract from specific network transport mechanisms. Essentially, the in-vehicle network is
viewed as a set of components that advertise their services on the network. For example a
network component could be a digital television receiver that implements multiple individual

6http://www.havi.org/

7http://www/bluetooth.org/
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functions including tuner, decoder and audio amplifier. Some of these functions can advertise
their existence asfunctional modulesand be used by other modules.

In principle, the usage models and requirements for these expandable in-vehicle networks
provide some similarities to the desk area computer environment of office users. In the fol-
lowing, we will first present the specific architecture and selected protocols (both are still under
development), before we summarize the main requirements and propose an alternative, Internet-
technology based design inSection 3.1.2.6.

In the AMI-C architecture, link layer technology and network/transport protocol indepen-
dence is realized by connecting different networks (that are anticipated to run different service
discovery and session protocols) by application layer gateways. For this purpose, the AMI-C
specification[AMIC03] employs theOpen Services Gateway Initiative(OSGi) specification
[OSGI03].

OSGi is an architecture for the deployment of network services that can be provided by
different network and service discovery architectures. OSGi has originally been developed for
home networking, an application where (similar to the vehicle networking area as we have
seen) multiple, partly overlapping service architectures can be used in parallel. For example,
architectures such as Bluetooth, HAVi and home networking technologies such as LonWorks
each provide their own service discovery and deployment architecture. In order to achieve
interoperabilitybetweenservices and clients fromdifferenttechnology domains, OSGi defines
so calledservice gatewaysthat provide standardized interfaces for the different services.

OSGi has specified these common interfaces as APIs in the Java programming language.
An OSGi Service Platformin an instantiation of a Java virtual machine, an OSGi framework
implementation and a set of Java-defined services, calledbundles. A bundle is essentially a
standard format for packaging resources that are required to run the service. For example, it
contains a Java archive (a jar file) with byte-code that implements a specific service. The OSGi
specification provides procedures for mapping services from other frameworks, e.g, Jini (which
we discuss inSection 4.3.2.2) to the OSGi model. For example, it is specified how a Jini device
that advertises a specific service through the Jini lookup service can be adopted as an OSGi
service that can be discovered and utilized by OSGi means. Based on the OSGi framework, the
AMI-C architecture defines standardized APIs and mappings to selected service architectures,
including Bluetooth and MOST.

AMI-C defines network technology specific implementations for an abstract AMI-C trans-
port service called theNetwork Application Layer. This transport layer is essentially an inter-
networking convention for the different supportNetwork Transport Layerssuch as Bluetooth
L2CAP and UDP/IP (e.g., on an Ethernet link).Figure 3.4depicts this architecture schemati-
cally.

Just like other inter-networking technologies, AMI-C defines network-independent address-
ing schemes and message formats. The addressing scheme provides three types of addresses:
unicast, broadcast and multicast addresses. A unicast address designates a single device (a
functional module) and provides two components: a device type part (F-Type) and an instance
identifier (I-Num). Both theF-Typeand theI-Num are 8 bits wide. Similar to other inter-
networking technologies, AMI-C defines mapping and address-resolution mechanisms for as-
sociating network-specific addresses to AMI-C addresses. In addition, initialization procedures
are defined that provide initial service discovery and address resolution. For example, if several
nodes of the sameF-Typeexist, I-Numscan be assigned dynamically, relying on an address
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Figure 3.4: AMI-C network transport layer[AMIC03]

allocation and defense protocol.
A unicast address consists of a uniqueF-Type/I-Numtuple and is used to send a message

to a specific node. A broadcast address can be used to send a message to all nodes or to all
nodes of a specificF-Type. Multicast addresses are used for publish/subscribe communication:
a component can request another component to send a specific information periodically, and the
sender can allocate a multicast address that is used for disseminating this information. Multicast
addresses have a fixedF-Typeand are distinguished by theirI-Numfield. The multicast address
allocation uses anI-Num allocation requestthat is also used to allocate uniqueI-Nums for
unicast addresses.

AMI-C provides a limited set of message types that are used to realize different standardized
interaction schemes such as RPC communication, property inspection and modification and
publish/subscribe communication. For example, the message typeCOMMANDis used to request
either the start of a program execution, the actuation of a device, access to a resource or the start
or end of a property subscription.

3.1.2.5 Observations

The specific deployed and proposed solutions for in-vehicle networks may look awkward to
some extent because they partly ignore the pervasiveness of Internet technologies based devices
and architectures and hence duplicate a lot of functionality that is already provided by Internet
technologies. Nevertheless we can learn a lot of the requirements for networking solutions
in this application domain. In the following, we will briefly enumerate the main insights and
then sketch an alternative design inSection 3.1.2.6that takes the existence of Internet-based
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technologies into account.

Separation of different network types: The different existing designs and the proposed fu-
ture architectures have exhibited a clear separation of different network segments for
different functions: for safety reasons the crucial control components, i.e., the motor
management and theX-by-wirecomponents will reside in a separate network that will be
designed to fulfill real-time and fault-tolerance requirements.

There will be a dedicated network for “comfort” and multimedia functions, incorporating
components including but not limited to radios, MP3 players, and navigation systems. In
some designs, there may be a separation between networks for comfort and multimedia
functions and networks for inbuilt vehicle components such as electric mirrors and auto-
matically triggered wipers. The latter type of network and the safety-criticalX-by-wire
network may employ proprietary network technologies.

These different networks may be interconnected by gateways that operate on the “appli-
cation layer” and can provide filtering and translation of messages. For example, some
information such as the current vehicle speed from the network for “mechanical” compo-
nents may be forwarded to components in other networks.

Multimedia and control communication: The discussion of MOST has shown that multi-
media communication will be a major application of in-vehicle networking technology.
MOST provides the concept of plugging different multimedia (and other) devices together
in order to construct a coherent distributed system.

The idea is to connect service providing entities to a network that advertise their service
and can be discovered and associated with other entities. Interface descriptions allow for
dynamic associations and for the construction of integrated user interfaces.

Integration of user devices: The multimedia and control communication will not only be lim-
ited to components that are installed in a vehicle but will also encompass the dynamic
integration of user devices such as PDAs, mobile phones or laptop computers that can be
connected to the vehicle network and join the group of multimedia and control compo-
nents.

Standardized interaction schemes:Both MOST and the more general AMI-C architecture
have exhibited standardized interaction schemes such as service discovery, RPC com-
munication, property inspection and modification and publish/subscribe communication
through event notification mechanisms.

These are largely the same concepts as pursued by some of the coordination and
component-framework technologies that we discuss inSection 4.3and Section 4.4.
However, the in-vehicle architectures do not provide these services within an Internet-
technologies-based framework but have defined their own internetworking, service dis-
covery and component architecture.

Group Communication: There are many applications that exhibit group communication re-
quirements, which is also reflected by the protocols we have discussed such as AMI-C.
For example, the efficient distribution of sensor information that needs to be received by
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multiple components can be implemented by multicast messages. There is some infor-
mation such as the current vehicle speed that is of interest for a lot of components. The
current speed is displayed on the instrument panel, it can be received by the amplifier
to adapt the volume to the speed and it is taken as an input parameter for the intelligent
suspension to adapt the ground clearance.

3.1.2.6 Redesign

With the observations and requirements presented inSection 3.1.2.5in mind, we will now
sketch an architecture for in-vehicle networks that is based on Internet technologies and does
allow for the direct integration of IP-based components and user devices without the need for
application layer gateways.8

The main idea is to use IP, the Internet Protocol, for integrating different network technolo-
gies and not to rely on application layer gateways that have to know service discovery archi-
tectures and higher layer communication mechanisms for different network technologies. The
interconnection of networks of different types can be realized by the use of bridges (e.g., WLAN
IEEE 802.11 access points) and routers. For example, a vehicle could provide an on-board Eth-
ernet or IEEE-1394 network link and a WLAN IEEE 802.11 network link that are connected by
a WLAN access point that operates as a bridge. In addition, the vehicle could provide for other
wireless access technologies such as Bluetooth by employing a Bluetooth access point.

These network elements do not know anything about transport protocols, applications and
service discovery architectures. As bridges they forward Ethernet frames and as routers they
forward IP packets. Their sole service is to provide an internet that may be comprised of differ-
ent links.

Devices that attach to the network are Internet hosts, i.e., they provide an IP stack and
use IP to communicate with other hosts. For address configuration, auto/zero-configuration
mechanisms such as IPv6 stateless auto-configuration[RFC2462]and IPv4 auto-configuration
[Cheshire02]can be used, depending on the IP protocol version used. We assume that IP mul-
ticast connectivity across all network links can be provided.

Based on this IP infrastructure, we design a service discovery architecture and a coordina-
tion protocol that allows to coordinate different components in the vehicle network, which may
be part of the built-in infrastructure or which may be dynamically added by a user.

The general idea is to consider applications that are built on this infrastructure as component
based systems. This means that applications can make use of third-party components that are
discovered, associated and integrated into applications. However in addition to the traditional
component based systems approach, we also have to allow for dynamically extending a running
application, e.g., when a user’s PDA joins the vehicle network, it must be possible for the PDA
to take over the control of the vehicle multimedia system or to operate as a secondary controller
in addition to the built-in user interface.

It should be noted that in addition to coordination messages, other communication will be
required, such as real-time multimedia communication. We assume that RTP be used for this
purpose. For example, an MP3 player would send RTP audio streams to the speakers or to
an amplifier. However, in order to establish the corresponding sessions, the entities have to

8It should be noted that this architecture is only addressing themultimedia and comfortnetworks andnot the
safety critical vehicle-control networks that are needed forX-by-wireapplications.
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discover each other, learn about each others capabilities and negotiate transport parameters. In
addition, they require coordination during a session. Thus, we conceive the use of different
protocols in this scenario but focus on the requirements of the coordination protocol in the
following. The discovery and coordination protocols must provide the following features:

• The service discovery process must include the exchange of interface descriptions in order
to allow for dynamically extending the network with services.

• Different standardized interaction schemes must be supported that can be specified in the
interface description. In order to be able to issue control commands, an RPC mechanism
must be provided but other abstractions such as property inspection/modification must be
supported as well.

• The communication mechanism must support group communication that should be
mapped to native link layer multicast where applicable.

• The group communication service requires a flexible addressing scheme that allows for
grouping entities into receiver groups, for example as depicted inFigure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Addressing components in an in-vehicle network

Figure 3.5depicts a schematic overview of an in-vehicle coordination infrastructure, fo-
cusing on the addressing aspect. In this network, entities are grouped by type in two
dimensions: by the media type they are offering a service for and by their “directional-
ity” class, i.e., whether they can receive or send media streams. For example, in a group
communication scenario, a controller would be able to send a generic message to all re-
ceiving audio engines by using a corresponding destination address that represents the
proper group of devices.
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• The set of messages should not be pre-defined. Instead, new applications and new com-
ponents should be allowed to create new message sets depending on the application’s
requirements.

There are other requirements such as security that we did not mention here explicitly (ar-
chitectures such as AMI-C also provide security mechanisms). Obviously the protocols must
provide security mechanisms that exclude the possibility that a user in a by-driving car gains
control over the vehicle’s multimedia infrastructure, be it accidentally or maliciously.

3.2 Requirements

The use cases that we have described inSection 3.1lead us to the following list of requirements
that we intend to fulfill by the design of the Mbus protocol.

3.2.1 RequirementAd-hoc communication

The termad-hoc communicationrefers to the creation of spontaneous communication sessions
between peers that can dynamically join and leave sessions and require no manual configura-
tion to communicate. Both the extensible conferencing endpoint scenario and the in-vehicle
network scenario have revealed a requirement for associating devices in an ad-hoc fashion, i.e.,
integrating devices into coordination sessions without prior manual configuration. The term
ad-hoc communicationis used in different ways:

• Sometimes, the termad-hoc communicationis used to refer tomobile ad-hoc networking
— a technology for creating ad-hoc networks of mobile hosts, which includes the deploy-
ment of dedicatedmobile ad-hoc routing protocols, such as AODV (Ad-hoc On-Demand
Distance Vector Routing Protocol, [Perkins02]).

• The termad-hoc communicationor ad-hoc computinghas recently also been applied to
future office or home networks, in which new devices can be quickly added using different
underlying network technologies, such asIEEE-802.11 wireless LAN(WLAN, [IEEE99])
andBluetooth[BluetoothSIG01].

These link-layer technologies themselves provide a so-calledad-hoc mode, which de-
scribes a way of setting up a network without the need to install and operate network
infrastructure components such as base stations. Instead, the stations are able to locate
each other and establish a link-layer communication session (if they have been configured
appropriately in advance).

It should be noted that link-layer ad-hoc networking might often entail mobile ad-hoc net-
working for establishing larger networks in an ad-hoc fashion. In this discussion, we are refer-
ring to yet another meaning, namelyad-hoc networking between application entities: A group
of entities establishes a communication session with dynamic membership and without the need
of external infrastructure components. However, for the cooperation of application components
(that is the subject of the work described here), we state a requirement forad-hoc communica-
tion between application components, not for stations that communicate on the link-layer.
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However, link-layer and network-layer ad-hoc communication has some implications for
application layer protocols that have to be taken into account. For example, ad-hoc network-
ing may result in intermittent connectivity, non-constant routing topology and changing IP ad-
dresses. An application layer protocol that is intended to be used in these environments will
therefore have to address these issues, e.g., by accommodating more loosely-coupled feder-
ations of session members. The requirement forad-hoc communicationcan be stated more
precisely by considering some related functional requirements:

Dynamic membership: It must be possible for entities to join and leave communication ses-
sions dynamically.

Membership tracking: Entities must be able to determine the current set of entities in a com-
munication session. In order to initiate a communication interaction, entities have to know
if the required communication peer is available. In addition, entities have to be able to
determine when a new entity joins or leaves the session.

For scenarios where an entity is dependent on the presence of other entities, the member-
ship tracking must be rather accurate, e.g., a controller has to be able to verify that the
controlled modules are available. For other scenarios, a more loose membership track-
ing can be acceptable, e.g., when entity coordination is an optional enhancement and the
exact name or address of entities is not relevant.

Aliveness tracking: During a session, entities must be able to determine the aliveness of other
entities, i.e., they must be able to ensure that an entity has not yet left the communication
channel and is still reachable. For example, when an entity has not left a session but is
nevertheless disconnected from the rest of the session members, communication peers
must be able to detect this situation.

3.2.2 RequirementScalability

Scalability(of communication systems) is a property of communication protocols and systems
and means that the service provided by a protocol should scale with increasing utilization, e.g.,
larger number of communicating entities or larger number of messages per time.

For a local coordination protocol, this means that the protocol should work well with a few
(1 to 10) application components but should also work well with many (10 to 100, or even 100
to 1000) components. When we think of inter-hosts coordination, where multiple processes can
run on each hosts, entity numbers of several hundreds of entities cannot be excluded.

In addition, scalability (with respect to the number of entities in a network) does not only
mean that a system functions well in a situation with increased utilization, but refers to taking
advantage of a larger number of entities. For example, a larger number of entities represents
a larger number of processors that can work in parallel. Taking advantage of this situation
would mean that the coordination protocol enables the parallel operation, e.g., by asynchronous
communication mechanisms.

3.2.3 RequirementGroup communication

In [Kaashoek92], Kaashoek defines group communication as the abstraction of a group of pro-
cesses communicating by sending messages from 1 ton destinations. The ability to send a
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single message to multiple receivers is an important contribution to achievingscalability. The
specific implications of this will be discussed inSection 6.1.

However, group communication is not only a technique to achieve scalability and efficiency
— it also provides new service models because group communication differs significantly from
traditional communication paradigms such as remote procedure calls (RPCs) that inherently
provide a one-to-one communication only. Many interaction schemes that are useful for the
coordination of application components suggest group communication as a natural realization.
For example, from an application’s point of view, the dissemination of event notifications that
are to be received by multiple components should be possible by sending one message to a
group address without having to know each addressee.

3.2.4 RequirementIntra- and Inter-host communication

Clearly, the coordination of application components must be possible in a distributed fashion,
i.e., with components residing on different hosts. The evolution of information technology has
produced a variety of personal computation and communication devices that have increasingly
been put to everyday use over the last couple of years: from powerful laptop computers to
wearable computers, to personal digital assistants (PDAs), to cellular phones. In office (and
home) environments, such personal devices mix with stationary ones: in particular PCs and
telephone sets. At a well-equipped office workplace, for example, one may easily find a mixture
of four, five of even more such components.

Both the desk area computing environment and the in-vehicle networking scenario have re-
lied on the concept of different devices in a network that are being coordinated in order to pro-
vide a certain service. Many of these devices are actually Internet hosts, i.e., they are equipped
with a network interface and support one of the different link-layer protocols, such as 802.3
Ethernet, 802.11 WLAN[IEEE99], Bluetooth[BluetoothSIG01]or even infrared IrDA[Irda]
communication and they provide an IP stack.

The requirement that must be stated here is that a coordination mechanism for these hetero-
geneous systems must not only provide inter-and intra-host communication but also provide
transparentcommunication mechanisms, regardless of which devices the individual compo-
nents reside. I.e., for a communicating entity, the communication procedures for local (intra-
host) coordination should not be different from the communication procedures for inter-host
coordination. The major requirementtransparent inter-host communicationimplicates a set
of secondary requirements such as platform-neutral representation of messages etc. These are
discussed in detail inSection 6.1.

3.2.5 RequirementEfficiency

A set of requirements that affect the operation and the typical usage of a control protocol is
summarized under the titleefficiency:

Timely delivery of messages:For interactive applications, e.g., an application that is decom-
posed into a graphical user interface component and a component that provides the appli-
cation logic, it is required that control messages are not delayed by the protocol imple-
mentation.
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Note that this requirement may conflict with the requirementsreliability (Section 3.2.7)
andmessage ordering(Section 3.2.8).

Low Overhead and efficient representation of messages:The protocol itself must be effi-
cient in terms of message representation and overhead for management information (“pro-
tocol headers”). Although no specific underlying transport protocol is assumed at this
stage, we have stated inSection 3.2.4that different link-layer technologies are likely to
be used, which will result in different, possibly smaller MTU (maximum transport unit)
sizes for datagrams than the commonly used Ethernet-MTU size of 1500 bytes.

Efficient usage of network resources:In addition to the mentioned requirement for efficient
message representation, there is also a requirement to use scarce network resources as
efficiently as possible, again especially considering low-bandwidth network links: For
example, when used with a link-layer technology that operates on a broadcast medium,
the protocol itself should not inhibit the use of multicast or broadcast transmission of
messages that are destined to a group of receivers.

3.2.6 RequirementSmall Footprint

In Section 3.2.4, we have pointed out that the coordination of application components will have
to deal with a variety of networked computing devices, including “smaller” devices, such as
PDAs and other embedded computers. In order to be able to use these devices as hosts for
application components, the coordination protocol itself must allow for implementations with
small memory and computing requirements.

The computational overhead for both protocol implementations and applications should be
low. Application programmers should be offered simple APIs, and they should not be required
to keep track of management data structures, e.g., for group communication features. Protocol
implementations should not require many computation and memory resources. Note that this
requirement again may conflict with the requirementsreliability (Section 3.2.7) andmessage
ordering(Section 3.2.8).

3.2.7 RequirementReliable Communication

A coordination protocol for distributed applications must provide mechanisms for reliable mes-
sage transport between entities. For example, a component that sends messages with RPC se-
mantics to another component must rely on the transport services of the coordination protocol.
Moreover, since network outages and system failures cannot be excluded, the reliable message
transport cannot be guaranteed in all cases. But applications must be supported by providing
them with indications whether a message has been received by the addressee or not in order to
take appropriate actions in case of transport problems. However, it should be noted that (for
acknowledgment-based reliability mechanisms) a sender can typically not distinguish between
lost original messages and lost acknowledgment messages, because both messages could be lost
or disordered.

Other requirements such as ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isolationanddurabil-
ity) that are usually attributed to transactions are not stated here directly. However, a coordina-
tion protocol should provide either these properties itself or enable higher layers to implement
corresponding services.
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3.2.8 RequirementMessage Ordering

Message ordering mechanisms are intended to provideconsistencyin distributed systems by
guaranteeing that the messages in a message exchange are received in the same order at all
participants. There are different message ordering classes, which we discuss in more detail in
Section 4.1.

No general requirement fortotal ordering for all messages that are exchanged in a group
of application components is imposed, because this can be costly to implement and would thus
contradict the efficiency requirement stated inSection 3.2.5. However, for RPC-like point-to-
point communication to work, it is required that the protocol offers the service to impose an
ordering on all messages that are sent from one entity to another entity in point-to-point mode.
Messages that are sent with this transport service must be delivered in exactly the same order as
they have been sent. This property is usually calledFIFO ordering [Babaoglu93]. In addition,
other types of message ordering (such as causal ordering)maybe implemented without loss of
efficiency on top of the basic message passing service.

3.2.9 RequirementStandardized Interaction Schemes

We have noted that for the independent deployment of third-party components, interface de-
scription techniques are often employed. For example, the AMI-C architecture that we have
described inSection 3.1.2.4relies on dynamic discovery of components and the capabilities.
We have seen that the basis for dynamic discovery and subsequent deployment of components
is the existence of a well-defined set of interaction schemes. The message passing mechanisms
should therefore allow for the implementation of corresponding interaction schemes, in partic-
ular:

• RPC communication;

• property inspection and modification; and

• event notification.

3.2.10 RequirementSecurity

The local coordination of application components with Internet protocols is sensitive to a few
security threats:

• Messages between application components may be subject to eavesdropping. Depending
on the application, this would allow an attacker to gain significant knowledge about the
actions a user is currently performing (or about the actions that application components
are performing on behalf of a user). Moreover, coordination messages may contain secu-
rity relevant information, such as personal credentials and keying material that can enable
an attacker to conduct other attacks in the future. As a result, there must be mechanisms
to guarantee theconfidentialityof messages that are exchanged between application com-
ponents.
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• In a distributed application, it is extremely important to exclude the possibility that exter-
nal entities inject malicious control messages into a communication session. Therefore,
messages must be authenticated in order to allow only authorized entities to control the
application components of the user who “owns” the session.

• In addition to authentication, theintegrity of control messages must be guaranteed. An
attacker must not be able to intercept and change messages that are sent from a legitimate
session member to another.

• Another security threat is the injection of messages captured earlier by an attacker, so
calledreplay attacks. Syverson provides a taxonomy of replay attacks in[Syverson94].
Essentially, a replay attack is characterized by an attacker who records messages from
an on-going communication session and replays them at a later time during the session,
without having to know shared secrets such as encryption keys. Receivers that cannot
identify the attack would deliver the message multiple times, which could (depending on
the specific application) lead to unwanted results.

In summary, the three security requirements for control communication between application
components areconfidentiality, authentication of sendersandmessage integrity(including the
prevention of replay attacks).

3.3 Summary

By analyzing two use cases from quite different application domains, we have obtained a list
of requirements for a local coordination service for application components, where the require-
ments are largely independent of the specific application type. In the followingChapter 4,Foun-
dations and Related Work, we will have a look at related work in the area of distributed com-
puting, coordination and local conference control, in order to match our requirements against
existing solutions.
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Chapter 4

Foundations and Related Work

The design of our coordination framework employs concepts and building blocks from fun-
damental existing work, such as principles and mechanisms from the distributed computing
domain. We will discuss the most important foundations in this chapter and will investigate the
appropriateness of different mechanisms with respect to the requirements listed inSection 3.2.

Another objective is to classify our message-oriented coordination approach with respect to
existing solutions, e.g., from the component-based systems domain. In addition, we discuss re-
lated work, i.e., existing local coordination mechanisms for conferencing systems. This chapter
is structured into five sections:

• In Section 4.1, we presentfundamental workin the area of distributed computing, includ-
ing a critical view on the RPC paradigm. We describe early approaches for the develop-
ment of group communication systems, such as the ISIS toolkit and its successors and
point at possible problems and open issues.

• In Section 4.2, we analyze some existing local coordination protocols for conferencing
systems, i.e.,related work.

• In Section 4.3, we investigate existing protocols that are explicitly targeted at local co-
ordination in potentially dynamic computing environments such asUniversal Plug and
Play. These technologies, and the corresponding concepts can partly be considered as
building blocksfor our design of a coordination service, but at the same time they rep-
resentrelated work, i.e., alternative approaches, that we will evaluate with respect to our
requirements.

• In Section 4.4, we discuss component technologies that are frequently employed to imple-
ment component-based systems. We define the termcomponent-based systemand clas-
sify the message-oriented coordination approach based upon acknowledged criteria. The
analysis of technologies for the development of component-based systems is intended a)
to investigate and explain thefundamental conceptsof that technology and b) to identify
building blocksfor our own design.

• We summarize our observations and conclusions inSection 4.5.
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4.1 Distributed Systems

The protocols and applications for conferencing and coordination that are presented inChapter
2, Conferencing ArchitecturesandSection 4.3are based on research on distributed computing
and group communication that we present in this section. In[Tanenbaum2002], Tanenbaum
gives the following popular rough characterization of distributed systems:

“A distributed system is a collection of independent computers that appears to its
users as a single coherent system.”

The notion “independent computers” describes the entities in a distributed system as au-
tonomous entities that are not tightly coupled. In fact, we are used to think of separate processes
that might (but do not necessarily have to) communicate over some kind of computer network.
The characterization “appears to its users as a single coherent system” refers to thetransparency
of the distribution. In a distributed system, protocols are employed that provide certain services
that are required for achieving this transparency, i.e., the characteristics and difficulties in the
communication in a distributed system are made invisible to the user by guaranteeing certain
properties of the system.

A particularly important property of interactions in a distributed system isconsistency,
which refers to interactions that manipulate a state, e.g., a bank account in a distributed sys-
tem for tele-banking. The peers in a distributed system should maintain aconsistentview of
this state, and interactions in a distributed systems should not compromise this consistency.
Transactions[Weihl93] are a wide deployed interaction type that provides consistency as one
element of the so-called ACID properties:

Atomicity: Transactions are atomic with respect to their execution: They are not divisible into
sub-actions. This is especially important regarding crashes, lost messages in a communi-
cation session etc: The transaction is either executed completely or not at all.

Consistency: Each transaction is based on a well-defined and consistent state of a system and
the execution of the transaction leaves the system in a consistent state. A stronger from
of consistency can also require that transactions never violate certain invariants that are
imposed on a state, i.e., it is guaranteed that the state is always consistent with respect to
these invariants.

Isolation: The isolation property refers to the execution order of a group of transactions: If
a group of transactions is executed concurrently, the effect is the same as if they were
executed sequentially, i.e., the transactions can be serialized without changing the final
result.

Durability: A transaction that has been completed cannot be reversed by subsequent failures
such as machine crashes or network outages.

These requirements describe the behavior of transactions in distributed systems without pre-
scribing implementation details. Naturally, there are different mechanisms by which some of
these properties can be realized and there are different design options for the implementation of
distributed systems. For example, when we think of the coupling of entities in a distributed sys-
tem, we can distinguishsynchronous communicationandasynchronous communication. The
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first variant means that, e.g., in a request-response communication, the initiator of the request
sends the request to the receiver and is then blocked until it receives the response that indicates
that the requested operation has been performed. With asynchronous communication and corre-
sponding programming models, a sender process would continue (in parallel to the processing
of the request at the receiver) and then eventually receive a response. Obviously, the choice of a
communication scheme influences how consistency can be achieved and how much parallelism
is possible in a distributed system.

In the following sections, we will analyze different protocols and mechanisms for imple-
menting distributed systems and discuss their relative merits and shortcomings.Section 4.1.1
describes the acknowledgedremote procedure call paradigm. In Section 4.1.2, we will de-
scribe the challenges for group communication, i.e., communication in a distributed system that
consists of more than two entities.

It should be noted that the selected technologies are each just representatives of a whole
class of protocols and toolkits. However, the RPC paradigm and the ISIS-based toolkits that we
discuss later can be viewed as principal representatives that have influenced the design of many
other protocols.

4.1.1 Remote Procedure Call Paradigm

Probably the most important aspect of the remote procedure call (RPC) paradigm istrans-
parency. The main idea of RPCs is to provide the programmer with an abstraction for per-
forming actions on a remote computer that he is used to: The invocation of a remote procedure
call should feel like a local function call as if the requested action would be performed locally
— hiding the communication between different processes completely. In order to achieve this
transparency, a corresponding protocol implementation must provide a few services:

• The procedural semantics impose strictly synchronous behavior: The caller is blocked
until the procedure has been called and the control is returned to the caller. In general,
this implies that RPCs providesynchronous communication, i.e., there is no parallelism.

• When issuing a procedure call, we take it for granted that therequestto execute the
procedure cannot be lost. In order for RPCs to provide the same behavior, the RPC
communication must bereliable, i.e., there must be mechanisms to detect message loss
and to counteract such problems.

In order to maintain the network transparency, transient communication failures, retrans-
missions etc. cannot be signaled to the application. The application just executes a func-
tion call and blocks until that call is completed.

• The procedural paradigm implies that a caller calls a named procedure by (optionally)
passing parameters that are required to perform the desired operation, and that results
from the operation can be passed back to the caller. An RPC protocol therefore has to do
the same: It has to provide the possibility to call named remote procedures and it has to
provide mechanisms to transfer parameters to the remote system and to transfer results
back to the caller. The parameters must be represented in a way such that their semantics
are maintained even if caller and callee reside on heterogeneous computer systems with
different representation of values. The platform-neutral representation and encapsulation
for sending parameters is referred to asmarshaling.
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Figure 4.1: Interaction for a Remote Procedure Call

The abstract behavior has been implemented in different systems in different ways. One
popular notion is to conceptually split an RPC client system into the user’s application code and
theuser stub. This schema is depicted inFigure 4.1. The application code is the user’s program
that performs local function calls, some of which may invoke procedure calls in the user stub.
The user stub generates messages for the invocation of remote procedures by specifying in the
message which procedure should be called and by marshaling the parameters that the user has
passed. The message is then sent to the server, where it is processed by theserver stub: the
arguments are unpacked and the server stub then calls the server application’s function. Upon
completion of this function call, the server stub marshals the results from the function call and
sends a reply message back to the client. The client stub receives the reply, unpacks the results
and passes them to the calling user function, thus returning control to the user’s application
program, which has been suspended during the remote procedure execution.

Preserving the procedural semantics for remote procedure calls requires a tight coupling
between client and server: It must be ascertained that the client calls the right server function on
the right host, and that the interface of the local and the remote function actually match. Client
stubs provide an interface that is used by application programs, i.e., the application program
imports the interfaces. A corresponding server application that complies to an interface is said
to export an interface.

Establishing the coupling between a client stub and a server stub is known asbinding. Be-
fore any remote procedure can be called the client stub must first be bound to an appropriate
server stub. The first prerequisite of binding is anaming concept: Servers and exported proce-
dures must be named uniquely to allow clients to identify and bind to the correct procedures. For
example, in Open Network Computing RPC (ONC RPC,[RFC1831], [RFC1832], [RFC1833]),
a widely deployed RPC protocol, a client program needs to know theRPC program numberand
the transport address in order to use a service. The program number maps to ainterface defi-
nition of exported procedures that is known by both server and client. The interface definition
contains the signatures of the exported functions, i.e., it contains the names and the argument
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type specification of each function.
Service locationfor RPC is the concept of locating appropriate servers that provide the

desired service. In their description of an RPC implementation in[Birell84] Birell et al. describe
the use of a distributed database for this purpose. For ONC RPC, servers register with the so-
calledPortmapperon the same host. The Portmapper is a service roster for one host and can be
reached using a well-known port number. Clients do thus not have to know the port number for
the desired RPC server process. However, they still have to know the host’s address in order to
query a Portmapper about a certain service. This is usually adequate for the applications that
ONC RPC is used for: For example, when a client wants to mount a specific NFS file system it
will know which server exports the corresponding file system.

In order to facilitate the creation of distributed RPC-based applications, the process of gen-
erating client and server stubs can be automated: The programmer can specify the interface
of the exported procedures using aninterface definition language. A stub generator can use a
corresponding interface definition as input for generating client and server stubs, thus ensuring
that both client and server rely on consistent interfaces.

Problems with RPC Communication

The RPC mechanism has been designed to provide a clean and efficient model for building
distributed systems with request/response semantics, and is has been successfully applied to
distributed file systems (NFS) and databases (NIS). However, the RPC paradigm can of course
not be applied to every distributed application.

Birman et al. have argued in[Birmann94a]that the RPC mechanism, while representing
an efficient solution to simple point-to-point communication scenarios with request/response
behavior, was essentially inadequate for the development of complex distributed systems. Their
main argument is that not all distributed systems fell into the category of client-server style
systems. Instead the class of distributed systems representingprocess groupsthat perform group
communication was gaining more importance for two reasons:

1. Splitting up computations into multiple processes can significantly increase the perfor-
mance of a distributed system, if computations can be done in parallel.

2. The distribution of a single state among several processes, i.e. the replication of state at
multiple processes, can increase the robustness of a distributed system. Crashes can be
tolerated more easily if a distributed system with state replication is aware of crashes and
network outages and is enabled to react accordingly.

Birman et al. claim that RPC communication is neither able to provide efficient parallel
computing nor to provide the robustness through state replication as described before.

The main reason why RPC communication does not support high-performance parallel com-
putation lies in the strict procedural semantics with blocking remote procedure calls. A client
that issues a remote procedure call at another process cannot continue in parallel until the call
has completed and the control is returned to the calling function. Thissynchronousstyle of
communication does not allow a client to perform any parallel operation while waiting for the
completion of a remote procedure call, especially it is not possible to call other remote proce-
dure calls in the meantime.

Introducing parallelism to the synchronous RPC mechanism — e.g., by using multi-
threading at a client or by allowing for derived forms of RPC where a client can simply send
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a message without waiting for a reply — are no acceptable solution to the problem since this
would either add new complexity at other places (e.g., dealing with synchronization issues in a
multi-threaded client process) or would deviate completely from the RPC semantics of unifying
call behavior for local and remote procedure calls.

Robustness in an RPC-based distributed system is difficult to achieve because of the connec-
tionless nature of (some) RPC implementations. Although the RPC protocol itself deals with
retransmissions for compensating packet loss and crashes transparently, there is still room for
different types of failures: For example, even if servers maintain some state information about
recent RPCs, they may crash after performing an operation but before the reply is sent, reboot
before the retransmission and finally execute the operation twice.

Birman et al. identify the lack of a group communication facility in RPC based communi-
cation as a serious problem, as in modern distributed systems, groups are used heavily, e.g.,
processes providing a replicated service, parallel processes performing a computation or pro-
cesses monitoring the same source of events. Mechanisms for group communication that are
required but not provided by RPCs are multi-point-communication, management of member-
ship information and synchronization.

In [Saif2002], Saif et al. have assessed the RPC paradigm with respect to its application to
communication within “ubiquitous systems”, i.e., networks with ad-hoc communication char-
acteristics, device mobility and demand for group communication, e.g., personal computing
environments as we have described inSection 1.1. In addition to the limited support for parallel
operation and for group communication that have already been mentioned, the following main
problems have been identified:

Not suited for mobility: In a ubiquitous system, there are two kinds of mobility:logical mo-
bility (mobile agents and mobile processes that “move” from one device to another) and
device mobility. Logical mobility is useful in order to achieve load balancing, to provide
fault tolerance through replication and migration of services and it can be used to dy-
namically extend the capabilities of the participating resources in the ubiquitous system.
Device mobility refers to devices changing their geographic position and/or their network
reachability, e.g., by roaming between networks.

The tight coupling of RPCs and the strict binding of client stubs to server stubs is not
supporting these mobility functions. A server process that moves from one device to
another cannot be used for remote procedure calls anymore and a client that calls a remote
procedure at a process on a device that moved could simply block forever.

Coupling too tight: The static binding of procedures in client and server stubs and the strongly
typed interfaces do not meet the requirements for ubiquitous environments. In these
loosely coupled environments, different components are designed and implemented sep-
arately at different points of time, and not every interface is available at compile time.

Services in ubiquitous systems are not constantly available. Instead components can ap-
pear and disappear spontaneously. This requires flexible service location and interface
discovery facilities, i.e., services must be able to discover and bind to new interfaces as
they become available.

Saif et al. argue that static typing of interfaces is not desirable for ubiquitous systems
because for coordination purposes in loosely coupled systems some degree of polymor-
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phism and flexibility is required: For example, in a house automation scenario, the com-
mand make the ambient light very dim could be carried out asswitch
off the light in situations where light dimming is not available.

Summarizing, we can state that the RPC paradigm provides a useful abstraction for a cer-
tain class of applications that rely on request/response semantics. The procedural semantics and
the transparent calling of remote procedures allows for simplifying the creation of distributed
applications because programmers do not have to deal with procedure binding and network
transport issues themselves. Obviously, the RPC mechanism has not been designed for group
communication, so it is not surprising that RPCs alone do not provide the required communi-
cation mechanisms for, e.g., coordinating a group of entities. Birman’s argument that the strict
synchronous communication style impedes parallelism and can thus lead to poor utilization of
computing resources and poor performance is certainly valid.

We have seen that there are certain applications that need other communications mecha-
nisms in addition to RPCs: In ubiquitous systems, the tight coupling of RPCs is inappropriate,
and a more flexible approach is needed.

We conclude that the RPC paradigm can only be one element amongst others in a coordina-
tion framework. There are interactions that need exactly the simple and clear request/response
behavior, e.g., a device that is tightly coupled to a specific controller can be controlled by the
use of RPC communication if no parallelism is required. Other interactions, e.g., distribution of
events, can certainly be implemented more efficiently using message-oriented communication.
For group communication there are many other requirements, such as consistency of distributed
states and message atomicity that are not met by the RPC mechanism — because it has not been
designed for group communication. We will discuss these requirements and corresponding so-
lutions in the next sections.

4.1.2 Group Communication and the ISIS Toolkit

When we view distributed computing with an emphasis on group communication, we have to
consider new requirements and have to face different problems than those of point-to-point
communication scenarios. One example of an aspect that is intrinsic to group communication
is message ordering, because it is generally required to achieveconsistency. In a point-to-point
scenario with synchronous communication, message ordering is of no concern, it is provided
automatically by the semantics of the synchronous communication: The messages of a sender
arrive at the receiver in exactly the same order as they have been sent. This property cannot be
taken for granted in group communication sessions: Senders can send messages “in parallel”
and it depends on many factors (network paths to the receivers, load on senders and receivers)
how these messages are ordered at each receiver. Inconsistencies can occur when the messages
relate to each other (e.g., all message manipulate a distributed state) and are notcommutative:
Different receivers will generate different states depending on the order of the received mes-
sages.

Protocols for group communication can provide mechanisms that allow maintaining con-
sistency (amongst other functions). The ISIS toolkit[Birmann87b]is a distributed comput-
ing toolkit that provides communication primitives for sending messages to a group of entities
guaranteeing consistency and other desirable properties. The ISIS toolkit can be used for im-
plementing distributed systems such as networked file systems, content distribution and parallel
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computing applications. The ISIS toolkit is targeted at rather tightly coupled process groups,
with stable group membership and a common understanding of messages and their semantics.

In the following, we will present some more details on group communication, presenting
the most common problems and typical protocol mechanism to address these problems. Subse-
quently we will discuss the ISIS toolkit and its communication primitives in more detail.

Group communication and reliable message transport:The prerequisite for group commu-
nication is obviously a mechanism that allows sending messages to a group of commu-
nication peers. There are different alternatives how this can be achieved: For example,
IP multicast is a group communication mechanism that is provided by the Internet’s net-
work layer (often with support from the link layer). In networks where such a service
is not available, group communication can also be accomplished by establishing a mesh
of point-to-point relations between all communication partners. A sender that wishes to
send a message to all group members would simply duplicates the message and sends a
copy to each participant. Of course a multicast service that is provided by the network is
in general more efficient and scalable with respect to the group size.

If we consider a multicast mechanism that is based on a mesh of unicast communication
channels, fault tolerance will typically be achieved by employing a reliable unicast trans-
port protocol — however this cannot scale to larger group sizes. An interesting problem
is the provision of reliable transport mechanisms for group communication in the pres-
ence of unreliable transport mechanisms such as IP multicast. The established solutions
for unicast communication, e.g., the acknowledgment-based approach with transmission
windows for enabling pipelining, cannot be applied directly to large groups. ACK-based
(acknowledgment-based) approaches impose problems with respect to scalability; there-
fore NACK-based (negative acknowledgment-based) approaches tend to be more usable.
Some NACK-oriented reliable multicast protocols are: MTP[RFC1301], MTP-2 [Bor-
mann94a]and MTP/SO[Bormann99], PGM [RFC3208][Gemmell03], SRM [Floyd97]
[Mccanne98], and the NTE protocol[Handley97].

Consistency and message ordering:For enabling processes in a distributed system to act re-
liably, it is useful to specify the message ordering that can be achieved by the deployed
communication mechanisms. For example, if a process responds to a message that has
been sent by another process earlier, it might not make sense for a protocol implemen-
tation at a third process to deliver the response before the original message has been
received and delivered. This is especially true for situations where messages change a
distributed state and are not commutative, i.e., the order of applying operations that might
be denoted by the messages is relevant for the final state of the system.

Different types of message ordering can be distinguished:

FIFO ordering: FIFO (first-in-first-out) ordering is provided when all messages from a
processA are delivered to processB in the same order asA has sent them, i.e., this
ordering class only considers messages that are sent from one process to another and
does not assure any form of ordering between messages sent by different processes.

A typical mechanism for achieving FIFO ordering is the use of sequence numbers
or timestamps that increase strict monotonically.
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Total ordering: When all broadcast messages are delivered at each process in exactly
the same order,total orderingis preserved.

Total ordering can be implemented by either relying on a central sequencer, i.e., a
process over that all messages are relayed, or by relying on message timestamps.
Relying on message timestamps only works if all processes have synchronized local
clocks, i.e., this approach requires additional mechanisms for clock synchroniza-
tion. This make total ordering comparatively expensive: a central sequencer is a
potential bottleneck and impedes scalability, and requiring clock synchronization
adds unwanted complexity.

Causal ordering: Lamport has described the concept ofhappening beforein [Lam-
port78] that defines an invariant partial ordering of the events in a distributed sys-
tem. The main idea is that in order to avoid the costs that are associated with total
ordering based on timestamps, it can in many cases be sufficient to order only those
messages that arecausally relatedby relying onlogical timestamps. The ordering is
partial only, because (unless other mechanisms are employed) some messages can
appear to have the same logical timestamps, i.e., they cannot be ordered totally.

In Lamport’s model the “clock” is just a way of assigning a number to an event,
where the number is thought of as the time at which the event occurred. An event
is an abstract action that is performed by a process. The sending or the delivery of
a message could also be viewed as an event. The logical time at each process is
incremented by every event.

Atomicity: Atomic multicastsare messages that are either received by every process in a dis-
tributed system or not received by any process. That means, protocol implementations
may only deliver a message to the application if they know that all other protocol imple-
mentations have also received the message.

One way of implementing this behavior is the use of a central coordinator that relays
messages to each process and performs a two-phase-commit-procedure: only after each
process has acknowledged the reception of the message, the coordinator indicates that
the message may be delivered. Again, the use of a central coordinator implies limited
scalability.

Membership control and security: In order to accomplish reliable communication and con-
sistency, amembership serviceis required, i.e., the possibility to find out which processes
are currently in the group. For example, for causally ordered messages, it would not make
sense to send messages to a new participant if it has not received the logically earlier mes-
sages before. Therefore, mechanisms such aslatecomer updatescan be employed or the
new member can be excluded from the communication until a new thread of causally
related messages is started.

Group security can be divided into two aspects: authentication of messages and encryp-
tion. Authentication enables receivers to verify that the sender is a legitimate group
member and is often implemented by employing hashed messages authentication codes.
Encryption can be used for implementing privacy and access control. Only legitimate
members are enabled to receive messages. In order to be effective, group security re-
quires additional management functions such as key management that we shall not cover
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here in detail. Baugher et al. provide a description of the Internet group key management
architecture in[Baugher03], and Harney et al. have defined GSAKMP, theGroup Secure
Association Key Management Protocol, in [Harney03].

Admission control, latecomer updates etc. are often implemented by relying on a central
entity. For example, a new member would request admission at the central entity and the
entity would in turn poll the group members. If approved, the new member would be
provided with the security parameters and the current state.

The ISIS toolkit provides protocol mechanisms for most of these services (amongst other
functions such as creation of process groups, synchronization through token passing and data
replication). The service model of ISIS is described asvirtual synchrony[Birmann87b]— any
two processes that receive the same multicast messages or observe the same group membership
changes see the corresponding local events in the same relative order (causal order principle),
and a multicast message sent to a process group is delivered to its full membership. For appli-
cations, the send and delivery events appear to happen as single, instantaneous event. Relying
on the ISIS virtual synchrony service model, application programmers do not have to solve
the consistency and message ordering issues for these functions themselves, instead, the ISIS
toolkit provides different protocol primitives that provide this service.

A detailed description of the ISIS protocol mechanisms (and of other distributed computing
toolkits that are based on ISIS) is provided in[Birman94b]. Essentially, ISIS provides different
protocols for group communication, each of which provide different services with respect to
message ordering and atomicity.

The ABCAST (atomic broadcast) primitive is used to ensure that the order in which a mes-
sage is received at a destination is the same order at all destinations of the group. The CBCAST
(causal broadcast) primitive provides thecausal orderingof messages. CBCAST guarantees
that all messages are delivered in the same order at all sites and additionally allows to en-
force that if a messageB causally precedes a messageB’ , thenB will be delivered first. The
GBCAST (group broadcast) primitive is used for group management purposes within an ISIS
session: GBCAST can be used to inform group members when another member fails, recovers,
joins or leaves the group. For example, when a processf fails, it is made sure that all other
messages that the process has sent so far are delivered before the failure indication.

The ISIS primitives provide properties such as causal ordering and message atomicity and
are the basis for higher-level algorithms that are implemented in the ISIS toolkit such as data
replication and state transfer. The ISIS primitives imply a certain cost: they introduce complex-
ity in terms of memory and processing requirements for implementations and they introduce la-
tency for message transport because of message retention and protocol communication. For the
implementation of CBCAST, messages may be sent multiple times in order to achieve conver-
gence and both ABCAST and GBCAST involve the communication with a central coordinator
using multiple message exchanges.

The ISIS protocols assume an underlying reliable group communication mechanism. It has
been noted by Birmann et al. in[Birmann87a]that the protocols are sensitive to network parti-
tion failures and have a tendency to block in cases when a group is divided into two subgroups,
within which communication remains possible. Due to their complexity, the site-view man-
agement protocols need some time to terminate and will therefore perform suboptimally in the
presence of frequent failures and recoveries.
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The concept ofvirtual synchronyand its implementation in the ISIS protocols, relying on
central coordinating instances, lead to serious scalability limitations.[Birmann00] has de-
scribed thisclose-grained cooperation modelto be useful for applications that need to scale
to tens of members but not to hundreds or thousands.

Due to the way that protocols such as CBCAST work, the ISIS stack (i.e., the application
program if the toolkit is linked as a library to a user application) has to maintain data structures
that buffer a number of messages in order to allow the required forwarding of messages. These
data structures have to be pruned from time to time, e.g., by applying a garbage collection
mechanism. This is typically not a problem for a workstation application but this complexity
and the corresponding memory requirements might not be appropriate for smaller devices, e.g.,
embedded systems. It has to be stated that ISIS was not targeted at these kinds of devices.

In [Renesse94], van Renesse has noted that the ISIS toolkit turned out to be too complex
for many applications: because it tried to provide many features and different forms of message
ordering and fault-tolerance it became too difficult to use and too difficult to maintain. In ad-
dition, performance problems have been noted, especially for applications that do not actually
need most of the features but suffer from the overhead on behalf of mechanisms that are in-
tended for much more demanding types of applications. Due to its rather monolithic, inflexible
structure it was not easily possible to customize the toolkit and to leave out unneeded protocols
[Birmann00]. These experiences have lead to the development of successor systems such as the
Transis system[Dolev95]and the Horus system[Renesse94].

Despite these deficiencies, ISIS has been deployed in many applications such as trading
stocks and managing telecommunications networks. The concept of virtual synchrony for fault-
tolerant group communication has influenced the design of many successor approaches and the
design of reliable multicast protocols.

4.1.3 Lessons Learned

In this section, we have analyzed protocols and frameworks for distributed computing with a
focus on group communication. The remote procedure paradigm that we have discussed inSec-
tion 4.1.1is an important abstraction that is applicable to many distributed computing scenarios.
Making remote procedure invocations appear as local procedure calls is the main concept of the
RPC paradigm that has also led to its wide deployment. While this paradigm is suitable for
classical client-server interaction, it is less useful for group communication and applications
that rely on asynchronous, parallel operation. In addition, the tight coupling of communica-
tion peers does not allow for the flexibility that is required for ubiquitous computing scenarios
where entities cannot be statically bound to each other using strict interfaces. We believe that
while the fundamental paradigm of RPC communication will be useful in many applications,
RPC communication should not be usedas the sole basisof a (group) communication system,
because this would incur too much inefficiency and inflexibility.

The ISIS toolkit (Section 4.1.2) is an example of a general-purpose group-communication
framework that addresses the most important problems of message ordering (amongst other
problems) and reliability. The main technical merit is the definition of thevirtual synchrony
concept and its implementation using the ISIS primitives. Virtual synchrony provides appli-
cations with a well-defined service definition for group communication and still allows some
degree of parallel operation, e.g., for message exchanges that are not causally related. We have
seen that implementing the ISIS protocols can be associated with a significant cost and that us-
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ing the protocols can result in performance and scalability problems. We have also seen that the
intertwined ISIS primitives have led to a monolithic framework that does not allow for a high
degree of customization and incurs some significant complexity. Summarizing we can state that
ISIS and similar systems are targeted at tightly coupled process groups and are intended for ap-
plications that require absolute reliability and can tolerate the performance and complexity cost.
It is certainly not suited for group communication in ad-hoc scenarios and also not designed to
scale to very high numbers of processes.

The successor systems Horus and Ensemble, while providing the same virtual synchrony
service as ISIS does, are interesting because of their building block approach and the idea to
compose layer modules into customized protocol stacks. While this idea and its implementa-
tion in Horus increase the flexibility of the framework, the building block approach does not
necessarily decrease the complexity. We have seen that the approach can incur performance
problems if layer modules are composed without further optimization. The Ensemble system
and its approach of having the protocol stack analyzed and optimized by automatic tools using
a programming environment with strong semantics is interesting. Not only does it provide the
possibility for automated optimizations but is also the basis for formally verifying the correct-
ness of a composition and the layer implementations and for providing dynamic adaptability
to observed conditions. While some of these ideas have later been re-used in more widely de-
ployed protocols (e.g., the building block approach for the standardization of reliable multicast),
the concrete systems have mainly been deployed in the academic community. Similar as ISIS
itself, these frameworks are not intended and not suitable for ad-hoc communication scenarios.

We believe that, for these scenarios, a less ambitious approach would be more suitable,
i.e., an approach that does not provide strong guarantees for message ordering, reliability and
atomicity but bears a lesser degree of complexity and provides a reasonable quality of service
for typical usage scenarios.

4.2 Local Coordination (Vertical Control)

Whereas the discussion of conference control protocols inChapter 2,Conferencing Architec-
turesprovided an analysis ofhorizontal conference control protocolsthat do not address local
coordination (with the exception of CCCP), we will turn tovertical conference control protocols
in the following subsections and present two representative basic approaches for local coordina-
tion. In our discussion of endpoint architectures, we have already touched upon the relation of
inter-system control communication (such as call signaling and conference course control) and
local coordination. In fact, local coordination has been characterized asvertical control[Ott97]
as opposed to horizontal control that is implemented by inter-endpoint control protocols. In
this architecture, vertical control can be viewed as an implementation tool for horizontal con-
trol, i.e., a conference controller that communicates with controllers of other endpoints could
employ the local, vertical control mechanism to implement control commands.

In Section 4.2.1, we describe theLBL Conference Bus, one of the first approaches for the
coordination of entities in a local conferencing endpoint, and inSection 4.2.2we present the
Pattern Matching Multicast, that can be viewed as a second-generation protocol.
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4.2.1 LBL Conference Bus

The LBL Conference Bus[McCanne95]is a local coordination mechanism that has been de-
signed to allow for the coordination of individual media tools that have been developed at LBL
(Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory) such as the visual audio toolvat, the video toolvic and the
shared whiteboardwb. These media tools have become popular in the research community un-
der the nameMbone tools, as they have been developed for multimedia conferencing over the IP
multicast backbone (Mbone) of the Internet. The LBL Conference Bus is the first conferencing
specific coordination protocol.

The main design goal for the LBL Conference Bus was to provide a mechanism that enables
the composition of stand-alone tools into integrated applications without the need to change or
extend existing programs. The Mbone tools have been developed using theTcl/Tkscripting and
GUI-toolkit environment (seeSection 4.4.3). In general, the time-critical functions have been
implemented in C or C++ and have been “glued together” in Tcl/Tk which was also used to
implement the graphical user interface. Tcl/Tk provides a simple interprocess communication
mechanism called theTk send command. This command could be used in a Tcl/Tk application
to send a Tcl command to another Tcl/Tk application (that is addressed by the window name).
This simple mechanism allowed the execution of arbitrary commands in remote applications
(running on the same host).

It was obvious that this mechanism was too simple and too generic to be useful for coor-
dinating multiple conferencing tools. This perception has led to the development of the LBL
Conference Bus. It was used for the following purposes:

Voice-switched windows: When used together with the audio tool vat, the video tool vic could
receive indications about the current speaker over the conference bus and switch the view-
ing window to the corresponding person automatically. These so-calledfocus messages
are broadcast on the conference bus and could be processed by other applications as well.

Floor control: Floor control could be implemented by explicitly sendingmute or unmute
messages from a local coordinator over the conference bus to all media applications, i.e.,
all participants except for the appointed speaker are muted.

Synchronization: Because of the independence of the different media streams and the corre-
sponding applications in an Internet multimedia conference, the streams are initially not
synchronized to each other. Each application has its own jitter buffer and calculates the
dynamic play-out delay with respect to the experienced delays for one particular stream.

In order to achieve lip-synchronization (i.e., the synchronization of an audio stream with
the corresponding video stream) the media tools broadcast their current play-out delay on
the conference bus.

Device arbitration: The conference bus was also used to coordinate device access by different
applications of one or multiple conferences.

Messages have a type field, which does not appear to be used, and a process-ID as the
destination address. A single, free form, text command is sent in each message (and interpreted
directly as a Tcl command string by the recipient). Messages on the LBL conference bus are
sent using IP multicast, with zero time-to-live (restricting the multicast to a single host). Each
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process listens on two multicast groups, one for messages affecting all sessions, and one specific
to the individual session. There is no reliability and no security included in the LBL conference
bus protocol. We note that the key features of the LBL conference bus are the use of IP multicast
for local communication and the use of multiple communication channels (different multicast
groups).

4.2.2 Pattern Matching Multicast

Pattern Matching Multicast(PMM, [Schulzrinne95]) is another local coordination mechanism
for teleconferencing applications that relies on the concept of message exchange in a host-local
IP multicast group. It has been developed for the NeVoT (Network Voice Terminal), an early
RTP-based audio conferencing system.

PMM supports three different transport methods: a centralized architecture with a message
replicator that distributes messages to registered entities via either UDP/IP or TCP/IP and a
de-centralized model using host-local IP multicast without a central message replicator. The
replicator process can also act as a message filter by sending certain messages only to entities
that are interested.

Messages are represented in ASCII and consist of an address specification and a tex-
tual command. The address specification is a hierarchically constructed identifier with three
components: A conference identifier, the media type and a media instance. E.g., the ad-
dressConference1/audio/3 designates the third audio session in the conference named
Conference1 . The textual command consists of a procedure name and optional space-
separated arguments and is intended to be directly interpretable by a Tcl interpreter.

Conference1/audio/3 cname joe@example.com

Figure 4.2: Sample PMM message

Figure 4.2is an example of a PMM message. The semantics of this message are that the
third audio tool in the conferenceConference1 should usejoe@example.com for the
RTCP-CNAME field.

In order to enable message filtering, PMM entities can register with the central replicator
for messages that they are interested in. However, this does not seem to be applicable for the IP
multicast based transport that is commonly used. Registration and de-registrations are messages
that are prefixed with a+ or - , respectively. In such a message, for both the address and the
command wildcards can be used. For example, the registration message

+ Conference1/audio/* *active

could been sent in order to receive all messages inConference1 that are related to audio
and provide a command that ends withactive .

PMM has some open issues: There are no mechanisms for reliable transport (for the UDP
based unicast and multicast transport variants), and it provides no security. The latter is espe-
cially problematic with respect to the concept of interpreting command strings directly by a Tcl
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interpreter. Although the concept of registering for specific messages seems to be attractive it
seems to imply the use of a central message replicator and is thus not very scalable.

4.2.3 Summary

The local coordination protocols that we have described in the previous sections are quite lim-
ited in scope and consequently notably simple, as they have actually not been designed with
a broader conference control architecture in mind. For example, the LBL Conference Bus has
initially been created and used for lip synchronization between audio and video engines within
a conferencing endpoint. The LBL Conference Bus used host-local multicast communication
in order to directly multicast control commands to entities.

PMM augments this idea of local coordination through host-local multicast communication
by an addressing concept that (similar to CCCP) introduces a wildcarding mechanism. The
protocol provides a “publish/subscribe”-like mechanism that relies on a central “replicator”
entity.

Table 4.1: Comparison of the LBL Conference Bus and PMM

LBL Conference Bus PMM
Ad-hoc communication noa no

Scalability yes limited
Group communication yes yes

Intra- and inter-host communication nob no
Efficiency yes yes

Small Footprint yes yes
Reliable Communication no no

Message Ordering no no
Standardized Interaction Schemes no no

Security no no

aBoth the LBL Bus and PMM do not provide membership aliveness tracking.

bIntended for host-local coordination only.

Table 4.1shows a comparison of the LBL Conference Bus and PMM with respect to our
requirements described inSection 3.2. We conclude that both the LBL Conference Bus and
PMM represent first attempts to achieve coordination between application entities in conferenc-
ing endpoints and provide some interesting features such as the use of local multicast commu-
nication or PMM’s filtering concept. However, both approaches are limited because they only
provide a very basic message exchange, i.e., they do not provide different interaction types, and
they also do not address security, which we have described as a fundamental requirement in
Section 3.2.10.
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4.3 Coordination and Ad-Hoc Communication

Obviously, the conferencing domain is not the only application area for coordination protocols.
In the following subsections, we will analyze the characteristics of general-purpose protocols
and frameworks for device coordination and ad-hoc communication and highlight the typical
services and implementation techniques of some selected approaches.

The growing pervasiveness of networked devices, the application of Internet technologies
and distributed computing approaches to new application areas have fueled the interest of re-
searchers and developers in distributed computing systems that accommodate the ubiquity of
Internet technology based systems, where loosely coupled, heterogeneous systems join dis-
tributed computing sessions in order to provide a common service.

The requirement and the underlying assumptions for the development of distributed appli-
cations for ubiquitous networked computing devices can be quite different from those that we
have identified forsynchronous RPC communication(Section 4.1.1) and forvirtual synchrony
based distributed applications. For example, usage scenarios can provide a much more dynamic
group membership behavior of systems. In addition, it is not always possible to rely on static
interfaces that are well defined and well-known in advance. Instead, a loose coupling between
potential session members can be observed.

In [Waldo94], Waldo et al. argue that for applications, where entities cannot be fully de-
scribed by the specification of the set of interfaces they support and their corresponding seman-
tics and where entities themselves may be mobile and not constantly available, the traditional
approach of distributed system development is not applicable. The authors’ criticism refers
to systems for object-oriented computing such as CORBA (Section 4.4.4) that are essentially
based on the RPC paradigm.1

Waldo et al. argue that this approach ignores the differences between local and distributed
computing such as the difference in latency, memory access, partial failure and concurrency
and propose an approach where these irreconcilable differences are taken into account for the
design and the implementation of distributed applications. In their model (which is intended
for object-oriented distributed applications), implementers will have to know whether they are
sending messages to local or remote objects. Programming distributed applications will thus
require the use of different techniques than those used for non-distributed applications. The
goal of this approach is to help application developers avoid making mistakes by ignoring the
difference of local and remote computing, enabling more robust and efficient applications.

These considerations lead to distributed systems where the distribution of communicating
entities is not hidden but is the underlying assumption. In such systems, the focus is oncoor-
dinating theses entities; therefore these systems are also calleddistributed coordination-based
system. In addition to the characteristics that Waldo et al. have described, these systems provide
a set of interesting features, which we will generalize in the following.

In a classification of distributed systems in[Tanenbaum2002], Tanenbaum and van Steen
describedistributed coordination-based systemsas a class of distributed systems that assumes
an inherent distribution of systems into components, where the main difficulty for application

1In such systems, an object, regardless of the location (remote or local) is defined in terms of a set of interfaces
declared in an interface definition language, and the implementation is independent of this interface. The main
idea of such systems is to make the distribution of objects and the procedure of method invocationtransparentto
the application, just as the RPC mechanism does for procedure calls.
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development is tocoordinatethe various components of such a system. An important charac-
teristic of coordination-based systems is theseparation between computation and coordination:
a distributed system is viewed as a collection of (possibly multi-threaded) processes, each of
which performing a specific computational activity, which in principle is carried out indepen-
dently of the activities of other processes.

Thecoordinationof this process group “forms the glue that binds the activities performed
by processes into a whole”, and distributed coordination-based systems provide different mech-
anisms that implement this coordination. Tanenbaum and van Steen distinguish these systems
in two dimensions: with respect to theirtemporal coupling(i.e., whether all components run
and communicate at the same time or not) and with respect to theirreferential coupling. The
latter refers to the question whether communications have to explicitly reference each other in
a session, e.g., by the use of addressing mechanisms. For example, IP multicast sessions do
generally not require referential coupling as messages are sent to an anonymous group and re-
ceivers do not have to know the address of senders to receive messages from them. However,
such sessions typically require the use of a rendezvous point that enables entities to discover
and locate other entities (for IP multicast this would be the multicast group); for this reason
Tanenbaum and van Steen characterize this model asmeeting oriented.

In the rest of this section, we will discuss protocols and frameworks for the development of
distributed coordination-based systemsthat have influenced the design of the Mbus protocol.
In Section 4.3.1, we describe theTIBCO Rendezvousmessaging system, and inSection 4.3.2,
we analyze solutions forservice discovery(that can be required for establishing a distributed
coordination-based system with temporal coupling) and for a coordination model that is some-
times referred to asPlug and Play. In this section, we describe theService Location Protocol
(Section 4.3.2.1), the Jini frameworkSection 4.3.2.2and theUniversal Plug and Playapproach
(Section 4.3.2.3).

4.3.1 TIBCO Rendezvous

TIBCO Rendezvous is a messaging system for local and wide area communication that relies
on a coordination model where processes are in general referentially uncoupled, but temporally
coupled. TIBCO Rendezvous is based on the concept of a (comparatively) simpleinformation
bus[Oki93] that provides group and point-to-point communication services for large scale dis-
tributed systems and can be considered as an alternative approach compared to the ISIS virtual
synchrony service.

The concepts of TIBCO Rendezvous are described in[TIBCO02]. The developers of
TIBCO Rendezvous have coined the termsubject-based addressingto describe the way that
processes communicate: Messages are not sent to a specific destination address but are rather
tagged with asubjectand are then sent to a group of potentially interested receivers.

Receivers do not specify the source address of senders they want to receive from butsub-
scribe to a set of subjects they are interested in. The concept ofsubject-based-addressingis
often also referred to aspublish-subscribe communication.

4.3.1.1 Ordering and Synchronization

Compared to systems such as ISIS (Section 4.1.2) and its successors, TIBCO Rendezvous does
not provide message ordering semantics such ascausal orderingand total ordering. In a pa-
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per entitled “Understanding the Limitations of Causally and Totally Ordered Communication”
[Cheriton93]Cheriton and Skeen have denied the applicability ofcausally and totally ordered
communication support(CATOCS) to several classes of distributed applications as the mecha-
nism on the group communication layer were not able to deal with application semantic order-
ing constraints. Cheriton and Skeen also argued that relying on CATOCS can cause efficiency
problems with respect to communication and computational overheads.2

Cheriton and Skeen suggested that message ordering should therefore be dealt with on the
application layer if required at all. The TIBCO Rendezvous system (that is built on work done
by Cheriton and Skeen) is based on the mentionedinformation busconcept and only guarantees
FIFO-ordered message delivery per source.

TIBCO Rendezvous provides three fundamental message-sending operations:

send: Thesend operation is a non-blocking primitive that is used to send a message under
a certain subject asynchronously to a group of receivers.

sendreply: The non-blockingsendreply operation is used to reply to messages that
have been received on a certain subject. The reply is then sent with a corresponding
reply-subject and delivered to the original sender if it has subscribed to its reply-
subject.

sendrequest: In addition to the non-blockingsend operation there is also a blocking
sendrequest operation that can be used to send a message synchronously by blocking
the calling application until a corresponding reply has been received. The reply is sent
directly to the address of the original sender, using point-to-point communication.

In addition, TIBCO Rendezvous provides a service calledtransactional messagingthat al-
lows sending messages to peers as part of a transaction. This mechanism is layered on top
of the basic messaging service and employs central entities, so-calledtransaction managersto
temporarily store transaction messages until they have been delivered to all subscribers.

4.3.1.2 Architecture and Communication

TIBCO Rendezvous relies on a multicast network for implementing the group communication
services. Every message that is published by an entity is multicast to all other hosts on a
network. Receivers that have not subscribed to the message’s subject, discard the message. The
multicast transport is using native multicast mechanisms such as IP multicast where applicable.
Messages that are sent to a dedicated addressee, e.g., replies tosendrequest operations, are
sent via unicast transport. Each process can create a unique subject name, called aninbox name
that can be used by other processes to directly send messages to that process.

Messages in TIBCO Rendezvous areself-describing, i.e., they can be received and pro-
cessed without having to know the exact message structure in advance. This is implemented
by constructing messages as a set of fields, each of which providing attributes such asfield
name anddata type .

2In a response to this paper[Birman93], Birman has defended ISIS’s CATOCS services and in turn denied the
applicability of Cheriton and Skeen’s criticism by emphasizing the need for a group transport layer that addresses
message ordering in order to allow for the design of robust and efficient applications.
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The subject of a message is a sequence of character strings that are separated by dots, syn-
tactically similar to names in the Domain Name System (DNS). When subscribing to mes-
sages of a certain subject, a subscriber can specify apartly qualifiedsubject name through
the use ofwildcard characters. For example, the subject specificationmedia.*.received
could be used to subscribe to messages on the subjectsmedia.audio.received and
media.video.received (a subject fragment may be replaced by* ). The subject spec-
ificationmedia.audio. > can be used to subscribe to messages on all subjects that start with
media.audio. (all subjects in themedia.audio. hierarchy).

It should be noted that, in general, TIBCO Rendezvous implements group communication,
i.e., the distribution of a single message to multiple receivers, by relying on thereceiver-initiated
selection and filtering of messages. Typically, senders multicast messages with fully-qualified
subject, i.e., without wildcard elements, and only receivers specify wildcards in their message
filtering specifications. Although in theory, it would be possible to send messages with partly
qualified subjects, the TIBCO Rendezvous documentation[TIBCO02] deprecates this.

While the basic TIBCO Rendezvous transport service provides group communication within
a local (multicast-enabled) network, the TIBCO Rendezvous specification additionally allows
for coupling multiple local TIBCO Rendezvous networks by establishing a point-to-point over-
lay network, in which pairs of TIBCO Rendezvous routers are connected through TCP con-
nections. Each of these routers knows about the topology of the overlay network and forwards
messages based on a computed multicast distribution tree. TIBCO Rendezvous routers can be
configured to only forward messages from a local network to remote routers that match a certain
subject specification.

4.3.1.3 Reliability

TIBCO Rendezvous addresses reliable message transport in the presence of transmission fail-
ures with negative acknowledgments: Each message is assigned a sequence number that in-
creases linearly by each message. Because messages are always sent to all entities, receivers
can detect missed messages when receiving a subsequent message from that entity. The receiver
can then request a retransmission for the missing messages. Senders have to keep transmitted
messages for 60 seconds in order to be able to answer retransmission requests.

In addition, TIBCO Rendezvous provides another reliable transport mechanism calledcerti-
fied message delivery, that guarantees stronger reliability that the retransmission based scheme.
The basic idea of this mechanism is to acknowledge each message explicitly.Certified Mes-
sage Deliveryis layered on top of the regular TIBCO Rendezvous message transport and is
implemented by a message storage service called aledger. A ledger is responsible for keeping
track of the sent and received certified message and can be implemented as aprocess-based
ledger, providing certification for the lifetime of a process or as afile-based ledger, providing a
persistent certification service.

Instead of using UDP over IP multicast, recent TIBCO Rendezvous versions have been aug-
mented with support for a reliable multicast protocol: applications can alternatively choose to
use PGM, thePragmatic General Multicast Protocol[RFC3208], [Gemmell03]. PGM is a re-
liable multicast transport protocol for applications that require ordered or unordered, duplicate-
free, multicast data delivery for many-to-many communication. It meets the requirements for
a TIBCO Rendezvous transport protocol that can be used instead of plain IP multicast and
provides additional reliability, especially for wide-area coordination sessions.
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4.3.1.4 Programming Model

The message-oriented coordination model that is provided by TIBCO Rendezvous leads to an
asynchronous,event-notification-based interfacefrom an application point of view. In TIBCO
Rendezvous implementations, an application registers a callback function when subscribing
to a subject. The local TIBCO Rendezvous implementation on a host provides a so-called
TIBCO Rendezvous daemonthat provides the message sending and local delivery functions for
all entities on a host.

When the TIBCO Rendezvous daemon has received a message for a subject that matches
a local subscription, it delivers the message by adding the message to a so-calledevent queue.
When more than one entity has registered for a certain subject, the message will be put onto
multiple queues. Each queue is processed by a so-calledevent dispatcherthat takes a message
from the head of the queue and calls the callback function that has been registered for the given
subject of the message.

In order to not restrict applications to process messages in the order they have been received,
it is possible to employ multiple event queues, i.e., assign an event queue to certain subjects. In
a multi-threaded environment, each queue can be processed by an independent event dispatcher.
Furthermore, it is possible to group event queues into so-calledqueue groups, each of which
is handled by an independent event dispatcher. The queues within such an event group can
be assigned different priorities, so that the dispatcher will dispatch all messages from the top-
priority queue first before processing the next queue.

4.3.1.5 Summary

Although TIBCO Rendezvous is (at least partly) targeted at the same application domain as
ISIS (large-scale coordination of process groups), thesubject-based addressingmessaging that
is provided by TIBCO Rendezvous is a different class of group communication than thevir-
tual synchronybased approaches that we have described inSection 4.1.2and can be considered
as a simplification with a focus oncoordinationinstead of tight coupling of entities in a dis-
tributed system. TIBCO Rendezvous is therefore targeted at more loosely coupled process
groups, where processes do not need to know each other’s addresses to be able to communi-
cate, and where processes do not need to know the format of messages in order to receive and
process them. Essentially, TIBCO Rendezvous provides a message passing mechanism for pro-
cess groups withreceiver-based filteringandself-describing messages. For message transport,
TIBCO Rendezvous assumes a generally reliable local multicast/broadcast network but can also
be used with PGM as a reliable multicast transport protocol. The extensions for wide-area com-
munication do not rely on native multicast facilities of the underlying network but are achieved
by application layer routing on the basis of a reliable transport protocol.

Whereas in ISIS (and its successors) fault tolerance is achieved by providing a transport
layer for group communication that employs protocols for reliable transport and message or-
dering, TIBCO Rendezvous itself does not address many of these issues but leaves them to the
application. The reliability mechanism that is based on negative acknowledgments and retrans-
mission is problematic because it can lead to implosions. In case many entities did not receive
a certain message, all of them would send a retransmission request. In addition, the mechanism
can lead to unnecessary negative acknowledgments and retransmissions: a process can only
decide how to process a certain message after it has received it and will therefore request the
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retransmission of messages it has to discard afterwards because of its subject-based filtering
rules.

The transactional messaging relies on central entities (the transaction managers) and leaves
the implementation of the ACID properties to the application, because transactional messaging
is merely a mechanism to group published messages into a transaction context that guarantees
the combined delivery of the messages.

From an application point of view, TIBCO Rendezvous could be classified as a coordination
mechanism that is targeted at process coordination and news distribution applications, such as
messaging within a corporate network. It is less suited to some of the application domains, in
which CATOCS-based systems are used, e.g., applications that are sensitive to message ordering
and reliable communication and that require a tight referential coupling of components, such as
coordination of flight-control workstations.

Summarizing, TIBCO Rendezvous provides an interesting implementation of the concept
of a referentially uncoupled distributed coordination-based system. In particular, we note the
concept ofsubject-based-addressingwith receiver-defined filtering rules and wildcarding, the
possibility to receive self-describing messages with the need for static interface definitions and
the asynchronous, event-based programming style that is suggested by the TIBCO Rendezvous
communication model.

4.3.2 Service Discovery and “Plug and Play” Solutions

Having analyzed the protocol mechanisms for the message-based TIBCO Rendezvous coordi-
nation framework, we now describe some work that can also be characterized as support for
loosely coupled process groups, but focuses less on the group communication aspects. Instead,
the protocols that we describe in the following address the issues of locating and associating
with (potentially unknown) communication peers in order to establish a coordination session.

We start this discussion with a presentation of an acknowledged standard forservice dis-
coveryin Section 4.3.2.1: theService Location Protocol(SLP). SLP represents techniques and
protocol elements that can be found in many similar protocols in this area. This is followed
by a description of Sun’s Jini framework inSection 4.3.2.2that provides service discovery
and service association for the Java environment. Finally, we analyze the mechanisms of Mi-
crosoft’sUniversal Plug and Playapproach for service discovery and device control inSec-
tion 4.3.2.3, which is targeted at service control in ubiquitous computing environments such as
home-networking scenarios.

4.3.2.1 Service Location Protocol

The Service Location Protocol(SLP, [RFC2608]) is a framework for service discovery and
service selection in IP networks. It is intended for services such as network printers, remote
file systems in an administrative domain that require the knowledge of certain parameters such
as host addresses, port numbers and device capabilities. Without SLP, these parameters would
have to be configured manually on the devices that want to use the services.

SLP is a very lightweight protocol: Essentially, anSLP user agent(a client application
that is looking for a service) sends a request for a service and receives responses fromser-
vice agents(entities that advertise services) ordirectory agents(entities that aggregate service
advertisements from multiple service agents). The request can either be directed to a known
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service agent or directory agent or can be sent via multicast to a standard multicast group using
a well-known port. Service agents never advertise their service using multicast or broadcast
announcements.

Reliability is achieved by having clients retransmit requests that have not been answered.
An exponential back-off is used for retransmitted requests. In order to increase scalability for
multicast requests, a user agent can add the addresses of service agents that have answered be-
fore to aprevious responders list. A service agent that sees its address in the previous responders
list of a multicast request does not answer the request.

Directory agents are intended for larger networks in order to enhance scalability. If directory
agents are present, service agents and user agents can discover them, and service agents can
send their service descriptions to directory agents and have them answer service requests on
their behalf. In these scenarios, user agents send service requests directly to a directory agent.
There are three different ways how a user agent can discover a directory agent:

1. A user agent can issue a multicast service request for thedirectory agent, e.g., on appli-
cation start-up.

2. The directory agent multicasts periodic, unsolicited advertisements that user agent and
service agents can listen for. TheIPv4 Local Scope[RFC2365]is used for SLP multicast
requests and directory advertisements.

3. User agents can be configured to use a specified directory agent. RFC 2610[RFC2610]
specifies DHCP options for this purpose.

Services can be grouped together using ascope concept: Services can be advertised for
certain scopes only, and user agents can query for services in a given scope, e.g, a work group
or a room. Scope identifiers are strings that can be specified in requests and are administratively
configured at directory agents and service agents. A user agent that is not configured with
a particular scope will discover all available scopes and allow the client application to issue
requests for any available service.

User agents can specify three types of information in service requests: scope identi-
fiers, a service type and a query predicate. Theservice typeis a fragment of aSLP
service URI, a URI that can be used to specify the type and the address of a ser-
vice, e.g., service:printer:lpr://printer.example.com . In this example,
service:printer:lpr is the service type (divided into the abstract service typeprinter
and the concrete service typelpr ). In a service request, a user agent can either spec-
ify service:printer or service:printer:lpr as service types. Requests for
service:printer solicit response with service descriptions for all available printers, re-
gardless of the concrete type. In order to locate a directory service, a user agent would set the
service type toservice:directory-agent .

A filter predicatecan optionally be specified to query a service with respect to itsattributes.
Each service can be registered with a set of attributes that can provide one or multiple values.
A filter predicate in a request can be compared to the attributes in order to check whether it
matches the service specification. A predicate is an LDAPv3 search filter[RFC2254]. The
following expression is an example for a predicate and could be used to query for a printer
service:(| (pagesize=A4) (pagesize=A3)) .

SLP also provides for optional authentication of service URIs and service attributes, en-
abling user agents and directory agents to verify the integrity and authenticity of service URIs
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and attributes of SLP messages. However, all involved systems must be administratively con-
figured to generate and to check authentication information. Confidentiality is not provided by
SLP.

SLP provides mechanisms for enterprise service discovery and is intended to remove the
need for static, manual configuration of clients of file services, printers and similar devices.
One major requirement for these applications is scalability with respect to the number of ser-
vices. Therefore, SLP in general does not rely on periodic multicasting (or broadcasting) of
service announcements. Instead, user agents have to query actively for services (or for service
directories). This reflects the typical usage scenario of enterprise service discovery: A client
application usually wants to locate a persistent service such as a printer and configure itself to
be able to use that service.

In summary, SLP is interesting because it is an application-independent mechanism for
discovering services in a local network, i.e., within an administrative domain. One of SLP’s
merits is the scalability that is achieved by a well-designed usage of multicast communication
and aggregation of service descriptions by directory agents.

SLP has been designed to provide a solution to the problem of locating services, not to the
problem of associating to the services themselves. For this reason, SLP provides authentica-
tion but no encryption of service advertisements. Service association, i.e., allocating a service
resource, exchanging confidential access credentials, would have to be done in a second step,
with a different protocol.

4.3.2.2 Jini

Jini [Sun01]is a framework for building (potentially)referentially uncoupled, distributed sys-
tems and has been developed by Sun Microsystems for the Java environment.3 The main idea is
to exploit the Java code mobility (and security) functions for distributed computing applications
with a focus on service location and service association.

The key concept within Jini is that of aservice. A Jini session is thought of as a federation of
services that are brought together and coordinated in order to perform a common task. We have
characterized Jini as a coordination system forreferentially uncoupledentities because services
can interoperate without having to know the addresses nor the interfaces of their communication
peers. Both are discovered in a so-calledlookupstep.

Service Location and Association

Jini employs a central bootstrapping mechanism calledthe lookup servicethat is used by
entities to locate services in the network. A network may provide one or more lookup services,
and services (as well as clients) locate lookup services by sending multicast requests.

Services register with the lookup service anduploada service objectandservice attributes
to the lookup service. Theservice objectis an implementation of the service’s interface, i.e.,
it provides the methods that users and applications will invoke to use the service. Theservice

3In principle, Jini is not tied to the Java programming language but to the Java application environment, i.e., it
could be used with any programming language with a compiler that can compile object code for the Java virtual
machine platform. It is needless to say that there are not many implementations of compilers for programming
languages other than Java that can generate object-code for the Java virtual machine.
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attributesprovide a description of the service, i.e., its capabilities that can later be used by
clients to locate and select the appropriate service.

Clients locate lookup services by sending multicast requests and can then query existing
lookup services for a certain type of service by passing aservice templateto the lookup service
that provides a filter for acceptable services and a set of required service attributes. The lookup
service answers by sending a list of matching services that have registered. The client selects
the appropriate service and uses itsservice objectto deploy the service.

Jini provides the concept ofleases, i.e., grants of guaranteed access over a time period.
clients and services negotiate leases during the service association step: a client requests to use
the service for a certain period of time and a service grants access for a certain period. If a
client requires using the service for a longer time, it canrenew the lease. If it does not explicitly
renew its lease, the association is implicitly terminated and the service resources are freed and
made available to other clients. The lease concept is essentially contributing to Jini’s fault
tolerance, because it helps to avoid unnecessary blocking of services in situations of network or
host failures. Even if a client does not explicitly terminate the association, the service and the
used resources can be freed automatically as soon as the lease expires.

Communication

Once a client has selected an appropriate service and negotiated a lease time, it can start
to use the service through the interface of theservice objectthat has been obtained from the
lookup service. The Jini architecture does not specify how the communication between client
and service is realized. For example, it may well be that there is no communication at all,
because all the functionality is contained in the obtained service object.

Typically however, the service object represents an interface to remote procedures of a ser-
vice’s process that are invoked through theJava Remote Method Invocation(RMI) mechanism.
Essentially, RMI is a Java extension to the RPC paradigm (seeSection 4.1.1). RMI allows to
invoke methods on objects that are passed along with the method invocation message, while the
RMI message can also contain the code that is to be invoked at a remote system.

The service object can thus be viewed as an interface module that controls a process on a
remote system using an extended RPC mechanism. The communication between service object
and service process does not necessarily have to rely on RMI, however this is most often the
case.

RPC-like control communication is not the only type of interaction model that is employed
by Jini. Jini also provides event notifications that work as follows: an entity can register for a
certain class of events at another entity and will subsequently receive corresponding events. This
mechanism is essentially an extension of the JavaBeans event model to distributed applications
and as such is a Java-specific mechanism.

In addition, Jini does also supporttransactionsfor coordinating state changes using a two-
phase-commit protocol: entities that participate in a transaction send a first message to atrans-
action managerin order to indicate that they have completed their task of a certain transaction.
The transaction managerthen issues a commit request to each entity in order to trigger the
entities to finally commit the transaction.
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Summary

Jini is Sun Microsystem’s ad-hoc communication solution for the Java environment that is
targeted at client-server communication. It does not provide specific mechanisms for group
communication, although group communication is not explicitly excluded either.4

The main idea is to dynamically locate services and learn about their interface by employing
a service object that provides an implementation of the interface or can act as a proxy to a remote
service implementation on a service providing process. One of Jini’s noteworthy contribution
is thelease conceptthat adds fault tolerance by avoiding service blocking in failure situations.
However, although Jini is in principle language independent (it is an extension to the Java
virtual machine functionality), it is essentially a Java-only mechanism and not used for other
programming languages.

4.3.2.3 Universal Plug and Play

Universal Plug and Play(UPnP) is an architecture for device control in local networks and
relies on different protocols for different functions such as device discovery, device descrip-
tion, transmission of control commands, and event notification. UPnP has been developed by
Microsoft and is intended to provide peer-to-peer communication between different types of
devices without the need for manual configuration, e.g., in home networks where devices from
different vendors are employed and connected to an IP network in an ad-hoc fashion. To allow
these different devices to interwork, it must be possible to not only locate devices but also to
learn their capabilities dynamically and to exchange information without knowing in advance
which devices are present. UPnP assumes a configured IP network, i.e., it is not targeted at con-
figuring IP nodes with respect to their IP parameters. Mechanisms such as DHCP[RFC1541],
IPv4 address auto-configuration[Cheshire02]or IPv6 stateless auto-configuration[RFC2462]
are to be used for this purpose.

In the following, we will briefly describe the different protocols and mechanisms that are
employed by UPnP for its different functions. Note that most of these protocols have not been
published as formal specifications such as RFCs. In these cases we refer to working docu-
ments that can be downloaded from Microsoft athttp://www.microsoft.com/hwdev/
tech/nonpc/upnp/ .

Device discovery: For device discovery, UPnP uses theSimple Service Discovery Protocol
(SSDP) that relies on periodic unsolicited service advertisements from devicesand on
explicit service requests from clients (that are calledcontrol points). Devices periodically
send service advertisements to a well-known multicast group and a well-known port.
These advertisements contain information about the device type, an identifier, a URI for
more information about the device and a duration for which the advertisement is valid.
There is no mechanism in SSDP to calculate a suitable transmission interval for periodic
advertisement in order to allow the protocol to scale to large numbers of devices. In
addition to announcing the availability of a device, it can also be explicitly announced
that a device is no longer available.

4There are additional mechanisms that are layered on Jini such as JavaSpaces, which provide distributed per-
sistence and object exchange mechanisms that are targeted at group communication.
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SSDP also allows a control point to search for devices of interest by multicasting asearch
messagecontaining a service type specification. Devices that match the service type
respond with a regular service advertisement message that is in this caseunicastto the
control point.

SSDP is based on a protocol that is called HTTPU/HTTPMU (HTTP Unicast/Multicast
over UDP). Whereas the UPnP Device Architecture refers to HTTPU and HTTPMU as
separate protocols, they are essentially one protocol that is used with unicast and mul-
ticast, with different rules for answering multicast requests. In the following, we will
therefore refer to the protocol asHTTPUonly. HTTPU allows for encapsulating HTTP
messages in multicast and unicast UDP packets to be sent within a single administrative
scope. Because the semantics of HTTPU significantly differ from HTTP, HTTPU merely
represents a message transport protocol that uses the HTTP message syntax. Several in-
tegral functions of HTTP such as caching and proxying cannot be applied to HTTPU
directly. In order to avoid response implosions for multicast requests, responding entities
have to wait a random amount of time before answering the request (the maximum wait-
time is specified in the request). However, there is no mechanism to avoid that all devices
in the network eventually respond to a search message.

Moreover, SSDP itself does not use any HTTP method at all. Instead it relies on the
General Event Notification Architecture Base(GENA) — a specification that defines a
SUBSCRIBEand aNOTIFY method that are intended for subscribe/notify communica-
tion between peers. The specification claims to “provide for the ability to send and receive
notifications using HTTP”, whereas in fact it is a completely new protocol that re-uses
the HTTP message syntax and the semantics of some HTTP status codes.

Device description: UPnP provides a description framework that allows control points to ob-
tain detailed information about devices, e.g., general information such as the vendor and
device name and their services, i.e., information about the control facilities that the de-
vice is offering for control over UPnP. In order to interact with a device, a control point
retrieves the corresponding service description from the device that provides information
about the supported control methods. The service description is retrieved in a second step,
after the control point has discovered the device. In fact, the control point learns from the
service advertisement where to obtain the service description.

A UPnP service description includes a list of actions that the service can perform, includ-
ing parameters and possible results. In addition, variables of the service can be described
that can be inspected and modified in a control session.

The service description is an XML document that conforms to aUPnP Service Template
— a schema that is specified by the UPnP Forum for specific device types (allowing for
potential vendor-specific extensions).

Description documents are obtained by regular HTTP interactions, i.e., a control point
sends an HTTP-GET-request to a device and receives the description in the response
message.

Device control: For controlling devices, UPnP provides two services: remote procedure calls
and remote variable inspection and modification (that can be viewed as a specialization
of remote procedure calls).
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UPnP relies on theSimple Object Access Protocol(SOAP,[Box00]) for realizing these
services. SOAP is a specification of how to use XML to represent remote procedure calls,
including their parameters and responses, in XML documents that are transmitted using
HTTP. (In fact, SOAP can in theory be used with other transport protocols, but HTTP is
most commonly used.) SOAP provides the concept of a message envelope — a message
structure consisting of a header and a body. The header can be used to specify attributes
such as who should process the message and how to process it. The body contains the
actual elements that represent the actions that are to be executed by the receiver. SOAP
also specifies the representation of data types such as integers, strings and compound data
types.

In SOAP, the actions that are described in the body of a SOAP message are application
specific, i.e., in the case of UPnP there is a UPnP-specific XML-schema that defines ele-
ment types such asactionName andQueryStateVariable . UPnP control points
can thus send SOAP messages to devices requesting the execution of remote procedures
that they have learned of before from the service description they have obtained from a de-
vice. The SOAP-binding for HTTP (the only one that has found significant deployment)
specifies the use of the HTTP-POST method for sending SOAP requests to a service
and the use of regular HTTP-response-messages for SOAP-responses. In both cases, the
content-type istext/xml .

SOAP-1.1 itself does not define any security mechanisms that could be used to authen-
ticate control points and to provide integrity and confidentiality of the communication,
although HTTP security mechanisms could in theory be used. UPnP does not specify any
security mechanisms either.

Event notification: UPnP allows control points to subscribe to certain state variables of a ser-
vice that have been described in a service description before. For this purpose, UPnP em-
ploys the sameGeneral Event Notification Architecture Base(GENA) that is employed
for service discovery: GENA specifies the methodsSUBSCRIBE, UNSUBSCRIBEand
NOTIFY that are used for realizing the subscribe/notify communication.

Presentation: In addition to control a service, a control point can also present the status of a
service to a user. UPnP provides the possibility that services include a service URI in
their service description that are later traversed by control points using regular HTTP to
retrieve corresponding presentation resources, e.g., an HTML document.

UPnP is problematic with respect to scalability and security. Compared to SLP that care-
fully addresses the issue of scalability by minimizing the use of multicast messages and by
other mechanisms such as the previous responders list in multicast requests, UPnP has obvious
deficits: The service advertisement rules do not allow UPnP to scale to larger environments
with many services. In addition, the multicast service requests can lead to response implosions.

The control features of UPnP are completely insecure. There is no authentication of con-
trol points, no message integrity and no confidentiality. This makes UPnP unusable except for
controlled environments. For control communication, UPnP relies on two mechanisms only:
RPC-like remote actions and event notification. There is no support for group communication,
e.g., dissemination of information in a group, group coordination, and agreement procedures.
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However, group communication appears to be a natural communication paradigm for the appli-
cations that UPnP is intended for such as coordination of devices in a home network.

The use of HTTP for service discovery, event notification and remote method invocation is
also problematic: SSDP and GENA have nothing in common with HTTP except for the general
message format. The usage of HTTP for SOAP is questionable, since many of HTTP’s features
such as caching, proxying, and authentication are not applicable to SOAP anyway. The only
reason for using HTTP seems to be to facilitate firewall traversal for SOAP messages, which is a
wrong approach in itself as it tries to secretly undermine security policies instead of addressing
them.

In addition, the specification of UPnP cannot be called complete. Some components such as
SOAP have been standardized by standard bodies. Other specifications such as SSDP, GENA
and HTTPU are only provided as expired Internet-Drafts and are in rather premature state,
which aggravates the realization of interoperable implementations.

4.3.3 Lessons Learned

We have analyzed a variety protocols for coordination-based communication that differ in their
application scope and provided functionality:

• TIBCO Rendezvous is representing a class of distributed communication frameworks
that focus on coordination by flexible message distribution for a group of referentially
uncoupled communication peers.

In Section 4.3.1, we have seen how mechanisms such assubject-based addressingallow
implementing group communication between referentially uncoupled groups. The loose
coupling between communication peers is also reflected by the concept ofself-describing
messages, which allow for interoperation without requiring static bindings of interfaces
as it would be required for RPC communication (Section 4.1.1).

Consequently, distributed message-oriented, coordination-based systems fall into another
category than CATOCS-based approaches such as ISIS and its successors. They are less
suited for applications that have strong requirements on reliability and message ordering
constraints for group communication but are rather targeted atinformation dissemination
scenarios, e.g., applications such as stock tickers and corporate news distribution systems.

• Distributed systems forservice coordination represent another class of distributed
coordination-based systems. For service coordination, we have identified the need to
locateservices in a network and toassociatewith services before the actual coordination
session commences.

The Service Location Protocol that we have discussed inSection 4.3.2.1provides an ac-
knowledged architecture for the discovery of services within an enterprise network. One
of its interesting features is the bandwidth-efficiency and scalability. SLP abstains from
periodic service announcements and tries to minimize the use of multicast communica-
tion as far as possible. In addition, it provides authentication of services and a flexible
mechanism to query for services based on service filter predicates. SLP does not address
the association and coordination services.
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• Java’s Jini extension that we have described inSection 4.3.2.2goes a step further and
provides mechanisms for service location and service association. The key idea is to pro-
vide clients with aJini service objectthat encapsulates the functionality of the service and
possibly the communication mechanisms for using the service. This association is Java-
RMI-based, i.e., relies on a Jave-centric extension of the RPC paradigm. One interesting
feature of Jini is the lease concept that allows for robust service association and release
procedure even in the presence of host or network failures. The actual communication
between clients and services within a Jini federation is not specified by the architecture
specification, however, in most cases RMI can be expected to be deployed.

• UPnP is a service coordination architecture for controlling service providing entities in a
local network, e.g., a home network. It provides individual protocols for service discov-
ery, service association and coordination and for event notification. The service discovery
relies on periodic service announcements, however without address scalability concerns.
UPnP addresses the issue of bringing entities together that are not known to each other
by providing the concept of service descriptions that contain so-called service templates,
i.e., an interface description that relies on predefined templates for specific device types.

Device control is implemented by the use of SOAP, an HTTP-based protocol that follows
the RPC-paradigm and does thus support point-to-point communication only. Event no-
tification is realized by relying on a subscribe/notify scheme, and events can be multicast
to a group of subscribers. For all UPnP protocols, the communication does not provide
any security mechanisms at all, which makes UPnP difficult to use except for controlled
environments.

For our design of the Mbus framework, we have adopted some of the concepts of the de-
scribed coordination and ad-hoc communication approaches:

• the TIBCO Rendezvous concept of subject-based addressing and receiver-based filtering
is an interesting way to allow for flexible group communication in distributed systems;

• the self-describing message format provided by TIBCO Rendezvous enables interopera-
tion without requiring static interface bindings;

• in the analysis of service location and service coordination frameworks, we have iden-
tified different phases for service coordination: service location, service association and
service coordination itself;

• for service discovery, multicast communication can be employed in different ways, i.e.,
either for multicast service announcements (as provided by Jini and UPnP for service
discovery in ad-hoc scenarios) or for multicast queries (as provided by SLP for scalable
enterprise service discovery); and

• in ad-hoc communication scenarios, concepts such asservice leasesas provided by Jini
can enhance robustness and simplify the service dissociation.
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4.4 Component Technologies

In Section 1.3, we have presented a simplified model of a multimedia conferencing endpoint
and showed how it is decomposed into differentcomponents. In this section, we will discuss the
termcomponentmore deeply, describe the component-based approach for developing software
and present existing component technologies.

The production and deployment of components is a characteristic of many mature engineer-
ing fields, such as mechanical and electrical engineering. It is usually a precondition to mass
deployment because it enables the easy re-use of existing building blocks instead of the devel-
opment of new solutions and thus helps to limit production costs significantly. Requirements
for the deployment of component technologies are standardized interfaces, the establishment of
recognized architectures and emergedbest current practicesto solve particular problems in a
certain domain.

The goal is to be able to construct an application from readily available components from
possibly different sourceswithout requiring manual adaptations. In the component based sys-
tems domain, the termcommercial off the shelf(COTS) deployment is used to refer to the usage
of readily available components as elements of a larger systems, where the components do not
require any form of manual adaptation or configuration in order to be used.

Although re-use, abstraction and modularization have been design goals in the software in-
dustry for quite a long time, the component-based development of software has only recently
been able to obtain acceptance and to play a role for the main-stream software development.
Though many technical foundations have been developed earlier, the first noteworthy deploy-
ment of software components in terms of commercial importance is often considered to be the
usage ofVisual Basic custom controls(VBX) in Microsoft’s Visual Basicprogramming envi-
ronment that has been released in 1992. TheVisual Basicprogramming environment is based on
the BASIC programming language and provides a graphical environment to compose a software
system by using the desktopdrag and dropmetaphor: Users can re-use components by inte-
grating them graphically into their own applications without the need for manual adaptation and
integration work. The VBX technology has later evolved into Microsoft’sActiveXtechnology.

When we try to define the termsoftware componentwe can identify the following main
characteristics that Szyperski describes more deeply in[Szyperski99]:

A component is a unit of independent deployment:In order to be re-usable in many differ-
ent contexts, a component should not depend on a particular environment and should not
require other components to be useful. The component represents a unit, i.e., it is not
deployed partially but as a whole.

A component is a unit of third-party composition: A component must be re-usable without
the need to know construction or implementation details. That means, the component has
to be sufficiently self-contained and it must be possible to deploy the component by the
use of well-defined interfaces.

A component has no persistent state:A component can be used by activating it in a particular
system but it is usually not copied and used in multiple instances. Instead, a component
may provide abstraction such as classes that may be instantiated multiple times.

It is important to note that the conceptcomponentis orthogonal to the conceptsobjectand
distribution. Components may rely on object-orientation and provide a set of classes that can be
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instantiated into objects. However, a component could as well be implemented in a functional
programming language or simply contain a list of procedures that can be accessed via some
well-defined interface. Moreover, components can interface with their environment in many
different ways: They can be integrated into a process’s program space, e.g., by dynamically
loading a shared library, and provide a list of subroutines and variables that can be accessed
from an application program. Alternatively, components may run as separate processes and
may be accessed using a network protocol, e.g., a component may be used as an entity in a
distributed application.

In the following section, we will present some established component technologies: Mi-
crosoft’s COM/DCOM framework, Sun’s JavaBeans technology for the Java programming en-
vironment, the Tcl scripting language approach, and CORBA.

4.4.1 Component Object Model (COM)

TheComponent Object Model(COM, [Microsoft95]) is Microsoft’s component architecture for
the Windows family of operating systems. COM is programming language and even program-
ming paradigm independent and is merely abinary standardfor interfaces of components in a
system. This means COM specifies how a component’s interface is represented in the form of
a table of function pointers. Clients can learn the interface of a given component by calling the
common functionQueryInterface that has to be provided by every COM object.

COM components can reuse other COM components bycontainment(a componentowns
another component) or byaggregation(a component includes another component but makes it
visible to the outside). In addition, COM also allows deriving COM interfaces from other COM
interfaces using single inheritance. COM provides aversioning concept, i.e., a component can
provide multiple versions of an interface, which can also be queried for by a client. Component
interfaces are usually specified using a COM-specific interface definition language that can be
used as a basis to generate client stubs.

Summarizing, COM is a binary interface standard for components of Windows-based sys-
tems. Distributed COM (DCOM) builds on the basic COM concepts and allows building dis-
tributed component-based systems, relying on an RPC-like mechanism that includes a transfor-
mation of values into a platform-independent representation. Similar to RPC implementations
(seeSection 4.1.1), DCOM relies on the concept of client-side proxy objects and server side
stub objects. Before a client can use a component on a remote system, abinding processmust
be performed that couples exported COM objects on a server to client stubs on a client system.

COM and DCOM are component frameworks that rely on the concept ofbinary interface
specifications. As such they are to some degree platform respectively operating system de-
pendent. In fact COM/DCOM is essentially only used for Windows-based systems. For the
distributed DCOM case, RPC-like communication is deployed to implement inter-component
communication, which includes a tight (temporal and referential) coupling of entities.

4.4.2 JavaBeans

JavaBeans[Sun97]are components for the Java environment. A JavaBean is essentially a col-
lection of classes that perform a certain functionality and can be re-used by application devel-
opers. JavaBeans provide the concept ofdual usage behavior, i.e., the component can be used
at design time, e.g., when they are composed using an application builder that might provide
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graphical application composition, and they can be used atrun-time, i.e., when the application
is executed. JavaBeans support the notion ofinterface inspection, i.e., an application or an ap-
plication builder tool can inspect the provided interface of a JavaBean in order to learn how to
use it, which removed the need for formal interface descriptions.

JavaBeans are intended to support an event-based interaction model with its environment,
i.e., the application that deploys the JavaBean. JavaBeans can declare that their instances would
generate certain events or listen to certain events, and when the component is embedded into
an application context, the Java event mechanisms is used to connect the component’s event
sources and listeners to those of the application. JavaBeans also provide aproperty concept: A
bean can specify a number of properties of arbitrary types. Properties are simply attributes that
can be accessed (obtaining or modifying the attribute value) by standardized method names.
Properties are usually persistent attributes of a bean instance, such as the background color that
is to be used to display a graphical bean.

Summarizing, we can state that JavaBeans provide some interesting concept such as the
abstractions forpropertiesandeventsthat seem to be useful for deploying components in ap-
plications, especially in conjunction with theinterface inspectionfacility that allows clients
to learn the interface, the provided properties and the event notification behavior of a compo-
nent dynamically, i.e., at design time or at run-time. These functions are in general realized
by deploying standard Java mechanisms and as such obviously limited to Java environments.
JavaBeans do not provide mechanisms for distributed components.

There is a component-baseddistributedcomputing approach for Java that is calledEnter-
prise Java Beans(EJB, [Sun02]) and that is intended for the development and deployment of
component-based distributed business applications, e.g., access to corporate databases. The ap-
proach has similarities to CORBA that we describe inSection 4.4.4(and can inter-operate with
CORBA systems), therefore we will not describe EJB here in detail.

4.4.3 Scripting Languages (Tcl)

A completely different approach that does per se not qualify as a component architecture is
theTcl/Tkapproach of “gluing” components together by the use of the Tcl scripting language
[Ousterhout94]. Tcl is a simple scripting language that has been explicitly designed for allowing
linking a Tcl interpreter to a binary program, where a Tcl program could be used to orchestrate
a set of other binary modules.

In this way, object code modules (that can be generated from source code written in differ-
ent programming languages) can be combined to a single application and a Tcl script could be
written that interfaces and interacts with each module. For this purpose, an interface of each
module’s exported functions must be created that can be used inside the Tcl interpreter. This in-
terface generation is typically automated by the use of programming language specific interface
generators.

We mention this approach here because many of the aforementioned Mbone tools such as
vat, vic, and rat are implemented by integrating modules that have been written in C or C++
with a Tcl interpreter into a coherent application. Tk is a GUI toolkit that has bindings to other
languages besides Tcl as well, but is mostly used with Tcl in order to provide an easy way to
program graphical user interfaces in Tcl scripts. The GUIs of the mentioned Mbone tools, for
example, have been programmed in Tcl/Tk.
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The way that components are integrated is quite different from other approaches, as there are
no possibilities for querying interfaces. To some extent, the automatic generation of Tcl inter-
faces from source code (e.g., in C++) by the use of interface generators can be compared to an
interface description approach, however it is certainly more limited. The usage of components
still requires a significant amount of manual work by a programmer.

As an integration platform of object code modules, Tcl/Tk does obviously not qualify as
a distributed component-based approach. Interestingly enough, however, there are some ap-
proaches that try to leverage the possibility of remote-controlling Tcl/Tk applications by the
Tk-send-mechanism— a mechanism that does allow an application to send arbitrary Tcl ex-
pressions to another application that are then interpreted. Some local coordination systems
such as PMM (seeSection 4.2.2) do even provide the concept of coordinating applications by
sending Tcl-commands that could directly be passed to a corresponding interpreter.

We have to state that both approaches, the Tk-send approach and the PMM approach are not
adequate for a serious coordination mechanism as they provide too little abstraction, are depen-
dent on the existence of Tcl interpreters at all applications and can impose security problems.
These problems have been one motivation for the development of more adequate solutions, such
as CCCP (seeSection 2.2.2.2) and the Mbus.

4.4.4 CORBA

TheCommon Object Request Broker Architecture(CORBA, [OMG03d]) has initially been de-
signed as an architecture fordistributedobject-oriented systems, i.e., distributed systems in
which entities communicate using object-oriented interfaces. The motivation of this approach
was two-fold: For some programming languages such as C++, it is (still) a problem to inte-
grate modules that are written in the same programming language and are compiled for the
same platform but have been compiled by different compilers due to incompatible binary ob-
ject standards. The problem gets worse when different programming languages (that largely
support the same concepts) are used, because in general each programming language relies on
a unique object model. Another problem is that RPC implementations (nomen est omen) are
addressingproceduralcommunication, i.e., they do not directly support features that are usu-
ally expected from object-oriented programming environments such as object state persistence,
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism.

These problems ofbinary incompatibilityand the need for a distributed computing mech-
anism with the support for object-oriented programming support have led to the development
of an architecture that strictly relies on carefully standardized interfaces and on standardized,
programming language and platform-independent communication mechanisms between enti-
ties in a distributed system. Unlike COM/DCOM (seeSection 4.4.1), CORBA does not rely on
binary standards for interfaces, but relies on a generalized representation of objects and their
interfaces. The communication between objects in a CORBA system relies on so calledobject
request brokers(ORBs) that are essentially implementations of the CORBA remote method
invocation protocol. CORBA defines different so calledinter-ORB protocols, the most com-
mon one being theInternet inter-ORB protocol(IIOP), which uses TCP for the transmission of
requests and responses.

CORBA however not only addresses the basic interoperability issues for remote object
method invocation but has evolved into a so calledObject Management Architecture(OMA)
that is targeted at the development of large-scale (“enterprise”) distributed object-oriented sys-
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tems. We describe the basic remote method invocation technology inSection 4.4.4.1and the
OMA in Section 4.4.4.2.

4.4.4.1 Remote Method Invocation Service

The ORBs are the link between server objects and application code on clients. Method invoca-
tions on a client system that refer to objects hosted on a remote system are passed from the local
method invocation interface to a local ORB. The local ORB locates the receiver object and the
invoked methods and transports the invocation’s arguments to a remote ORB. The remote ORB
invokes the requested method on the receiver object.

Similar to RPC communication, the invocation of remote methods involves themarshaling
into platform-independent representations. In addition, all programming languages that are to
be used for a CORBA application must havebindingsto the common language, i.e., a mapping
from the common CORBA language to a specific programming language. Again, similar to
RPC-based systems, CORBA provides the concept ofclient-stubs(client-proxies that provide
the same interface as a given server object and forward method invocations via the ORB to the
server object) andserver-stubs(server-interfaces that receive requests for method invocations,
unmarshal the arguments and invoke the method on the “real” server object). In CORBA, client-
stubs are simply calledstubsand server-stubs are calledskeletons.

In order to facilitate the construction of these programming-language and ORB-
implementation specific stubs and skeletons, CORBA provides (again similar to RPC imple-
mentations) the concept of a generalizedinterface definition language(IDL). IDL is the stan-
dardized common language in CORBA that is used to specify theinterfacesof modules. An
IDL specification can be compiled by an IDL compiler to platform-specific, language-specific
and ORB-implementation-specific stubs and skeletons. In addition, the interface description is
deposited in an ORB’s interface repository, where clients can request it later.

Relying on stubs and skeletons that are generated from IDL descriptions leads to astatic
bindingof interfaces, i.e., client programs must know the interface of server objects in advance
in order to invoke methods on them. In order to allow for a more dynamic form of remote
method invocation, CORBA also provides adynamic method invocation interface(DII) and a
dynamic skeleton interface(DSI). DII and DSI allow for the dynamic selection of methods at a
server or a client.

4.4.4.2 Object Management Architecture

In addition to the basic remote method invocation service that is specified by the ORB archi-
tecture, CORBA has also been extended to so calledenterprise distributed computingby the
definition of new services and facilities.

A set of so calledCORBAServiceshave been defined that are intended to support the
development of CORBA-based distributed applications by providing a set of application-
independent, commonly used interfaces and objects. For example, the CORBAServices include
a Object Transaction Service(OTS) that allows application developers to include transactional
behavior in their applications without having to implement the ACID properties themselves.
Other examples of CORBAServices are:

• the event notification service for generalizing event notification communication;
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• the concurrency service that provides mechanisms for synchronizing access to objects;
and

• the naming service that allows to associate object identifiers to names in a hierarchically
organized namespace.

A complete list of CORBAServices is available at[OMG03a].
CORBAFacilitiesare essentially services that are not as application-independent and funda-

mental as CORBAServices.[OMG03b]provides a list of currently defined CORBAFacilities.
The set of CORBA specifications has been augmented by a specification of aCORBA Com-

ponent Model[OMG03c]. A CORBA component is a named set of features with described
features and standardized interaction mechanisms, similar to aJavaBean(seeSection 4.4.2). In
fact, the CORBA component model has been aligned with theEnterprise JavaBeans Specifica-
tion (that we have mentioned inSection 4.4.2). The idea is to provide a way to access remote
components, relying on standard CORBA mechanisms, i.e., formal interface descriptions in
IDL, using IIOP communication.

4.4.4.3 Summary

We have described how CORBA has evolved from a solution for the development of object-
oriented distributed systems with a focus on platform and programming language independence
into an “enterprise” distributed application framework. CORBA is an ambitious approach to
provide a standardized framework for all sorts of distributed enterprise applications, ranging
from remote database access to dissemination of events and other information. The basic remote
method invocation protocol is essentially based on the RPC paradigm; the IIOP is based on TCP.

The extension of CORBA to an enterprise application framework has significantly con-
tributed to its complexity, although the fundamental model is fairly simple. CORBA is thus
rather targeted at the development of timely and referentially coupled “large-scale” applications
and not for the coordination of a loosely coupled group of application components.

4.4.5 Lessons Learned

In the previous sections, we have discussed approaches for supporting the development of
component-based systems, i.e., systems that do not provide a monolithic structure but are ar-
ranged from a set of independent, re-usable modules. The purpose of this discussion is to

• provide a definition of the termscomponentandcomponent-based system; and to

• analyze typical interaction schemes that are provided by component frameworks and in-
vestigate their applicability for the Mbus coordination framework that we describe in this
thesis.

The key concept that characterizes acomponent(that we have adopted from Szyperski
[Szyperski99]) is that it represents a unit of independent deployment that is not tied to a spe-
cific application, but can be deployed by an application programmer in different environments
and for different applications. The goal is to be able to construct an application from read-
ily available components from possibly different sourceswithoutrequiring manual adaptations.
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We have presented different acknowledged component frameworks and investigated different
techniques that are intended for fulfilling this fundamental requirement.

The COM/DCOM approach (Section 4.4.1) is a representative for component frameworks
with binary interface standards. A COM component has a defined layout in memory that can
be used by clients to learn the interface of the component. DCOM extends COM to distributed
systems, whereas the communication between clients and components relies on RPC-like com-
munication, which includes the use of client-side proxies (stubs). COM/DCOM is essentially
only used on Windows platforms.

JavaBeans (Section 4.4.2) provide a far-reaching formalization of components through stan-
dardized Java interfaces, e.g., through thepropertyabstraction, through theeventmechanism
and by allowing for the dynamicinspection of interfaces. The JavaBeans mechanism (hence the
name) is tied to the Java environment.

While COM/DCOM and JavaBeans are component frameworks that are specific to a certain
platform or computing environment, CORBA is strictly platform-independent and program-
ming language independent, i.e., it allows for the composition of applications from components
that can reside on different platforms and enables the communication between components and
applications regardless of the programming language that was used to implement a specific
component (provided an ORB implementation and corresponding language bindings exist for a
given platform). The enabling technology for this platform-independence is a formal interface
description, i.e., the CORBA IDL. Again, the interaction between distributed components re-
lies on RPC-like communication. CORBA itself has become quite an ambitious and complex
technology because it has been extended to support “large-scale” distributed applications, such
as database transactions, and is thus going beyond the scope of component frameworks. One
of these extensions is indeed a component model that is aligned with the Enterprise JavaBeans
technology and provides common interfaces and characteristics for components.

The scripting language approach that we presented inSection 4.4.3, using Tcl/Tk as a rep-
resentative technology, is not a proper component framework as the other approaches we have
described. However, it can be used to “glue” different binary components together to a stand-
alone application, in principle also relying on interface descriptions. In this case the interface is
defined by the programming language specific interface, e.g., a list of C++ function signatures
that is made visible in the Tcl/Tk environment, often by the use of interface generators.

We have learned from this discussion that component frameworks typically provide the
following three characteristics:

1. The main characteristic is the existence of a well-defined interface. This interface can
either be static, as in the Tcl/Tk case and in the simpler CORBA and COM/DCOM cases,
but it can also be dynamically queried by relying oninterface inspection techniques.

2. Another insight is that in many frameworks, applications tend to interact with components
using certain standardized communication patterns, e.g., examination and modification of
properties and event-notifications.

3. A third observation is that for distributed component frameworks, the communication
between components is almost always implemented with RPC-like communication. All
communication abstractions are layered on top of the fundamental RPC communication
facility.
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have looked at four different areas: distributed systems (Section 4.1), local
coordination for conferencing systems (Section 4.2), coordination and ad-hoc communication
(Section 4.3) and component technologies (Section 4.4). The purpose of this analysis was to de-
scribe fundamental concepts such group communication in distributed systems and component-
based application development, but also to document the state-of-the-art and to identify gaps
with respect to our requirements described inSection 3.2. The discussion on distributed sys-
tems has led to the following insights:

• The popular and acknowledged RPC paradigm is useful for applications where syn-
chronous communication and static bindings of communication principals fit the appli-
cation semantics. It is less appropriate in situations where static bindings can either not
be established or are not desirable (ad-hoc communication). It is also not appropriate for
communication scenarios that require a high degree of concurrency and are thus better off
with asynchronous communication.

• The ISIS-class systems are intended for applications that impose very strong requirements
on reliability, consistency (in all phases of a session) and fault-tolerance. Examples of
such applications are distributed stock-order systems or the coordination of flight-control
workstations.

Fault-tolerant group communication systems such as ISIS and its successors try to over-
come the performance problem that is caused by the synchronous RPC communication
style. They provide protocols that allow splitting up an application into a group of pro-
cesses that can inhibit a much higher degree of concurrency because it does not rely on
synchronous request/response communication anymore.

In order to achieve consistency in such group communication systems, fault-tolerant
transport and message-ordering mechanisms must be provided. The ISIS-class systems
provide these services as part of their group communication transport layer for message
passing, so that application developers do not have to provide the corresponding func-
tionality themselves.

• It is hard to design corresponding toolkits, i.e., protocol implementations, efficiently. The
early monolithic ISIS approach has proven to be problematic and has led to implementa-
tions that were difficult to maintain. The successor systems Horus and Ensemble provide
a more modular approach, that caused however other problems: Multi-layer approaches
tend to be inefficient at run-time due to multiple encapsulation and the corresponding
processing overhead which may be a problem on less powerful machines. Manual opti-
mizations tend to be error-prone; therefore automatic optimization approaches have been
developed.

• The protocols for message-ordering and corresponding services assume an underlying
reliable transport mechanism. If this cannot be provided, efficiency problems occur.

The local coordination protocols that we have described inSection 4.2are limited in scope
and consequently notably simple. Some of them have not been designed with a broader confer-
ence control architecture in mind. Although they illustrate basic concepts for the coordination
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of application entities, we have stated that both the LBL Conference Bus and PMM do not ful-
fill our requirements. In addition, both approaches are explicitly designed for the coordination
within conferencing systems and thus not application-independent.

In order to investigate fundamental concepts for the coordination of application entities in
decomposed, distributed applications, we have analyzed some existing work from the coordi-
nation and ad-hoc communication domain and from the component-based systems domain.

In the discussion of dedicated protocols for coordination and ad-hoc communication inSec-
tion 4.3, we have learned some design principles of protocols that are intended to be used for
applications that cannot provide or do not require a tight coupling between entities. All proto-
cols and frameworks we have presented rely on arendezvous mechanism, which is in general
implemented by IP multicast. This rendezvous mechanism is required to establish some form
of binding and a common communication channel between typically referentially uncoupled
entities.

One interesting communication mechanism for the coordination of a group of entities is the
subject-based-addressingscheme that is deployed by the Rendezvous system and allows for
inter-operation without requiring static bindings of interfaces. It is accompanied by the concept
of self-describingmessages that can be interpreted without requiring static interface definitions.

We have seen that this communication model leads to a different programming model: There
is no static binding between protocol messages and functions at a receiver and there is obviously
no synchronous communication. Instead anevent-basedmodel has shown to be more appro-
priate. In this model, the receiver associates a set of event handler functions with messages
that match a subject specification, and these event handlers are called asynchronously upon
receiving corresponding messages.

Communication systems such as Rendezvous are often used for implementing a message-
oriented communication channel in a well-defined environment, e.g., in a corporate network.
For the establishment of communication sessions, service-coordination-oriented protocols and
architectures are commonly used. These protocols do not rely on a pre-established config-
uration and are designed to accommodate scenarios where the type and number of available
communication peers is not known in advance but must be determined dynamically.

Consequently, protocols such as SLP, Jini and UPnP provide the concept ofservice dis-
covery, a process where communication peers locate each other, learn about their capabilities
and offered services and associate with each other in order to establish a common coordination
session. SLP is strictly limited to the service location and capability description step, whereas
Jini and UPnP use a location mechanism in order tobootstrapa communication session. In this
communication session, mechanisms such as interface descriptions are used to provide means
to interact with services that are not known in advance. Different distributed communication
mechanisms are used, including RPC communication and event notification (potentially based
on group communication mechanisms).

Most of these protocols are not explicitly targeted at supporting the development and de-
ployment of distributedcomponent based systems. In Section 4.4, we have first defined the
termscomponentandcomponent based system. A component represents a unit of independent
deployment that is not tied to a specific application, but can be deployed by an application pro-
grammer in different environments and for different applications. We have noted the three main
characteristics of component frameworks:

1. the existence of a well-defined component interface;
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2. the usage of standardized communication patterns, such as examination and modification
of properties and event-notifications; and

3. the usage of RPC-like communication for distributed component frameworks.

Many component frameworks that we have analyzed are targeted at a specific platform or
programming environment, such as COM/DCOM and JavaBeans. The CORBA approach (and
the Enterprise JavaBeans approach) have emerged into frameworks for large-scale distributed
systems, i.e., as substitutions for traditional client-server computing in enterprise environments
and are less often used for the development of component-based applications that fulfill a spe-
cific purpose for user, e.g., a component based conferencing system. However, there are also
exceptions such as the light-weight CORBA-2.4 implementation ORBit5 that is used for the
GNOME desktop environment.6

In the following Chapter 5,Architecture, we will describe the overall architecture of our
design of a coordination framework that is intended as a basis for the development of distributed,
component-based systems, where application components can be federated in an ad-hoc fashion
and the coordination framework itself is not tied to a specific application.

5http://orbit-resource.sourceforge.net/

6http://www.gnome.org/
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Chapter 5

Architecture

Based on our discussion of use cases and requirements inChapter 3,Use Cases and Require-
mentsand our analysis of foundations and related work inChapter 4,Foundations and Related
Work, we have developed an architecture for a local coordination framework that is targeted at
coordinating application entities of component-based systems. Although we have applied the
framework to the coordination of decomposed multimedia conferencing endpoints and gate-
ways, which we describe inChapter 9,Mbus in Conferencing Systemsand inChapter 10,Mbus
in Projects, we are relying on a strict separation of application-independent protocol mecha-
nisms and application-specific semantics. Hence, the coordination framework is applicable to
different local coordination scenarios.

The fundamental motivation for developing such a coordination framework is to enhance
component re-use in decomposed applications — moving away from monolithic systems and
from proprietary, system-dependent coordination mechanisms towards a generalized approach
for integrating independent modules into application contexts. We have therefore analyzed
existing frameworks for component-based systems inSection 4.4and described their main fun-
damental properties. In our design, application components are instantiated as independent
processes that attach to an Mbus coordination session pertaining to a certain application con-
text.

Figure 5.1: Mbus Protocol Layers

Figure 5.1depicts a conceptual layering of the Mbus framework. The bottommost layer pro-
vides the fundamental group communication messaging service offering basic, asynchronous
message exchange in a group of application entities with minimal support for reliable message
transport. The message transport layer does not provide different interaction types such as RPCs
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and event notifications, instead, these services are provided by a separate layer that is based on
the fundamental messaging service.

We have defined anMbus session concept, whereas session admission can either be accom-
plished by sharing static configurations, which is appropriate for locally distributed applica-
tions, or by employing theDynamic Device Associationservice, which provides the possibility
to establish Mbus sessions dynamically. On top of these services, application semantics can be
defined. InSection 6.3, we describe so-calledMbus application profile, i.e., messages and se-
mantics for specific applications, which are typically defined in terms of higher layer interaction
abstractions.

One such application profile is theMbus Call Control Profile(described inSection 9.3),
which is a set of Mbus messages for the coordination of call control engines in a distributed
conferencing system. TheCall Control Profile is part of our Mbus-based conferencing end-
point architecture (described inSection 9.1), which is a model for decomposing endpoint (and
gateway systems) into independent re-usable components focusing on generality and extensi-
bility.

In the following sections, we briefly describe the main components of this architecture fo-
cusing on the most important concepts. InChapter 6,The Mbus Framework, we present the
Mbus framework and its specific mechanisms in more detail.

5.1 Basic Message Transport

The Mbus messaging layer provides group and point-to-point messaging between so-called
Mbus entities— members of an Mbus session. Based on network layer multicast services, the
Mbus transport layer establishes an Mbus group communication service that relies on applica-
tion layer addressing of entities and groups within an Mbus session.

The addressing concept relies on a variant of thesubject-based addressingconcept as de-
scribed inSection 4.3.1and also employs areceiver-based-filtering mechanismfor facilitating
the exchange of Mbus multicast messages between referentially uncoupled entities. The Mbus
transport service also employs the concept ofself-describingmessages to allow coordination
in scenarios where a static binding of interfaces is not feasible. The messaging service relies
on a completelyasynchronousmodel, and the fundamental transport layer does not support
higher layer abstractions such as RPCs nor a virtual synchrony service for group communi-
cation. The group communication service relies on a best-effort model and the point-to-point
communication service provides an optional reliable transport mode that relies on a message
acknowledgment mechanism and provides per sender FIFO ordering. Unlike other local coor-
dination protocols, the Mbus messaging service provides a mandatory security architecture that
provides message authentication and message encryption.

5.2 Higher Layer Interactions

Based on the fundamental messaging service, higher layer interaction protocols have been de-
fined. In essence, we have developed protocols for those interactions that we also identified as
the minimum requirement for component frameworks such as JavaBeans and for coordination
frameworks such as UPnP: RPCs, event notifications and property inspection/modification. In
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addition, the higher layer mechanisms provide acontrol relationship concept, which formalizes
control communication within coordination sessions, e.g., by defining different types of control
relationships and abstractions for registering a controlling entity with a service providing entity.

5.3 Device Association

The device association service allows for establishing Mbus sessions in “dynamic” environ-
ments, e.g., for integrating entities into an existing Mbus session. With the architectures and
services of service location and device coordination frameworks in mind, our device associa-
tion service provides mechanisms forservice discoveryandservice associationand fulfills the
security and scalability requirements we have mentioned inSection 3.2.

5.4 Local Conference Control Architecture

Our local conference control architecture is based on the Mbus framework as a local coordina-
tion mechanism and providesinternal management servicesfor conferencing systems. In such
an Mbus-based conferencing system, there are entities of certain types, e.g., application entities
such as audio engines, call control engines such as SIP engines and controlling entities that
coordinate the whole Mbus application on behalf of a user.

Using Mbus communication mechanisms, we have developed the notion ofgeneralized con-
trollers that can coordinate these entities regardless of their specific type. With standardized
interfaces and Mbus addressing mechanisms, a controller can dynamically detect the set of
available application entities and coordinate them for conducting multimedia conferences. The
conferencing architecture is described in detailed inChapter 9,Mbus in Conferencing Systems.
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Chapter 6

The Mbus Framework

This chapter provides a detailed description of theMessage Busprotocol.Section 6.1provides
an overview of the Mbus protocol andSection 6.2contains the in-depth protocol description. A
higher layer of interaction schemes that can be used with the basic Mbus transport services is
presented inSection 6.3. In Section 6.4, we describe an Mbus bootstrapping procedure called
Dynamic Device Associationthat allows to set up Mbus sessions securely without prior manual
distribution of session parameters, and inSection 6.5, we present extensions to the Mbus and
the Dynamic Device Association protocol for ad-hoc communication scenarios.

6.1 Design Overview

Based on our requirements and the overall architecture we have described inChapter 5,Archi-
tecture, we have we have formulated the following design goals for the Mbus transport service:

Protocol framework for component-based systems:The Mbus protocol is designed to serve
as a platform-independent and programming-language independent framework for
component-based systems with a coarse-grained granularity. The framework should pro-
vide mechanisms for independent deployment of modules, and, in the light of Szyperski’s
characterization provided in[Szyperski99], the framework is intended for the coordina-
tion of componentinstances.

For the Mbus framework, we view a component as an entity with a well-defined message-
based interface that will typically run in its own execution thread, e.g., as an independent
process. In this model, components are not implemented as binary modules that are linked
to a single program, instead, modules can be implemented in different programming lan-
guages and run on different platforms.

As a consequence, we focus on thedistribution of components: The Mbus framework
is designed to support distributed component-based systems that may be distributed on a
local network, while still allowing for the composition of local, single-process systems.

The baseline framework does not provide some features that are typically found in
component-based systems such asinspection, reflectionandnaming services; however,
the Mbus framework can be used to implement these services, as we demonstrate inSec-
tion 10.4.
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Group communication: Since the design of the Mbus framework explicitly emphasizes the
distributionof components, the main element of the framework is theMbus protocol—
a message-oriented protocol that provides the fundamental communication services.

In a distributed system that encompasses more than two entities, RPC-based mechanisms
are generally inadequate, as we have discussed inSection 4.1. In order to allow for a
higher degree of concurrency and robustness, the Mbus protocol provides group commu-
nication mechanisms, i.e., one-to-many communication, as one of its main features.

We have seen in our requirements discussion inSection 3.2that scalability and bandwidth
efficiency is an issue, even for local (group) communication, e.g., when we consider larger
groups and low-bandwidth wireless links. Hence, scalability with respect to the number
of session members is an important feature that we address by a decentralized design
and by the direct use of multi-point communication features of the underlying network
layers, namely IP multicast, in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of messages where
possible. In addition, IP multicast serves as a rendezvous mechanism enabling entities
to locate each other without the need for exchanging transport addresses prior to session
establishment. Moreover, we follow areceiver-drivendesign for message filtering and
delivery, thus facilitating the use of group communication and the creation of sub-groups.

In order to avoid the complexity and performance-penalties resulting from group proto-
cols that provide services such as the completevirtual synchronyas presented inSection
4.1.2, we separate the protocol into a basic multi-point communication service and higher
layer services that rely on the basic mechanisms and can be used on an optional basis, e.g.,
by applications that require the additional functionality.

The basic communications service provides point-to-point and multi-point messaging
with FIFO-ordering and secure, i.e., authenticated and encrypted, communication. The
general communication paradigm issoft-state communication. In addition, retransmis-
sion based reliability is (optionally) provided for point-to-point communication. For
multi-point communication, a simple probabilistic reliability model is employed by lim-
iting the deployment to local network-links, by relying on soft-state updates and by pro-
viding a liveness-detection mechanism for continuously monitoring the network link and
the state of all session members.

While it is possible to implement applications that rely directly on this basic communi-
cations service, many applications require additional services such as causally ordered
message transport or RPC-oriented communication. We have specified corresponding
protocols as a higher layer, relying on the basic Mbus transport layer.

Ad-hoc communication mechanism: In order to be usable in ad-hoc communication scenar-
ios where a group of peers — that are not known to each other in advance — enter a
communication session, the Mbus framework has been designed to support service loca-
tion and secure service association. InSection 6.4, we present the association protocol
that can be used to bootstrap Mbus communication sessions.

The Mbus protocol itself provides a rendezvous mechanism that allows peers to learn of
the existence of other peers and enables them to communicate without having to know
communication parameters such as transport addresses in advance, thus minimizing man-
ual configuration as far as possible. The rendezvous mechanism relies on the IP multicast
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service model, where hosts can receive messages byjoining a well-known multicast group
and where messages can be sent to all group members by sending to the group address.

In order to be useful for real-world ad-hoc communication applications, the Mbus
rendezvous and auto-configuration mechanisms must work well together with auto-
configuration mechanisms on the network layer, namely IPv6 stateless auto-configuration
[RFC2462]and IPv4 auto-configuration[Cheshire02]. The Mbus protocol is designed to
operate on configured (i.e., functional) IP stacks but is not dependent on static, manually
configured IP addresses.

Local coordination for multimedia conferencing systems:The application area that we
want to deploy the Mbus framework for first, islocal coordination for multimedia con-
ferencing systems, i.e., we want to use the Mbus as avertical conference control protocol
that is used to coordinate a group of application entities that constitute a conferencing
endpoint for a single user.

We have tried to learn from the previous efforts in that area such as the LBL conferencing
bus (Section 4.2.1), PMM (Section 4.2.2) and CCCP (Section 2.2.2.2) and have designed
the Mbus as a general message-oriented group communication mechanism without ty-
ing application-semantics to the base protocol. As mentioned above, the general base
protocol provides the required featuresservice location, group communicationandsecu-
rity, where the application-specific semantics are defined separately (Chapter 9,Mbus in
Conferencing Systems).

By limiting the scope of the protocol to local network links, we achieve a clear separa-
tion between Mbus and the functions of a horizontal control protocol. This deliberate
restriction allows to keep the protocol comparatively simple and easy to implement.

6.2 Mbus Transport

As its basic service, the Message Bus provides local (intra-system) exchange of messages be-
tween components that attach to the Mbus (Mbus entities). A system is typically expected
to comprise exactly one host, but may also extend across a network link and include several
hosts sharing the tasks; a local system does not extend beyond a single link — the Mbus is not
intended or designed for use as a horizontal (wide-area) conference control protocol.

UDP is used as transport protocol; each Mbus session uses a common IP multicast group.
Periodic heartbeat messages from each entity are used as a membership information mechanism
and to track the aliveness of Mbus entities.

The Mbus protocol relies onreceiver-based filteringof messages: In general, messages are
destined to an Mbus-address, are sent to the configured multicast address and are thus received
by all group members. Each group member applies a matching operation by comparing its own
address to the destination address and decides whether to deliver the received message to the
application or not.

An Mbus destination address may either represent a group of entities (formulticasts) or a
unique destination (forunicasts), and in both cases, the same message transport mechanisms are
applied. Unicast messages can optionally be sent reliably by relying on an acknowledgment-
based retransmission mechanism.
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Mbus is a text-based protocol and defines a context-free grammar for the representation of
message headers and payloads. In order to be usable as a coordination mechanism for decom-
posed applications in arbitrary environments, Mbus must address three security issues: message
authentication, message integrity and message encryption.

In the following, we will present the Mbus protocol in some detail. The complete specifi-
cation is RFC 3259[RFC3259]. In Section 6.2.1, we present the fundamental Mbus transport
mechanisms, i.e., the use of multicast communication and the reliable transport mechanism. In
Section 6.2.2, we describe the rendezvous and entity awareness protocol,Section 6.2.3explains
the Mbus message syntax, andSection 6.2.4describes the security concept.Section 6.2.5de-
scribes how Mbus entities can be configured with respect to transport and security parameters,
andSection 6.2.6provides an overview of Mbus commands for fundamental services. Finally,
we present some examples for Mbus communication interactions inSection 6.2.7.

6.2.1 Basic Transport Mechanisms

In the following, we describe the basic Mbus transport mechanisms that provide the basis for
the message passing mechanism.

Addressing: Section 6.2.1.1describes the Mbus addressing concept that is the basis for the
group communication on the Mbus layer.

Group Communication: Section 6.2.1.2explains how the Mbus addressing mechanism is
used to realize the group and unicast communication on the Mbus layer, relying on the
receiver-based filteringconcept.

Multicast Communication: Section 6.2.1.3provides a detailed description of the mapping of
the Mbus message passing layer to IP multicast for IPv4 and IPv6.

Unicast Communication: Section 6.2.1.4describes the usage of unicast communication as an
optional efficiency enhancement.

Reliable Communication: Section 6.2.1.5provides a description of the reliable transport
mechanisms.

6.2.1.1 Addressing

Each entity has a unique Mbus address that can be used to identify it. The address is composed
of any number of named address elements. An address element is a key-value-pair, where
the key specifies the type of the address element. The types and values of address elements
are application-specific with the exception of theid element that is used to specify a unique
identifier based on a host’s IP address.

Address element names may be associated with semantics: by providing certain address
elements, entities can signal the type of service functionality they are able to supply. The Mbus
specification itself does not impose any restrictions on application specific address elements.
The semantics are provided by application specific profiles. For example, the addressing scheme
for conferencing applications includes address elements such as

• media type (media );
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• module type (module );

• application name (app ); and

• application identifier (id ) as depicted inFigure 6.1.

(media:audio module:engine app:rat id:1035-0@192.168.1.1)

Figure 6.1: Sample Mbus address

The id address element is used to uniquely identify entities and is mandatory for entity
addresses. It is composed of ahost identifier(an IP address) and a per host identifier, e.g., a
process ID. Mbus addresses are used as source and destination specifiers in Mbus messages.
Section 6.2.1.2describes the usage of fully and partly qualified Mbus addresses for Mbus group
and unicast communication.

6.2.1.2 Group Communication

A message that is to be sent via the Mbus has a destination address — at the application level —
that is used to determine how to deliver the respective message. This allows for subject-based
addressing-like message delivery semantics and different communication models represented
by the different group addressing features:

Mbus-broadcast: When a destination address list is empty, the message is broadcast to all
entities on the Mbus.

Mbus-unicast: A message providing a destination address that is a unique Mbus address of an-
other entity will be processed by this entity only. The Mbus defines mechanisms allowing
such messages to be sent directly via IP unicast to the specific entity.

Mbus-multicast: A destination addresses can be used to identify groups on a per-message
basis. All entities that match the given destination address will receive and process cor-
responding messages: In situations where a certain module requires a specific service
functionality that can be provided by more than one other module, it can use a multicast
address specifying the group of service providers to locate the desired entity. This can fa-
cilitate the implementation of service clients significantly: addresses of service providers
do not need to be hard-coded and the communication model can accommodate many
different specific scenarios regardless of the number of potential service providers.

It is not necessary to know the exact addresses of all potential receivers of a message.
Instead a sufficiently unambiguous address list can be used. For example, in order to reach
all audio engines in a session the address list(media:audio module:engine)
could be appropriate.
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These different transport classes are implemented by the usage of Mbus addressing and the
rules for receiver-based filtering: A fully qualified Mbus destination address will be delivered
by exactly one receiving entity, whereas a partly qualified address or an empty address will be
delivered to multiple or all entities.

The rules for receiver-based filtering are quite simple: Each entity has a fixed sequence
of address elements constituting its address and must only process messages sent to addresses
that either match all elements or consist of a subset of its own address elements. The order of
address elements in an address sequence is not relevant. Two address elements match if both
their tags and their values are equivalent.

isSubsetOf(addr a1, addr a2) yields true, iff
every address element of a1 is contained
in a2’s address element list.

Figure 6.2: Algorithm for an Mbus address-matching predicate

Figure 6.2depicts the algorithm for receiver-based filtering andFigure 6.3lists a simplified
C++ code excerpt. In this example, an Mbus address is represented as a C++ STL-container,
and the C++ standard-library functionincludes is applied to two addresses, i.e., two iterator
ranges, each of which represents an Mbus address.

Figure 6.3: Receiver-based filtering by an Mbus implementation (simplified)

Note that the presented Mbus addressing classes do not directly map to UDP/IP-layer trans-
port mechanisms: Obviously, a message with an Mbus-multicast or Mbus-broadcast address
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should be sent using IP multicast, and a message with an Mbus-unicast address should best be
sent with IP-unicast — however, the receiver-filtering allow for a less strict mapping, which we
will discuss inSection 6.2.1.3.

6.2.1.3 Mapping to IP Unicast and IP Multicast

All Mbus messages are transmitted as UDP messages. There are two alternative transport meth-
ods that the Mbus addressing classes can be mapped to. Note that in the following, “unicast”,
“multicast” and “broadcast” mean IP unicast, IP multicast and IP broadcast respectively. It is
possible to send an Mbus message that is addressed to a single entity using IP multicast.

1. Local multicast/broadcast:

This transport method is used for all messages that are not sent to a fully qualified desti-
nation address. In order to allow for simple basic implementations, it may also be used
for messages that are sent to a fully qualified destination address.

In environments where IP multicast is not available, e.g., when hosts are employed that
do not provide a complete IP implementation, IP broadcast may be used instead. We have
used this for Mbus implementations on experimental systems, e.g., one-chip-computers
with a minimal IP stack. However, for the future discussion in this thesis, we assume that
IP multicast is used.

2. Directed unicast:

Mbus messages that are destined to a unique Mbus address can be sent directly to the
corresponding Mbus entity, using IP unicast. The details for using IP unicast as a transport
method are discussed inSection 6.2.1.4.

An Mbus session can be configured for either link-local or host-local communication. Tech-
nically, the scope is limited by the scope of the IP multicast group. However, due to the different
implementations and addressing architectures for IPv4 and IPv6, implementing multicast scop-
ing is not straight-forward. RFC 2365[RFC2365]defines the administratively scoped IPv4
multicast space, and RFC 2373[RFC2373]defines the IP Version 6 Addressing Architecture,
including multicast scopes and address prefixes.

Applying Multicast Scoping to the Mbus Protocol

We have specified the usage of Mbus for both IPv4 and IPv6. Since the addressing archi-
tecture of both protocols differs, different rules for the usage of multicast have been specified.
Table 6.1provides a mapping of IPv4 multicast scopes for the corresponding IPv6 scopes as
given by RFC 2365[RFC2365]. The IPv6 addressing architecture provides a more fine-grained
scope structure, e.g., for IPv6, there are dedicated link-local and site-local scopes, whereas the
smallest IPv4 multicast scope is the link-local scope. Compared to the IPv6 address space, the
IPv4 address space is not segmented uniformly, which is due to the historic development of the
addressing architecture and the different address assignment strategies that have been defined
in the past.
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Table 6.1: Multicast scopes for IPv6 and IPv4[RFC2365]

IPv6-Scope RFC 2373 Description IPv4 Prefix
0 reserved
1 node-local scope
2 link-local scope 224.0.0.0/24
3 (unassigned) 239.255.0.0/16
4 (unassigned)
5 site-local scope
6 (unassigned)
7 (unassigned)
8 organization-local scope 239.192.0.0/14
A (unassigned)
B (unassigned)
C (unassigned)
D (unassigned)
E global scope 224.0.1.0-238.255.255.255
F reserved

(unassigned) 239.0.0.0/10
(unassigned) 239.64.0.0/10
(unassigned) 239.128.0.0/10

For IPv4, the link-local scope is224.0.0.0/24 — an 8-bit address-space that is reserved
for the use of routing protocols and other low-level topology discovery or maintenance proto-
cols. It is not intended to be used by applications.

For this reason, we do not use the IPv4-link-local scope, but aLocal-Scope-addressas de-
fined by RFC 2365 (Administratively Scoped IP multicast,[RFC2365]). RFC 2365 provides
a similar concept as the scope-independent group identifiers that are used for permanently-
assigned IPv6-multicast addresses: The high order/24 space in every scoped region is re-
served for relative assignments. A relative assignment is an integer offset from the high-
est address in the scope and represents a 32-bit address. For example, in the Local Scope,
239.255.255.0/24 is reserved for relative allocations. The offset (a number from 0 to 255)
can therefore be viewed as a scope independent group identifier and is used together with the
low order bits for a given IPv4-multicast scope in order to construct a complete IPv4-multicast
address.

The administratively scoped IP multicast architecture distinguishes different scopes: The
IPv4 Local Scope (239.255.0.0/16) is the minimal enclosing scope for administratively scoped
multicast and is not further divisible — its exact extent is site dependent. The offset for the
scope relative address for Mbus is 8. For the IPv4 Local Scope, applying the rules of RFC 2365
and using the assigned offset of 8, the Mbus multicast address is therefore 239.255.255.247. For
IPv4, the different defined Mbus scopes (host-local and link-local) are implemented as follows:

IPv4 host-local multicast: Unless configured otherwise, the assigned scope-relative Mbus ad-
dress in the Local Scope (239.255.255.247 ) is used. Mbus UDP datagrams are sent
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with a TTL of 0.

In essence, we rely on TTL scoping for host-local multicast as a way to effectively limit
the distribution of traffic to exactly one host.

IPv4 link-local multicast: Unless configured otherwise, the assigned scope-relative Mbus ad-
dress in the Local Scope (239.255.255.247 ) is used. Mbus UDP datagrams should
be sent with a TTL of 1.

Again, we use a combination of TTL scoping and an administratively scoped address, in
order to ensure that — e.g., in the presence of routers that do not support administratively
scoped addresses — Mbus traffic does not leave a local network link. The mentioned
disadvantages with respect to multicast routing protocols and the use of TTL scoping
obviously do not apply for link-local multicast, because the last router and the source
reside on the same network link, so pruning would not be applied anyway.

For IPv6 we simply use two different addresses for host-local and for link-local scope:

IPv6 host-local multicast: The permanent IPv6 host-local multicast address for Mbus over
IPv6 is FF01:0:0:0:0:0:0:300.

IPv6 link-local multicast: The permanent IPv6 link-local multicast address for Mbus over
IPv6 is FF02:0:0:0:0:0:0:300.

The usage of other multicast scopes for IPv6 (and IPv4) is not defined.

6.2.1.4 Unicast Communication

Directed unicast (via UDP) to the port of a specific application is an alternative transport class
to multicast. Directed unicast is an optional optimization and may be used by Mbus implemen-
tations for delivering messages addressed to a single application entity only — the address of
which the Mbus implementation has learned from other message exchanges before. Every Mbus
entity should use a single unique endpoint address for sending messages to the Mbus multicast
group or to individual receiving entities. A unique endpoint address is a tuple consisting of the
entity’s IP address and a UDP source port number, where the port number is different from the
standard Mbus port number.

Messages are only sent via unicast if the Mbus destination address is unique and if the
sending entity can verify that the receiving entity uses a unique endpoint address. The latter
can be verified by considering the last message received from that entity. Implementations
that wish to use unicast transport, maintain a table of Mbus addresses and the corresponding
endpoint addresses. Note that several Mbus entities, say within the same process, may share a
common endpoint address; in this case, the contents of the destination address field is used to
further dispatch the message. Given the definition of “unique endpoint address” above, the use
of a shared endpoint address and a dispatcher still allows other Mbus entities to send unicast
messages to one of the entities that share the endpoint address. So this can be considered an
implementation detail.

Messages with an empty destination address list are always sent to all Mbus entities (via
multicast if available). The algorithm depicted inFigure 6.4can be used by sending entities
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to determine whether an Mbus address is unique considering the current set of Mbus entities.
The algorithm checks the uniqueness of a destination addressta by counting the number of
addresses for whichta is a subset. Ifta is a subset address of only one of the known entity
addresses (ta itself), ta is unique.

let ta=the destination address;
iterate through the set of all
currently known Mbus addresses {

let ti=the address in each iteration;
count the addresses for which
the predicate isSubsetOf(ta,ti) yields true;

}

Figure 6.4: Algorithm for determining the uniqueness of an Mbus address

Figure 6.5depicts a C++ implementation of the algorithm described byFigure 6.4relying
on the functionisSubsetOf that is listed inFigure 6.3. The functionisUnique iterates
through all the Mbus addresses that are specified by the range designated bystart andend
and checks for each address whether it matches the tested Mbus addressm(that is assumed to
be an element of the range). The Mbus addressmis unique if (and only if) exactly one match
has been found (the equivalent ofm).

Figure 6.5: Implementation of an algorithm for determining the uniqueness of an Mbus address

If the count of matching addresses is exactly 1, the address is unique. The algorithm depicted
in Figure 6.2is used by the predicateisSubsetOf that checks whether the second address
matches the first. (A match means that a receiving entity that uses the second Mbus address
must also process received messages with the first address as a destination address.)

An address elementa1 is contained in an address element list if the list contains an element
that is equal toa1 . An address element is considered equal to another address element if it has
the same values for both of the two address element fields (tag and value).
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6.2.1.5 Reliable Communication

Although the Mbus is limited to host local and network link local communication, transmission
failures cannot be excluded. In the following, we first analyze some failure models that are
relevant for the local Mbus communication. Subsequently, we describe a reliable transport
mechanism for Mbus messages that addresses the identified failure models and provides the
possibility for senders to transmit messages with a higher degree of reliability and to detect
transmission failures.

Failure Models for Mbus Communication

We can roughly distinguish three different causes for transmission failure for Mbus com-
munication: network congestion, overloaded hosts and intermittent connectivity, which we will
analyze in more detail in the following.

Network Congestion

In the Internet, the dominant reason for packet loss isnetwork congestion. Packet loss due
to transmission failures is not very common in typical wired and wireless network links. For ex-
ample, switched Ethernets reduce the probability of very high frame collision rates (that could
cause packet loss) and are typically highly over-dimensioned. Moreover, some link layer pro-
tocols such as IEEE 802.11[IEEE99] (that cannot detect frame collisions reliably) provide link
layer retransmissions and flow control mechanisms themselves. Gevros, Crowcroft, Kirstein
and Bhatti define network congestion as thestate of sustained network overload where the de-
mand for network resources is close to or exceeds capacity[Gevros01]. There are two network
resources that have to be considered: network bandwidth and router buffer space. The rea-
son why network congestion can occur fundamentally lies in theInternet Service Modelthat is
based on anbest effort servicein conjunction with uncoordinated resource sharing[Gevros01].

Congestion control mechanisms are (usually) not provided on the network layer, i.e., the
inter-network packet forwarding service, but on the transport layer, i.e., by protocols such as
TCP and SCTP. Due to the common use of mandatory congestion control mechanisms for TCP
implementations, the congestion control in the Internet is largely based on the cooperative usage
of TCP’s congestion control mechanisms, namely itsacknowledgment window management
algorithmand theSlow StartandCongestion Avoidancealgorithm[RFC2581].

For unicast communication that uses TCP or other, so-calledTCP-friendly, protocols, the
congestion control mechanisms work sufficiently well. Multicast datagram-transmission-based
communication however, is in general more likely to cause congestion problems than uni-
cast (connection-oriented) communication. This is due to the nature of the flow control and
congestion-avoidance algorithms that typically work well for unicast communication, where a
sender can adapt its sending behavior according to feedback it receives from its communication
peer.

For multicast communication, congestion control and congestion avoidance is typically
much harder to realize because feedback-based mechanisms as described above have intrin-
sic scalability problems, especially in multi-sender configurations. One way of implementing
at least some form of congestion avoidance is to limit the sending-rate (rate-control). However,
by setting the sending-rate to a certain limit, applications and protocol stacks cannot adapt to
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varying network conditions anymore. Even though some transport protocols such as RTP pro-
vide means for participants to analyze the receiver statistics of other receivers, it is not trivial to
infer an appropriate way of adapting the sending behavior (in a timely fashion).

In general, the full complexity of the congestion control issue with multicast communica-
tion applies primarily to Internet, i.e., inter-domain, multicast communication, where different
heterogeneous network links with vastly different characteristics have to be traversed. For ex-
ample, some group members may be connected to a high-speed, over-provisioned Ethernet,
whereas others may be connected to a low-bandwidth wireless link. Of course, overloaded
backbone routers and backbone links can also cause congestion.

For link-local multicast communication, congestion control is more manageable, because
all group members share the same link and are (in a simplified model) able to observe the same
link characteristics. When congestion is observed (e.g., by experiencing packet loss), all group
members could infer to reduce their sending rates.

However, this does not mean that congestion is not an issue for link-local multicast. In
bridged topologies that are prevalent in many networks, alocal network linkis not necessarily
a homogeneous link but can consist of high-bandwidth segments and low-bandwidth segments
that appear as one network. For example, 802.11 Wireless LAN access points are typically
connected to an existing Ethernet segment astransparent bridges, forwarding all multicast and
broadcast traffic between the attached network segments.

Figure 6.6: A bridged local network (WLAN and Ethernet)

Figure 6.6depicts such a network architecture. Multicast traffic that originates in the Eth-
ernet segment could easily flood and congest the WLAN segment which would be difficult to
detect by sending hosts in the Ethernet segment. In this special configuration, the situation
would be aggravated because WLAN access points do not send multicast traffic using the high-
est nominal sending rate but using theloweststandardized sending rate in order to make sure
that every host is able to receive data (IEEE 802.11 provides different rate modes for different
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levels of link quality).
This scenario highlights some of the problems of multicast with respect to congestion con-

trol and reliable communication. The problems that we have described mainly apply to high-
bandwidth communication, e.g., multimedia real-time streaming, but the fundamental problem
is independent of the specific bandwidth and type of communication. At least, protocols should
be able todetectfailure situations and be able to react properly, e.g., by notifying the application
as a last resort.

Overloaded Hosts

In addition to packet loss due to network congestion, we have to take transmission delays
and buffer overflows on hosts into account — another form of congestion. We distinguish two
failure causes:

• Typical UDP/IP implementations provide a limited buffer for UDP messages that have
been sent to a port but have not yet been read by applications. If this limit has been
reached, UDP packets will be dropped (without further notice to the application). This
can be generalized as aflow controlproblem, where the receiver is not able to process the
received messages fast enough.

• Mbus applications and Mbus protocol implementations are likely to run in user space (of
multi-user operating systems) and can thus be affected by delays caused by preemption
and general system overload. In single-threaded applications there can also be delays
caused by blocking input/output operations. This can either lead to the first problem (the
application can not read fast enough) or to the problem that an application has read a
specific message but is not able to react timely and, e.g., send a response message.

Intermittent Connectivity

In addition to failures caused by congestion, we have to take into account that in ad-hoc
communication scenarios, entities are likely to suffer fromintermittent connectivity, especially
in wireless environments. Mobile entities can enter and leave the range of a wireless base sta-
tion, or they can roam between different layer 2 networks and experience periods of interrupted
connectivity.

In wireless scenarios without central base stations, i.e.,ad-hoc networksin the sense of
uncoordinated stations with potential asymmetric connectivity, the situation is even worse, be-
cause inconsistencies with respect to the set of available stations (and correspondingly Mbus
entities) can arise. For example, the so-calledhidden-terminal-problemcan lead to situations
where a stationA can communicate with two stationsB andC, but B andC do not have direct
connectivity.Figure 6.7depicts such a scenario.

In this scenario, routing protocols formobile ad-hoc-networkingsuch as AODV[Perkins02]
could be applied, however without guaranteeing constant connectivity between all hosts at all
times. With respect to our reliability discussion, we can state that the design of the reliability
mechanism has to take short periods of intermittent connectivity into account. These phases of
intermittent connectivity would not necessarily be detected by the periodic heartbeat mechanism
(seeSection 6.2.2) and could thus lead to unexpected message loss.
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Figure 6.7: The hidden-terminal problem

Summary of Transmission Failure Causes

Summarizing these observations, we can state the following requirements for an Mbus reli-
ability mechanism:

• It must be possible to detect message loss that may be caused by network link congestion,
transmission failures, mobility or system crashes.

• Although the protocol is intended to be used in a local network, delays have to be taken
into account that may be caused by system overload and blocked execution threads on
hosts.

• We have to take intermittent connectivity into account, i.e., sporadic message loss that
might not be correlated to network and host load.

For the Mbus protocol, we provide two mechanism that address these failure models:

• a retransmission-based reliable transport mode; and

• a soft-state concept for sending information periodically.

Periodicsoft-state updatescan replace retransmission-based reliability mechanisms in
many cases and should be used for communication that is idempotent and does not require
an acknowledgment per message. In situations of prolonged loss of connectivity, periodic
soft-state updates are more appropriate than retransmission-based reliability mechanisms,
because the sender can simply continue sending, and the receiver will eventually, after the
connectivity has been re-established, receive the information.

The Mbus Mechanism for Reliable Message Transport

With these observations and requirements in mind, we have designed a reliability mecha-
nism for communication scenarios where soft-state updates are not sufficient. This mechanism
can be activated on a per-message basis (i.e., when required) and relies on an acknowledgment
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and retransmission scheme. Applications are thus enabled to detect message delivery problems,
and the Mbus protocol layer can retransmit messages that have not been acknowledged.

It should be noted that a sender will typically not be able to detect the reasonwhya particular
message has not been received. When relying on acknowledgment-based feedback mechanisms,
the sender will usually only be able to detect that no acknowledgment has been received, which
may have one of the following reasons:

• the original message has been lost on the way to the receiver;

• the original message has been received by the intended recipient, however no acknowl-
edgment has been sent due to receiver-internal reasons, e.g, a system crash; or

• the receiver has acknowledged the message but the acknowledgment has not been re-
ceived (in time) at the original sender.

In order to maintain scalability and to allow for simple implementations, reliable delivery
is only defined for Mbus-unicast messages, i.e. for messages with a single recipient only. As
a consequence, the reliability mechanism can only be used for messages with a fully qualified
Mbus destination address. An entity can thus only send reliable messages to known addresses,
i.e., only to entities that have announced their existence on the Mbus (e.g., by the Mbus ren-
dezvous mechanism as defined inSection 6.2.2). A sending entity does not send a message
reliably if the destination address is not unique. A receiving entity will only process and ac-
knowledge a reliable message if the destination address exactly matches its own source address
(the destination address must not be a subset of the receiver’s address).

Although sending Mbus-multicast messages reliably is not supported by the base protocol,
it is of course possible: The necessary coordination can be performed at the application layer by
sending individual reliable messages to each fully qualified destination address, if the member-
ship information for the Mbus session is available — taking the mentioned scalability problems
into account.

Each message is tagged with a message sequence number. If the message type is set to
reliable , the sender expects an acknowledgment from the recipient within a short period
of time. If the acknowledgment is not received within this interval, the sender retransmits the
message (with the same message sequence number), increases the timeout, and restarts the
timer. Messages are to be retransmitted a small number of times before the transmission or the
recipient are considered to have failed. If the message is not delivered successfully, the sending
application is notified. In this case, it is up to the application to determine the specific actions
(if any) to be taken.

The timer for acknowledgments increaseslinearly with a small maximum number of re-
transmissions (3) , i.e., the retransmission uses alinear back-offscheme. Other protocols such
as Ethernet’s CSMA/CD use exponential back-offs, however these are targeted at reacting to
sustained network link congestion.

Reliable messages are acknowledged by adding their sequence number to a list of acknowl-
edgments in a header field of a message sent to the originator of the reliable message. This mes-
sage is always sent to a fully qualified Mbus destination address. Multiple acknowledgments
can be sent in a single message. Implementations can either piggyback the acknowledgment
list onto another message sent to the same destination, or can send a dedicated acknowledgment
message, without any payload.
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Figure 6.8: Acknowledging a reliable message

Figure 6.8depicts a message exchange where entity B acknowledges the message with
the sequence number1 it has received from entity A before. InFigure 6.9it is shown how
entity B acknowledges multiple reliable messages (sequence numbers1, 2, and3) in a single
acknowledgment. In both figures, the message bodies are not shown.

Figure 6.9: Acknowledging multiple reliable messages

In the Mbus retransmission protocol, a message is retransmitted three times (with linearly
increasing back-off durations), before an error condition is indicated to the application. The
precise procedures are as follows:

Sender: A senderA of a reliable messageMto receiverB transmits the message either via IP
multicast or via IP unicast, keeps a copy ofM, initializes a retransmission counterN to 1,
and starts a retransmission timerT (initialized toT r ). If an acknowledgment is received
from B, timer T is canceled and the copy ofMis discarded. IfT expires, the messageM
must be retransmitted, the counterN is incremented by one, and the timer is restarted (set
to N*T r ). If N exceeds the retransmission thresholdN r , the transmission is assumed
to have failed, further retransmission attempts will not be undertaken, the copy ofM is
discarded, and the sending application will be notified.

Receiver: A receiverB of a reliable message from a senderA acknowledges the reception
of the message within a time periodT c < T r (transmission delay is not taken into
account in order to simplify the protocol). This can be done by means of a dedicated
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acknowledgment message or by piggybacking the acknowledgment on another message
addressed only toA.

Receiver optimization: In a simple implementation,B may choose to immediately send a ded-
icated acknowledgment message. However, for efficiency, it could add the sequence num-
ber of the received message to a sender-specific list of acknowledgments; if the added se-
quence number is the first acknowledgment in the list,B starts an acknowledgment timer
TA (initialized toT c ). When the timer expires,B creates a dedicated acknowledgment
message and sends it toA. If B is to transmit another Mbus message addressed only toA,
it should piggyback the acknowledgments onto this message and cancelTA.

In either case,B should store a copy of the acknowledgment list as a single entry in the
per-sender copy list, keep this entry for a periodT k , and empty the acknowledgment
list. In case any of the messages kept in an entry of the copy list is received again from
A, the entire acknowledgment list stored in this entry is scheduled for (re-) transmission
following the above rules.

Figure 6.10: Retransmitting a complete list of acknowledgments

The retransmitting of complete acknowledgment lists is intended as an optimization in
cases where acknowledgment messages have been lost. In order to avoid original senders
to re-send every un-acknowledged message that has in fact already been received, an
receiver can send the complete list of recently sent acknowledgments again, thus reducing
the total number of messages that are required to converge the views about sent and
received messages.

Figure 6.10depicts a corresponding message exchange, where entityA sends a series of
reliable messages to entityB. Entity B acknowledges the reception of all of these mes-
sages in a single message toA. For some reason,A does not receive this acknowledgment
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(or does not receive it in time) and starts to retransmit its first message toB. Upon re-
ceiving the retransmitted message (with sequence number 1), entityB sends out a new
message that again acknowledges the reception of all recently received messages fromA.
Of course, due to concurrency, it is not deterministically predictable that entityA receives
the second acknowledgment message early enough to cancel the scheduled retransmis-
sions of message 2 and message 3. However, this does not incur consistency problems, as
B would only receive a retransmission of one or two messages and re-send its acknowl-
edgment lists.

Constants: In RFC 3259, we have specified the following constants for timers:

The receiver optimization of delaying the sending of acknowledgments is intended for in-
creasing the likelihood that the acknowledgment can be piggybacked onto another message that
is sent at a later time from the original receiver to the original sender of the reliable message.
For many communication scenarios where reliable Mbus unicast communication is required,
this is often the case. For example, in request/response scenarios, a sender would send the re-
quest reliably, and the receiver would piggyback the acknowledgment directly onto the response
message that would typically be sent reliably as well.

In a series of request/response interactions, the acknowledgment retention in combination
with piggybacking can thus effectively avoid the necessity of sending empty acknowledgment
messages. In these scenarios the requests may not always directly follow the reception of a
response, instead they may be sent asynchronously, e.g., triggered by external events. If a sub-
sequent request is sent before the timer acknowledgment retention expires, the acknowledgment
will still be piggybacked onto the new request.

Figure 6.11depicts an Mbus message exchange where entityA sends two requests to entity
B (message bodies are not shown). The replies from entityB carry the acknowledgment for
the corresponding request according to the acknowledgment piggybacking rules. In the second
request from entityA, the preceding response from entityB (that had been sent reliably as well)
can still be acknowledged by piggybacking the acknowledgment onto the new request message,
although it is not sent directly after the reception of the first response message fromB.

In Section 6.3.2.2, we describe an Mbus RPC mechanism that provides a standardized mes-
sage format for RPC-like communication, e.g., in order to correlate responses to requests. This
mechanism benefits directly from the optimizations that acknowledgment piggybacking and re-
tention allow for. InSection 8.2, we present some simulation results that show the effects of
acknowledgment piggybacking for certain Mbus interactions.

It should be noted that acknowledgment piggybacking and retention areoptionaloptimiza-
tions, i.e., it is legitimate for simple implementations not to implement these (as senders of
acknowledgments). However, they are still able to inter-operate with more advanced imple-
mentations, which are in any case required to accept empty acknowledgment messages.
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Figure 6.11: Acknowledgment piggybacking and retention in request/response scenarios

6.2.2 Membership Information Service

The Mbus is intended for dynamic, rather loosely coupled environments where the set of session
members is neither fixed nor known in advance. Instead Mbus entities can join and leave ses-
sions arbitrarily without the need for explicit membership control operations such as admission
requests and indications on leaving a session.

When we think of mobile and ad-hoc communication scenarios, we can state that this liberal
membership policy is actually desirable as it tolerates the temporary disruption of connectivity
and the dynamic joining of members that enter a wireless network’s range.

In order to accommodate these dynamics, we have designed a light-weight membership
information service that informs applications about changes in the group membership, thus
enabling applications to continuously track the set of available entities. In order to meet the
requirements of scalability and robustness, this membership information service cannot be cen-
tralized but has to be a distributed service. The Mbus membership information service relies on
periodic Mbus broadcasts and serves three main functions:

• it provides each session member with the current set of Mbus entities and their Mbus
addresses;

• it enables each session member to maintain an up-to-date mapping of Mbus addresses to
UDP/IP endpoint addresses, which can be used for implementing the unicast optimization
as described inSection 6.2.1.4; and

• it serves as arendezvousfunction upon session initiation and joining of sessions: A new
session member immediately starts sending its periodic heartbeat messages, thus inform-
ing existing other members of its existence. At the same time, the new member learns
of the existence of the other members by receiving their heartbeats, without the need for
active queries.

Before Mbus entities can communicate with one another, they need to mutually find out
about their existence. After this bootstrap procedure that each Mbus entity goes through, all
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other entities listening to the same Mbus know about the newcomer and the newcomer has
learned about all the other entities. Furthermore, entities need to be able to notice the failure (or
leaving) of other entities, e.g., in a decomposed application, some modules may provide crucial
functions. If a controlling module detects that a crucial entity has left, it could notify the user
or terminate the whole application.

Each Mbus entity maintains an estimated number of Mbus session members and contin-
uously updates this number according to any observed changes. The existence and the de-
parture of other entities can be detected by dedicated Mbus messages for entity awareness:
mbus.hello andmbus.bye (Section 6.2.6.1). An Mbus protocol implementation period-
ically sendsmbus.hello messages that are used by other entities to monitor the existence
of that entity. If an entity has not receivedmbus.hello messages for a certain time from an
entity, the respective entity is considered to have left the Mbus and is excluded from the set of
currently known entities. Upon the reception of anmbus.bye message the respective entity
is considered to have left the Mbus as well and is excluded from the set of currently known
entities immediately.

The interval for sendinghello messages is dependent on the current number of entities
in an Mbus group and can thus change dynamically in order to avoid congestion due to many
entities sendinghello messages at a constant high rate.

Section 6.2.2.1specifies the calculation ofhello message intervals that are used by pro-
tocol implementations.Section 6.2.6.1presents the command synopsis for the corresponding
Mbus messages.

6.2.2.1 Hello Message Transmission Interval

Since the number of entities in an Mbus session may vary, care must be taken to allow the
Mbus protocol to automatically scale over a wide range of group sizes. Without adaptation, the
average rate at which hello messages are received would increase linearly with the number of
entities in a session. Given an interval of 1 second, this would mean that, in an Mbus session
with n entities, each entity would receive n hello messages per second. Assuming all entities
resided on one host, this would lead ton*n messages that have to be processed per second —
which is obviously not a viable solution for larger groups. It is therefore necessary to deploy
dynamically adapted hello message intervals, taking varying numbers of entities into account.
In the following, we present an algorithm that is used by implementors to calculate the interval
for hello messages considering the observed number of Mbus entities. The algorithm features
the following characteristics:

• The number ofhello messages that are received by a single entity in a certain time unit
remains approximately constant as the number of entities changes. For an Mbus session
on a single host, the processing effort for the host system would increase linearly (instead
of quadratically without adaptation) with the number of entities.

• The effective interval that is used by a specific Mbus entity is randomized in order to
avoid unintentional synchronization of hello messages within an Mbus session. The first
hello message of an entity is also delayed by a certain random amount of time.

• A timer reconsideration mechanism is deployed in order to adapt the interval more appro-
priately in situations where a rapid change of the number of entities is observed. This is
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useful when an entity joins an Mbus session and is still learning of the existence of other
entities or when a larger number of entities leave the Mbus at once.

The details of the timer calculation algorithms are described in[RFC3259].

6.2.3 Message Syntax

Figure 6.12depicts an example of a complete Mbus message providing multiple commands. In
addition to the message header and the message body, each Mbus message provides a leading
authentication line that contains a message digest (seeSection 6.2.4for details).

Figure 6.12: Mbus message syntax

An Mbus message comprises a header and a body. The header is used to indicate how and
where a message should be delivered and the body provides information and commands to the
destination entity. The following pieces of information are included in the header:

Protocol identifier: A fixed ProtocolID field identifies the version of the message bus protocol
used, currentlymbus/1.0 .

Sequence number:A sequence number is contained in each message. Sequence numbers are
decimal numbers in ASCII representation. The first message sent by a source provides
a sequence number of zero, which is incremented by one for each message sent by that
source. A single sequence number is used for all messages from a source, irrespective of
the intended recipients and the reliability mode selected. The value range of a sequence
number is (0,4294967295). An implementation must re-set its sequence number to 0 after
reaching 4294967295. Implementations must take into account that the sequence number
of other entities may wrap-around.

Timestamp: The Timestamp field is also contained in each message and contains a decimal
number representing the time of the message construction in milliseconds since 00:00:00,
UTC, January 1, 1970.
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Message type:A message type field indicates the kind of message being sent. The valueR
indicates that the message is to be transmitted reliably and must be acknowledged by the
recipient,U indicates an unreliable message, which must not be acknowledged.

Source address:The source address field identifies the sender of a message. This is a complete
Mbus address, with all address elements specified.

Destination address: The destination address field provides a single Mbus address that identi-
fies the intended recipient(s) of the message. The address may be wildcarded, i.e., partly
qualified, by omitting address elements and hence address any number (including zero)
of application entities. The destination address list may also be empty, i.e., denoting the
group of all Mbus entities in a session.

Acknowledgment List: The acknowledgment list field comprises a list of sequence numbers
for which this message is an acknowledgment. If the message does not acknowledge any
other message, this list is empty.

The header is represented by a single line of text, and the header fields are separated by
whitespace. The detailed syntax specification is provided by RFC 3259.Figure 6.13depicts a
sample Mbus message header.

mbus/1.0 32 127330077 U (app:mbussh id:2090-0@192.168.2.1) \
(id:2091-0@192.168.2.1 app:foo) (17)

Figure 6.13: Sample Mbus header

The header is followed by the message body, which contains zero or more commands to be
delivered to the destination entities. If multiple commands are contained within the same Mbus
message payload, they must be delivered to the Mbus application in the same sequence in which
they appear in the message payload.

An Mbus command provides a command name and a parameter list (which may be empty).
We have defined a context-free grammar that allows uniquely encoding different parameter
types in text representation. The notation has been inspired bySymbolic Expressions(S-
expressions) [McCarthy60][Rivest97], which are used by the Lisp programming language and
its derivates such as Scheme for representing expressions in programs. S-expressions are a data
structuring mechanism for representing arbitrary complex data structures. They are suited for
a text-based coordination protocol, because they allow for efficiently notating hierarchically
structured expressions. Hence, expressions can be parsed by receivers without having to un-
derstand the semantics of a message — implementing the concept ofself-describing messages
that we have also noticed in our description of TIBCO Rendezvous (Section 4.3.1). For Mbus
expressions, the fundamental data type is thelist type. A list is a collection of param-
eters of different types, includinglist parameters of arbitrary length. Other data types that
are defined arestring , symbol , and the numerical typesinteger and float . Opaque
binary data can be encoding using the typedata , and values of this type are represented using
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the Base64-encoding[RFC1521]. The syntax specification for Mbus commands and command
parameters is provided by RFC3259.

tool.rat.codec ("GSM" "Mono" "8-kHz")
sample.msg ("string" SYMBOL 1 3.14 <bdbdhj>)
sample.nested ((key1 "value 1") (key2 "value2"))

Figure 6.14: Sample Mbus commands

Figure 6.14depicts three sample Mbus commands with parameters. The command
tool.rat.codec provides a parameter list of three parameters that are all of typestring .
The commandsample.msg provides a parameter list of five parameters. The first parameter
is of typestring , the second parameter is of typesymbol , the third parameter is of type
integer , the fourth parameter is of typefloat , and the fifth parameter is of typedata .
The commandsample.nested provide a parameter list of two parameters of typelist .
Each of the two list parameters provides an element of typesymbol and an element of type
string .

6.2.4 Security

In Section 3.2.10, we have described security threats that we have to consider for the Mbus
protocol, and we have derived the following security services that have to be provided by the
transport protocol:

• message authentication;

• message integrity; and

• confidentiality.

Obviously, providing these security services is associated with a cost — the main factor is
the computational overhead required by cryptographic algorithms, and another cost factor is a
potentially increased message size for additional header fields. In order to meet theefficiency
requirements (Section 3.2.5) and in order not to preclude the usability of Mbus for systems
with limited computational resources, we have created a security framework providing funda-
mental mechanisms for security functions that can be employed by applications requiring the
corresponding services. In general, all Mbus security functions rely on symmetric (shared-
key) cryptography and not (computationally more demanding) public-key cryptography. For
example, we provide mechanisms for message encryption however, we do notrequireprotocol
implementations to use encryption, and we do not restrict the protocol to use specific algorithms.

Authenticationandmessage integrityare the most critical Mbus security features. The Inter-
net multicast service model provides a rather loose coupling of members in a multicast session
and does not provide any group security or membership management functions at all. For ex-
ample, any host on the Internet can send to a multicast group without even being a member of
the group — provided that global multicast routing is in place.
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The fact that the Mbus protocol is only intended to be used in local networks, does not ex-
clude the possibility that some other hosts send messages to the same multicast group and the
corresponding port. This is especially a problem when administrative multicast scoping is not
in place, and any host can send to the global scope by setting the multicast-TTL field corre-
spondingly. For an application coordination protocol such as Mbus, it is an absolute necessity
to guarantee (by the use of strong cryptography) that only authorized communication peers can
gain control of application components that are executed on behalf of a user. In order to pre-
vent accidental or malicious disturbance of Mbus communications through messages originated
by applications from other users and in order to be able to detect third-party manipulation of
messages in transit, message authentication is deployed as a mandatory feature that has to be
supported by every Mbus implementation. For each message, a digest is calculated that is based
on the value of a shared secret key value. Receivers of messages check if the sender belongs
to the same Mbus security domain by re-calculating the digest and comparing it to the received
value. The messages are only processed further if both values are equal. In order to be able to
tolerate different simultaneous Mbus sessions at a given scope, e.g., belonging to different users
that accidentally use the same address/port number configuration, and in order to compensate
defective implementations of host local multicast, message authentication must be provided by
conforming implementations. We describe the details of the Mbus authentication mechanism in
Section 6.2.4.1.

Privacy of Mbus message transport can be achieved by optionally using symmetric encryp-
tion methods (Section 6.2.4.2). Each message may be encrypted using an additional shared
secret key and a symmetric encryption algorithm. Encryption is optional for applications, i.e., it
is allowed to configure an Mbus domain not to use encryption. But conforming implementations
must provide the possibility to use message encryption (see below). The exact order of applying
authentication and encryption functions at senders and receivers is described inSection 6.2.4.3.

Message authentication and encryption can be parameterized by parameters such as the
algorithms to apply and the keys to use. These and other parameters are defined in an Mbus
configuration object that is accessible by all Mbus entities that participate in an Mbus session. In
order to achieve interoperability, conforming implementations typically use the values provided
by such an Mbus configuration.Section 6.2.5defines the mandatory and optional parameters
as well as storage procedures for different platforms. Only in cases where none of the options
mentioned inSection 6.2.5is applicable, alternative methods of configuring Mbus protocol
entities may be deployed.

6.2.4.1 Message Authentication

For authentication of messages, hashed message authentication codes (HMACs) as described in
RFC 2104[RFC2104]are deployed. In general, implementations can choose between a number
of digest algorithms. For Mbus authentication, the HMAC algorithm is applied in the following
way:

• The keyed hash value is calculated using the HMAC algorithm specified in RFC 2104.
The specific hash algorithm and the secret hash key are obtained from the Mbus configu-
ration (seeSection 6.2.5).

• The keyed hash values are truncated to 96 bits (12 bytes).
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• Subsequently, the resulting 12 bytes are Base64-encoded, resulting in 16 Base64-encoded
characters (using the Base64-encoding algorithm as specified in RFC 1521[RFC1521]).

Either MD5 [RFC1321] or SHA-1 [NIST95] is used for message authentication codes
(MACs). SHA-1 is the mandatory baseline implementation.

Message authentication is also the basis for preventing replay attacks. Aura has presented a
set of design principles for avoiding replay attacks in[Aura97]. Essentially, replay attacks can
be prevented by binding the messages to their correct context, thus enabling receivers to detect
and discard replayed messages. This can be achieved by including enough information into the
messages that allow a receiver to correlate them to a specific state of a protocol run, i.e., by
tagging messages with an unique identification.

For Mbus sessions that can be quite long-lived, we rely on the sequence number and on the
timestamp of the Mbus message header as unique identification characteristics. Both header
fields change for every message that is generated by a sending entity. A receiver can thus use
this information to correlate a received message to a protocol run context and detect a replayed
message, e.g., by comparing the sequence number to the sequence number of the last message
that has been received from the respective sender.

Note that even though the sequence numbers of received messages per source do not neces-
sarily have to increase by one for each received message (because the sender may send unicast
messages to other entities between any two messages and because message may simply be lost
or intercepted), this mechanism still provides sufficient protection against replay attacks, be-
cause a receiver would never deliver a message twice. The message authentication provides
integrity, i.e., it is not possible for an attacker to change the sequence number unnoticed. Re-
play attacksbetweensessions cannot be completely excluded, as the sequence number context
is local to a specific session for each entity.1 However, the message timestamp allows receivers
correlating messages to a protocol run with respect to the sending time, which reduces the pos-
sibilities for an attacker to inject recorded messages from a previous session.

6.2.4.2 Message Encryption

Encryption of messages is optional, which means an Mbus session may be configured not to
use encryption. Implementations can choose between different encryption algorithms. The
mandatory baseline encryption algorithm is AES (Advanced Encryption Standard, [NIST01]).
In addition, the following algorithms can optionally be supported: DES (Data Encryption Stan-
dard, [NIST99]), 3DES (triple DES, [NIST99]) and IDEA[Schneier96].

6.2.4.3 Applying Authentication and Encryption to Messages

In the following, we describe the operations that senders and receivers perform with respect
to encryption and message digest calculation. In many protocols that employ encryption and
authentication by the use of message digests, a digest is calculated for theunencryptedmessage,
and the encrypted payload contains the original message and the calculated message digest.

1RFC 3259 requires implementations initially setting their sequence number counter to zero. In order to make
the protocol more robust against replay attacks, a random initial sequence number would be more appropriate.
This will be adopted by a future specification.
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The motivation is that a receiver can then decrypt the message and, by re-calculating the digest
for the un-encrypted message, verify that the decryption was successful without analyzing the
message itself.

For the Mbus protocol, we have deliberately chosen another approach. The Mbus protocol
relies on a standardized default multicast address and port number. These parameters are used
unless a session is explicitly configured differently. This means, the probability that more than
one user on a given network link is using the same transport address configuration cannot be
neglected, which is also the reason why authentication is mandatory for Mbus implementations.
If encryption is used and a receiver had to decrypt every message first before being able to check
the authenticity of the message, many messages would have to be decrypted before eventually
being discarded.

For efficiency reasons, we are therefore calculating the digest forencryptedmessages, thus
enabling receivers to verify the authenticity of a message before having to decrypt it first. In
order to verify that the message has been decrypted successfully, a receiver can look at the first
4 bytes of the message that is the protocol identifier as described inSection 6.2.3.

A sender performs the following operations:

1. If encryption is enabled, the message is encrypted using the configured algorithm and
the configured encryption key. Padding (adding extra-characters) for block-ciphers is
applied as described inSection 6.2.4.2. If encryption is not enabled, the message is left
unchanged.

2. Subsequently, a message authentication code (MAC) for the (encrypted) message is cal-
culated using the configured HMAC algorithm and the configured hash key.

3. The MAC is then converted to Base64 encoding, resulting in 16 Base64-characters as
described inSection 6.2.4.1.

4. At last, the sender constructs the final message by placing the (encrypted) message after
the base64-encoded MAC and aCRLF(carriage return/line feed).

A receiver applies the following operations to a message that it has received:

1. Separate the base64-encoded MAC from the (encrypted) message and decode the MAC.

2. Re-calculate the MAC for the message using the configured HMAC- algorithm and the
configured hash key.

3. Compare the original MAC with re-calculated MAC. If they differ, the message is dis-
carded without further processing.

4. If encryption is enabled, the message is decrypted using the configured algorithm and the
configured encryption key. Trailing octets with a value of 0 are removed. If the message
does not start with the string “mbus/” the message is discarded without further processing.

Figure 6.15depicts the operating sequence for sending and receiving an encrypted and au-
thenticated message.
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Figure 6.15: Applying the Mbus security functions

6.2.5 Configuration of Mbus Transport Parameters

An Mbus protocol implementation requires a few Mbus session parameters that must be known
in advance, i.e., before the Mbus session is joined. Any implementation has to be configurable
with the following parameters:

Configuration version: The version number of the given configuration entity. Version num-
bers allow implementations to check if they can process the entries of a given configu-
ration entity. Version numbers are integer values. The version number for the version
specified in RFC 3259 is 1.

Encryption key: The secret key used for message encryption.

Hash key: The hash key used for message authentication.

Scope: The multicast scope to be used for the sent messages.

In addition for these mandatory parameters we have defined the following optional parame-
ters:

IP-address: The non-standard multicast address (IPv4 or IPv6) to use for message transport.
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Use of broadcast: It can be specified whether IP broadcast should be used. If broadcast has
been configured, implementations use the network broadcast address instead of the stan-
dard or a explicitly configured multicast address for all messages that are not sent to a
fully qualified destination address.

UDP port number: The non-standard UDP port number to use for sending messages via IP
multicast or IP broadcast.

Currently available Mbus implementations obtain these parameters either from a config-
uration file or from a registry database (e.g., for the Microsoft Windows family of operating
systems). RFC 3259 specifies the syntax of the configuration fields.Figure 6.16depicts an
sample Mbus configuration file.

[MBUS]
CONFIG_VERSION=1
HASHKEY=(HMAC-MD5-96,MTIzMTU2MTg5MTEy)
ENCRYPTIONKEY=(DES,MTIzMTU2MQ==)
SCOPE=HOSTLOCAL
ADDRESS=224.255.222.239
PORT=47000

Figure 6.16: Sample Mbus configuration file

It should be noted that this configuration must a) be known to all anticipated Mbus session
members in advance and that b) the configuration cannot be changedduring a session. In
Section 6.4, we present an approach for distributing such as a Mbus configuration, e.g., in order
to integrate other entities into a session that do not know the current configuration beforehand.

6.2.6 Mandatory Mbus Commands

The Mbus transport specification defines a set of mandatory baseline commands that are sup-
ported by every implementation.Table 6.2provides an overview of the Mbus commands that
are briefly described inSection 6.2.6.1andSection 6.2.6.2. [RFC3259]provides the complete
specification.

6.2.6.1 Commands for Membership Management

The Mbus command for the periodic heartbeat messages is calledmbus.hello . It is sent to
the empty Mbus address, i.e., to all entities, using the time interval calculation rules that are
specified inSection 6.2.2.1.

In larger Mbus sessions, the timer interval calculation will yield intervals in the order of
several seconds, which is useful for scalability reasons but can delay the coupling of two entities
on start-up, e.g., in scenarios, where one entity joins a large Mbus session and is depending on
the existence of another entity to continue.
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Table 6.2: Mandatory Mbus commands

Command Name Purpose Described in
mbus.hello periodic heartbeat message Section 6.2.6.1
mbus.ping explicit member query messageSection 6.2.6.1
mbus.bye leave indication Section 6.2.6.1

mbus.quit termination request Section 6.2.6.1
mbus.waiting synchronization request Section 6.2.6.2

mbus.go synchronization acknowledgmentSection 6.2.6.2

The mbus.ping command can be used to solicit other entities to signal their existence
by replying with anmbus.hello message. The replymbus.hello message is delayed for
hello delay milliseconds, wherehello delay is a randomly chosen number between
0 andc hello min (defined as 1000 ms in[RFC3259]). Severalmbus.ping messages
can be answered by a singlembus.hello message: if one or more furthermbus.ping
messages are received while the entity is waitinghello delay time units before transmitting
the mbus.hello message, no extrambus.hello message need to be scheduled for those
additionalmbus.ping messages. Thembus.ping message can be sent to an Mbus multicast
address in order to query a group of entities.

When an entity leaves an Mbus session, other entities will notice this by the expiration of
their timers for the entity’smbus.hello messages. Again, in larger session the timeout will be
several seconds and can thus delay an entity that is waiting for another entity to leave. Moreover,
depending on thembus.hello timer expiration alone does not allow for distinguishing proper
termination of entities and failures such as system crashes or network link failures.

Mbus entities can therefore send thembus.bye message as an indication that they are
leaving a session. Thembus.bye message is broadcast to all entities. In addition, an entity
can request other entities to terminate themselves (and detach from the Mbus) by sending the
mbus.quit message. Whether this request is honoured by receiving entities or not is appli-
cation specific. Thembus.quit message can be multicast or sent reliably to a single Mbus
entity.

6.2.6.2 Commands for Synchronization

The Mbus transport layer provides a simple synchronization mechanism that can be used to
synchronize two entities, e.g., at an application start-up phase, where one entity suspends its
operation until another entity has signaled that a certain condition has been satisfied.

Thembus.waiting message can be sent to a single entity or a group of entities, express-
ing that the sender is waiting for a certain condition to be satisfied. The condition is specified as
an argument of thembus.waiting command (of typesymbol ). The name of the symbol is
application dependent. An entity that receives thembus.waiting message and can fulfill the
condition specified by the argument returns anmbus.go message to the original sender that
is sent reliably (using Mbus unicast). Thembus.go command provides the same condition
symbol as the originalmbus.waiting message.

The mbus.waiting message can be sent as a soft-state message, i.e., it can be sent re-
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peatedly until the condition has been satisfied by another entity. For example, an entity that
does not know, which other entity can satisfy its waiting condition can simply broadcast or
multicast periodicmbus.waiting messages until the condition can be satisfied.Figure 6.17
in Section 6.2.7depicts an Mbus message exchanges, where an entity usesmbus.waiting to
synchronize with another entity.

6.2.7 Sample Mbus Session

Figure 6.17 depicts a set of Mbus message exchanges between two Mbus en-
tities (app:video-tool module:control) and (app:video-tool
module:engine) during an Mbus session. Note thatmbus.hello and mbus.bye
messages are actually broadcast to all entities and not sent explicitly to a single entity.

In this example, the control module is sending anmbus.ping to query the engine mod-
ule. For a better presentation in the diagram, we have provided the destination address of the
mbus.ping message as a command parameter to clarify that is neither broadcast nor unicast
to the engine module. In reality, thembus.ping message does not provide any parameter;
instead the corresponding Mbus message simply provides an appropriate destination address.
In many cases, this will be a partly qualified address, as the sender will usually not know the
complete Mbus address of the desired addressee — otherwise there would be no need to send
anmbus.ping query.

The engine module answers with anmbus.hello message (that would be broadcast to all
entities). The control engine sends anmbus.waiting indication, expressing that it waits for
thevideo-device condition to be fulfilled.

The condition cannot satisfied immediately, so the control module repeats the correspond-
ing mbus.waiting (video-device) message until the engine module answers with
an mbus.go (video-device) . The message exchange provides the regular sending of
mbus.hello messages by both parties (that would be broadcast).

After some time, the control module requests the engine module to terminate itself by
sending it thembus.quit message. The engine module honors this request and sends a
mbus.bye message to indicate that it is about to leave the Mbus session.

6.3 Higher Layer Interactions

In Section 6.2, we have described the Mbus transport protocol. This includes the basic protocol
behavior, representation of messages and message elements and operational aspects, such as
Mbus configuration. While it is possible to build applications that layer directly on the basic
Mbus transport protocol, we have identified a set of frequently used interaction schemes that we
have generalized and described in more detail in a document entitledGuidelines for Application
Profile Writers[Kutscher01a].

Building on the basic Mbus transport protocol, we have developed and specified a set of
higher-layer interactions for peer-to-peer and for group communication in a guidelines docu-
ments for Mbus application designers that is intended to be used by applications. For example,
we have defined procedures for implementing commonly used interaction models with the Mbus
messaging layer, such as RPC communication (seeSection 4.1.1) and event subscription and
notification.
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Figure 6.17: Sample Mbus message exchange with synchronization

The main objective for these higher layer services is to provide a foundation for the develop-
ment of so-calledMbus application profiles(Mbus profiles): application-specific descriptions
of the usage of the Mbus mechanisms that typically provide a list of command definitions, a
description of address element semantics etc. For example, we have defined theMbus Call
Control Profile, specifying how to interact with call control engines of conferencing systems
that we describe inSection 9.3. TheMbus Guidelinescover four main aspects:

Terminology and representation conventions:Building upon the representation of values
given in the Mbus transport specification we have defined additional representations for
more complex data types that are frequently used for the specification of Mbus application
profiles. These definitions are documented in[Kutscher01a].

Notational conventions: In addition,[Kutscher01a]provides a set of conventions that can be
used for writingMbus application profiles, such as recommendations how to specify the
characteristics of an Mbus command.

Usage of Mbus Addresses:In Section 6.3.1, we describe the usage of Mbus addresses and
addressing schemes for specific applications and provide a list of conventions that we
have followed in specifying application profiles.
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Interaction models: The transport specification essentially defines one interaction model for
the Mbus: Message passing (with support for group communication). InSection 6.3.2we
describe conventions and protocols for additional interaction models that can be imple-
mented with the basic Mbus message passing mechanisms.

Management of control relationships: In order to increase robustness for Mbus-based group
communication scenario, we have formalized the notion ofcontrol relationships. For ex-
ample, a service providing entity can require another entity to explicitly register as acon-
troller before being allowed to send control commands and to receive event notifications.
In Section 6.3.3, we present different types of control relationships and corresponding
Mbus commands for managing these relationships.

We define the following common Mbus related terms that are used in the following discus-
sion:

Mbus application profile: An Mbus application profileis a specification of Mbus addressing
conventions, Mbus commands, their semantics and characteristics for a specific applica-
tion context.

Fully qualified Mbus address: A fully qualified Mbus addressis a unique Mbus address for
an Mbus session that denominates exactly one specific existing Mbus entity at a given
time and can thus not be expanded further.

Mbus addressing scheme:An Mbus addressing schemeis a set of Mbus address keys and
possible address values. AnMbus application profiledefinition typically provides a spec-
ification of a corresponding addressing scheme.

6.3.1 Usage of Mbus Addresses

As discussed inSection 6.2, Mbus addresses are lists of arbitrary key/value pairs and every
Mbus entity can choose its own Mbus address. Destination Mbus addresses can be partly
qualified to allow for group addressing or selecting receivers by certain application specific
key elements that represent a certain application or service type. Except for the mandatory
id-element the Mbus transport specification (Section 6.2.1.1) does not define any other el-
ements. Mbus application profilesdefine application-specific address elements and describe
useful values for the address elements that allow for identifying application components in a
meaningful way and allow for group communication between the intended set of application
components. For example, for development of Mbus-based conferencing systems, we have
defined the address elements

• app for denoting the application;

• media for denoting the media type (within a multimedia conference) the application is
used for; and

• module for distinguishing individual modules of a single application component.
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In this architecture, a complete multimedia conferencing endpoint would consist of mul-
tiple application entities, each of which possibly provides different modules that perform in-
dividual functions. For example, the audio tool RAT (see alsoSection 10.1.2) is an appli-
cation that consists of three components: an audio data transport and rendering/recording
engine (module:engine ), a user interface engine (module:ui ) and a coordinating con-
troller (module:control ). In addition, all three components provide the address elements
(app:rat media:audio ). In a conferencing system that employs this addressing concept,
it is possible to rely on Mbus group communication mechanisms, e.g., for the following pur-
poses:

• a destination address of(module:engine) can be used to send a message to all trans-
port and rendering engines, e.g., for synchronizing playback or for implementing floor-
control;

• a destination address of(module:ui) can be used to send a message to all user in-
terface components, e.g., in order to coordinate graphical user interface components for
providing an integrated user interface;

• a destination address of(app:rat) can be used to send a message to all components
of the RAT application, e.g., in order to coordinate these components by a super-ordinate
controller.

Figure 6.18depicts a fully qualified Mbus address and three partly qualified Mbus addresses
that could be used to communicate in a corresponding Mbus session.

(conf:test media:audio module:engine app:rat id:42-1@10.10.1.1)
(media:audio module:engine)
(module:engine)
()

Figure 6.18: Sample fully qualified Mbus address and three partly qualified Mbus addresses

In addition to the addressing concept itself, a profile definition would typically also associate
interface definitions to address elements, e.g., by specifying a set of mandatory commands
that must be understood by all components of type(module:engine) . As depicted by the
example above, Mbus application profile definitions typically specify a set of useful address
element names and values for a specific application context. These address elements might
be used to offer a particular service to other entities and to disambiguate entities sufficiently.
Address elements might also be used to express membership of a certain Mbus address group.
When it is known that an entity will always send certain messages to a specific address group,
an entity will have to provide the corresponding address elements (with proper keys and values)
to become a member of that group. Note that while a single Mbus entity is bound to exactly one
Mbus address, an application program may choose to instantiate several Mbus interfaces, i.e.,
appear as multiple Mbus entities on the Mbus. In summary, Mbus addresses can be used for the
following purposes:
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1. to signal affiliation to an application context;

2. to offer a certain service; or

3. to receive messages for a certain subgroup (totune into a specific sub-channel on the
Mbus).

It is possible that, for a given application context, not every address element is to be used
by every involved Mbus entity. Instead some elements (or values) might be reserved for use by
service providing entitieswhile others might be required in order to receive messages that are
addressed to a certain subgroup. For example, an Mbus entity could be configured to always
send event notifications to a specific destination address, e.g.,type:client . In order to use
this entity in new application contexts and in order to receive corresponding event notifications,
interested receivers would have to adopt this address element for their own Mbus address.

Moreover, it should be noted that it might make sense for entities to adopt more than one
command profile and thus make use of more than one addressing scheme. An entity could
provide all address elements that are required by command profileA and additionally provide
all the required elements for profileB. For example, if an audio engine module in a conferencing
application does not only support the audio-specific Mbus command interface but also anRTP
Mbus interface, it is conceivable that this entity provides the address elements for conferencing
applications and additional elements that are specified in a correspondingRTP Mbus profile. Of
course, it is also conceivable that such an application component has multiple Mbus interfaces
with unique addresses (depending on the specific application requirements). The way the Mbus
addresses are used for an Mbus-based application is described by anMbus addressing scheme.
In the following, we present a list of guidelines how to specify an Mbus addressing scheme
for an Mbus application profile definition. In addition to these notational guidelines, we have
provided the following algorithms for processing Mbus addresses in applications or protocol
implementations:

Aggregation of Mbus Addresses:In an Mbus session Mbus entities learn of the existence of
other entities by the entity awareness mechanisms specified inSection 6.2.2. An im-
plementation can thus maintain a set of Mbus addresses (and, potentially, the mapping
to endpoint addresses). In order to send a message to a subset of all Mbus entities, an
implementation has the following options:

• It can send the message via Mbus-broadcast to all entities, taking into account that
the message is received and potentially processed by entities that are not a member
of the subset;

• it can send the message via Mbus-unicast to each entity that is a member of the de-
sired subset, taking wasted bandwidth and (potentially) additional processing times
for receiver-based filtering (if the messages are not sent via IP unicast) into account;
or

• it can determine a single Mbus group address that represents the entities of the subset
and send the message once using this group address as a destination address.
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Determining a single Mbus group address can be done byaggregatinga set of Mbus ad-
dresses into a single address that represents the original sets through wildcarding. Essen-
tially, such an address can be obtained by determining the intersection of the input Mbus
addresses, each of which is a set of address elements.Figure 6.19depicts an algorithm
that can be used to aggregate an arbitrary number of Mbus addresses into a single address.
The C++ functionaggregate takes an iterator range as an input parameter (the range
denotes a collection of Mbus addresses) and counts the occurrences of all Mbus address
elements in the Mbus addresses. Only those address elements that occur in every Mbus
address are adopted for the resulting Mbus address.2 Note that this algorithm can gener-
ate Mbus addresses representing more Mbus entities than specified by the iterator range.
For example, if the addresses to be aggregated do not provide at least one common Mbus
address element, this algorithm will yield the empty Mbus address() as a result.

An extended variant of this algorithm (not shown here) could determine a list of addresses
as a result, where the list would describe the desired subset of entities unambiguously. For
a set of addresses that do not provide a single common address element, this algorithm
would yield the input set of addresses as a result.

Figure 6.19: C++ function to aggregate a set of Mbus addresses into a single Mbus address

Expansion of Mbus Group Addresses:Applications or protocol implementations that want
to send a message via an Mbus-unicast to a group of entities that is represented by an
Mbus group address, i.e., a partly qualified address, need to determine the set of fully

2We have chosen this iterative algorithm because it has shown to be more efficient than a recursive algorithm,
e.g., using the C++ standard library functionset intersection .
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qualified Mbus addresses that is represented by the group address. An application of
a corresponding algorithm could be the implementation of a (simplistic) reliable Mbus-
multicast protocol, based on a sequence of reliable Mbus-unicast messages.

Figure 6.20depicts an algorithm that can be used to expand an Mbus group address to the
corresponding set of fully qualified Mbus addresses enclosed within the group address.
The C++ functionexpand takes the group address (a) and an output iterator (out ) for
the result addresses as arguments. The current set of known entities is stored in the vari-
ableentities . All the addresses inentities , for which a is a subset, are adopted
for the resulting set of fully qualified addresses.

Figure 6.20: C++ function to expand an Mbus group address into a set of corresponding fully
qualified addresses

6.3.2 Interaction Models

The general semantic model for Mbus commands is that commands are sent as payload of
messages from one peer to another receiving (group of) peer(s) in order to trigger some kind of
operation on the receiving side or to distribute the current soft-state of a given variable. On a
low level of abstraction, every Mbus command can be modeled like this. However on a higher
level of abstraction some classes of commands can be identified that are used to implement
specific Mbus communication scenarios. The following list describes these command classes
briefly:

Remote commands:Remote commands are used to trigger an asynchronous operation on the
target system. The command has a name that is associated with a certain operation on
the receiving side and can be sent together with a list of arguments (that can be empty)
that are interpreted by the receiver. The name and the type definition of the command are
specified in an Mbus application profile definition. SeeSection 6.3.2.1for a discussion
of generic remote commands.

Mbus Remote Procedure Calls:RPC-commands allow associating an operation at a remote
entity with an Mbus command and are used when a caller expects a result message from
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the callee that can return result parameters of the remote procedure/function call. We have
defined different types of RPC-commands that are discussed in detail inSection 6.3.2.2.

Transactions: Transactions are similar to remote commands because they are also used to
trigger a remote operation. Additionally, transactions are used in scenarios where the
caller is interested in how/whether the remote operation has been performed. In general,
characteristics of transactions are atomicity (recoverability), consistency, isolation (seri-
alizability) and durability (seeSection 4.1). We have defined a protocol that supports
atomicity, consistency, and isolation. Durability cannot be provided by the protocol it-
self, i.e., applications have to provide additional mechanisms to guarantee durability. See
Section 6.3.2.3for a detailed discussion of transactions.

Properties: Obtaining the value of a named property of another Mbus entity is a variant of an
RPC-style command: One command is sent that represents a query and one command is
returned to the caller that contains the value. Setting the value of a named variable is a
simple remote command with a parameter for the new value.

Event notifications: An entity that frequently sends messages to inform other entities of cer-
tain events sends a command for each state change (or after a certain interval) to a (group
of) receiver(s). These commands are similar to the simple remote commands because
they are also sent asynchronously.

Contexts: Instead of short time interactions between entities that can be accomplished by RPCs
and other command classes, contexts allow for more persistent relationships between
entities. Contexts are scopes for coherent commands that are to be exchanged within a
long-term interaction. Contexts provide the service of assigning a name to an interaction
context that allows disambiguating Mbus interactions that use the same commands but
refer to different contexts at the same time.

Note that, in the following, we will only describe Mbus RPCs and Transactions in detail.
For a description of Mbus Properties, Event Notifications and Contexts, the reader is referred to
[Kutscher01a].

6.3.2.1 Remote Commands

Simple remote commands (that do not belong to any of the other classes) require no special pro-
cedures or conventions besides the general recommendations for Mbus command definitions:
They are defined in self-contained profile definitions, where their applicability, the command
name and the command arguments are documented.

Figure 6.21: Sample Mbus remote command interaction
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Figure 6.21depicts a sample Mbus command (the Mbus message headers are not shown).
The commandtools.rat.volume() could be used as a soft-state update of the current
output volume and could be sent periodically to a sub-group of entities in an Mbus session. The
message depicted inFigure 6.21is an Mbus unicast message, however remote commands can
also be sent to entity groups.

6.3.2.2 Mbus Remote Procedure Calls

There are Mbus commands that are not intended as soft-state updates, which are sent either on
request or without solicitation to a group of potentially interested receivers. It is often required
to trigger a well-defined remote operation on a well defined Mbus entity. Mbus commands that
are used to trigger remote operations on a receiver’s systems fall into the class of RPC commu-
nication mechanisms that we have described in detail inSection 4.1.1. For the development of
Mbus-based applications, we have identified the following characteristics of Mbus commands
that are used to trigger remote operations:

• There is astatic bindingbetween a command’s name and the associated operation. A
corresponding Mbus command name is associated with a well-defined effect that would,
for example, be defined in an Mbus profile definition.

• A sender must be able to send parameters together with the command name.

• A sender is interested in the result of the remote procedure invocation. There are different
classes of results that have to be distinguished:

– The Mbus does not rely on a strict static binding of command names to procedure
implementations as, e.g., ONC RPC does (seeSection 4.1.1). Instead, a sender can-
not verify that another entity really provides a procedure implementation for a given
command name, unless it tries to invoke the corresponding procedure. This means,
a sender has to be informed whether a remote procedure that has been specified in
a corresponding Mbus message has been called at all or whether it is not associated
with a procedure implementation.

– When the remote procedure has been called, the sender is typically interested in
results of the invocation. The results can be classified asstatus informationand
other result parameters. For example, in a database query, the procedure would yield
a status information indicating that the query has been successful and the requested
database record as additional parameters.

• The Mbus provide a completelyasynchronousmessage passing service. Because in asyn-
chronous communication scenarios, a request message is not necessarily immediately
followed by a corresponding response message, there is a need tocorrelateRPC answers
to the original requests. For example, when a sender sends out multiple RPC messages to
possibly different entities, there must be a way for a sender to correlate a received answer
to the correct command.

During the development of different Mbus-based applications, we have learned that many
Mbus commands with RPC-semantics provide these properties. These commands are often
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implemented as an Mbus command pair, i.e., one command for the remote procedure invocation
and one command for sending back results and status information, where the answer provides
some information that allows to refer to the original request. We have therefore generalized this
behavior and defined an Mbus command class namedMbus RPCs. Mbus RPCs are implemented
by a command-pair: One command (with arguments) triggers the remote procedure call and one
command represents the result. There are RPCs for Mbus “point-to-point” communication and
RPCs for Mbus group communication.

RPCs for Unicast Communication

RPCs commands are regular Mbus commands with a special parameter list. The first pa-
rameter of an RPC command is a protocol management list that is used for specifying the RPC
type (UNICAST, ANYCASTetc.) and a unique RPC ID for identifying RPCs and for correlat-
ing answers to requests. Unicast RPCs are sent using reliable Mbus messages (Section 6.2.1.5).
Multicast RPCs are described below.

The names of commands for returning RPC results are constructed using the name of the
request command and appending the string.return . The first parameter of an RPC return
command is also a management list. In addition to the RPC-ID the list provides general RPC
status information (whether the operation has been performed at all). The second argument
of an RPC return command is of type list and is a list of return parameters of the invoked
procedure. The return command is typically sent via reliable transport; however, the Mbus RPC
specification does not require this.Figure 6.22depicts a sample Mbus RPC interaction (the
Mbus message headers are not shown).

Figure 6.22: Sample Mbus RPC interaction

Although the processing of Mbus RPCs and answers to RPCs is implementation specific,
it can be expected that an RPC message is treated like any other message that is sent to the
Mbus: The message is sent asynchronously (using reliable message transport) and the protocol
implementation (respectively the application) continues with its normal operation, e.g., sending
of mbus.hello() messages, receiving and delivering other messages etc. until the answer
to the original RPC message has been received, which is then correlated to the request and de-
livered to the application. It should be noted that, in the presence ofMbus unicast optimization
(Section 6.2.1.4) andacknowledgment piggybacking(Section 6.2.1.5), the message exchange
for an Mbus RPC is quite efficient:

1. The sender sends the RPC in a reliable message to the destination address. The rules for
sending messages reliably specify that the destination address must be fully qualified and
thus denote a single entity. In this case, theMbus unicast optimizationapplies and the
message is sent as a reliable Mbus message via IP unicast to the destination entity.
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2. The destination entity receives the message. The acknowledgment rules for reliable mes-
sage transport require the entity to send back an acknowledgment. However, the optional
acknowledgment piggybackingrules allow for deferring the sending of the acknowledg-
ment for a short time. After the protocol implementation has delivered the RPC to the
application and the procedure has been called, the RPC return message is generated and
sent to the original sender.

3. Because the return message is by definition addressed to the original sender only, the
Mbus unicast optimizationapplies again and the message is sent via IP unicast to the
original sender. In addition, theacknowledgment piggybackingmechanism applies as
well, as the return message will (probably, depending on the implementation) be the first
unicast message that is sent to the original sender after the reliable RPC message has been
received. As a result, the acknowledgment is piggybacked onto the RPC return command.

Summarizing, we can state that an Mbus RPC interaction can effectively be realized by a
single message exchange, provided that an implementation supports the optional mechanisms
for unicast transport and acknowledgment piggybacking. InSection 8.2, we validate this propo-
sition by some simulation results.

Although the RPC paradigm is a fairly simple model, there are issues withidempotency,
especially in the presence of asynchronous communication and unreliable message transport.3

In general, remote procedure calls cannot be treated as function calls in the mathematical sense
that perform a calculation that is solely based on the function arguments and does not generate
any side-effects. Instead, remote procedure calls are typically dependent on state within their
execution environments and can change this state during their execution. As a result, it can
mean a huge difference whether a remote procedure in invoked once, twice or not at all. For
example, let us consider a remote procedure that is used to initiate a call at a call signaling
engine of a distributed IP telephony endpoint: a user who issues a corresponding RPC would
certainly want to establish exactly one call to the specified callee, not multiple (or none).

Another important property in this regard isconsistency: not only do we want to exclude the
possibility that an RPC is called multiple time accidentally, but we also want to ensure that both
caller and callee have the same view about the number of invocations. For example, a caller
who issues the call initiation RPC has to know whether the corresponding message has resulted
in a call set-up or not.

When we analyze the Mbus RPC mechanism with respect to these requirements, we can
make the following observations. Note that the termRPC messagerefers to an Mbus message
containing an Mbus RPC command, whereas the termRPC commandrefers to the Mbus com-
mand of an Mbus RPC message that is structured as described in the aforementioned rules for
Mbus RPC communication.

• In general, the Mbus message sequence number prevents message duplication and unin-
tended multiple invocations of a remote procedure.

• In the presence of transmission failures for the RPC message, the Mbus reliable transport
mechanisms would trigger re-transmissions of the RPC message. Even if a retransmis-
sion is caused by an acknowledgment that has been sent but not been received, the Mbus

3It should be noted that these problems do not only apply to RPC communication, but to any interaction type,
where requests are sent that are associated to some form of remote operation.
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message identification as describe above would prevent multiple deliveries of the corre-
sponding message.

• In case the RPC message cannot be delivered at all, i.e., when all re-transmissions have
failed, the sender application will be notified by the Mbus transport layer and the RPC
can be classified as failed.

• Only in cases where the RPC messagehasbeen received at the callee but the caller has
received none of the acknowledgments, inconsistencies can arise. In this case, the caller
will assume that the RPC message transmission has failed and that the corresponding pro-
cedure has not been invoked, whereas in fact in has been invoked, but the result message
(and the acknowledgment) have never arrived at the caller’s side. In this case, the caller
will retransmit the RPC message but the callee will ignore each of the retransmissions
because the message has already been received and processed. In these scenarios, send-
ing the RPC return command in a reliable Mbus message can increase the reliability. In
this case, the RPC callee can at least verify that a return commandhasbeen received. (It
cannot definitely tell that it hasnot been received when this command has not been ac-
knowledged, because of the same difficulty in determining failure situations on the basis
of missing acknowledgments in two-way-handshake scenarios.

• In those cases, where inconsistencies arise because a caller has considered an RPC com-
mand as failed, as the return command and/or the acknowledgment has not been received,
robustness can be increased by imposing the following additional rules:

1. An RPC callee maintains a list of received (and processed) RPCs by storing their
identifiers.

2. An RPC caller that has considered a sent RPC command as failed because no return
command or acknowledgment has been received, usesthe sameRPC identifier in
subsequent attempts to invoke the RPC.

3. The callee notices the new attempt by comparing the RPC identifier with the ones
that are stored in its RPC ID table. When the callee detects a new attempt to invoke
an RPC that has already been invoked, it notifies the caller by sending a correspond-
ing RPC return command.

This enhancement is essentially a second layer of duplicate detection and does of course
not solve the fundamental problem that we have to face here: the difficulty of reaching
consistency of a message delivery status in asynchronous communication scenarios with
a limited number of handshakes. We have not implemented this last enhancement but rely
on another strategy for the detection of communication problems in the context of RPC
communication: In cases where a series of retransmissions or retransmitted acknowledg-
ments cannot be delivered, there is a high probability that the communication between
the two involved entities itself is disturbed. An Mbus entity is likely to notice this on
the basis of irregularities in the reception of the periodicmbus.hello() messages and
can thus notify the application that in turn can run specific connectivity tests (e.g., by the
means ofmbus.ping() messages) or terminate the session completely.

In Section 6.3.2.3we present another approach for increasing the robustness for RPC-based
communication in Mbus sessions.
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RPC Communication with Multiple Entities

Relying on the general model of remote procedure invocation, where an Mbus command is
used to trigger a remote operation and a corresponding return command needs to be correlated
to the original RPC command, we have considered different scenarios for RPCs that are not
addressed to a single entity, but to a group of entities. This means, we are using the general
Mbus RPC command syntax, but deviate from the principle that an RPC can only be sent to
exactly one entity. We distinguish three different command classes for RPC communication
with multiple entities: Anycasts, Group RPCs with multiple responses, Group RPCs with a
coordinated result:

Anycast: In general,anycastis communication between a single sender and the topographi-
cally nearest of several receivers in a group. For example, IPv6 has an anycast mechanism
to locate routers that are closest to a given host[RFC2373]. For Mbus communication,
we have adopted theanycastparadigm as follows: A sender of an anycast RPC wants the
corresponding operation to be performed byanyof the addressees, and it does not care
which particular entity of the destination address group performs the operation. However,
the RPC shall be invoked exactly once. The representation of the RPC and the return com-
mand is the same as for the unicast RPC model, however the exact procedure differs as
follows:

• The RPC command is sent in a message that is addressed to a group of receivers,
and as multicast message, it is sent using unreliable Mbus transport. The destination
address should represent at least one entity in the current Mbus session.

• The management information list of the RPC command provides an entry with key
RPC-TYPEand valueANYCAST.

• Those of the receiving entities that want to respond to the RPC and are able to per-
form the requested operation return astandby command in order to signal their
disposition to provide the service. The name of the command is the RPC command
name concatenated with.standby . The first argument is again a management
information list that contains the originalRPC-ID . The destination address of this
command is an aggregate of the sender address and the destination address of the
RPC and is therefore sent unreliably. SeeSection 6.3.1for a description of an ad-
dress aggregation algorithm. It should be noted thatsuppressionof standby com-
mands is not provided by the Anycast RPC protocol; instead callers are required
to send Anycast RPC to a sufficiently qualified destination address that limits the
group of receivers to an appropriate size (which is application-dependent).

• After a timeoutT anycast , the entity that originally sent the RPC message selects
one of the entities that answered with astandby command and sends the RPC
again (in a new message). This message is sent using reliable Mbus message trans-
port. The management information list of the command contains an additional entry
with a keyREFERENCE. The value is the sequence number of the received standby
message.

• The entity that receives the second RPC message now operates as specified for the
regular unicast RPC case.
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Figure 6.23: Sample Anycast interaction

Figure 6.23provides an example of a simplified anycast interaction. Note that the first
RPC message and the correspondingstandby messages are actually multicast mes-
sages. The finalreturn command from callee B is abbreviated.

One RPC, more than one result command:While Mbus RPCs and Mbus Anycast RPCs are
used to trigger exactly one invocation of a remote procedure, we also allow for RPC com-
mands that are sent to a group of entities and that trigger a procedure invocation at each of
the receivers. In essence, the interaction model is similar to aRemote Command(Section
6.3.2.1) that is multicast to an entity group, where each of the receivers responds to the
original sender by sending a unicast message with the individual result. The difference
to this latter model is that we use the Mbus RPC command syntax in order to correlate
responses to requests and to represent parameter and result lists. We have defined the
following conventions for RPCs that are sent to a group of entities where each entity
responds independently:

• The sender uses a group address as the Mbus destination address of the RPC mes-
sage.

• The command meta-information list provides an entry with keyRPC-TYPEand
valueMULTICAST.

• The sending entity sends the RPC in a message addressed to an Mbus address group
using unreliable Mbus message transport and calculates the set of unique Mbus ad-
dresses (using the algorithm described inSection 6.3.1) of the entities that are en-
closed in the destination address group. This list is used to determine the set of
Mbus entities that should answer the message.

• The receiving entities operate as specified for the regular unicast RPC case, i.e.
they try performing the operation and report the results to the sender of the RPC.
The destination address of the result message is the address of the sender, and the
message is sent reliably.

• After an application dependent timeout, the entity that originally sent the RPC eval-
uates the received results. The procedure of how return parameters are gathered,
collapsed and presented to the user is application/implementation specific. In addi-
tion, the application specific rules have to define, how many responses have to be
received in total. For example, not every intended receiver may have received the
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request message, and not every receiver may support the corresponding operation.
For some application scenarios, it can be sufficient to receive at least one response,
whereas for others, all addressed Mbus entities should respond (based on the address
list generated at the time of sending).

In order to have each entity of a group of entities invoke a remote procedure, a calling
application could alternatively determine the set of Mbus entities that are described by
a group address and send an RPCUNICAST message to each of the entities. While
this imposes the overhead of sending each RPC multiple times, it also provides a higher
degree of reliability and a more precise control of the effective group of receivers:

• each RPC message is sent independently, using reliable Mbus transport; and

• the caller can identify the set of receivers precisely, where forMULTICASTRPCs
that rely on receiver-based filtering, it is always possible that an entity joins or leaves
the destination group just after the RPC message has been sent. This does not nec-
essarily have to be problematic, but applications have to be prepared that the exact
group of receivers cannot be determined.

In summary,MULTICASTRPCs are a simple adaptation of the RPC command syntax
to Mbus multicast scenarios and provide a less reliable way to invoke remote procedures.
For reliable remote procedure calls at multiple entities, the sending of multipleUNICAST
RPC messages is preferable, albeit less efficient.

One RPC, coordinated result: We have defined one other class of RPC-based interactions
that also relies on the sending of RPCs to a group address: the RPC classCOORDINATED.
For this type of RPC interaction, a sender sends an RPC message to a group of entities
and expects each entity to perform the operation but expects only one result message
that represents all results of the addressed group. For example, this RPC class could be
employed by a controller in a signaling gateway that wants to decide how to process an
incoming call. The signaling gateway provides a set ofpolicy modules, each of which
can make independent decisions based on an individual rule set. Instead of locating each
policy module, issuing aUNICASTRPC and evaluating the results of all RPCs, the con-
troller could send aCOORDINATEDRPC to the group of all policy modules in the system,
say to the Mbus address(module:policy) , and have the policy modules coordinate
themselves and provide the caller with an aggregated result of all RPCs.

This approach simplifies the development of components such as the controller in the
example, because the application logic for distributed decision making does not have
to be hard-wired into the controller (i.e., the component that is only interested in the
decision) but can be provided by the components that have a knowledge of the RPC’s
semantics anyway. The operations that are associated withCOORDINATEDRPCs are
typically operations that generate an “interesting” result. They may have side effects, but
these side effects are typically not the main reason for issuing the corresponding RPC.
Instead, they can be viewed asfunctionsthat execute some internal operations in order to
generate a result that is then processed in the coordination and aggregation step.

The procedure for processing and forwarding the results of multiple RPCs to the original
caller is highly application specific. For example, if we assume that the afore-mentioned
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policy modules each generate a single Boolean value, wheretrue indicates that the
incoming call should be accepted and relayed andfalse indicates that it should be
canceled, the composition of multiple RPCs would probably be a Boolean operation on
the results. In this case, the final (coordinated) result could be the disjunction of the
individual results, which means that the aggregated result would betrue as long as one
policy module returnedtrue itself. If the result is determined by a conjunction, one
would effectively implement aveto model, because the result would befalse as long as
only one policy module returnedfalse itself.

For other applications and other data types, other operations would be required. The
interesting feature ofCOORDINATEDRPCs is that the caller does not have to know these
operations as the coordination is done in a distributed fashion among the modules that
provide the RPC service. We have defined the following conventions for RPCs that are
sent to a group of entities where each entity performs the operation but only one result
message that represents all results of the addressed group is sent to the original sender of
the RPC:

• The sending entity sends the RPC in a message addressed to an Mbus address group
using unreliable Mbus message transport.

• The command meta-information list provides an entry with keyRPC-TYPEand
valueCOORDINATED.

• The receiving entities try to perform the operation and then send intermediate result
commands to a coordinator in an Mbus unicast message using reliable transport.
After a timeoutT Coordination , the coordinating entity aggregates all interme-
diate results and sends an aggregated RPC-result message to the original sender.
The coordinator does not send an intermediate result.

The coordinator sends the aggregated result regardless of the number of intermediate
result messages it has received, i.e., it does not verify that every entities that is a
member of the destination group sends a result message. If no intermediate result
message has been received, the coordinator sends the final result based on its own
result of the procedure invocation.

• The coordinator is determined implicitly by sorting the entities of the destination
group with respect to a lexicographic order of their Mbus addresses (see below for
a discussion of consistency issues with this approach). Each of the recipients can
determine the set of destination entities by applying the address expansion algorithm
of Figure 6.20to the destination address of the RPC message. The first entity in this
address list is the coordinator. The lexicographic order of Mbus addresses is defined
by sorting the address elements of an Mbus address lexicographically, concatenating
the address elements into a single character string, and then sorting these character
strings lexicographically.

• As described above, the rules for processing the intermediate results are application
specific.

Figure 6.24depicts a sampleCOORDINATEDRPC interaction. The initial RPC request
is multicast to all entities. The entityname:A is chosen as a coordinator because it is
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Figure 6.24: Sample coordinated RPC interaction

the first entity in the lexicographically sorted list of entities in the destination group. The
entitiesname:B andname:C send their intermediate results toname:A that aggregates
the results and sends a single result in a single RPC return message to the original caller.
In this example, the aggregation algorithm would be the addition of integer values. We
assume thatA has obtained3 as a result of its own procedure invocation and adds this to
the results7 and5 that have been received fromB andC, thus resulting in15 for the final
return message.

It should be noted thatCOORDINATEDRPCs are as sensitive to changes in the group
membership asMULTICASTRPCs. For example, the joining of a new entity during the
COORDINATEDRPC procedure can lead to inconsistent views about the coordinator. As
a result, we recommend that this mechanism be only used in situations where the session
membership is stable. In many applications, entities are started at the session initiation,
so that the membership can be considered stable, unless communication failures, link
partitions or similar problems arise.

In addition, it should be noted that the current protocol for coordinated RPCs relies on an
optimistic model with respect to transmission of intermediate results. Because the coor-
dinator will send the final result in any case, i.e., regardless of the number of intermediate
results, the original sender cannot determine the number of contributing entities. The co-
ordinated RPC mechanism is intended as a simple way to send a coordination request to
a group of entities, where the exact group membership does not have to be known to the
sender. Hence, we assume that for many cases, the sender would not be interested in the
concrete set of destination entities anyway. If this assumption does not hold, the sender
should rather use unicast RPCs that are explicitly addressed to a single destination.
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6.3.2.3 Mbus Transactions

UNICAST RPCs provide point-to-point communication for invoking remote procedures at a
remote Mbus entity. InSection 6.3.2.2, we have described some issues that have to be taken
into account when using this interaction model:

1. There is no static binding between a procedure “stub” at the caller and the remote pro-
cedure at the callee. Entities that want use toUNICASTRPCs rely on informal interface
descriptions and cannot verify in advance (i.e., before calling a certain RPC) that the
remote entity supports the RPC.

2. In the presence of transmission failures, consistency problems can occur (this can be
amended by increasing the number of handshakes).

Mbus Transactionsare a command class that provides additional mechanisms to improve the
robustness and possibilities for failure detection for remote procedure calls. Mbus Transactions
rely on the general RPC model of a command/response pair, and use the same RPC message
syntax. However, we have decoupled the receiving of an invocation request from the invocation
of the procedure on the receiver. Mbus Transactions provide an additional handshake after the
caller has sent the invocation request. In this handshake, the callee can confirm that the re-
quested procedure is supported and that the current disposition of the callee allows for invoking
the procedure. The original caller can answer this confirmation by sending acommitment, i.e.,
a final request to invoke the procedure. Alternatively, the caller can also cancel the operation,
which prompts the callee to abort the transaction without invoking the procedure.

Transactions are implemented by defining a command that triggers an operation and an ad-
ditional acknowledgment command that is sent after the operation has completed (or failed).
Acknowledgment commands refer to the initial trigger command and this relation is expressed
by a special reference parameter that is generated by the caller. Similar to RPCs, the acknowl-
edgment command is different from acknowledgments on the Mbus transport level: Those only
ensure that messages are really received by the addressees, whereas transaction acknowledg-
ments inform the original caller about the result of a certain operation that the callee should
have performed upon reception of the transaction command. Transaction commands are only
allowed for unicast messages, they may not be sent to an address group. They are sent us-
ing reliable Mbus messages. Senders of transaction commands are called clients; receivers of
transaction commands are called servers.

It should be noted that means for concurrency control, e.g., to achieve consistency in the
presence of parallel transactions, have to be provided by the application itself and are not part
of these conventions. Transactions follow the model we have presented for RPCs, i.e., they
provide an initial request command and a corresponding acknowledgment, but require addi-
tional commands for implementing the commit and rollback functionality. We have defined the
following conventions for transaction commands:

A transaction has the same structure as an RPC command, i.e., it provides a management
list providing a request ID and a parameter list providing transaction parameters. After receiv-
ing a transaction command, an entity responds with an acknowledgment. Acknowledgment
command names are constructed using the name of the request command and appending the
string .ack . The first parameter of a transaction acknowledgment is again a management list
providing the request ID. Any action that may be performed by the receiver must be reversible
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and should only be executed in a non-reversible way after a commit command is received for
the corresponding transaction. If a cancel command for the corresponding transaction has been
received before a commit command, the entity will rollback any performed actions. In addition,
the entity will also rollback any performed action if no commit message has been received after
a certain timeout (which is application-dependent and should be specified in the description of
the corresponding transaction command).

After a transaction command has been sent, the sender can either cancel or commit the
transaction: A transaction cancel command consists of the original transaction command name
and an appended.cancel as a command name and provides the original transaction id as a
management information parameter. A receiver will cancel or rollback any actions initiated by
the original transaction message after receiving a transaction cancellation and delete any state
related to the transaction. A transaction commit command consists of the original transaction
command name and an appended.commit as a command name and provides the original
transaction identifier as a protocol management information parameter. A caller can send the
commitment after having received the acknowledgment from the callee. A receiving entity
finishes the outstanding action initiated by the original transaction command after receiving a
transaction commit command and deletes any state related to the transaction. After a commit
has been received, cancel commands for the corresponding transaction are not honored any-
more. After receiving the commit message, the entity that performs the transaction sends a final
acknowledgment constructed from the original transaction command name and an appended
.completed .

Figure 6.25: Sample Mbus transaction

Figure 6.25depicts a sample Mbus transaction (the Mbus message headers are not shown),
and Figure 6.26depicts a canceled Mbus transaction. With respect to theACID properties
described inSection 4.1, Mbus Transactions can be assessed as follows:

Atomicity: In group communication scenarios, where an entity (“sender”) wants a group of
entities to perform a certain transaction atomically, it can send each of the entities the
transaction command. After having received the corresponding acknowledgments from
all entities (thus verifying that the transaction can be performed by all of them), the sender
can commit the transaction.

Consistency: The first handshake of a transaction sequence can be viewed asprobing for the
callee’s disposition to perform the transaction. If the callee acknowledges the initial re-
quest, the sender has ensured that the callee supports the transaction command in general,
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and is currently able to invoke the corresponding command. Both sender and receiver
have a consistent view of the receiver’s current disposition and have a consistent view on
the state of the transaction.

Isolation: Mbus Transactions allow a receiver to serialize concurrent transactions: during a
transaction, a receiver can suspend new transactions with the same command, until the
sender has committed the first transaction. Transactions that have been issued simultane-
ously can thus be processed in isolation. For isolated transactions, an application program
should specify an application-dependent timeout for a transaction after which the transac-
tion is canceled unless acommit message has been received. If the application semantics
allow for a simultaneous processing of transaction requests, i.e., if the transaction has no
side effects and is isolated due to its semantics, the application can also allow the parallel
invocation of transaction requests with the same command name.

Durability: Although Mbus Transaction are defined to be not reversible (after having been
committed) durability needs additional support from the application: for example, Mbus
Transactions cannot provide any support with respect to durability in scenarios where
systems crash after the Mbus interaction. Obviously, the application must provide appro-
priate means, e.g., employ persistent databases to guarantee the durability of transactions.

In general, Mbus Transactions are intended to increase the robustness and consistency of
RPC invocations: receiving an intermediate acknowledgment after sending the first transaction
message indicates to the caller that the remote entity is alive, that the requested procedure is
defined, and that the entity is willing to invoke the procedure. The caller can then, in a second
step, request the invocation of the procedure with a reduced probability that this invocation fails.
If a transmission failure occurs and the second message cannot be delivered (or the caller does
not receive an acknowledgment), it can either retry to send the second request or cancel the
transaction, respectively do nothing and let the transaction time out. In each of the latter two
cases, both caller and callee have a consistent view about the execution state of the transaction.

It should be noted that the second handshake (for committing the transaction) is sensitive to
communication failures for the final acknowledgment: if the sender does not receive the final
acknowledgment, it will assume that the transaction has not been performed. However, in these
scenarios, robustness can be increased by sending both the commitment and the final acknowl-
edgment as reliable Mbus messages and by applying the same enhancements as described for
unicast RPCs, i.e., allowing a sender to re-issue a transaction command.

6.3.3 Mbus Control Models

In general, the Mbus is a communication channel for message passing within a group of mod-
ules, and Mbus implementations provide mechanisms to enable applications modules to pass
messages to other Mbus entities. Each Mbus entity can provide a number of different services:
It may perform certain operations for other entities that are triggered by the reception of Mbus
commands or it may notify one or more entities of events. In the simplest case, an entity will
simply receive Mbus messages and perform the operations that are requested by the commands
contained in the messages. Sometimes, however, entities will only process certain commands if
they are received from an entity that has registered as a client, e.g. a controller, before. Entities
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Figure 6.26: Canceled Mbus transaction

that are remote-controlled via their Mbus interface can restrict the number of controlling enti-
ties to one (at a time) in order to ensure consistency. Also, there are event notifications that are
sent to a certain dedicated controller only, as well as there can be notifications that can be sent
to a group of receivers, each of which having subscribed to this event source before. Again, in
simple scenarios, entities may just broadcast all event notifications to the whole Mbus.

For example, a call signaling engine in an Mbus-based conferencing endpoint could provide
several RPCs to control active calls, and it could generate different event indications, e.g., for
forwarding call signaling indications from a specific call signaling protocol such as SIP. The
deployment of such an Mbus module would only make sense in conjunction with a controlling
entity that reacts to event notifications such asincoming call. In this example, the call signaling
module could report these events to a default destination address as long as there is no registered
controller, but in order to provide some useful functionality, e.g., answering calls or initiating
new calls, a controlling module would be required. This controlling module would be inter-
ested in receiving the relevant event notifications and would thus register with the call signaling
module. In this particular example, a controller would typically want to allocate the call sig-
naling engineexclusively, i.e., the call signaling engine can only be controlled by exactly one
controller at a time. Theexclusive controlof an entity prevents the entity from accepting control
commands from another entity that has not registered as a controller before. For other appli-
cations,multi-controllerscenarios are conceivable, where multiple controllers control another
module in a distributed fashion. In this case, all controllers would register with the module, and
the controlled module would multicast event notifications to the group of controllers.

We have formalized these differentcontrol relationshipsby theMbus service modelsthat
are described in this section. Mbus profile definitions can specify the type of control model
that applies to a set of commands. Typically, a service model applies to a command prefix
that is used by several commands. In the following, the different control models (control rela-
tion classes) are described in detail and a list of conventions and recommendations for writing
Mbus command definitions is presented. The following different classes of control relations are
defined:

• no control;

• tight control; and

• exclusive tight control.
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These different classes of control relations are usually applied to a command set that is im-
plemented by some Mbus entities, and a control relation type is assigned to command sets in
the command set definition. The motivation for defining different control models is to accom-
modate different applications with different requirements concerning flexibility and the level of
control for their Mbus communication.

For managing control relations, we have defined a set of commands that allow a client to
register (and de-register) with a service providing entity. Entities of the control classtight
control and exclusive tight control require an explicitregistration of a
controlling entity before accepting commands from that entity. In the following sections, we
first present the commands for managing control relations and subsequently, we present the
different control classes.

6.3.3.1 Managing Control Relationships

Redirection commands belong to the class of RPC-commands. The following commands are
defined:

mbus.register: This command is of type RPC and is sent by an interested client entity
to a service providing entity for registering as a controller and for changing its default
destination address for the given command (prefix). It provides two parameters:

• the name of the Mbus command (or command prefix) that the sender wants to reg-
ister for; and

• the Mbus address that should be registered, i.e., used as the new destination address
for event notifications. This allows an entity to redirect notifications to other entities
than itself.

The application specific return parameters areOK(the calling entity has been added to
the address list),NOSUCHCOMMAND(the command prefix that has been specified in the
request is unknown) andDENIED (the requesting entity is denied to register the given
command prefix).

The return parameter is a list of Mbus addresses that represents the list of currently regis-
tered controllers.

mbus.deregister: This command is of type RPC and is sent by a registered client entity
to a service providing entity in order to de-register from a command or service subscrip-
tion. It provides two parameters:

• the name of the Mbus command (or command prefix) to de-register for; and

• the Mbus address that should be de-registered.

The return parameter is a list of Mbus addresses that represents the list of currently regis-
tered controllers.
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mbus.registered: This command is an event notification and is sent by a service provid-
ing entity after a new controller has registered for a command (prefix). The first parameter
specifies the name of the Mbus command, and the second parameter contains the new list
of registered controllers for the given command. The notification is sent to the old list of
clients (or to the default destination address if no other clients have registered before).

mbus.get-registered: This command is of type RPC and can be used in order to obtain
the current list of registered clients for the specified command (prefix).

These four commands are used to manage controller relationships for all control models,
i.e., forno control , tight control andexclusive tight control .

6.3.3.2 No Control

The control modelno control is intended for entities that do not require the establishment
of an explicit control relationship with another entity in order to accept commands from it. All
Mbus commands, variables etc. of the respective command set can be used directly, and there
is no regulation of the number of entities that may interact using the respective commands at a
time.

A command set that is classified asno control may provide commands for unsolicited
event notifications or even RPC-style commands that can be sent by an entity conforming to a
specific Mbus command set definition. These Mbus commands that are originated by a con-
forming entity may be addressed to a default destination address. There may be a default desti-
nation address for all commands of a command set but each command may be associated with
a specific default destination address. Commands of theno control class that may be sent
without prior solicitation, such as event notifications, are usually assigned a default destination
address.

The default destination address that an entity sends unsolicited commands to, may be
changed by other entities. Entities may add themselves to a list of clients (controllers) that
is maintained by another service providing entity. The effect of having the service providing
entity add another entity to a list of clients is that the default destination address is no longer
used but the respective messages are directed to the client entity. If more than one entity tries
to add itself to the destination address list, it is up to the application to allow or deny this.
Generally, entities of theno control class are expected to accept multiple clients. When
multiple clients are present, each message that would otherwise just be sent to the default des-
tination address is sent either to an Mbus group address that uniquely represents the registered
clients or is sent independently to all clients. Clients may also de-register. When all clients have
de-registered the entity uses the default destination address for the respective command again.

The changing of the default destination address is calledredirection. Redirection may take
place on single commands or a complete command set. If a command or a command set uses
a default destination address that can be redirected by clients, it is marked asREDIRECTABLE
and the default destination address is given.

Figure 6.27depicts a message flow that involves an entity of theno control class
(module:call-control ). In the initial state, the entity uses its default destination ad-
dress (in this case, we assume an Mbus broadcast address), and sends the event notification
call-control.incoming-call() to all entities in the current Mbus session. A con-
troller (module:control ) redirects the destination address by sending the register command
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Figure 6.27: Usage of default destination addresses

for the Mbus command hierarchycall-control . As a result, subsequent event notifications
such ascall-control.canceled are sent explicitly to themodule:control entity. In
this case, the call control engine sends two notifications,call-control.canceled and
call-control.incoming-call() . After the registered controller has de-registered, the
default destination will again be used for all event notifications.

6.3.3.3 Tight Control

An entity that requirestight control for some or all of its Mbus controllable resources
will only accept commands from an entity that has established a control relationship before.
This means that Mbus commands, variables etc. can only be accessed by another entity after
it has registered itself as acontroller at the entity that provides the resources. Upon this reg-
istration, the controlled entity adds the new controller’s Mbus address to a controller-address-
list that is used for authorization and for sending event notifications etc. The complementary
de-registration command enables entities to end the control relationship. Again, there is no
regulation of the number of entities that may register themselves as a controller at a time.

Entities that conform to a command set definition marked astight control do not send
commands or event notifications to a default destination address for resources of that set.

Figure 6.28 depicts a message exchange for the registration of a controller
(module:control) with a call control engine(module:call-control) that imple-
ments the control classtight control. In this case, the call control engine accepts multiple regis-
tered controllers and disseminates event notifications to all of them. In addition, the call-control
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Figure 6.28: Registration of a controller with an entity implementing tight control

entity would accept control commands such as RPCs from all currently registered controllers.
In thesemulti-controllerscenarios, there are typically application-specific requirements for

guaranteeing consistency across the controllers and the controlled entity. For example, for
the coordination of a distributed state that is manipulated by the exchange of RPCs sent by
controllers to the controlled entity (i.e., any controller can send an RPC message), the controlled
entity must update the state at the other controllers upon receiving an RPC from a specific
controller entity. InSection 9.3.4, we discuss a possible solution for Mbus multi-controller
systems for Mbus Call Control applications.

6.3.3.4 Exclusive Tight Control

The control modelexclusive tight control has the same semantics astight
control , except for the number of controllers at a time: An entity that provides an Mbus
command set that has been marked as requiring exclusive tight control will only accept one
controller at a timer and reject register requests once a control relation with another entity has
been established.

When a register request is received while another entity is currently registered as a controller
the receiving entity returns the valueDENIED.

Figure 6.29 depicts a message exchange for the registration of a controller
(module:control) with a call control engine(module:call-control) that imple-
ments the control classexclusive tight control. After the registration message exchange, the
call control engine does not accept further registration requests and also rejects RPCs and other
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Figure 6.29: Registration of a controller with an entity implementing exclusive tight control

commands for the Mbus command hierarchycall-control .

6.4 Mbus Bootstrapping

The transport protocol mechanisms and implementation requirements described inSection 6.2
relied on the existence of a well-known Mbus configuration (consisting of Mbus transport and
security parameters). This configuration has to be available for all application components that
are to be integrated into an application session.

For many applications, it is appropriate to couple the Mbus session to a user’s presence,
i.e., to consider a set of Mbus entities as application components that provide a certain service
for a user or on behalf of a user. This is reflected by the Mbus configuration concept that we
have described inSection 6.2.5: In general, we assume that a user’s Mbus components have
access to a common file or registration database or can be configured in similar ways prior
to establishing an Mbus session. This is feasible for many desktop computer and workstation
operating systems. For applications that are to be distributed on multiple hosts that do not
have access to a common file system or database, it is still conceivable that a user provides the
required Mbus configuration herself.

Because the user would never distribute this configuration to other users, it does not have to
be changed frequently, e.g., to exclude other entities at a later time. In summary, we can assume
that a user relies on one single Mbus configuration that she distributes on all her personal devices
and computing environments. The lifetime of this configuration can (and will often) be greater
than the lifetime of a single application session. Of course, it is nevertheless possible for a
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user to employ multiple Mbus configurations, e.g, in order to use different Mbus sessions for
different applications.

Of course, the group communication features can be applied to more dynamic scenarios
as well, where application components from different user/owner domains are integrated into
a common session. A simple example is the integration of a new device into a user’s Mbus
session, where we assume that the device, say an RTP-enabled speaker-box, does not provide
an appropriate user interface for configuring the required Mbus parameters in a convenient way.
Another example is a user who is mobile and carries her Mbus environment with her, e.g., her
personal communication devices. As soon as she enters a desktop computing environment,
say in a non-territorial office environment, she wants to integrate applications on a desktop
computer into her personal Mbus environment.

In both scenarios, we have to conduct abondingprocess, where the new device and the
existing entities agree on a common Mbus configuration. In order to be able to conduct this
process, the involved entities have to locate each other (in the network) and associate with
each other, which involves the exchange of Mbus configuration parameters. Because these
parameters contain crucial keying material that is the basis for the integrity of a user’s distributed
Mbus application, the design of the association process has to address security requirements.

In order to allow for such dynamic associations of Mbus entities, we have defined theDy-
namic Device Associationframework (DDA,[Kutscher03b]) — a framework for the discovery
and association of devices that is explicitly targeted at mobility of users and does not compro-
mise security. We have designed the framework to be general enough to be applicable to other
session protocols besides Mbus but have implemented it for Mbus first.

The Dynamic Device Association concept generalizes the ideas of service location and boot-
strapping of communication sessions. The service location and service selection functionality
is intended to be usable in different network environments: statically configured enterprise net-
works, ad-hoc-networks, and networks with both mobile user agents and mobile service agents.
The device association functionality is not limited to specific application protocols and provides
secure authentication to dynamically located services, including user (and service) authentica-
tion and confidential transport of application session parameters.

In Section 6.4.1, we present a more detailed sample scenario for dynamic device associa-
tion, and inSection 6.4.2we discuss the concepts of some existing approaches with respect to
service discovery and the dynamic establishment of application sessions. InSection 6.4.3we
describe the general design of the DDA framework, and inSection 6.4.4we present our specific
implementation for the initiation of Mbus sessions.Section 6.4.5summarizes the main results
and findings of our DDA work.

6.4.1 Sample Scenario

In a sample mobile user scenario, Alice and her visitor Bob meet in a conference room of
Alice’s company. Alice brings her laptop, Bob his PDA, and both use the available WLAN.
The conference room is equipped with a SIP-based conference phone and a regular SIP phone.
Alice’s laptop and Bob’s PDA find two devices offering telephony services and obtain their
locations and labels. Alice attaches to both devices, establishes an Mbus session and uses the
conference phone to place a call to Carol with whom they are supposed to have a tele-chat.
Alice and Bob use the speakerphone for the voice conversation and they use Alice’s laptop to
add a slide presentation to the call. During the teleconference the speakerphone is not accessible
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for others. Bob is only allowed to access the regular SIP phone to which he also attaches. Both
may receive incoming calls through the regular SIP phone, but only Alice may place outgoing
ones. After the conference call completes, Alice and Bob dissociate from the two phones and
leave. From this scenario, we can roughly identify the following five phases of dynamic device
association:

1) Service and Device Discovery:Initially, the mobile devices need to find services offered
by other devices. The discovery obviously involves an identification of the services, their
availability (free vs. in use), their location information (to determine physical proximity),
and a rendezvous address.

2) Device selection:Once a set of suitable devices has been found, the user may select a par-
ticular device. This selection process may also be fully automated (by user preference,
physical proximity, or some other algorithm).

3) Service and Device Association:As soon as the user has picked a particular device, the mo-
bile device invokes an association process. The selected service is contacted and an au-
thentication procedure is carried out, after which the application protocol is bootstrapped:
all necessary configuration parameters are exchanged and the application protocol is ini-
tialized.

4) Application Protocol Operation: The application protocol is run in the context of the dy-
namically established association. This may involve all kinds of interactions between the
mobile and the associated device.

5) Service and Device Dissociation:When the associated device is no longer needed, the
user’s device dissociates from the device, freeing all allocated resources, and potentially
making the device fully available again to the public.

Different protocols may be employed to implement the necessary mechanisms for each
of the above phases. The following section discusses related work in this area, particularly
regarding phases 1 and 3.Section 6.4.3will then build on this foundation and discuss the
concrete system architecture that we have developed and the protocols that we have chosen
(and enhanced) for our design of dynamic device association.

6.4.2 Service Location and Device Association

In Section 4.3.2, we have described different solutions for service discovery and ad-hoc commu-
nication, including theService Location Protocol(SLP) andUniversal Plug and Play(UPnP).

When we compare SLP and UPnP, we can state that SLP (Section 4.3.2.1) provides mech-
anisms for service discovery and service selection in static enterprise networks and does not
address the service association problem. It focuses on simplicity and scalability with respect to
the number of user agents and can (optionally) rely on the presence of service directory agents
as part of a network infrastructure. We believe that SLP’s exclusive usage of service requests by
user agents can lead to sub-optimal behavior in the case of ad-hoc communication and mobility,
which we will discuss in more detail inSection 6.4.3.1.
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UPnP (Section 4.3.2.3) is intended as a complete solution for service discovery (using
SSDP) and device control (using SOAP). It is explicitly targeted at service discovery in “dy-
namic” environments such as home networks where devices (both user agents and service
agents) can be connected dynamically. For this reason, it relies on periodic service announce-
ments, however without addressing scalability properly. The device association and device con-
trol using SOAP does not address security, and UPnP as such is tied to SOAP as an application
protocol.

These observations have led us to develop a new design for a dynamic device association
framework that is usable in dynamic ad-hoc environments, addresses the necessary scalability
and security issues and is not tied to any particular application protocol. This design is presented
in the following section.

6.4.3 DDA System Design

In this section, we describe the general DDA solutions for the five phases that we have in-
troduced inSection 6.4.1: Service and Device Discovery (Section 6.4.3.1), Device Selection
Section 6.4.3.2, Service and Device Association (Section 6.4.3.3), Application Protocol Opera-
tion (Section 6.4.3.4) and Service and Device Dissociation (Section 6.4.3.5).

For the presentation of the design concepts in the following sections, we emphasize the
generalDDA model, whereas inSection 6.4.4, we describe a specific implementation for the
dynamic establishment of Mbus sessions.Figure 6.30depicts the DDA process schematically.
The concepts we present in the following refer to the five phases of device association that we
have discussed inSection 6.4.1.

Figure 6.30: Overview of the DDA process
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6.4.3.1 Service and Device Discovery

When discovering service providing devices, a user agent is interested in the following infor-
mation: the existence and availability of devices (in range), the characteristics of the services
they offer, and service association parameters.

In principle, the discovery of existing and available services is addressed by both SLP
(Section 4.3.2.1) and SSDP (Section 4.3.2.3). However, to enable mobile user agents to dis-
cover (possibly dynamically changing) services offered by (potentially mobile) devices, the
SLP mechanisms are not directly applicable:

SLP has been designed for enterprise service location where services are more or less per-
manently available and do not change their service attributes frequently. In this model, a user
agent sends a service discovery request upon start-up (or when the respective service is needed)
and uses it. The protocol is designed to minimize network traffic and to scale with respect to the
number of services. As a result, a service itself is not advertised by announcements. Instead,
user agents have to query actively (only directory agents announce their existence periodically).
For the scenarios that we have described above, this model imposes some problems:

• For mobile devices that roam between networks, we cannot assume a static enterprise
network with constant connectivity. A mobile device can enter and leave thescopeof ser-
vices quite frequently (and so may the devices providing services). For example, consider
a user with a PDA that is carried to different rooms (potentially belonging to different or-
ganizational scopes).

• The user agent would have to initiate new queries every time it enters a new network.
Relying on the query-response model would also inhibit the user agent from detecting
timely that a service is no longer reachable and thus not available anymore. In cases of
intermittent connectivity a user agent would thus have to send out queries periodically to
validate its view of the available services in a network.

• A query-response model does not allow a mobile device to build up and maintain an
ephemeral “directory” of available services: this would require either iterating through all
conceivable service names (which appears infeasible) or using wildcard queries (which
would need to be defined in SLP) at the risk of response implosions.

• When entering a new network, it can take quite some time until a host’s IP interface is
completely configured, depending on the configuration mechanism in place. For DHCP-
based configuration that is frequently found in IPv4 networks, the DHCP service needs to
be located and queried (in potentially multiple iterations). For IPv4 auto-configuration, it
must be ascertained that no DHCP server is available and subsequently the uniqueness of
the chosen address must be verified. IPv6 auto-configuration is a more efficient solution
here but is not applicable to all scenarios. In either way, applications would have to deal
with interrupted connectivity and failures when sending queries.

• Finally, relying on directory agents announcing their availability is not a suitable fallback:
in some wireless ad-hoc networks, we can face thehidden terminalproblem: this could
lead to situations where we can communicate with the directory agent but not with the
corresponding service agents.
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As a solution, we have developed an announcement-based scheme, where services actively
announce their availability and user agents receive and filter announcements depending on the
service description. This approach allows user agents to discover services more easily, espe-
cially in environments with mobile user agents and ad-hoc-networking characteristics. SSDP
also relies on an active announcement model but does not provide a rate-adaptation scheme
and thus does not scale to large numbers of services. In our approach service agents announce
themselves by multicasting advertisements, and service agents participate in arate adaptation
process: Each service agent observes the announcements of other service agents per time in-
terval and adapts its own transmission rate so that the total announcement data rate roughly
remains constant, regardless of the number of service agents. Service agents also announce
discontinuation of their service. User agents receive service announcements but can optionally
also send explicit service requests, and service agents include their current estimate of the group
size in their announcements in order to inform user agents and other agents about their view of
the group.

Using active announcements with a well-defined rate-adaptation scheme has several advan-
tages: User agents do not have to poll to detect the availability of services, instead they receive
announcements automatically when connecting to a network. User agents can also detect when
services are no longer available by monitoring the group size and calculating the retransmission
interval themselves, automatically expiring services that cease sending announcements after
some time.

Instead of static service descriptions, we rely on asoft-stateapproach, where the latest an-
nouncement is conveying the current service description, which is more practical for accommo-
dating dynamic parts in the service description as well, e.g., information on service availability.
In order to provide user agents with enough meaningful information as a basis for the service
selection, the service descriptions should include at least the following information in addition
to the service type:

• the session protocol that is used to access the service;

• information on the current availability status of the service (e.g., for services that can only
be used by a limited number of users at a time);

• information on the geographic position of the service (if relevant);

• service attributes that describe the capabilities of the services in a meaningful way that
enables user agents to select an appropriate service; and

• a service URI that a user agent can traverse in order to associate with a service.

The DDA framework provides all of this information in the periodic service announcement
by service agents and also in the service replies that are sent in response to explicit service
queries. Note that this approach differs significantly from the SLP model, where two message
types for describing services are distinguished:Service Repliesthat are sent as answers to
Service RequestsandAttribute Repliesthat are sent as answers toAttribute Requests.

With SLP, a user agent usually issues a service request first in order to locate suitable ser-
vices (the service request may contain predicate strings to specify the required service capabil-
ities) and then queries the attributes in a second step by sending an attribute request directly to
selected service agents.
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In the announcement-based model that we propose, this two-stage request-response model
is not adequate; therefore we propose to include all the potentially interesting information in the
announcement (and in the responses to explicit requests) and not to provide a secondattribute
request.

The service announcement must also include aservice URI, i.e., a URI that identifies to a
service association point where the user agents can authenticate itself and request the session
parameters. The details of the device association step are discussed inSection 6.4.4.2.

6.4.3.2 Device Selection

The device selection can be realized in different ways, depending on the application, the net-
work characteristics, and user settings:

• The user agent can be configured with a filter expression to consider only services of a
specified type and with certain attributes. E.g., user agents will probably know which
session protocol they support and thus neglect service announcements for services using
unsupported session protocols. A preference-based ranking may be included as well.

• For some applications, physical proximity — if provided sufficiently fine-grained and
reliable — may be used as a criteria for automated device selection.

• If the device selection process cannot be automated, the list of currently available services
is presented to the user. For example, if a user employs a PDA to locate IP telephony ser-
vices, the PDA software may offer the user to select a device based on its name, position,
or other attributes.

Mobile devices may continuously monitor their environment and present a (structured)
service directory to the user from which she can select services to access. The choice of
services presented may of course be subject to prior filtering.

6.4.3.3 Service and Device Association

After a user agent has selected an appropriate service, the actualdevice associationtakes place.
The user contacts the service URI that is specified in the announcement, authenticates itself to
the service and requests the session parameters for the actual service session. The following
requirements can be identified for these steps:

Authentication: Some services such as telephony and printing services may only be made
available to authorized users. Therefore, DDA must support authentication of user identi-
ties. The specific mechanisms depend on the available infrastructure and the application
scenario. For corporate environments with a set of well-known users and an appropri-
ate security infrastructure, public-key based mechanisms as well as shared secrets (i.,
passwords) may be used. Guests may be authenticated using one-time (or one-day) cre-
dentials, which may take either shape. With an inter-domain public-key infrastructure,
guests may also be authenticated as individuals.

Our DDA scheme supports certificate-based authentication as well as password-based
authentication. If no personalized authentication is possible, access passwords can be
provided, e.g., at a help desk.
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Confidentiality and Integrity: After the user has been authenticated the parameters for the ac-
tual session protocol have to be negotiated. Since this may include sensitive information
such as transport parameters that should not be disclosed and keying material for secur-
ing the service session itself, this data exchange may need to be secured with respect to
confidentiality and message integrity. Confidentiality is achieved by encrypting the com-
munication; integrity is accomplished by relying on hashed message authentication codes
(HMACs).

Description of session protocol parameters:One or more services can be described in a ses-
sion description. The DDA protocol is not tied to any specific session protocol, it must be
possible to describe session parameters for different protocols such as Mbus, SIP, HTTP,
and SOAP.

Independent of the specific protocol in use, the following parameters are described: an
explicit lease duration, a service URI for re-associating and a service URI for dissociating.

6.4.3.4 Application Protocol Operation

After the user agent has obtained the session description it can start to use the corresponding
service, e.g., by joining the Mbus session or by sending SOAP requests. The device association
has been established, and the communication session that has been used to exchange the pa-
rameters is terminated. The service agent and the user agent communicate over the application
specific session protocol. The application protocols that DDA intends to support can differ sig-
nificantly in their session semantics. We can classify the different types of application protocols
as follows:

Protocols with aliveness control: Some application protocols, such as Mbus, support the con-
stant monitoring of the aliveness of communication peers. E.g., some multicast-based
protocols rely on periodic control messages that can be used to track the aliveness of
peers, but the general principle is applicable to unicast protocols as well. These proto-
cols achieve a comparatively tight coupling between the communicating entities and can
thus usually provide indications to the application when a communication peer does not
seem to be alive anymore. The application can use this information to conclude that the
application session is terminated.

Protocols without aliveness control: For request-response-oriented application protocols,
e.g., HTTP-based protocols, the whole application session consists of individual trans-
actions, where the number of transactions is usually not limited. There is no upper time
limit for the interval between requests, so it is not possible to reliably infer any aliveness-
information from a sequence of transactions. For this class of protocols, it is extremely
difficult to determine the current state of the communication peers and of the protocol
session. Services could be blocked indefinitely, if no other mechanisms exist to terminate
application sessions.

In order to accommodate both types of application session protocols we rely on alease
concept, i.e., on explicitly limited usage durations: a service agent specifies a maximum lease
time and if a user agent wishes to use the service beyond this time, it has tore-associatewith
the service agent, i.e., it has to go through the association process again and obtain a new lease
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(and potentially new parameters). If the user agent does not re-new the lease the service agent
can assume the session to have terminated when the lease expires. The concept of leases is used
by other protocols as well such as DHCP[RFC2131]and the Jini architecture (Section 4.3.2.2).

6.4.3.5 Service and Device Dissociation

For service dissociation, we also have to take the characteristics of application session protocols
in account. An important aspect is the provision ofmembership control functions, such as the
Mbus membership information service. We can distinguish the following different types of
protocols:

Protocols with explicit membership control: Some application protocols support the explicit
termination of sessions, e.g., Mbus provides thembus.bye() command and RTP-based
applications can make use of the RTCP-BYE packet. These protocols enable applications
to explicitly terminate sessions. However, there are protocols that support explicit termi-
nation but are asymmetric by nature, i.e., only one side can terminate the sessions. This
applies to all request-response-based protocols where the “server” has no way to signal
the termination of a session independent of answering requests.

Protocols with implicit membership control: Protocols with aliveness control can provide
implicit membership control: when the aliveness of a communication peer can no longer
be ascertained it can be considered to have left the session and the session can be termi-
nated.

Protocols without membership control: Protocols without any mechanisms for signaling the
termination of a session can only rely on external mechanisms, e.g., on the explicit termi-
nation by traversing a service dissociation URI.

It is evident that we cannot rely on the application protocol for realizing a controlled termi-
nation of the application session in all cases. Even protocols that provide explicit membership
control can fail to work, e.g., in the presence of communication errors or system failures. The
lease concept helps to terminate sessions eventually. In addition to the implicit termination
through the lease-expiration user agents can also explicitly terminate the session by traversing a
service dissociation URI. Such a URI can optionally be specified in the service description that
a user agent obtains from the service agent during the association phase.

6.4.4 DDA Implementation

We have filled the DDA framework described in the previous section with two main protocols:
Phase 1 (service and device discovery) is realized by the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP,
[RFC2974]), which we use for multicasting service announcements. The service description is
expressed in SDP, with some DDA-specific extensions. A simple SLP-style request scheme
using unicast SAP responses allows for service queries. For device association and dissociation
(phases 3 and 5), we have used HTTP (optionally with TLS), with HTTP-digest-authentication
as a minimal user authentication mechanism. The application session parameters are contained
in HTTP bodies and are also described with SDP (application/sdp ). Device and service
selection (phase 2) has been implemented by developing a GUI-based service directory running
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on a PDA. Mbus is used as the application protocol (phase 4). The remainder of this section
focuses on the conceptually relevant phases 1 (Section 6.4.4.1) and 3 (Section 6.4.4.2).

6.4.4.1 Service and Device Discovery

The discussion inSection 6.4.3.1has shown that in order to meet the requirements of efficient
service location for different scenarios — including ad-hoc networks and mobility of user agents
and service agents — an announcement-based protocol is preferable, with additional provision
for rate-adaptation in order to maintain scalability. Entities that want to announce a communi-
cation session that can be joined by interested parties, must announce this session using SAP
(that we have described inSection 2.2.1.1).

For dynamic device association, SAP is used according to the rules specified in RFC 2974
[RFC2974]. In particular, the standard SAP multicast group and port number are used. In
addition, all rules concerning the calculation of announcement intervals are adopted. The scope
for the announcement packets is application specific and should be determined with respect
to the session protocol that should be used for the device communication. For example, if a
link-local coordination protocol such as Mbus is to be used and the announcing entity wants
to announce an Mbus-based service on its local link, the scope for the announcement packets
should also be link-local.

In order to allow for shorter announcement intervals for the link-local DDA announcements,
we have increased the bandwidth limit for DDA announcements over SAP to 64 kbit/s and
require that the interval for sending DDA announcements should not be shorter than 5 seconds.
Based on SAP’s algorithm for determining the announcement interval[RFC2974], the base
announcement interval can therefore be calculated as follows:

where

no of ads is the total number of advertisements received; and

ad size is the average message size in bytes.

It is possible that DDA servers change the description of the announcement from time to
time, e.g., to publish up-to-date utilization information. When a DDA server updates the de-
scription for an announcement, it does not send a SAP deletion packet for the announced ses-
sion. Instead, it increments the version field in the session description and calculates a new SAP
session hash value. By relying on periodic re-transmissions of the announcements every DDA
client that is in range of the server will eventually receive the current service description.

When a service that has been announced by a DDA server is no longer available, e.g., when
the server is going down, the DDA server sends a SAP deletion packet for the SAP session. The
following information must be expressed in an announcement for dynamic device association:

• The HTTP-URI that must be used by clients to initiate the parameter negotiation (see
Section 6.4.4.2).
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• A service identifier to describe the service type.

• The session protocol that is used for the communication session. This information is
required because it allows clients to select an announced service by considering the used
session protocols, i.e., if a client determines that a server uses an unsupported session
protocol, the client does not have to enter the negotiation phase and can simply ignore
this announcement.

• Meta-information about the communication session. These parameters are application-
specific.

The server uses the same description language for the announcement as for the description
of the session parameters.

An SDP description describes configuration setting for one more multiple application ses-
sions and is structures as follows: the description consists of asession level sectionand one
or moremedia level sections. Thesession level sectionprovides general information about the
session and configuration parameters that are common to all application sessions. Eachm=
line starts amedia level sectionthat provides configuration parameters for a single application
session.

v=0
o=sip-phone-1 3235206722 3235206722 IN IP4
s=
i=DDA session
c=IN IP4 10.1.2.3
t=0 3235293122
a=app:dda mbus
a=dda-device-id:32778be73ef9823097d22957b3e5809a
a=dda-device-location:MZH%205160
a=ip-phone:SIP dku’s%20phone Example.com%20Phone-X
a=dda-stats Local 42
m=dda-control:443 HTTPS -
a=dda-connect:https://10.1.2.3/connect
a=dda-device-type:ip-phone
a=dda-device-status:AVAILABLE
a=mbus:224.255.222.239 47002

Figure 6.31: Example for a DDA service announcement

Figure 6.31depicts a complete example for a DDA announcement of an Mbus-based service.
We have used some of SDP’s elements such aso (originator) for specifying a device identifier as
well as the version of the advertisement andm(media name and transport address) for specifying
protocols and transport addresses. In addition, we use the SDP description to provide a number
of DDA-specific parameters such as the application type, the name of the session protocol and
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device identifiers. These additional parameters are represented as SDPattribute lines (a=)
— SDP’s extension mechanism that allows for the inclusion of arbitrary session description
attributes. The order of attribute lines in a specific section is not significant.

For DDA session announcements, the following session attributes are used:

app: <application-type > <session-protocol >: The app attribute is used to
express the type of announcement. DDA receivers ascertain that a received announce-
ment is a DDA announcement by checking for the presence of this attribute. The session
protocol is given as a second parameter to allow the selection of appropriate announce-
ments.

dda-device-type: <device-type >: This attribute is used to specify the type of device
that is offering the service. This information can be used by DDA clients to distinguish
devices of different types.

In the example ofFigure 6.31, the device type is specified asip-phone . The type
identifier is application-specific.

dda-device-id: <device-identifier >: This attribute is used to specify a unique
identifier for the device that is offering the service. This information can be used be DDA
clients to distinguish different devices.

dda-device-location: <location >: This attribute is used to specify the geographic
location of the device that is offering the service. The type of the location specification
is application-dependent (e.g., latitude, longitude or room number). This information can
be used be DDA clients to locate a suitable device based on the announced location.

dda-stats : This attribute is used to communicate the number of service agents that are
believed to be active in the given scope.

dda-device-status: <status >: This attribute is used to specify the availability status
of the device and can take the valuesAVAILABLE or BUSY.

The example ofFigure 6.31features an attributembus that is used to describe the IP address
and the port number that are to be used for establishing an Mbus communication session with
the device. This attribute is protocol specific and only provided for informational purposes.
The attribute informs other service providing devices of the communication parameters that
the announcing device intends to use or is using (the attribute must be specified multiple times,
e.g., when a device supports multiple parallel sessions) in order to facilitate an efficient usage of
addresses and port numbers: Other service providing devices can monitor the usage of multicast
addresses and can select unique addresses for their own advertised sessions, thus minimizing
the possibility of address clashes. Thembus attribute only applies to the description of Mbus
sessions. The first parameter is the IP address and the second parameter is the port number.

The media field indicates the media typedda-control , and the protocol field specifies
the used application session protocol, e.g.,HTTP, HTTPS, SIP , orMBUS. Figure 6.31illustrates
the use of SDP for HTTPS and Mbus. The service URI that a client should use to authenticate
itself and request the session parameters is specified in the attributedda-connect that occurs
in the media section.
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6.4.4.2 Service and Device Association

After a user agent has selected an appropriated service, it associates with the service by authen-
ticating itself and by obtaining the application session parameters. In our implementation we
have mapped this to anHTTP-GETrequest: The user agent requests the session configuration,
possibly providing authentication credentials for the user. After the user has been authenticated,
the service agent replies with a HTTP-response providing the configuration data in the message
body. We have considered two mechanisms for user authentication (that can either be used
alternatively or in combination):

• The user agent can either connect to the server using HTTP or HTTP/TLS. In the case
of HTTP/TLS, the user agent and the service agent can authenticate themselves using
certificates.

• Alternatively, e.g., if a public key infrastructure is not available and certificates cannot be
validated, the service agent can authenticate the user using HTTP digest authentication.
TLS can also be used without user agent and service agent authentication, just to estab-
lish an encrypted communication channel and to provide message integrity. In this case,
HTTP authentication as described above is used for user agent authentication.

The DDA service agent provides the Mbus session description (as an SDP description) in
the message body of the response message to theGETrequest.Figure 6.32depicts such an
Mbus session description. For DDA session descriptions, the parameters for the session are
described in a media level section of the SDP description. Them= line must specify the type
control and followed by a port number (if applicable) and a protocol identifier.

v=0
o=sip-phone-1 3235206722 3235206722 IN IP4
s=
i=DDA session
c=IN IP4 10.1.2.3
t=0 3235293122
a=dda-connect:https://10.1.2.3/connect/4367-abc4-9786
a=dda-disconnect:https://10.1.2.3/disconnect/4367-abc4-9786
a=dda-lease:600
m=control 47000 MBUS -
c=IN IP4 224.224.224.224
a=mbus:HASHKEY=(HMAC-MD5-96,T2l/U6/0RLxKF/0a)
a=mbus:ENCRYPTIONKEY=(NOENCR)
a=mbus:SCOPE=LINKLOCAL

Figure 6.32: Example of a DDA session description
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The session level section includes the lease time (a=dda-lease ), a URI for lease-renewal
(a=dda-connect ), and may also provide a URI to explicitly terminate the application session
(a=dda-disconnect ). All other parameters are given as protocol-specific session attributes.

The example ofFigure 6.32uses the attributembus that is used multiple times to specify
different Mbus communication parameters. Other session protocols will have other require-
ments for specifying session parameters. We have defined DDA fields for the description of the
required Mbus parameters as described inSection 6.2.5.

Figure 6.33shows the complete operation of a DDA process: the user selects an IP phone,
connects to it using TLS, thereby authenticating the device and establishing a secure communi-
cation link (which is continuously kept open). HTTP digest authentication is used to verify the
mobile user’s identity and the application session parameters are conveyed in the HTTP body
as is further DDA information. The application protocol operates and, when the lease expira-
tion time nears, the DDA process is re-invoked to refresh the lease. Eventually, the application
session and the device association are terminated.

Figure 6.33: The complete DDA process

6.4.5 Summary

The Dynamic Device Association concept generalizes the ideas of service location and boot-
strapping of communication sessions and provides a mechanisms for dynamically associating
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Mbus entities to existing application sessions, without the need for prior configuration. We have
presented some sample scenarios for which DDA can be useful, e.g., the dynamic association
and control ofpublic IP-telephony systems.

DDA builds on some concepts that have been implemented in other protocols before — in
this section we have especially considered the SLP and UPnP. When analyzing these protocols
and architectures some shortcomings could be observed. These observations have led to a
different approach, with a scalable service announcement mechanism and a generic, secure
service association procedure. We have implemented these concepts in a protocol specification
and have applied the DDA protocol to the dynamic association of IP phones using PDAs with
DDA browsers. The PDA applications can locate available IP phones, personalize and control
these devices. The concrete implementation (relying on SAP and HTTP) is certainly not the
only way to implement the DDA concepts. For service discovery, it is also conceivable to adapt
the mechanisms of SLP and SSDP to provide similar functions. The combination of SAP and
HTTP with SDP turned out to be a good compromise yielding a scalable, secure, and extensible
solution that meets the requirements of our target application scenarios.

In Section 10.2, we present two applications of the DDA framework, which is used for the
dynamic establishment of Mbus sessions between a user’s personal device and communication
services in her desk area environment.

6.5 Mbus and Ad-hoc Communication

The DDA approach that we have described inSection 6.4provides a solution for thedynamic
establishment of Mbus sessions, e.g., in scenarios where it is not possible or not practical to
rely on shared configurations that are available to all session members up-front. The main
application for DDA is thus thebootstrappingof Mbus sessions, and the typical usage scenario
consists of an Mbus-based service that is being advertised, discovered by a user device and then
utilized by a user who associates with the services and joins an Mbus session that isownedby
the service. One sample application is to provide services to mobile users who dynamically
discover and associate with services.

The DDA approach relies on a stable network connection between user device and Mbus
service once the session has been established, and requires native IP multicast support for all
participating entities. In this section, we extend the Mbus transport layer and the DDA frame-
work in order to supportmultiparty peering for ad-hoc communication, i.e., the association with
multiple Mbus entities inad-hoc networking environments. We consider scenarios, where both
user devices and Mbus services may utilize multiple, possibly heterogeneous network links and
where the reachability and connectivity of Mbus entities is not constant but may vary, e.g., due
to mobility. One application in this context is a user device that provides multiple network inter-
faces, e.g., a WLAN interface and a Bluetooth interface (using IP/PPP/RFCOMM or IP/BNEP).
The user device wants to associate with multiple services that it discovers on both interfaces and
wants to establish a common Mbus session between all desired services taking into account that
devices themselves may move from one network link to another.

Themultiparty peeringextensions that are described in this section therefore have to provide
the following functions that are required for the establishment and operation of Mbus sessions
in ad-hoc communicationscenarios:

• DDA advancements for the initiation of multiparty sessions; and
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• Mbus and DDA mechanisms for multi-link sessions with heterogeneous capabilities.

One key element that we describe in this section is a multi-link concept for Mbus and a
Mbus message relaying function that allows to bridge multiple of such links independent of
their individual characteristics, e.g., with respect to multicast transport capabilities. InSection
6.5.1, we present more detailed scenarios for group communication in ad-hoc environments
and derive some requirements.Section 6.5.2introduces extensions of the DDA approach for
accommodating multiparty peering scenarios, andSection 6.5.3enhances the Mbus protocol to
provide group communication services in dynamically changing network topologies.

6.5.1 Requirements for Group Communication in Ad-hoc Environments

Many existing coordination protocols such as UPnP’s SOAP rely on point-to-point communi-
cation between components and apply classicalremote procedure callstyle interactions. Group
communication is only used as a rendezvous mechanism for service discovery, e.g., multicast
service discovery in UPnP (seeSection 4.3.2.3). This is motivated by the fact that unicast
communication is usually more manageable in today’s production networks. Multicast is of-
ten restricted to isolated parts of the network, e.g, for security or bandwidth limitation reasons.
Furthermore, many protocols are designed for static scenarios that do not change with respect
to availability and reachability of services after the discovery process has been finished. This
makes these protocols difficult to deploy in ad-hoc communication scenarios, where services
can appear and disappear dynamically and where mobility of both service providers and clients
might be involved.

However, we argue that group communication is an important element for service coordina-
tion because it is a natural solution for many coordination scenarios and may help simplifying
several kinds of interactions. For example, event notification and the dissemination of soft-
state information — two elements that can be useful for service coordination — can often be
implemented efficiently by employing group communication mechanisms. In addition, group
communication as implemented by the Mbus transport protocol can be a useful tool to enable
communication between referentially uncoupled entities: sender do not have to know the ex-
act addresses of potentially interested receivers but can send messages to a group address that
serves as asubject-based address. This is especially interesting for the development of systems
that are intended to be used in ad-hoc environments where network addresses do not necessarily
have to be persistent for the duration of a session. Group communication in conjunction with
interaction types such assoft-state communicationcan help to make these systems more robust
against intermittent connectivity and changing availability of services.

The component-based conferencing system scenario that we have described inSection 3.1.1
provides a set of different application entities that dynamically become aware of each other
through Mbus mechanisms and that can be combined for specific a call — according to a user’s
needs. This scenario that is based on a set of dedicated, statically pre-configured components
of a conferencing system, can be extended to include mobile (nomadic) users who donot have
an associated desk area environment — at a certain time or permanently. Examples include
employees visiting co-workers in other offices or subsidiaries who want to stay connected as
well as environments with non-territorial offices. Such users need to dynamically locate the
devices or services they want to use in an ad-hoc fashion: in the simplest case they may just
require access a single device in a foreign environment, e.g. to place a phone call controlled
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from a portable device, so that only point-to-point communication needs to be established dy-
namically. If more application components need to be involved as for multimedia conferencing,
group communication sessions need to be set up among a number of components in an ad-hoc
fashion. These different devices may reside on different network links, e.g., on a WLAN link
and on an Ethernet link. In many corporate production networks, direct multicast connectivity
(and, due to layer three security mechanisms, even unicast connectivity) is not always available
between these different links.4

In addition to the DDA bootstrapping mechanisms, such scenarios require model to allow
for the integration ofmultiple service entities into existing user-initiated Mbus sessions and
the integration of multiple entities that are not directly connected, i.e., that do not reside on a
common network link.

6.5.2 DDA Extensions for Multiparty Peering

Similar to other approaches, the DDA model (Section 6.4) relies on the concept of a one-to-one
relationship of service providers and service clients. A service client contacts exactly one DDA
service and requests the necessary configuration data to establish a point-to-point communi-
cation session. Note, that when using DDA to initiate group communication sessions such as
Mbus sessions, the DDA process does not preclude the possibility that the session the DDA
client is joining, provides other session members in addition to the service providing entity.
However, this is not a result of the DDA session set-up itself and thus orthogonal to the actual
association process.

Figure 6.34: Sample multiparty peering process

For multiparty peering, there can be more than a single association step for a given session:
multiple devices have to be provided with the session configuration and brought into a common
application session. Applying a series of DDA association steps would not solve the problem,

4For example, large-scale WLAN installation often provide a design where the WLAN segment is considered
as an access network only, without general Internet connectivity, and layer three security mechanisms such as VPN
tunneling are in place to enforce user authentication and privacy.
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as the DDA client (representing the user who wants to control a set of services in a common ses-
sion) would potentially obtain different session configurations from each of the DDA services
thus resulting in several independent, unrelated application sessions.

Figure 6.34depicts a sample multiparty peering process, where a user deviceA (the DDA)
establishes a session with an DDA-enabled IP phoneB and later integrates additional services,
such as a video application entityC on her workstation and a personal conference bridgeD.
While the first association can take place using the regular DDA mechanisms, the associations
in step two and three must follow a different model, because the user device has toinvite the
video application and the conferencing bridge into the existing Mbus session.

The main requirement for a generalized DDA concept is the usability for both client-server
and multiparty associations. In the following, we describe a few selected association scenar-
ios first and then derive the most important requirements before describing the modified DDA
association inSection 6.5.2.2.

6.5.2.1 Requirements for Multiparty Peering

We assume a scenario of 4 DDA enabled systemsA,B,C andD that we want to bring into a
common session. LetA be the user device andB,C andDservice providing entities.

A,B,C andD reside on the same (multicast-enabled) link andB,C andDsend out periodic
service announcements as described inSection 6.4. We assume that DDA services do not
associate unless a user device has triggered an association, i.e., we maintain the concept of
a user-initiated session that performs a certain service for an identifiable user.

Obviously, the first requirement for a successful multiparty peering is that all DDA services
and the user device support the same (group-communication) application protocol. For the rest
of the discussion in this section, we assume that a group communication protocol such as Mbus
is being used.

A will send an association request to the first DDA service (sayB) and obtain a session
configuration. Now, in order to bringC andD into the same session, there must be a way forA
to associate withC andD and make them use the configuration of the existing session that has
been initiated by the DDA process betweenA andB.

After the entities have been brought into a common session, the application-specific coor-
dination can commence. For example, the controlling entity of the phone can determine the set
of available application entities, query their capabilities and provide them with an initial con-
figuration. When a conference has been initiated, e.g., through the user’s extended phone GUI
on the PDA, the controller coordinates the phone’s call control engine, the application entities
and, in case a multiparty conference should be established, the conference bridge (as depicted
in Figure 6.34). Hence, the Mbus group communication session has been established through
the DDA multiparty peering mechanisms, i.e., multiple entities, that have been in a coordination
context before are associated dynamically.

Another requirement is that for any of the associations, both partners will need to know
the application protocol specific address of the other party. E.g., whenA associates withB it
cannot rely onB being the only other entity in the group communication session, andB cannot
assume thatA has not already brought other peers into the session. There must be a way for
both peers in an association process to indicate their application protocol specific and (possibly)
transport protocol specific addresses to enable both peers to identify each other in the session
and to verify that the association has been successful.
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Taking this a step further, the associating entities must not only be able to learn each other’s
application protocol addresses during the association step, it must also be ensured that each of
the addresses that is chosen by the communicating parties in each of the individual associations
is unique in order to avoid address clashes.

In a different scenario,A may be a host providing multiple network interfaces that are used
for listening to DDA announcements. The DDA association itself will not change, i.e.,A will
still receive DDA service announcements on its different interfaces and will invite the selected
service entities into the Mbus session. Note, that although all entities might reside in differ-
ent separated network links, it is nevertheless required to provide them with the same Mbus
configuration, i.e., have them use the same multicast group in order to support mobility and
changes in the network topology. For example, when a service entity that has been connected
via WLAN becomes available on the Bluetooth link of a user device, the Mbus entity awareness
mechanisms can allow for a seamless continuation of the Mbus session, if all entities use the
same Mbus multicast configuration.Section 6.5.3addresses the Mbus specific implications for
these ad-hoc changes in connectivity and network topology.

In scenarios where a user devices creates Mbus sessions dynamically, it has to determine
usable configurations for theses sessions. One important aspect is the selection of a properly
scoped and currently unallocated IP multicast address in order to avoid unwanted multicast
traffic leaking and multicast address clashes. Hence, allocation infrastructure as described by
the Internet Multicast Address Allocation Architecture(MALLOC, [RFC2908]) or distributed
allocation and defense protocols such as theZeroconf Multicast Address Allocation Protocol
(ZMAAP, [Catrina02]) should be used for the dynamic allocation of multicast addresses. When
inviting multiple service entities over different links, a user device has to verify the availability
of the multicast address on all links in advance before it starts to invite the first service entity.

6.5.2.2 Modified DDA Association

The first extension to the DDA process is to generalize the association and to enable DDA clients
to not only request a configuration from a DDA service but to optionallyinvite a service into a
session by providing it with the required session parameters. Where applicable, service entities
should provide both forms of association, i.e., be able to offer a session configuration and to be
invited into a session. Service entities that are restricted to either mode should indicate their pre-
ferred association mode in their service announcement to avoid unnecessary requests/response
cycles.

For the HTTP-based DDA protocol, we have implemented theinvitation mode with an
HTTP-POST[RFC2616]request. Note that the authentication requirements do not change for
association invitations, e.g., for digest-based authentication, the DDA client would still provide
the credential in the request message.

For DDA for Mbus sessions, we have defined additional attributes for the session description
that allow both parties to express their Mbus and their corresponding UDP/IP endpoint address
(IP address and port number). Because both parties have to know each other’s addresses in
advance, we allow for both the request and the response in every DDA HTTP request (GET
andPOST) to contain a message body. For example, when a DDA service is invited and has
received a corresponding association invitation, it will send an SDP fragment in a response to
that request that provides the required address attribute.

Figure 6.35depicts the message exchange for the DDA invitation mode. After the DDA
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Figure 6.35: DDA in invitation mode

association has been completed, both peers can join the Mbus session and check for the avail-
ability of the other side, using the Mbus address information that has been exchanged in the
DDA process. For scenarios where IP multicast connectivity is not available we have defined
a probingprocess that helps to determine the optimal communication mode (e.g., multicast or
direct unicast) between the initiator (the user device) and the invited service entity. The probing
process is described in sectionSection 6.5.3.2.

It should be noted that the DDA announcement process relies on the availability of IP mul-
ticast. For special scenarios with limited IP host implementations or other restrictions it is
conceivable to distribute the announcement using other means. E.g., for the communication
between a PDA and a user’s mobile phone dedicated short-range communication technologies
such as Irda and Bluetooth could be applied. Although multicast connectivity is not available,
the application on the PDA could obtain the service description out-of-band, e.g., via Bluetooth
service descriptions. As long as unicast connectivity can be established, the session can be
initiated, and the probing procedure described inSection 6.5.3.2would yield that both entities
can communicate via unicast. InSection 6.5.3, we also describe how the invited service entity
can be brought into an existing Mbus session with other service entities by relying on the user
device acting as a message relay.

For ad-hoc communication, the network topology and the connectivity for individual entities
is likely to change during a session. For example, a user might roam from one network to
another, and a device that has been visible over a short-range radio link is now visible over
the corporate WLAN infrastructure. Mechanisms such as Mobile-IP can, in general, provide
durable IP unicast reachability, but require corresponding infrastructure (e.g., home agents) and
are not always sufficient to maintain the local multicast connectivity. For example, the new
network may be in another multicast zone that is out of the local scope of one of the multicast
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sessions that pertain to the Mbus session. It is also possible that the device has moved into a
non-multicast capable network. Some of the topology and visibility changes can be dealt with
on the basis of adapting the Mbus message forwarding as described inSection 6.5.3.4. In those
scenarios where the Mbus connectivity is lost completely, we perform a new DDA association
step (if the devices still is or has become available over DDA) and perform the regular exchange
of addresses and probing procedures.

6.5.3 Mbus Extensions for Multiparty Peering

For the initial Mbus scenario inSection 6.5.2, we have implicitly assumed full multicast connec-
tivity between all application entities — a safe assumption for an environment built up around
a single link of a local area network with today’s operating systems. However, this assump-
tion is unlikely to hold as soon as mobile devices (such as PDAs or laptop computers) become
involved which are likely to make use of WLAN infrastructure or even engage into ad-hoc com-
munications with other devices using dedicated Bluetooth or infrared links, in addition to their
connection to the (W)LAN.

The security risks of WLANs may force institutions to deploy dedicated routers and fire-
walls to protect their corporate network from external access, thereby (accidentally) preventing
the propagation of link-local multicast traffic and possibly blocking multicast traffic explicitly.
Also, because of the limited bandwidth compared to wired LANs, WLAN access points may
have multicast forwarding disabled altogether. I.e., even if link-local multicast communication
was possible (because the WLAN access point operated as a bridge to an multicast-enabled
Ethernet link), it can be administratively disallowed in order to save bandwidth for unicast
communication.

As Mbus-based applications rely on Mbus session-wide multicast connectivity, Mbus ex-
tensions are necessary that preserve this communication property in spite of the potential issue
listed above. We have chosen to keep Mbus simple and straightforward and have devised min-
imal enhancements to support non-uniformly connected Mbus entities based upon our target
application scenario (rather than designing a sophisticated generic application-layer message
routing and forwarding overlay). This section presents the Mbus enhancements designed and
implemented to enable robust ad-hoc multiparty peering using Mbus.

Key to the Mbus enhancements is the concept of acoordinator entity(Section 6.5.3.1),
represented by the same device that has also initiated the DDA process and brought together all
the Mbus entities. The coordinator probes the connectivity to all the associated Mbus entities
(Section 6.5.3.2). All entities report the peers visible to them (Section 6.5.3.3) and, based upon
this information the coordinator determines when to forward messages between links (Section
6.5.3.4). The proposed enhancements also deal with topology changes and failures (Section
6.5.3.5) and require minimal changes to our existing Mbus implementation.

6.5.3.1 Coordinator Concept

As discussed inSection 6.5.2, the establishment of an Mbus session is initiated by a user device
that contacts the required service entities after a phase of service discovery. In our previous
example, the user has manually selected the service entities that provided the required services
for constructing a distributed conferencing session. Obviously, this very entity — subsequently
referred to as thecoordinator— has a complete overview of which other components it has
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sought (and found) to realize the intended communication scenario. Furthermore, as the co-
ordinator may have used entirely different link layer technologies to contact the various peers,
it is the only one to take up the responsibility of initially establishing reachability between all
involved parties and also to act as a hub in case native multicast connectivity cannot be estab-
lished. Finally, the coordinator is the one entity capable of re-invoking the DDA procedures,
e.g. to update Mbus configuration parameters or to prolong service leases.

Usually centralized architectures are deemed risky as they introduce at least a potential bot-
tleneck and a single point of failure. With the DDA setting in mind, however, there may be no
other way to establish connectivity between the entities in the first place. And, as the Mbus is
used to communicate control messages only (rather than large data volumes), processing power
and communication bandwidth are not considered to be problematic. In principle, the coordi-
nator could obviously be a single point of failure. However, for sessions that are initiated by the
coordinator system, the operation of the whole distributed system depends on the availability of
the user device and the coordinator function anyway — thus we achieve fate-sharing with the
intended application as the coordinator is also in control (at least initially) of the other devices.
Future work in this area could address this robustness issue by investigating possibilities to
re-organize the network by determining a new coordinator. However this would impose new re-
quirements on every Mbus implementation involved and is therefore considered to be too costly
for the operation of user-initiated Mbus sessions.

Figure 6.36: Three multiparty peering scenarios

Figure 6.36shows three conceivable settings with a coordinatorA and three devicesB, C,
andD. Note that, in the following, the termmulticastrefers to layer three multicast, i.e., IP
multicast andnot to Mbus group communication.

• In setting a), full multicast connectivity is available so that there is no need for the coor-
dinator to perform any kind of message forwarding.

• Setting b) shows deviceB being on a separate link:A andB can communicate via unicast
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and multicast, and so canA, C, andD. ButB has no way to talk toC andD and vice versa,
neither with unicast nor with multicast.

• Setting c) depicts a scenario withB on a separate link again, withC andD sharing the
same link whileA is connected via a router (or some other entity blocking link-local
multicast). As a result,A andB can talk via unicast and multicast and so canC andD. A
andC as well asA andD can only communicate via unicast.

Those three settings can be taken representatively for a majority of connectivity variants
that one may experience in local ad-hoc communications. Note also that even though we do
not explicitly discuss asymmetric connectivity, we have verified that the algorithms presented
below will work in those cases, too.

6.5.3.2 Connectivity Discovery

As outlined above, the (mobile) coordinator needs to determine what kind of connectivity is
available to its peers. As it was able to initially contact them and create an association, IP
connectivity is available. The next step is to determine whether the respective entities can be
reached via multicast or via unicast only.

For this purpose, we introducembus.probe(m|u seq-no) messages that are param-
eterized with a flag indicating whether this message has been sent, at the IP layer, via unicast
(u) or multicast (m) and with a sequence number (for matching probes and their responses).
The coordinator starts sendingmbus.probe messages to each of the newly associated entities
using their Mbus unicast addresses (learned from the DDA association messages, seeSection
6.5.2.2). These messages are sent once via IP unicast (using theu flag) and once via IP mul-
ticast (using themflag) with only minimal delay. For each message sent, regardless whether
unicast or multicast, the sequence number (which starts at a random number) is incremented
by one. The coordinator may retransmit these messages up to three times to deal with possible
packet loss.

A receiver of such a message responds to each of the messages received after a short delay,
once by unicast and once by multicast — so that six messages are exchanged in total. Each
response messagembus.probe.ack (m|u seq-no*) again contains a flag indicating
whether the message was sent via unicast or multicast and contains a list ofmbus.probe
message sequence numbers received from this sender (the coordinator) for the last two seconds.
Figure 6.37depicts a corresponding probing process between a coordinator and a single entity.
Unicast messages provide theu parameter, and multicast messages provide themparameter.

If the coordinator receives responses tombus.probe messages via unicast and via mul-
ticast acknowledging both unicast and multicast probes, full unicast and multicast connectivity
is available. Otherwise, the combination of response messages received (via unicast and/or
multicast) and their acknowledged sequence numbers reveal in which direction multicast con-
nectivity is available if at all. The result of this process serves as input to the configuration of
message routing for both the coordinator and the Mbus entity. Based on the result of the probing
process, both entities can determine, how to communicate with each other on the current link.
For simplicity, multicast communication is only enabled if full multicast connectivity has been
determined. In all other cases, the Mbus entities will resort to unicast communication.

Connectivity probing may be repeated in case network topology changes are suspected, e.g.,
when an entity has become invisible on a link.
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Figure 6.37: Mbus-based connectivity discovery

6.5.3.3 Visibility Reporting

Mbus entities announce their presence in regular intervals by means ofmbus.hello() mes-
sages; thereby, for a multicast-enabled link, all members of a session become aware of each
other. In a setting with potentially disjoint communication links, the coordinator needs to deter-
mine which Mbus entities can talk directly to each other and which require its help to forward
messages.

To establish this view, each Mbus entity regularly transmitsvisibility reports, i.e., Mbus
messages containing a list of other Mbus entities it is aware of. We distinguish two kinds
of visibility: native visibility refers to Mbus entities whosembus.hello() messages were
received directly, i.e., without the help of the coordinator forwarding them;effective visibil-
ity refers to all Mbus entities from whichmbus.hello() messages have been received re-
cently. An Mbus visibility report is defined asmbus.visible (( <Mbus address >
[native])*) , i.e., it contains a list of peers, each indicating the Mbus address being re-
ported and anativeflag showing whether or not the message has been received directly from
the respective entity. If an Mbus entity receives both native and relayed messages from another,
the native reporting takes precedence.

Initially, when all Mbus entities start communicating only native visibility reports are pos-
sible. If the coordinator observes that all entities can see all others natively no further actions
are necessary on its part. Otherwise, the coordinator can determine from the visibility reports
how the Mbus session is partitioned and start forwarding messages between those partitions.
All Mbus messages except formbus.hello() are forwarded unchanged.mbus.hello()
needs to receive special processing to allow distingushing native messages from relayed ones: a
single parameter pair(via <Mbus coordinator-address >) is inserted into the mes-
sage so that one yieldsmbus.hello ((via <coordinator-address >)) .

Figure 6.38depicts the exchange of visibility reports between a coordinator (entityA)
and two entitiesB and C that reside on separateMbus links. After an initial exchange of
mbus.hello() messages all entities report the current visibility status on each Mbus link
they are attached to.A can see bothB andCand sends a corresponding visibility report on each
Mbus link. A receives the visibility reports fromB andC and infers thatB cannot seeC and
vice versa. Based on this observationA start torelay messages fromB andC, as depicted by
the relayedmbus.hello messages that are colored in teal and provide thevia parameter.
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Figure 6.38: Visibility reports and relaying of mbus.hello messages

As a result,B becomes aware ofC and vice versa, which is announced by an updated visibility
report.

The coordinator uses the effective visibility to determine when full connectivity of the Mbus
session has been achieved. It continues to use the native visibility to constantly monitor the
overall connectivity and adapt its forwarding behavior when necessary.

6.5.3.4 Message Transmission and Forwarding

Mbus message transmission is conceptually extended to support multipleinterfacesper Mbus
entity. A regular Mbus entity (i.e., not the coordinator) provides a multicast interface and may
have one or more unicast interfaces and uses only a single link. Each interface can be thought
of similar to a link layer interface with routing table entries (based on Mbus addresses) pointing
to this interface. The original Mbus design has a default route for all traffic pointing to the
multicast interface and may have one unicast interface per known Mbus entity for the unicast
optimization.

For Mbus sessions with partial multicast connectivity and a coordinator acting as ahub,
the transmission behavior of Mbus entities needs to be adapted only slightly. Mbus entities
that have full multicast connectivity with their coordinator do not need to change; the above
rules just work. Mbus entities that have only unicast connectivity to their coordinator and no
multicast connectivity to other entities (i.e. do not see any native visibility reports except from
the coordinator) use their unicast interface to the coordinator as default interface. Mbus entities
that have directly reachable multicast peers but only a unicast interface to the coordinator, create
two default routes and thus duplicate their outgoing Mbus messages (except for those using the
unicast optimization) transmitting them via multicast and sending them to the coordinator.

The coordinator is responsible for relaying Mbus messages and modifyingmbus.hello
messages in transit. Its forwarding functions are configured based on the visibility reporting and
the connectivity discovery. It may have any number of unicast and multicast interfaces on dif-
ferent links. Each incoming Mbus message is examined with respect to its target Mbus address.
If this is a multicast address, the coordinator forwards the message to all interfaces (except for
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the one it has been received on) and forwards a local copy to its own application. Otherwise,
the coordinator examines — based upon native visibility reports — to which interface (if any)
the message needs to be forwarded; optionally, it hands the message to its local application.

6.5.3.5 Change and Failure Handling

As described in theSection 6.5.3.3, the coordinator permanently monitors effective and native
visibility as reported from each endpoint. In case multicast connectvity improves, the coordi-
nator will notice further entities reporting native visibility of each other and so the coordinator
can reduce forwarding. If multicast connectivity is lost, incomplete effective visibility reports
indicates that additional forwarding needs to be installed.

If the coordinator looses contact to an entity (e.g. by missingmbus.hello() messages),
it may need to re-enter theconnectivity discoveryagain. If this does not reveal ways to re-
establish connectivity (e.g. because the entity is not longer reachable), the coordinator may
attempt a DDA re-association or, ultimately, go through the entire service location procedure
again to look for a different device offering the same services.

6.5.4 Summary

We have described scenarios and solutions for multiparty peering of service entities, consid-
ering the aspectsservice discoveryandgroup communicationand the special requirements for
ad-hoc communication scenarios, such as changing network topologies and peer mobility. The
discussion of these scenarios has shown that group communication is a desirable feature for
many component-based services in local networks. However, it has also been evident that its
implementation is not always trivial, because general multicast connectivity cannot be assumed
and because ad-hoc communication scenarios require concepts that address potential changes
in network topology while maintaining a continuous group communication session on the ap-
plication layer.

We have extended the DDA service association protocol to support multiparty peering and
have discussed the use of these extensions for establishing Mbus sessions. Using the Mbus as
a basis, we have developed a group communication model that provides the concept of a group
communication session that can encompass multiple underlying multicast and unicast sessions
(that can be dynamically re-configured without affecting the overall group communication ses-
sion).

One key aspect of this model is a central coordinating entity that manages the individual
communication sessions, monitors entity visibility and provide message relay functions where
appropriate. In summary, a coordinator would perform the following steps to provide Mbus
connectivity for a group of entities that are distributed on multiple separate links:

1. Perform DDA-based session initiation, which includes the exchange of UDP unicast end-
point addresses with each entity.

2. Establish Mbus link to each entity and probe for multicast and unicast connectivity using
the endpoint addresses exchanged before.

3. Report and determine visibility and update message relaying table.
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4. For each message that is received and that is exclusively addressed to the coordinator,
determine intended receivers (based on destination address) and relay message (based on
message relaying table).

By adding some minimal changes to the Mbus protocol (adding new membership informa-
tion messages) and by extending the Mbus implementation requirements slightly, Mbus entities
can accommodate changing multicast connectivity, dynamic changes to the group membership
and mixed multicast/unicast environments — characteristics that are frequently experienced in
ad-hoc communication scenarios. While the central role of the coordinator implies that the
group communication session depends on its existence, this is not considered an issue when the
fate of the coordinator is coupled to that of the actual user application.

The link-state monitoring and forwarding functions that we have described are not to be
misinterpreted as elements of a general layer 3 ad-hoc networking routing protocol such as
AODV [Perkins02]. While routing protocols for ad-hoc networks provide multihop routing
between potentially mobile hosts in order to establish and maintain an ad-hoc IP network, our
approach is much simpler and highly efficient:

• The main goal is to provide group communication in scenarios where no comprehensive
multicast connectivity between the intended group members can be established;

• the forwarding is restricted to specific messages of a selected application protocol (Mbus);
and

• we rely on a special case, where there is always a central entity (the coordinator) that has
a direct link to each of the session members.

We believe that our approach is useful for a variety of scenarios where multiple entities
have to be brought together in a common session in order to provide a certain service for a user
— and that its simplicity and efficiency provide significant deployment advantages over more
sophisticated schemes.

Finally, there are some aspects that we have not discussed in detail in this section that are
subject of our current and future research. Those particularly include:

Group security: As well as being able to add services to a running session, a user might want
to exclude an entity from a session. While it is no problem to request the entity to leave,
using application protocol specific means (e.g., by sending thembus.quit() message
or to issue a DDA dissociation request), the user cannot enforce the entity to leave. Group
security approaches could be used to enforce that a former entity cannot participate any-
more by changing the group security configuration, i.e., by initiating are-keyingprocess.
For Mbus and DDA, there are two alternative solutions to re-configure the Mbus con-
figuration: by designing corresponding Mbus extensions or by relying on existing DDA
mechanisms. In the latter case the coordinator would have to dis-associate from all en-
tities and initiate a new session with a new configuration. While this would solve the
problem of excluding the former member, it would always imply a termination and re-
initiation of the session.
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Association protocol: The initial version of DDA (Section 6.4) uses HTTP for sending as-
sociation and dissociation requests, e.g, an association request is implemented with an
HTTP-GETrequest. For our first prototype implementation of the generalized DDA ver-
sion that we have described in this section, we have mapped the invitation request to an
HTTP-POSTrequest. We are aware that there are existing protocols that are specifically
designed for session initiation, such as theSession Initiation Protocol(SIP,[RFC3261]).
Since most of the features of SIP such as user location and call routing are not required
in the DDA context, the selection of an appropriate protocol needs more discussion.

Integrating with existing security infrastructures: The authentication step of a DDA associ-
ation represents the authentication of a user to the service entity. The service entity uses
the authenticated user identification for deciding whether the user is authorized to access
the given service. In our current implementation we have implemented the authentica-
tion by verifying a user-name/password pair, relying on HTTP’s digest authentication as
a mechanism. In this implementation, the user-names and passwords of authorized users
had to be configured on each service entity. This is obviously not a viable solution for
large scale deployment. We are thus currently investigating possibilities for leveraging
existing security and authorization infrastructures and AAA protocols such as Diameter
[Calhoun02]. One issue that has to be considered is that not every service device will
be provided with a permanent connectivity that would allow for accessing external AAA
servers.

The presented multiparty peering mechanisms have been employed for the dynamic compo-
sition of conferencing endpoints, where a user can associate with multiple multimedia confer-
encing components in her environment and bring them into a common Mbus session. InSection
10.2.2, we describe a specific system that makes use of this concept.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented the Mbus framework, consisting of the Mbus transport layer
definition (Section 6.2), protocols and extensions for bootstrapping of Mbus sessions and for
establishing Mbus sessions across network link boundaries (Section 6.4andSection 6.5) and
the higher layer Mbus interaction models (Section 6.3).

The Mbus transport layer has been designed as a group communication mechanism that
provides a basic messaging service. It does not address services such as RPC or transaction
semantics, let alone virtual synchrony as described inSection 4.1that are costly to implement
and not required by every application (in the application area of local coordination). The Mbus
transport protocol is strictly asynchronous, in order to allow for a high degree of parallelism
and a loose coupling of communication peers.

The basic messaging service employs thesoft-stateprinciple and can thus accommodate
interrupted connectivity, dynamic group membership changes and does not rely on a strict
client-server architecture. In addition to soft-state communication the protocol also provides
a reliable, acknowledgment-based transport service. Theentity awarenessmechanism that is
based on periodic multicasts provides a simple membership information service that allows to
discover new entities and monitor their liveness during a session. Care has been taken to allow
this mechanism to scale to a large number of entities.
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We have tried to achieve a compromise between three design goals:feature-richness, effi-
ciencyandsimplicity (allow for simple implementations). This has been realized by defining
a basic transport service with mandatory protocol features, such as IP multicast transmission
of messages, the awareness mechanism, the reliable transport service and baseline security
mechanisms. Additional efficiency can be achieved by implementing enhancements such as
theunicast optimizationand theacknowledgment piggybacking. Care has been taken that im-
plementations with different complexity levels can still inter-operate, thus allowing for a vast
heterogeneity of Mbus-enabled devices that can communicate in a single session.

The security mechanisms can be tailored with respect to functionality (i.e., whether encryp-
tion should be used or not) and with respect to the employed cryptographic algorithms. Only
message authentication is mandatory, because it is required for avoiding collisions and provides
protection against malicious control messages that are injected into a session. Since the Mbus
is likely to be used in isolated networks or for host-local communication where remote listen-
ers cannot intercept messages, encryption is optional, again accommodating basic devices and
simple implementations.

Taking the mechanisms for Mbus session set-up and the Mbus message passing and group
communication services as a basis, we have generalized and formalized typical interaction mod-
els and communication relationships that are intended to support the development of Mbus ap-
plications. InSection 6.3, we have described the idea of providing informal interface descrip-
tions of Mbus entities inMbus application profilesand presented a survey of commonly used
interaction models, some of which we have adopted from other distributed system solutions,
such as the RPC mechanism.

One motivation for these higher layer protocols is to provide suitable communication mech-
anisms for applications that provide a distinct controller-controllee-relationship and require re-
liable means to invoke remote procedures. In addition, we have designed mechanisms that
combine the flexibility of the Mbus group communication mechanisms with the usefulness of
request/response-oriented communication. TheMbus anycastand thecoordinated Mbus RPC
protocols are examples for such mechanisms.

In this context, we have introduced the notion of differentcontrol relationshipsthat are re-
quired by different types of applications. For example, Mbus entities can require a tight control
relationship for being coordinated in a request/response-oriented fashion but can work indepen-
dently, i.e., without a controller for generating soft-state events. The concept ofregisteringwith
Mbus entities and redirecting event notifications is again designed to combine the flexibility
of Mbus group communication with explicit control mechanisms. For example, the concept
of a default destination addressfor event notifications and other Mbus commands allows for
components that can provide useful functions without requiring an external controller, and the
redirection concept supports the third-party deployment of modules by adapting their address-
ing scheme to the needs of a specific application.

In more dynamic scenarios, where Mbus sessions have to be established in an ad-hoc fashion
and cannot necessarily be related to the environment of a single user, the distribution of the
initial configuration of Mbus entities has to be done explicitly, i.e., by deploying an appropriate
protocol. InSection 6.4, we have described anMbus bootstrappingmechanism that addresses
the issues oflocating Mbus-based servicesin a network andsecurely associatingwith an Mbus
service. TheDynamic Device Association(DDA) mechanism is targeted at initiating Mbus
sessions with entities that donotbelong to the presence of a single user. It therefore provides an
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authentication and authorization concept thus allowing services to be configured with respect
to access permissions and user identities. The DDA protocols itself are designed to be usable
in ad-hoc scenarios and are very light-weight in order to allow for simple implementations.
The announcement-based discovery mechanism also relies on soft-state communication and is
addressing scalability and efficiency.

In Section 6.5, we have extended the DDA bootstrapping process for the initiation of multi-
party Mbus sessions and have addressed the issue of providing Mbus connectivity over a set
of possibly heterogeneous links that may not be completely inter-connected and that may be
subject to changing link and topology characteristics. These extensions rely on the use case of
auser devicethat can be attached to multiple network links and can detect the Mbus connectiv-
ity between entities on different links. Based on the observed connectivity the user device can
activate message forwarding where required, thus providing a transparent Mbus group com-
munication transport over a set of independent network links. This approach is intended to
provide ad-hoc communication by a set of simple mechanisms for application layer message
forwarding, based on a centralized setting, where the user device acts as the central message
hub. The presented mechanisms are not intended as generalad-hoc-networkingsolutions or
as substitutes for ad-hoc-network routing protocols but are designed for environments where
IP link-local auto-configuration (or manual configuration) is in place and entities from differ-
ent links should be enabled to participate in an Mbus session despite the lack of full multicast
connectivity.

In summary, we believe that the Mbus framework provides an interesting combination of
light-weight distributed systems characteristics, coordination facilities and group communica-
tion mechanisms. It has been advanced with respect to operational features such as bootstrap-
ping and deployment in limited network environments, which allows its deployment for “real-
world” applications, e.g., the development of end-user applications and reasonable complex
systems such as multimedia conferencing gateways. The design of the Mbus deliberately devi-
ates from traditional approaches for distributed systems such as the RPC mechanism or toolkits
such as ISIS and its successors and foregoes static binding and virtual synchrony for flexibility
and efficiency.

In the following, will validate this thesis by first discussing Mbus implementation aspects in
Chapter 7,Mbus Implementationsand subsequently presenting the results of some simulations
and measurements inChapter 8,Evaluation. In Chapter 9,Mbus in Conferencing Systemswe
describe the design of our conferencing endpoint architecture and the development of Mbus
application profiles. The results of this work and its deployment for complete applications are
presented inChapter 10,Mbus in Projects.
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Mbus Implementations

In this chapter, we describe some existing Mbus implementations in order to highlight imple-
mentation requirements, typical strategies for implementing the Mbus transport layer and the
Mbus Guidelines interactions and to discuss implications for programming models and appli-
cation designs.

In Section 7.1, we describe generic Mbus implementation considerations and inSection 7.2,
we describe requirements for underlying IP stacks and operating systems. This is followed by
an overview of an Mbus C++ implementation inSection 7.3, an overview of an Mbus Java
implementation inSection 7.4and a description of some Mbus implementations for scripting
languages inSection 7.5.

7.1 Implementation Considerations

In general, the Mbus message service relies on anasynchronousmodel, i.e., entities send mes-
sages and continue with their operation without waiting for a response. Thereliable transport
mechanism (Section 6.2.1.5) and the Mbus RPC service (Section 6.3.2.2) could be used to sup-
port synchronous communication, i.e., applications could employ a synchronous API to send
corresponding messages.

However, this is not implied by the protocol definition. In fact, in order to allow for a
maximum degree of concurrency and efficiency, Mbus implementations will typically provide
an asynchronous interface. Applications that need a synchronous communication model can
always implement the necessary synchronization mechanisms themselves.

The discussion of specific implementation approaches below will considersingle-threaded
andmulti-threadedimplementations. Single-threaded Mbus user space implementations (that
share an execution thread with the application) require some sort of asynchronous event multi-
plexing in order to process the different events that can occur:

• Input/output events can occur for the Mbus UDP/IP communication, e.g., when a UDP
datagram has been received, the corresponding Mbus protocol handler function must be
called in order to process the message.

• Scheduled events must be processed, e.g., to send out anmbus.hello message at a
given time or to trigger a retransmission of a reliable message.
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In single-threaded UNIX environments with BSD-socket APIs, this event multiplexing will
usually be implemented by an event management and notification service that relies on the
UNIX select (or poll ) system call.

In multi-threaded environments, each event source can be handled by an independent thread,
i.e., every socket could be read from synchronously. Threads that manage event source and
threads that handle events run in parallel, thus the same asynchronous model can be established.

In both cases, event handlers, e.g., functions in applications, are usually being invoked by
some form ofcallback mechanism. For example, an application would register a dedicated
function for processing incoming Mbus messages, and the Mbus implementation would invoke
the corresponding function upon receiving and successfully processing an incoming Mbus mes-
sage. Based on these assumptions, an Mbus implementation has to provideat leastthe following
service interface:

send message : An Mbus message is sent to the specified Mbus address. Besides the mes-
sage itself and the address parameters, the type of the message needs to be specified
(unreliable , reliable ).

register receive callback : An application function is registered as a callback func-
tion that should be invoked upon receiving incoming Mbus messages.

It should be noted that the implementation of such a callback mechanism is highly pro-
gramming language dependent. E.g., in the C programming language, the application
would usually pass a function pointer to a corresponding callback registration function,
whereas in some object-oriented programming languages other idioms are popular, e.g.,
defining a pure virtual function in a class that is derived from an abstract base class pro-
viding the required interface for Mbus applications. In our discussion of available Mbus
implementations, we will find both approaches.

With this basic service interface in mind, we can list the followingfunctionsthat a corre-
sponding Mbus implementation needs to perform:

Management of UDP ports: One of the basic functions is the management of UDP ports. At
least one socket (or a similar input/output abstraction) must be bound to the common
Mbus port and multicast group membership must be managed. In order to be able to
receive Mbus messages over IP unicast (through the Mbus unicast optimization mech-
anisms that we have described inSection 6.2.1.4) an implementation must manage two
ports: one for receiving Mbus messages that are sent via IP multicast to the common port
number and another port for sending messages to the group or to other entities and for
receiving messages that are sent via IP unicast directly to the entity.

Mbus aliveness indications:The Mbus implementation must send the periodicmbus.hello
messages via IP multicast to the Mbus broadcast address. For this purpose, the implemen-
tation must calculate the proper interval as described inSection 6.2.2.1. This calculation
depends on the maintenance of an Mbus session membership list as described below.

Membership tracking: The implementation must maintain a list of currently visible Mbus
entities in the session. For this purpose it must monitor thembus.hello messages that
are received from other entities taking the current expected retransmission interval into
account.
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Message parsing:An implementation has to process incoming messages by verifying the au-
thenticity, decrypting the message. In addition, an implementation will typically trans-
form the message from its textual representation into an appropriate data structure to
facilitate the access to message fragments such as commands and command parameters
for applications.

Message sending:For sending Mbus messages, an implementation must perform the follow-
ing operations: It must encode the message to textual representation, encrypt the mes-
sage (if configured for the current session) and calculate and prepend the message digest.
Depending on the destination address, the implementation must make a decision which
underlying transport mechanism to use.

A message with a destination address that does not uniquely specify a single recipient
(based on the current set of known entities) must be sent via IP multicast (or broadcast
if configured). If unicast optimization is supported, the implementation sends messages
with unique destination addresses via unicast to the unique endpoint address of the recip-
ient.

Handling retransmissions: Messages that are sent reliably must be stored for retransmission
until a corresponding acknowledgment has been received or until the maximum time
frame for retransmissions and acknowledgments has past. If no acknowledgment for the
last message has been received after the specified time, the sending operation must be
canceled and an failure condition should be signaled.

Handling acknowledgments: The reception of reliable messages must be acknowledged as
described inSection 6.2.1.5, i.e., the message must either be acknowledged immediately
by sending a dedicated acknowledgment message or the acknowledgment must be post-
poned in order to piggy-back the acknowledgment onto another message (taking the time-
outs for acknowledging reliable messages into account).

7.2 Basic Implementation Requirements

Having described the general services and functions inSection 7.1, we will now list the main
requirements for host platforms that must be fulfilled to provide a basis for Mbus implementa-
tions. Essentially, the requirements can be divided into two areas:IP communication services
andother operating system services.

IP communication services: The Mbus protocol is layered on top of IP/UDP. Therefore, a
software platform must provide the possibility of sending and receiving UDP datagrams.
The Mbus protocol can be used with either IPv4 or IPv6.

Since the Mbus is using IP multicast, software platforms should also support IP multicast.
Support for local IP multicasting includes sending multicast datagrams, joining multicast
groups, receiving multicast datagrams, and leaving multicast groups. Implementing the
Mbus protocol requires a host IP implementation that reaches conformance level 2 for IP
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multicast as defined by RFC 1112[RFC1112]. This includes an implementation of IGMP
(Internet Group Management Protocol)1.

In case IP multicast is not available, the Mbus protocol can alternatively be layered on top
of IP broadcast by sending messages to the generic multicast address of a network (IPv4).
For IPv6, either the node-local or the link-local multicast should be used.

Other operating system services:For implementing the Mbus protocol in single-threaded en-
vironments, services such as asynchronous event multiplexing and timer event notifica-
tion are required. In multi-threaded environments, the corresponding functionality can
(potentially) be provided by the Mbus implementation itself, however, this is not consid-
ered to be the most straightforward and most efficient solution. Therefore, event multi-
plexing and timer management facilities will be useful in these environments neverthe-
less.

These services are needed for the following functions:

Receiving on multiple UDP ports: An Mbus implementation will typically receive
UDP datagrams on two UDP ports: Datagrams that are sent to the IP multicast
group are received on the standard Mbus port, and datagrams that are targeted to
a specific entity are received on a unique port per entity. This allows for multiple
Mbus implementation instances on the same node that can all be addressed indepen-
dently. These two ports have to be monitored and (e.g., if a socket API is present),
messages have to be read from the sockets as soon as new datagrams have been
received.

One popular model for implementing the monitoring of multiple input sources in
single-threaded environments is calledasynchronous event multiplexing— a con-
cept that avoids the blocking reading of a single input source by defining services
that provide the monitoring of a set of input sources and can notify the application as
soon as input data is available. For UNIX systems, this service is usually provided
by a program’smain loopthat relies on the use of the UNIX system callselect
or poll .

For UNIX-like environments, it must be possible to either have the Mbus imple-
mentation deploy this mechanism itself, or — in case the application that the Mbus
module is to be embedded in already uses it’s ownselect -based main loop — to
integrate the Mbus module into the application’s main loop.

Timer for Mbus protocol events: An Mbus implementation has to perform certain ac-
tions in well-defined time intervals. For example, periodicmbus.hello messages
have to be sent and the liveness of other entities has to be checked after certain time
periods.

For UNIX-like environments, the notification of timer events is often achieved by
using theselect system call. Other platforms may provide other services for timer

1IGMP support is required to accommodate switched networks that are connected by switches that support
IGMP-snoopingin order to limit distribution of multicast traffic. If such switches were in place and hosts did not
indicate their interest in receiving packets sent to the Mbus multicast group, they would not receive messages from
entities from other links.
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event notification.

7.3 C++ Implementation

We have developed a C++ implementation that provides all specified Mbus features and allows
for the development of applications in a very simple and comfortable way. It is available as a
library that can be linked with application specific code in order to build a complete application.
The C++ implementation itself covers the Mbus transport specification. Additional implemen-
tations for the higher layer services (Mbus Guidelines) are available that provide additional
features such as support for RPCs and other interactions.

7.3.1 Design

The basic Mbus transport implementation itself is single-threaded and provides a strictasyn-
chronousinterface. I.e., application code will never be blocked when calling an API function
to send a message and there is no mechanism to wait for the reception of a message by calling
a corresponding API function. Instead, the Mbus implementation provides an API to register
callbacks that should be called when incoming messages have arrived.

Figure 7.1: Layers in the C++ implementation

Figure 7.1provides on overview of the implementation approach. We have split the imple-
mentation into several layers:
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• The socket API is part of the operating system and provides the usual system calls to
create sockets, to bind sockets to endpoint addresses, to manage multicast membership
and to send to and receive from other endpoints.

• The Mbus link layer manages the UDP sockets for one Mbus application. It creates a
socket for receiving multicast messages and a socket for receiving unicast messages and
for sending. These sockets are registered with an event notifier that calls a certain callback
function as soon as data has been received.

For messages that are to be sent, the Mbus link layer transforms Mbus messages from
their internal C++ object representation to text representation and performs encryption
and message digest calculation. A sender has to specify whether the message should be
sent to the multicast group or to a specific endpoint.

For receiving messages, the Mbus link layer can be parameterized with a list of endpoint
addresses (IP address and port tuples) that represents anaddress filter. Messages with
an UDP/IP source address that match one address of the filter list are discarded. This is
mainly used to configure the Mbus link layer to discard its own messages that have been
sent to the multicast group2.

Messages that are not filtered are checked for authenticity, decrypted and decoded before
they are passed to the next higher layer. Messages that fail the authenticity check or
cannot be decoded are signaled as an exceptional condition.

The Mbus link layer does not know anything about Mbus addresses nor the struc-
ture of messages. It also does not perform any management functions such as send-
ing mbus.hello messages. Its sole purpose is to manage the UDP ports and to en-
code/decode messages.

• The Mbus transport layer provides the main functionality and implements the functions
that we have described inSection 7.1.

It maintains a list of currently known Mbus entities (and a mapping of their Mbus ad-
dresses to endpoint addresses). Based on this information, it is decided whether a message
is sent via unicast or via multicast using the interface of the lower link layer.

The Mbus transport layer provides the periodic sending ofmbus.hello messages and
the adaptation of the interval depending on the observed group size. It also manages reli-
able messages by keeping a copy of sent messages and retransmitting them if necessary.

For upper layers, it provides a single method to send a message. This method is respon-
sible for completing the Mbus message header (setting the sequence number and other
fields) and for selecting the appropriate link layer transport based on the destination ad-
dress.

Received messages are forwarded through a callback to an upper layer implementation.
Mbus management commands such asmbus.hello andmbus.bye are not forwarded
but translated into event notifications such asnew entity andentity lost . I.e.,

2The socket optionMULTICASTLOOPmust be enabled on the sending socket in order to allow messages to
be received by other entities (represented by other processes) on the same system.
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the Mbus transport layer monitors thembus.hello messages from other entities and
when they have not been received for a certain period of time, the corresponding en-
tity is removed from the set of currently known entities and anentity lost event is
generated.

• The Mbus client layer is the interface to the application. It provides the possibility to
register Mbus commands with certain callback functions. When a message is received
from the transport layer that provides a matching Mbus command, the command (and the
message header) is passed as an argument to the specified callback function. Commands
that have not been registered are passed to a default message handling function.

In addition, the Mbus client layer provides callbacks for events from the lower transport
layer such aswhenNewEntity for signaling the appearance of a new Mbus entity.

These layers are implemented as C++ classes. The Mbus client (MClient ) layer is imple-
mented as an abstract base class that application programmers can derive application specific
classes from in order to redefine the functionswhenNewEntity etc.

Figure 7.2: Layer interaction in the C++ implementation

Figure 7.2illustrates the asynchronous, event-based invocation of a protocol handler and an
application code callback function. The figure provides the stack of interacting classes, and the
top of the stack (the application code) is at the left hand side. TheNotifier is actually not
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part of the stack — we have included it here to show the interaction of the protocol layers with
the event management system.

In the initialization phase, both the UDP socket layer and the Mbus transport layer register
their event sources (sockets and timers) with the notifier. The application object registers a
callback for a specific Mbus command name with itsMbusClient base class. The transport
layer emits a firstmbus.hello message (represented as a C++ object) that is encoded by the
Mbus link layer and send as a UDP message via IP multicast to the Mbus multicast group.

The notifier then signals an input event to the UDP layer. The UDP layer reads the received
message by calling therecvfrom system call and passes the message to the Mbus link layer by
calling a corresponding member function. In this case, we assume that the incoming message
contains a singlembus.hello command from another Mbus entity. The link layer object
authenticates the message, decrypts and decodes it and passes it as a C++ object to the Mbus
transport layer. The Mbus transport layer notices that the message is the first message received
from the sender and notifies the application by calling thenewEntity method. In addition,
the transport layer starts timers for monitoring the aliveness of the new entity, which is not
shown here for the sake of clarity.

As a next step, the application initiates the reliable sending of a new message by calling
the methodsendReliably of the Mbus transport layer. For this call, the application must
also specify a unique Mbus destination address. The transport layer retrieves the corresponding
endpoint (UDP/IP) address and calls the methodsendMbusUnicast of the Mbus link layer.
In addition, the transport layer registers a timer for triggering a possible retransmission with the
notifier. The link layer encodes and encrypts the messages, adds the authentication header and
sends the message to the specified IP address and port number.

For this example, we assume that the sending of the message (or the sending of the corre-
sponding acknowledgment) has failed and that the maximum number of retransmissions (not
shown here) has been reached. Eventually, the final retransmission timer expires, which is sig-
naled to the transport layer. The transport layer removes the message from the list of messages
that have to be acknowledged and indicates the failure condition to the application.

We can observe from this example that the failure indication is generated asynchronously to
the original sending of the message. The calling application code does receive the result of the
sending operation as a function call result when sending the message but is notified through an
asynchronous function call from the lower layer. The same would hold for indicating success
on a reliable message transmission (which we do not do in the C++ implementation).

This fundamental asynchronous model is a main characteristic of the C++ Mbus implemen-
tation and is also applied to the implementation of the Mbus Guidelines interactions that we
describe inSection 7.3.3.

Figure 7.3is a sample C++ code fragment that demonstrates a common usage scenario: An
application-specific class (Simple ) is derived from a base classMbusClient (part of the
C++ Mbus library). This base class provides some pure virtual member functions that have to
be defined by derived application classes. E.g., the member functionnewEntity is called by
the Mbus code on detection of a new entity in an Mbus session.

For receiving messages, the classMbusClient provides a dispatching mechanism (not
shown here). Applications register commands with handler functions (callbacks) that will be
called by the Mbus code on receiving a message that contains the registered command.

The classMbusClient provides additional member functions for sending messages that
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are also not shown here.

Figure 7.3: An Mbus C++ application

7.3.2 Integration into Applications

User-space protocol implementations usually have to address two issues to be usable for a wide
range of applications on different platforms:

• The protocol implementation specific event management system must be integrated into
the event management system of applications. For integrating a protocol implementation
into an existing application, the protocol library has to interface with an existing event
notifier.

This is especially an issue for single-threaded applications where all events must be dis-
tributed from a central notifier entity in order to allow for a fair sharing of the execution
thread. For multi-threaded applications, each module that runs in its own thread can the-
oretically rely on its own, independent event notification mechanism. However, this is
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not always practical, e.g., in scenarios where a single event must be delivered to multiple
subscribers.

• Another issue that must be considered is that event handling itself is quite platform spe-
cific, similar to operations that rely on system calls such as socket communication. For
example, UNIX-based systems often rely on theselect system call for querying for
events on file descriptors. In the Windows family of operating systems event queues are
part of the operating system and provide a different paradigm for monitoring events from
multiple sources3.

Therefore it not advisable to tie a protocol application to a fixed event notification system,
if the protocol implementation should be portable to different platforms. Instead it must
be provisioned that the complete event notification mechanism can be replaced by another
mechanism that fits the requirements of a specific platform.

In addition to the Mbus communication, Mbus applications typically perform other commu-
nication tasks or provide a user interface that can generate events asynchronously. For example,
Mbus-based applications in conferencing systems will probably communicate with other appli-
cations over the application-specific horizontal protocol, e.g., RTP, and will provide a GUI for
rendering application data and for controlling the application. This means that the Mbus event
notification system must accommodate that the Mbus sub-system be integrated into a larger
application context. We have addressed this issue by a two-pronged approach:

• The Mbus implementation itself relies on a notifier abstraction providing a simple inter-
face that is designed to meet the specific needs for Mbus implementations: it provides the
possibility to register timer events and file descriptors.

This interface can be used to provide notifier implementations for different specific envi-
ronments, e.g., UNIX and Windows platforms.

• For UNIX based systems, we have developed an event notification mechanism that pro-
vides the usual interface of registering callback functions for events on file descrip-
tors and for timer expiration events. Once an application has been initialized, e.g., the
MbusClient object has been created, control is passed to the notifier that subsequently
runs in a loop for dispatching occurring events. This notifier has been made available
as an object code library under the namelibnotifer , hence we refer to it using that
name in the following.

In addition to this normal event notification service,libnotifier provides an inter-
face that allowsexternalnotifiers to take over the control of the notifier’s main loop. In
this case, all registered event sources will be passed on to the external notifier that can
for example be represented by an X11 main loop. This means, the Mbus implementation
(and otherlibnotifier clients) uselibnotifier as an interface to register event
sources and callback functions, where the actual main loop is run by another notifier, e.g.,
the X11 main loop.

3For compatibility reasons, Windows operating systems also provide aselect function, which is often used
for porting TCP/IP based UNIX applications to a Windows platform.
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The combination of the C++ Mbus implementation andlibnotifier has evolved into a
core framework for many applications that have been developed at our group during the last five
years. Some of the results are described inChapter 10,Mbus in Projects. Thelibnotifier
approach has led to the development of many Mbus based GUI applications using different
toolkits and notifier mechanisms without requiring changes to the Mbus protocol implementa-
tion.

The C++ implementation itself is available for UNIX and MS Windows based systems. For
Windows based systems, we have implemented a direct integration with the Windows event
management, i.e., without employinglibnotifier .

7.3.3 Mbus Guidelines Implementation

Based on the C++ implementation of the basic Mbus messaging service (as defined by RFC
3259), we have developed an implementation of most of the interaction schemes of theMbus
Guidelinesthat we have described inSection 6.3.4

The design of the Guidelines implementation (that has been made available as an object
code library calledlibmbusapp ) follows the design principles of the basic transport imple-
mentation: the overall operation is completely asynchronous, i.e., applications register services
such as an RPC implementation together with a callback function with the protocol manage-
ment layer and the application function will be invoked upon the reception of a corresponding
message. As another example, when calling an Mbus RPC at a remote entity, the application
also registers a callback function that should be called for processing the RPC result message.
In this case, the protocol layer performs functions such as correlating RPC answers to requests
(and generating proper RPC messages and return commands).

Figure 7.4 depicts an application class calledSimple that is derived from the
libmbusapp classRPCServer and from the classMbusClient of the transport imple-
mentation. The constructor of theSimple class registers an RPC calleddoIt by calling
the methoddispatchOnRPC , a member function ofRPCServer . TheRPCServer class
registers the corresponding Mbus command with the command dispatcher ofMbusClient .

Upon receiving an RPC, theRPCServer object verifies the formal RPC command syntax
and delivers the RPC by invoking the registered callback function, in this case, this is the mem-
ber functionwhenRPCof the RDisp class. In this example, the RPC handler function does
nothing excepting for generating an RPC result.

Figure 7.5depicts an example of an application thatinvokesa remote procedure. The in-
vocation is performed in the functionSimple::whenFoo by constructing aFooStatus
object and passing it toRPCClient::send (the application classSimple is derived from
RPCClient . The application classFooStatus is derived from thelibmbusapp class
RPCStatus and defines a few functions for processing RPC command results. For example,
the methodwhenOKwill be called when an RPC return command with statusOKhas been
received.

The constructor ofFooStatus specifies a maximum waiting time of 10000 milliseconds.
If no corresponding RPC return command has been received in this time frame, the function
whenTimeout will be called for notifying the application.

4The C++ Mbus Guidelines implementation has been written by Olaf Bergmann.
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Figure 7.4: Mbus RPC server application class

This reveals the completely asynchronous procedure for RPC interaction that is provided
by libmbusapp : A calling entity issues the RPC and then returns the control to the calling
function and thus eventually to the notifier’s main loop. The RPC return command is hence
treated as any other Mbus command that is received and processed asynchronously.

This asynchronous model and the basic principle of having thelibmbusapp deal with
message construction, message decoding, correlating answers to requests and managing timers
is applied for the implementation of other Mbus Guideline interactions as well. We cannot
provide a complete description of the Guidelines layer here, but have to refer the reader to the
Mbus web page (http://www.mbus.org/ ), where all Mbus implementations are available
as source code packages.

7.3.4 Summary

Summarizing, we can state that the C++ Mbus implementation has evolved into a framework for
the development of locally distributed systems that is offering a strictly asynchronous program-
ming model that fits well into the single-threaded event multiplexing model for UNIX based
systems.

The provision of a callback function based message-dispatching service for both basic Mbus
commands and higher layer commands has proven to be an efficient tool for the fast develop-
ment of robust applications. Application programmers can specify the interface of their Mbus
applications by registering the corresponding command names along with the respective call-
back functions and the protocol implementation provides the message delivery, the correlation
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Figure 7.5: Mbus RPC client application class

of answers to requests and other management tasks.
For large-scale Mbus applications with many communicating entities and complex inter-

faces, we have experienced that is helpful to be able to automatically verify the structure of
received messages and have therefore defined a validation function. This function can check
that a given Mbus command conforms to a specified parameter list structure. This mechanism
has helped us to reduce the necessity for manual verifications and has thus simplified the devel-
opment of application programs.

With these mechanisms we have been able to develop quite complex applications as federa-
tions of multiple Mbus entities such as multimedia conferencing gateways as we have described
in Chapter 10,Mbus in Projects. For these applications we have not really identified a need for
formal interface descriptions and automatic code generation. Given the standardized interaction
schemes that are defined by the Mbus Guidelines and that we have implemented, an automatic
generation ofclient and server stubswould have been possible quite easily, however the C++
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abstractions that we have provided by the protocol implementations have proven to be powerful
enough to directly code the necessary functionality in a concise and expressive way.

7.4 Java Implementation

In addition to the C++ implementation, a Java implementation of the Mbus base protocol and
the higher layer protocols have been developed at the University of Bremen.5 The supported
features are similar to those provided by the C++ implementation, however the implementation
provides some interesting characteristics in comparison to the C++ implementation that we want
to describe in the following.

One fundamental difference to the C++ implementation is that the Java implementation
itself is multi-threaded, relying on standard Java virtual machine multi-threading capabilities.
For example, timers for periodic events such as timers for sendingmbus.hello messages
are implemented as pseudo-parallel threads. Hence the Java Mbus implementation does not
rely on a central event management system such as the C++ implementation, but relies on a
multi-threading approach that is common in the Java environment.

The Java implementation also provides a layered design: theTransport Layer, the Con-
nectionControl Layerand theService Layer. TheTransport Layerprovides transport of Mbus
messages (with optional encryption) and integrity by the use of message digests. TheConnec-
tionControl Layeradds support for reliable messages through retransmitting and takes care of
presence information (regular announcements of thembus.hello messages and processing
receivedmbus.hello messages from other entities). Together theTransport Layerand the
ConnectionControl Layerimplement the functionality of the Mbus transport specification.

The third layer provides support for theMbus Guidelinesinteractions such as RPCs, prop-
erties and events and some additional message processing utilities for verifying the message
syntax and facilitating access to message fragments. It is recommended that Java Mbus appli-
cations be built onto this layer.

Despite of the multi-threaded architecture, the general programming model is still asyn-
chronous: an application class has to implement interfaces that are defined in the Java Mbus
package. This interface comprises functions that will be called asynchronously, e.g., on
the reception of messages. For example, in order to receive RPCs, an application class
has to be derived from a class calledRPCListener and has to define the virtual function
handleRequest that is called when the Guidelines layer has received and validated an in-
coming RPC message. In order to trigger the sending of a return command, the application
code explicitly calls the methodrpcReply of the Guidelines layer classMbusInterface .
Figure 7.6depicts (a fragment of) a sample Java Mbus application. Mbus messages are
sent in the methodreadInput , and incoming messages are processed in the method
newMbusMessage.

One interesting property of theConnectionControllayer is the concept of so-calledvirtual
Mbus interfaces, an optimization that allows multiple Mbus entities in a single application to
use the sameConnectionControllayer. TheConncetionControllayer can perform the Mbus
management tasks such as sendingmbus.hello messages for multiple application entities.
In addition, the layer is able to optimize the message delivery for messages that are exchanged

5The Java implementation has been developed by Stefan Prelle.
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Figure 7.6: Sample Java Mbus application

between the locally attached Mbus entities. These messages can be delivered directly in their
Java object representation without the need for encoding (and subsequently decoding) them
first, thus allowing for an efficient implementation of intra-application Mbus communication.
Java-based application components can use the same Mbus implementation interface, regardless
whether they are distributed in separate processes or composed into a single application.

7.5 Mbus Implementations for Scripting Environments

In addition to the C++ and Java implementations, a set of different Mbus implementations for
scripting languages has been developed, e.g., Tcl and Python implementations. While the C++
and Java implementations are intended for non-trivial applications that fall under theprogram-
ming in the largecategory, scripting environments provide benefits for rapid prototyping and
are sometimes more suited to the development of specific application modules such as graphical
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user interfaces.
In particular, the decomposition of applications into Mbus components is a strong argument

for Mbus scripting environments because it enables application programmers to develop the
core functionality in a ”real” programming language such as C++ and Java and implement the
user interface in a scripting language, which is often more convenient because some scripting
languages are explicitly targeted at the simple and efficient construction of user interfaces. For
example, the success of the scripting language Tcl[Ousterhout94](see alsoSection 4.4.3) is
not based on the beauty of the language design6 but on the fact that it has provided a binding to
the Tk toolkit for the X11 Window System and thus allowed for the easy creation of graphical
user interfaces on UNIX/X11 platforms. Separating the functionality from the user interface
has the additional advantage that it increases the re-usability of the functional components, as
user interface development is still a platform specific aspect of application development. If an
existing user interface module cannot be ported to a new platform, it is still possible to rewrite
the user interface components as it is decoupled from the core functionality anyway.

The Mbus scripting language implementations differ significantly with respect to their fun-
damental design. The Tcl implementation is actually implemented by providing a Tcl interface
to the C++ implementation, i.e., the Mbus C++ implementation is linked to a Tcl interpreter
that has been extended by some Tcl constructs that allow for accessing the C++ code. The ra-
tionale for this approach is to implement the time-consuming tasks such as message encoding
and encryption efficiently in C++ while offering the programmer a simple interface to these
functions.

Programming Mbus-based Tcl applications has been made extremely simple. In essence, an
asynchronous model is employed, similar to the C++ implementation itself. The programmer
can specify the Mbus address of her application and subsequently register Tcl procedures as
callback functions for specific Mbus command names. The program runs in the Tcl main loop
that is used instead of the regular main loop of the C++ implementation. Although providing a
Tcl interface to the C++ Mbus library has in general proven to be a viable solution for rapid ap-
plication development, this approach has the principal disadvantage that depends on a working
Mbus C++ implementation for a specific platform. This has been a problem in the first years
after the C++ standardization was completed (1998). Different compilers provided different
degrees of standard compliance, which has sometimes required adaptations to the code.

The Mbus Python Implementation

The Mbus Python implementation7 follows a completely different approach: it is a native
Python implementation that can thus be used with any Python interpreter and is not depending
on additional object code modules.

Python is an easy to learn scripting language that provides efficient high-level data structures
and supports a simplified object-oriented programming style. Similar to Tcl, Python bindings
for different GUI toolkit exist, such as an Xt and Qt binding. Typical for a scripting language,
Python provides a dynamic type system. Compared to Tcl, it has more features of a ”real”
programming language such as different data types and control mechanisms such as exceptions.

6Some would even argue that Tcl has been successfuldespiteits language design.

7The Mbus Python implementation has been developed by Kevin Loos for the Hausgeist project.
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The Mbus Python implementation is also following an asynchronous model and provides
mechanisms to register user defined functions as callback functions for handling incoming Mbus
commands. The implementation provides support for some Mbus Guidelines interactions such
as RPCs.

The Python implementation has been used successfully with different GUI toolkits, for ex-
ample with GTK (the GIMP toolkit8), with the cross-platform GUI toolkit wxWindows9 and
with Trolltech’s Qt cross-platform application framework10 and is currently the most often used
Mbus scripting implementation. Our deployment experience has shown that it provides a good
compromise between ease of use, feature-richness and efficiency. Hence we have used this im-
plementation for GUI-based Mbus applications on less powerful devices that are restricted in
both CPU performance and storage space such as PDA platforms, which we describe inSection
10.2.

In addition to the Tcl and the Python implementation, there is also an Mbus implementation
in Perl11 that is also a native implementation, i.e., completely written in Perl. The Perl imple-
mentation follows a comparatively simple approach and does not provide new characteristics
compared to the Tcl and Python implementation, so we will not discuss it here in more detail.

7.6 Summary

The Mbus protocol has been implemented many times, and in this chapter we have presented a
few representative approaches. There are in fact even more implementations than the ones we
have mentioned so far in this chapter:

• An Mbus C implementation is part of the UCL (University College London)common
multimedia library(commonlib) that is used as an essential building block for Mbone
tools such as RAT and VIC (see alsoSection 10.1.2).12

In fact, we have performed a number of (successful) interoperability tests with the UCL
implementation and our different implementations and have built applications that in-
cluded UCL-Mbus based entities.

• A C# implementation for Microsoft’s .NET framework has been developed within the
Hausgeist project.13

• The author has also developed another C implementation that is intended to be extremely
portable and is designed to run in very limited environments. For example, we have

8http://www.gtk.org/

9http://www.wxwindows.org

10http://www.trolltech.com/

11The Mbus Perl implementation has been developed by Markus Germeier

12The UCL Mbus implementation has been developed by Colin Perkins.

13The Mbus C# implementation has been developed by Daniel Losch.
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successfully deployed this implementation on a small one-chip-computer that has been
used for device control, e.g., in home networking scenarios.

During the development and the deployment of these implementations we have been able to
advance useful implementation strategies and convenient service models that Mbus implemen-
tations should offer to application programmers. We have also learned how to design applica-
tions in a way that allows for flexible re-use of their components in other application contexts.

One of the key insights that we have gained is that it is possible to develop complex dis-
tributed applications that are based on a completely asynchronous communication model that
is also reflected by the application design itself. All of our implementations provide an asyn-
chronous interface for applications, even the multi-threaded Java implementation.

The precondition for making this work is the existence of standardized interaction schemes,
such as Mbus RPCs, properties and event notifications. Another important aspect is a sufficient
support by Mbus implementations for a structured, callback-based programming model. For
example, asynchronous delivery of RPCs (or RPC results) is only accomplishable in larger
scale if the application programmer does not have to analyze RPC command names herself and
test for the validity of argument lists manually. The description of our gateway applications in
Section 10.3shows how we have connected the Mbus C++ implementation to an application’s
state machine that takes Mbus events such as incoming RPCs and event notifications as input
for state changes. I.e., we show how to build a complex application with a very formalized
approach, relying on asynchronous Mbus communication.

Concerning strategies for designing decomposed Mbus-based applications with respect to
re-usability and efficiency, we have learned that the approach to decouple an application’s core
functionality from it user interface by implementing them as separate Mbus entities is advanta-
geous in several ways:

• Separating the user interface from the actual functionality is a useful design principle for
developing robust applications because it requires the design of well-defined interfaces
and thus leads to a modular overall design.

• It enhances the portability of applications because the often platform specific user inter-
face functions can be adapted or newly implemented without the need to change the rest
of the application. Thus, the separation allows for choosing the right tool for the right
job, e.g., C++ for computationally complex calculations and a scripting language with a
GUI toolkit binding for developing the user interface.

• Another advantage that should not be under-estimated is the possibility to increase the
application components’ concurrency by increasing the number of processes, especially
given the asynchronous Mbus communication model. It is not only possible to increase
the concurrency by distributing an application onto several execution threads, i.e., mul-
tiple Mbus processes, on the same CPU. Instead the application components, i.e., a user
interface and the core module, could as well reside on different hosts.

We will substantiate these observations in the following sections by discussing Mbus pro-
tocol tests and simulations inChapter 8,Evaluationand by providing details on the design of
actual Mbus-based applications inChapter 9,Mbus in Conferencing Systemsand inChapter 10,
Mbus in Projects.
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Chapter 8

Evaluation

Having described the Mbus transport and higher layer communication mechanisms inChapter
6, The Mbus Frameworkand having provided an overview of implementation design consid-
erations and specific implementations inChapter 7,Mbus Implementations, we try to validate
our design and the fundamental thesis of this document in the following sections: the objective
is to demonstrate that the Mbus protocol is actually usable for its intended application domain,
i.e., for the coordination of locally distributed application components. We demonstrate this
by quantifying the performance of Mbus transport mechanisms in some selected test scenarios.
Besides showing the general feasibility of the Mbus concept, we also try to gain some insights
of the effects that can be achieved by different optimizations and configuration options.

The objective of these tests is not to compare the performance of Mbus protocol imple-
mentations to mechanisms such as ONC RPC. It is obvious that the Mbus protocol, due to its
text representation, cannot compete with these specialized protocols that are aimed at efficient
point-to-point communication, relying on static interfaces definitions, binary representations
and other mechanisms. As motivated earlier, we have deliberately followed a more flexible
approach that supports both point-to-point and group communication and does not necessar-
ily require static interface descriptions. Furthermore, the objective is also not to compare the
performance of different Mbus protocol implementations. Instead we will compare different
techniques for realizing certain interaction schemes in order to learn the performance implica-
tions and possibilities for further optimization.

In Section 8.1, we present the result of some roundtrip-time measurements in different con-
figurations, e.g., results of investigating the costs of security mechanisms such as message au-
thentication. The objective of these tests is to quantify the performance offundamentalMbus
protocol mechanisms and to validate the concept of a secure, message-oriented coordination
protocol. InSection 8.2, we investigate the performance of Mbus RPC communication in differ-
ent configurations. This investigation has two objectives: we want to compare the performance
of RPC communication with the performance of basic Mbus communication (as measured in
Section 8.1), and we want to demonstrate the effect of different optimization techniques such
as the unicast optimization and acknowledgment piggybacking. InSection 8.3, we investigate
the performance of the Mbus fault tolerance mechanisms by simulating packet loss and mea-
suring roundtrip-delays and the number of undelivered messages at different loss rates. The
objective of this simulation is to demonstrate the effect of the Mbus fault tolerance mechanisms
and to gain some insights about maximum loss rates that can be tolerated. We summarize our
observations inSection 8.4.
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8.1 Basic Message Transport and Security Mechanisms

Table 8.1andTable 8.2present the results of some Mbus message roundtrip-time measurements
we have conducted between two entities. We have written two short test Mbus applications that
locate each other on an Mbus and start to exchange a specified number of messages. The
message exchange issynchronous, i.e., the sending application sends a message, waits for a
reply and sends the next message.

The Mbus applications have been developed with the C++ implementation, since this im-
plementation provides the highest degree of configurability of transport modes. We have run
the tests multiple times, with different security configurations. We have also run tests where
both entities resided on a single host (exchanging messages through host-local communication)
and tests where both entities resides on two different hosts in a Fast Ethernet link (connected
by a switch). In addition, we have once sent all messages via IP multicast (the basic Mbus
transport mode) and once via IP unicast (relying on the unicast optimization that we have de-
scribed inSection 6.2.1.4). For all tests, we have sent 50000 messages and then calculated
the average roundtrip-time per message.1 Both hosts provided identical hardware and software
configurations: 1 Ghz AMD Athlon CPU, 0.5 GB RAM, running Linux-2.4.18.

Table 8.1: Roundtrip-times (1)

HOSTLOCAL Unicast LINKLOCAL Unicast
no digest, no encryption 1.91 ms 1.61 ms

SHA1 digests, no encryption 2.11 ms 1.60 ms
MD5 digests, no encryption 2.13 ms 1.63 ms

SHA1 digests, DES encryption 2.41 ms 1.85 ms

Table 8.2: Roundtrip-times (2)

HOSTLOCAL Multicast LINKLOCAL Multicast
no digest, no encryption 10.12 ms 6.65 ms

SHA1 digests, no encryption 10.72 ms 6.64 ms
MD5 digests, no encryption 10.80 ms 6.66 ms

SHA1 digests, DES encryption 10.97 ms 6.93 ms

The results are quite interesting:

• The first observation is that, in general, the roundtrip-times are quite reasonable for the
Mbus application area: the development of locally distributed applications, e.g., sepa-
rating an application’s core functionality from the user interface. Even the worst case
roundtrip-time of about 11 milliseconds will probably not play a significant role and will

1Because we have taken the total time for 50000 messages, we cannot determine the variance, our maximum
and minimum values.
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not cause a noticeable degradation of the application’s overall performance. For certain
(realistic) configurations we have achieved roundtrip-times of about 2 milliseconds which
means that we can assume a single message to be transmitted and delivered in 1 millisec-
ond.

It should be noted that the used implementation is by no means optimized, e.g., the de-
cryption and decoding step involves unnecessary copying operations, which should be
optimized for a production release. In addition, the generated object code contains sym-
bol information for debugging, i.e., is notstripped, which typically impedes some of the
compiler optimization to be effective.

• When we compare the different roundtrip-times with respect to the configuration of the
security parameters, we can observe the obvious fact that no security is more efficient
than optimal security — just as one would expect.

However, a closer look reveals that the usage of message authentication only increases
the roundtrip-time byat most11% (MD5 for host-local unicast), whereas for other con-
figuration the increase is not measurable at all. As a result, we can state that message
authentication algorithms are that efficient (on modern CPUs) that there is no point to
abandon message authentication (for performance reasons). Our measurements also as-
sert the slightly higher efficiency of the SHA1 hashing algorithm compared to MD5.

Enabling DES encryption results in an additional performance decrease of approximately
14%, which we consider tolerable for most applications. In any case, we can state that
enabling security does not increase the roundtrip-delay by an order of magnitude or by a
factor of 2 but merely by 26% (comparing host-local unicast without authentication and
encryption to host-local unicast with SHA1 and DES).

• Comparing the results with respect to thedistribution of entities reveals the interesting
insight that the roundtrip-time for messages exchanged betweendifferenthosts is actually
lower than the roundtrip-time for a host-local message exchange. For the host-local mea-
surements, we have run two independent Mbus processes, i.e., with independent sockets,
communicating over the operating system’s loopback interface.

For all test runs, the roundtrip-time for host-local communication was always at least
15% percent higher as observed for the distributed setup. We ascribe this to the overhead
caused by frequent context switching that is required in the local scenario. Both processes
compete for the CPU and have continuously to be moved from thewait state to therun
state, which causes cache invalidation and register swapping.

For two entities that reside on two different hosts (with largely un-loaded CPUs), the
communicating entities can more or less stay on the CPU which results in a better perfor-
mance.

The main conclusion that we can draw here is that (given the switched Ethernet configura-
tion that we have used for this test) it is definitely reasonable to decompose an application
into locally distributed components. It should be noted that for these test runs, we have not
even benefited from parallelism because the two entities communicated in a completely
synchronous fashion.
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• Finally, we notice a significant performance decrease when we employ IP multicast in-
stead of IP unicast for Mbus communication. The Mbus C++ implementation allows for
activating and de-activating the use of the Mbus unicast optimization. When de-activated,
the roundtrip-time increases by an approximate average of 400%.

We ascribe this to a significantly less efficient processing of multicast packets by the
Linux kernel, however cannot provide a detailed discussion in this context.

We can conclude that theunicast optimization(that has to be implemented in order to
realize the more efficient unicast transport) is an important functionality of an Mbus im-
plementation and should be enabled when applicable. For the C++ implementation, uni-
cast transport is selected automatically for all messages that provide a sufficiently unique
Mbus addresses.

Summarizing, we can state that these measurements have revealed some very interesting
and partly unexpected insights: It is important to note that the Mbus security mechanisms do
not impact the overall performance significantly. Hence, there is no strong argument to not rely
on message authentication, which is also the reason why RFC 3259 requires all conforming
implementations to provide at least the baseline (SHA1) authentication. We have also seen
that the distribution of Mbus entities onto different hosts does not have to imply a performance
decrease — quite the contrary: for some communication patterns it can actually result in a
performance increase by avoiding overheads caused by context switches.

Finally, we can conclude from the significant performance differences for IP multicast and
unicast communication that Mbus interactions that are inherently point-to-point such as RPC
communication should at best be mapped to direct IP unicast communication. This requires
an enhanced Mbus implementation that provides the Mbus unicast optimization as described in
Section 6.2.1.4.

8.2 RPC Communication

In this section, we want to quantify the RPC communication performance with respect to differ-
ent optimization configurations. We measure the RPC throughput between two entities, where
one entity continuously sends RPCs to another entity. Both entities are synchronized, i.e., the
sender waits for an RPC return command before sending a new RPC.

We measure the throughput by taking the time for a given number (50000) of RPC interac-
tions and calculate the time per RPC for each test run. For all test runs, message authentication
and encryption has been disabled. We have run the tests between two entities running as sepa-
rate processes on the same host, using host-local multicast for multicast communication, and we
have performed the same tests with two entities on different hosts, using link-local multicast for
multicast communication.2 The hardware and software configurations of the hosts are identical
to the test setup inSection 8.1.

2Note that although RPC communication is by definition a point-to-point interaction (i.e., relying on Mbus
unicast communication), the corresponding messages can nevertheless be transmitted by either IP unicast or IP
multicast. Only implementations that provide the optional unicast optimization will be able to map an Mbus
unicast message to an IP unicast transmission.
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The first objective for this test is to quantify the effect of acknowledgment piggybacking. In
theory, RPC communication should be an eligible interaction class for optimizing the sending
of acknowledgments, as an RPC interaction comprises two messages, each of which is sent
reliably and must thus be acknowledged. Without acknowledgment piggybacking, a receiver
of an RPC command would first acknowledge the reception of the RPC command by sending
a dedicated Mbus acknowledgment message, then perform the requested operation and finally
send the RPC return command, again using reliable transport. This message has to be acknowl-
edged by the RPC sender, before it will send the next RPC.Figure 8.1depicts the message
exchange for a non-optimized configuration, andFigure 8.2depicts the message exchange with
acknowledgment piggybacking. The reduction of the amount of messages is obvious.

Figure 8.1: RPC interaction without acknowledgment piggybacking

Figure 8.2: RPC Interaction with acknowledgment piggybacking

In a series of RPC interactions as performed in these test runs, enabling acknowledgment
piggybacking reduces the number of messages that need to be exchanged by 50%, as each
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message that has been sent via reliable transport will be acknowledged by the next regular
message that is sent in the opposite direction.

The second objective for this test is to investigate the effect of the unicast optimization in
combination with acknowledgment piggybacking. As RPC communication is per se a point-to-
point interaction, direct unicast communication is applicable to all message exchanges within an
RPC interaction. Therefore we have performed all test runs twice, once in multicast-only mode
and once with enabled unicast optimization. The results are depicted inTable 8.3. From the
results ofSection 8.1and the RPC discussion above, we would expect that unicast-optimization
results in performance increases and that acknowledgment piggybacking can also enhance the
efficiency of RPC interactions.

Table 8.3: RPC interaction times

HOSTLOCAL LINKLOCAL
multicast, no ack-piggybacking 12.97 ms 14.21 ms

multicast, with ack-piggybacking 12.30 ms 7.09 ms
unicast, no ack-piggybacking 9.78 ms 5.26 ms

unicast, with ack-piggybacking 6.68 ms 4.46 ms

In general, our initial expectations have been confirmed by this test: both acknowledgment
piggybacking and unicast optimization incur performance increases in almost all configurations.
However, a closer look at the results reveals some interesting insights:

• The positive effect of acknowledgment piggybacking is especially noticeable for the dis-
tributed setup, where both entities reside on two different hosts, in particular when all
messages are transmitted via IP multicast. In these cases, acknowledgment piggybacking
resulted in a performance increase of 100%.

We explain this by the latency for processing and delivering multicast messages that is
introduced by the hosts’ operating systems, which is especially noticeable when the num-
ber of messages increases. With acknowledgment piggybacking enabled, the number of
messages is reduced by 100%, which is reflected by the decrease in roundtrip-times.

• For the test runs between entities on one host, acknowledgment piggybacking is only
effective when unicast communication is enabled as well. For the multicast-only case,
the effect is hardly noticeable.

This corresponds largely to our observations inSection 8.1, where we have noted that
performance decreases significantly when multicast is used exclusively, almost regardless
of other optimizations that are applied. For this test however, it is interesting to note that
even a reduction of the number of messages by 100% does still not help to increase the
performance significantly, whereas in the distributed case, we have noticed a significant
performance increase.

• The combination of unicast optimization and acknowledgment piggybacking is always
the most efficient configuration. For the host-local case, it incurs a performance benefit
of almost 100%, and for the distributed cases it result in an performance increase of more
than 200%.
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• When we compare the figures for the unicast-enabled test runs, we can state that enabling
acknowledgment piggybacking results in a rather small performance increase, compared
to the distributed multicast-only setup. Although the number of exchanged messages is
reduced by 100% we can only observe performance increases of 46% (host-local setup)
and 18% (distributed setup).

We ascribe this modest improvement to the additional processing and management over-
head that is required to implement acknowledgment piggybacking. An entity that receives
a reliable message must add this message to a per-participant list of yet to be acknowl-
edged messages and must start a timer to eventually send this acknowledgment in a dedi-
cated message.

In summary, we can state that the gained performance increases are worth this effort. We
expect the effect to be especially noticeable for interactive applications, e.g., applications
with a GUI, because the elimination of dedicated acknowledgment messages results in
less frequent process activations and context switches.

• When we compare the optimal results of this RPC test with the optimal results of the basic
message roundtrip-time test inSection 8.1, we can observe a significant higher roundtrip-
delay for RPC messages. We ascribe this to two factors:

1. The exchanged messages for the RPC tests are significantly more complex than
the basic messages ofSection 8.1that provide no parameters at all. As described
in Section 6.3.2.2, RPC commands always provide a nested list of management
information, e.g., for type specification and RPC identification purposes.

This results in a slight overhead for all basic operations on messages such as copying
and decoding. The C++ implementation decodes every Mbus parameter list element
to an independent C++ object, and every list parameter is decoded to an STL con-
tainer object.3 While this facilitates the processing of messages for higher-layer
operations and for application programmers, it incurs a certain processing cost that
we have to take into account.

2. The RPC protocol implementation represents an additional processing layer in the
Mbus protocol stack that each RPC message must pass through. In particular, the
RPC layer provides the registration of callback functions for incoming RPCs, which
results in a lookup operation for every incoming message. For sending RPCs, the
RPC layer starts a timer for verifying that the corresponding return command is
received in a certain time frame. In addition, incoming return commands must be
assigned to the corresponding RPC commands. Obviously these operations also
contribute to the increased effort for handling RPC messages.

It should be noted that these operations cannot be obsoleted by a different design; they
are necessary for implementing the RPC paradigm of request/response communication.
In other words, if these operations would be left to applications to implement the required
service, this would not result in a performance increase.

3The Standard Template Library(STL) is part of the C++ standard library and provides generic container
classes and algorithms that are based on the C++ template mechanism.
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Summarizing, we can state that acknowledgment piggybacking and unicast transmission are
useful optimizations of the basic Mbus transport mechanisms. For explicit point-to-point style
communication such as RPC communication, the benefit is clearly visible, despite the increase
of complexity for the implementation and the message processing.

High-volume multicast message transmission is dramatically less efficient than unicast com-
munication, even for host-local communication. We cannot provide a detailed analysis of the
delays in this document, but would recommend this as future work. However it should be
noted that the way we have used the multicast transport in these tests is by no means typical
for applications that employ Mbus for coordinating their application components. For measur-
ing the roundtrip-delay we have continuously sent messages as fast as possible, i.e., generating
significant load both for the user processes and for the operating system.

Finally, we have gained an approximate figure for the performance decrease that is caused
by higher layer communication, i.e., RPC communication in this case. We can expect the
roundtrip-time for a single RPC interaction to be about twice as long as the roundtrip for a
simple message exchange, depending on the complexity of the argument list. This seems rea-
sonable, given the required extra processing that has to be performed for the management of
RPC communication.

8.3 Fault Tolerance

Fault tolerance in Mbus applications is achieved by two protocol mechanisms: the retransmis-
sion mechanism for reliable messages and the soft-state mechanism for periodic transmission of
ephemeral information, where the latter is rather a concept for the fault tolerant dissemination
of information than a protocol mechanism in itself.

In this section, we will investigate the performance of the retransmission based reliable
transport mode of the Mbus protocol. The fundamental idea is to simulate the behavior of
two Mbus protocol instances under different packet loss conditions. The scenario is similar to
that ofSection 8.2: two entities exchange RPCs, and one entity is continuously sending RPC
messages that are answered by the other entity. We used RPCs for this simulation because an
RPC interaction comprises an exchange of two reliable messages, and because the RPC protocol
implementation already provides error reporting mechanisms for failed RPC interactions — a
mechanism we need to measure the performance and the error rate.

This simulation has been performed with similar test programs as for the test inSection 8.2,
however we have augmented theMbus Link Layer(seeSection 7.3) by a mechanism to drop
packets with a pre-configured probability for each packet, which is transparent to the upper
layers of the Mbus protocol stack. I.e., for this simulation, we use regular Mbus programs that
are run as separate processes, but we control the number of packets that are delivered to the
Mbus transport layer in order to simulate packet loss.

The simulation has been set up as follows: We have used two entities running as separate
processes on the same host; one entity acts as a sender and the other entity acts as a receiver
of RPC requests. We have enabled acknowledgment piggybacking and unicast optimization,
and we have disabled message authentication and message encryption. I.e., an RPC interaction
comprises two Mbus messages, each of which piggybacks the acknowledgment of the previous
message from the communication peer. We run the two programs and measure the average RPC
roundtrip-time and the fraction of failed RPC interactions for a large number of RPC exchanges
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(500). For each of these iterations we increase the packet loss probability by 1%, starting from
0% and stopping at 45%.

In general, the sending of an RPC works as follows: upon sending the initial RPC request
message, the RPC protocol implementation starts a timer that is set to the maximum retrans-
mission timeout for reliable messages as specified inSection 6.2.1.5.4 When the RPC return
message is received in this time frame, the timer is canceled and the return message is delivered
to the calling application. If the return command is not received before the timeout, the RPC
interaction is canceled, i.e., the management state in the protocol implementation is destroyed,
and a failure condition is signaled to the application.

We expect that, when increasing the loss probability, we will eventually see an increasing
fraction of failed RPCs. However, we expect that for lower loss rates, the Mbus retransmission
mechanism will repair the losses and enable a successful RPC interaction despite the loss of a
small amount of messages. In addition, we expect that the RPC roundtrip-time, i.e., the time
between the initial sending of a request and the reception of the return message, will increase
with the loss probability, as message retransmissions have to be taken into account.

Figure 8.3: Effect of packet loss on RPC delivery performance

Figure 8.3depicts the results of a test run. At large, the RPC failure rates and the roundtrip-
times are both similarly correlated to the increase of the loss probability: as expected, both
increase significantly as the loss probability goes up. Significant spikes in the graph of failed
RPCs go together with spikes in the roundtrip-times graph. These spikes can be explained
by a random concentration of message loss at a given point of time, which can for example
lead to the failure of a complete RPC interaction. These spikes are correlated because a failed
RPC interaction always causes the maximum delay, as the sender waits for retransmissions to

4The RPC layer does not deal with retransmissions on the Mbus transport layer, however, the RPC timeout
must be large enough to accommodate the largest possible delay that may be caused by multiple retransmissions
of the RPC message by the transport layer.
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succeed.
Except for the spikes, the graphs are both roughly exponential. We see small increases for

lower loss probabilities such as 10% and larger increases for ranges with higher loss probabil-
ities such as 40%. Concerning RPC failures we can state that there are almost no failed RPCs
for loss probabilities up to approximately 20%. Even for high loss probabilities of 45%, the
average RPC failure rate stays below 10%.

The roundtrip-time reacts more directly to increased loss probabilities, which is not surpris-
ing, as every lost message increases the sum of the roundtrip-times. The increase in the loss
probability range from 0% to 10% is still moderate. The roundtrip-times for loss probabili-
ties up to 20% can already reach 100 milliseconds, which could be noticeable, especially for
high-volume exchanges of RPC messages (which however are not the typical case). With loss
probabilities higher than 20% the corresponding roundtrip-times can partly affect the perfor-
mance of a distributed application significantly.

The reason why the roundtrip-times do not increase linearly with the loss probability is that
the retransmission back-off increases linearly with each retransmission of a message. Each sin-
gle Mbus message has a given loss probability. Let the loss probability be 20%. If an RPC
request message (or the corresponding acknowledgment) is lost, this will cause one retransmis-
sion of the RPC message, after a timeT r . The new retransmission timeout is set to2*T r .
There is again a 20% probability that this message will be lost. If this is the case, a new retrans-
mission is sent with a timeout of3*T r . It is obvious that increasing loss probabilities result
in increased probabilities for multiple retransmissions of a single message, which takes more
time as the retransmission timeouts increase linearly and sum up. For example, a message that
has to be retransmitted once, takes a time ofT r (for waiting for the acknowledgment timeout),
whereas a message that is retransmitted twice takes a time of3*T r .

In summary we can state the Mbus retransmission mechanism is able to cope quite well with
packet loss probabilities of up to 20%. Although the roundtrip-time increases significantly with
higher loss rates, the probability of RPC interactions that fail completely is fairly low.

It should be noted that a loss probability of 20% or even 10% is actually comparatively
high and would be an indication for severe problems. On the other hand, we have simulated
the message loss in a strictly synchronous scenario, where buffer overflows are essentially not
possible due to the implicit flow control. In less synchronous Mbus communication scenarios,
message loss can be caused by buffer overflows due to different sending and message processing
rates, hence, it is important to see that the Mbus mechanisms for reliable transport is able to cope
with these higher loss rates.

During our simulations we have noticed another interesting event that occurred in higher
loss probability scenarios. Obviously the message loss does not only affect RPC messages but
also the periodicmbus.hello messages that are exchanged to indicate entity aliveness. When
a series ofmbus.hello messages from entityA are lost at entityB, entity B will eventually
removeA from its list of known entities. Now, this has consequences for messages thatB
wanted to send toA. Reliable message transport is only defined for point-to-point messages,
hence an implementation will typically check the existence of a corresponding entity for any
reliable message that is destined to a specific Mbus address. If the protocol implementation has
removed an entityA from is list of currently known entities it will therefore refuse to send a
reliable message toA and will notify the application program of the error condition.

Typically, one ofA’s nextmbus.hello messages will be received byB andB will adopt
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A for the list of known entities again. In rare scenarios withveryhigh loss rates, the detecting
and loosing of Mbus entities can even oscillate, however we did not observe this with loss
probabilities less than 40%.

8.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have analyzed the behavior of the Mbus protocol in selected scenarios in
order to quantify the effects of the corresponding protocol mechanisms. This analysis has pro-
vided some interesting insights. The main result ofSection 8.1is a quantification of the basic
message transport performance. For example, with our given hardware and software config-
uration, we have been able to achieve roundtrip-times of 1.60 milliseconds, which is quite
acceptable (for a non-optimized implementation).

A second very important observation is that security is not very expensive with respect to
the overall roundtrip-times. Of course, the effective costs depend on the specific hardware and
software platform that is deployed, but for the C++ implementation (that employs C implemen-
tations of the MD5, SHA1 and DES algorithms) we have seen that the activation of message
authentication does not cause a significant overhead.

BothSection 8.1andSection 8.2have revealed that multicast-only communication issignif-
icantly slower than unicast communication. InSection 8.2, we have investigated the influence
of different optimization mechanisms on the roundtrip-time for Mbus RPC interactions. RPC
communication provides an point-to-point exchanges of two reliable messages, therefore we
have investigated the effect of the Mbus unicast optimization (that can optionally be provided
by implementations) and the effect of the also optional piggybacking of acknowledgments. The
first observation was that RPC communication incurs a slightly higher degree of overhead due
to increased message length and complexity and due to additional protocol management effort
that has to be taken into account. The second observation was that the mentioned optimization
are quite helpful to increase the overall performance of RPC interactions.

While acknowledgment piggybacking helps to reduce the absolute number of individual
messages that have to be exchanged, the unicast optimization leverages the typically more ef-
ficient IP unicast transport mode for messages that are destined to a single entity anyway. It
should be noted that unicast optimization has another obvious positive effect that we did not
explicitly quantify in this chapter: In group communication scenarios, i.e., the typical case for
Mbus communication, it enhances the performance of entities that arenot part of on point-to-
point message exchange, because the unicast transport delivers the message to the destination
entity’s UDP port only. Entities that are not addressed will not receive the message on their
UDP interface and will not have to filter the message based on the Mbus destination address.
This is especially useful in single-threaded applications where, without unicast optimization,
uninvolved entities would be activated by their event notification mechanism in order to process
a message that has be discarded anyway.

The analysis of the Mbus fault tolerance mechanisms, namely the retransmission-based reli-
able transport mode, has shown that the specified mechanism can cope quite well with loss rate
of up to 20%. In a specific simulation scenario, we have seen that while the RPC roundtrip-time
increases, the RPC failure rate remains at a very low level (1% in the worst observed case).
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Mbus in Conferencing Systems

The Mbus transport mechanisms and the Mbus Guidelines abstractions that we have described
in Chapter 6,The Mbus Framework, provide an application independent framework for the
development of locally distributed applications. Application specific commands and addressing
schemes are specified in so-calledMbus Application Profiles.

The main application area that the Mbus framework has been intended for islocal coordi-
nation of conferencing endpoint components. In this chapter, we describe our local Mbus-based
coordination architecture for conferencing systems. Naturally, a local coordination framework
for conferencing systems must also consider the general architecture of multimedia conferenc-
ing in the Internet, e.g., it must be aligned with existing wide-area conference control protocols.
Hence, our work does not only include Mbus profiles for coordination of conferencing systems
but also involves the definition of a system model and the development of an architecture and a
specific description language for the local aggregation and wide-area negotiation of capabilities
and conference configurations. Furthermore, we do not limit the scope of our work to local
endpointcoordination but extend it to the coordination of server systems, such as SIP proxies
and SIP-H.323 gateways.

The applicationof this architecture to specific projects in described inChapter 10,Mbus
in Projects— in this chapter, we focus on concepts and the description of a selected Mbus
application profile. InSection 9.1, we present a fundamental model ofinternal management
and discuss the required services for the internal management of conferencing endpoints and
gateways.Section 9.2covers the description of a specific management service: a framework
for the description and negotiation of configurations for conferencing systems, andSection 9.3
discusses an Mbus application profile for the coordination of call control engines — particular
components in multimedia conferencing systems. We summarize the main aspects of our work
in Section 9.4.

9.1 System Model

One conclusion of our discussion of the H.323 conference control architecture and the Internet
Multimedia Conferencing architecture inChapter 2,Conferencing Architectures, was that both
architectures do not address local coordination, e.g., the enforcement of conference control
semantics on a local endpoint. However, in both architectures there is a notion of different
application entities that participate in individual application protocol sessions in order to realize
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the overall conferencing application service.
In this section, we will present a system model for conferencing endpoints that we have

developed for our Mbus-based conferencing systems. This model defines the relationship of
local Mbus coordination to wide-area conference control and defines different aspects of local
coordination that we have conceived. For example, we distinguish between Mbus-based control
of call signaling engines and the coordination of media engines.

9.1.1 The Internal Management Concept

In [Ott97], Ott has categorized the services of so-calledInternal Management Servicesof desk-
top multimedia conferencing systems. In this context, Ott has described a local system model
that provides multiple application entities and a coordinating instance that orchestrates these
entities.

Figure 9.1: Internal management and wide-area communication

In this fundamental model that is depicted inFigure 9.1, a controller entity of a conferencing
endpoint is engaged in wide-area conference initiation and conference course protocol sessions
and implements corresponding control semantics, e.g., control messages for floor control, by
controlling the local application entities through the internal management system. Each of the
local application entities is a member of an application protocol session, such as an RTP session
for audio transport, and is managed by the controller. For example, the controller could be a
SIP implementation that initiates and manages SIP call relationships.1 When a new conference
has been established, the local applications need to be parameterized with parameters for their
application sessions that have been negotiated in the SIP call setup phase.

1Ott’s model, although in principle designed as a general architecture, has originally been applied to H.323
conferencing systems. The fundamental concepts can be transfered to other protocols as well.
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Ott has classified the internal management functions asinteroperability servicesandcoordi-
nation services. Interoperability services enable a set of conferencing systems to automatically
determine possible ways of interoperation by a procedure calledcapability exchange, where co-
ordination services are intended to help maintaining consistency across all application entities
on a single endpoint, e.g., in order to implement a conference policy.

9.1.2 Mbus Coordination Model

In Section 1.3.1andSection 3.1.1, we have described the concept of a decomposed conferenc-
ing endpoint and discussed the requirements for a local coordination mechanism. In this Mbus
based local coordination model, we generalize the aforementioned internal management archi-
tecture by modeling the entities of a local conferencing system as a federation of components
that may establish different communication relationships between each other. For example, we
do not impose a strict point-to-point communication model, where all application entities are
only engaging in a control relationship with the local controller. Instead we generally assume
group communication between all entities, whereas some entities may establish dedicated con-
trol relationships to other entities, e.g., in order to enforce the implementation of conference
control.

Furthermore, we consider a higher degree of granularity of components and extend the
set of communicating entities to user interface components, call signaling protocol engines
and potentially even to sub-systems of application entities, such as an application’s RTP and
rendering component.

Figure 9.2: Mbus coordination model

Figure 9.2depicts this model schematically: a set of endpoint components attaches to the
Mbus as a local rendezvous and group communication system. The video and audio compo-
nents exhibit a sub-structure of components, each of which also attaches to the Mbus. The
call signaling and call control function is not provided by the controlling entity itself but is
implemented as a separate module. The motivation for this is two-fold:
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1. In Section 3.1.1, we have analyzed the requirements and typical implementation strate-
gies for multimedia conferencing systems, especially component-based IP telephony end-
points. One observation in this context was that many implementations already follow
component-based approaches, e.g., by employing a component supplier’s call-signaling
engine. By separating the endpoint control from the call-signaling functionality, we en-
able the re-use of these components in different application contexts.

2. From a service perspective, call signaling and call control protocols such as SIP and
H.225.0/H.245 provide many similarities and largely offer the same services: they pro-
vide an interface to user location services, they provide the concept of negotiating and
communicating conference configurations and they provide mechanisms for terminating
conferences (amongst other services).

Given this similarity of services it becomes possible to define a generic interface to call
signaling and call control functions that provides a common set of features and can be
used to control specific components regardless of the concrete call control protocol. We
present a corresponding approach inSection 9.3.

It should be noted that, in our model, we combine call signaling and call control into
one component. Our discussion of H.225.0, H.245 and SIP inChapter 2,Conferencing
Architectures, has indicated that these functions are closely related and, in case of H.323
Fast Start, are intertwined anyway. Therefore, an Mbus call control entities does provide
both call signaling and call control services.

As we have described inChapter 2,Conferencing Architectures, H.323 and SIP based
conference systems provide additional similarities, e.g., both generally rely on RTP as
a real-time transport protocol for multimedia applications. Deploying call control com-
ponents with a generic service interface enables the development ofmulti-protocolend-
points, i.e., endpoints that can interoperate with both SIP and H.323 endpoints.

Within such an endpoint architecture, there can be different communication relationships
between the components, not all of them exhibit strict point-to-point control characteristics:

• media engines can coordinate themselves by exchanging periodic receiver and renderer
statistics, e.g., in order to provide lip synchronization as we have described inSection
4.2.1;

• media engines can report events such as the beginning of talk spurts to user interface
components; and

• call signaling engines can multicast certain events such asincoming-call to a group
of entities, e.g., a user interface could notify the user appropriately and an endpoint con-
troller could decide whether to accept the call and take over the control of the signaling
engine.

In Section 3.1.1we have analyzed the different functions of an endpoint’s different compo-
nents. As depicted byFigure 9.2, we distinguish the following classes of components:

• call signaling and call control components;
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• application components (audio, video, whiteboard);

• user interfaces (GUI); and

• controllers.

For the Mbus-based coordination, each of these components implements a set of Mbus
commands and conforms to one (or more) Mbus application profiles. For example, the ap-
plication entities support fundamental, application-independent Mbus commands for querying
capabilities and setting configurations. The RTP-based application entities (the audio and video
components) additionally support commands for configuring RTP sessions and for distributing
RTP session events within the Mbus session. The call signaling and call control engine supports
a dedicated call control profile, which allows a controller to coordinate the establishment and
termination of call control relationships. Similar to an RTP profile for application entities, the
call control profile can largely be independent of specific call signaling/control protocols, but
can generalize their functions and provide rather abstract functions, such assetup call and
terminate call .

9.1.3 Local Coordination in End Systems

In the following, we describe the different phases of the operation of a conferencing endpoint
with respect to local coordination. In general, we distinguish between the following different
phases of a conferencing system’s operation:

System start and initialization: When an Mbus based conferencing system is started, amini-
mal set of Mbus entitiesis brought into a common session. For this discussion, we assume
that each entity provides the required Mbus configuration parameters. The minimal set of
entities comprises a controller, the user interface component, a call signaling engine and
essential application components such as audio and video components.

The Mbus awareness mechanism allows entities to locate each other, and each entity will
build a list of available components in the system.

After this initial rendezvous phase, the system enters aninitial configurationphase. In
this phase, the user interface is generated (e.g., by creating an initial window in case of a
GUI), and application entities are configured with respect to their user interface charac-
teristics. In addition, the controller determines the capabilities of the available application
entities by obtaining acapability descriptionof each entity. The capability descriptions
are gathered, augmented by user preferences and transfered to a comprehensive capability
and preference description of the whole conferencing system.

This capability description is one parameter for the initial configuration of the signal-
ing engine. Other parameters are the user’s name, her call signaling protocol specific
URI, and potentially other call signaling specific parameters such as registrar and proxy
addresses.

Conference establishment:There are different variants of how a conference can be estab-
lished, depending on the type of a conference (e.g., a voice call or a scheduled meeting
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that is announced publically). For this discussion, we assume that the user initiates a
conferencing by inviting another user, employing a call signaling protocol such as SIP.

In this case, the user will initiate the conference establishment through her user interface
component by specifying the desired participants and by providing a conference config-
uration based on the user’s preferences. This configuration defines the applications to be
used in the conference and can additionally specify parameters for applications, such as
the desired quality of a video codec.

The user interface component will forward these parameters to the controller that is go-
ing to orchestrate the different application components. The controller configures the
involved application entities and also requests parameters for their respective application
sessions, e.g., transport parameters such as IP addresses and UDP port numbers. These
parameters augment the capability description that is passed to the signaling protocol
entity for establishing a signaling control relationship to the invitee’s endpoint. The sig-
naling protocol engine, e.g., a SIP implementation, uses the available conference and
capability description to negotiate a set of commonly used parameters with the other
endpoint. The goal of this negotiation is to determine a set of commonly supported appli-
cation types and suitable configurations for these applications that allow both endpoints
to interoperate.

If this negotiation is successful, the call setup will also provide both endpoints with a
complete description of all required transport and application parameters that are needed
to instantiate application sessions. The call signaling engine forwards these parameters
to the controller, and the controller configures the application entities accordingly and
initiates the application sessions. In addition, the controller also notifies the user. The
conference is now established.

It should be noted that we are not considering failure conditions at the moment — obvi-
ously call setup processes can also fail, e.g., when the called party refuses to accept the
call.

Conference operation: During the conference, different forms of coordination are performed.
For example, we have already mentioned the internal synchronization of media engines.
In addition, there is user initiated control of the system through the user interface, e.g.,
the user might press the “mute” button. The action has to be forwarded to the application
entities, e.g., in order to suspend the sending of audio data.

In case conference course control is employed, conference control actions have to be
implemented by the controller — also by coordinating the application entities. For ex-
ample, when the controller obtains thefloor tokenfor the endpoint, it has to coordinate
application entities to start sending.

Conference termination: When the conference has been terminated, i.e., the local user has
requested the termination or the call signaling engine has received a conference termi-
nation request over its call signaling protocol, the controller has to notify the involved
application engines and the user interface. The application entities will terminate their
application sessions, and the user interface will reflect the new state at its display.
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9.1.4 Local Coordination in Call-Signaling Gateways

In addition to coordination services for conferencing endpoints, we have also defined coordi-
nation services for decomposed signaling gateways, i.e., gateways that implement two or more
signaling protocols and provide the service to relay calls from one call signaling protocol do-
main to another, e.g., in order to allow an H.323 user to call a SIP user.

Figure 9.3depicts a schematic overview of a corresponding scenario (inSection 10.3we
present real, more feature-rich implementations). The two conferencing endpoints on the left
and right hand side of the figure provide different call signaling protocol implementations and
are thus not able to interoperate. However, as we have noted inChapter 2,Conferencing Ar-
chitectures, the call signaling and call control protocols provide largely similar concepts and
can thus be mapped to each other. This mapping can be provided by a dedicated entity that
translates the individual call signaling messages and manages calls between different protocol
domains: acall signaling gateway.

In this simplified figure, the call signaling gateway provides two call signaling protocol
implementations, a SIP implementation and an H.323 (H.225/H.245) implementation. As the
diagram suggests, the gateway system can itself be designed as a component-based system and
be implemented as an Mbus application. In this example, there is one controller that coordinates
the two call signaling engines. Note that this gateway is asignaling gatewayonly, i.e., it does
not relay media streams. Instead it is intended for scenarios where the application entities, i.e.,
the media engines, of the different endpoint systems are able to interoperate directly (which is
often the case for RTP based audio and video applications).

Figure 9.3: Signaling gateway

The following phases of operation are required in order to establish a call through such a
gateway system (we assume that the SIP user calls the H.323 user):

System start and initialization: Similar to the endpoint scenario, the gateway system begins
its operation by starting its component entities that attach to the Mbus and locate each
other. In this case, the controller waits until both signaling protocol engines are available
and establishes control relationships to them. The signaling protocol engines do not need
to communicate with each other.
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The controller initializes the signaling protocol engines, e.g., by conveying configuration
parameters. Note that there are no application capabilities as such to be assessed and
aggregated since the gateway itself does not provide applications itself. The gatewaying
operation will be instantiated on a per call basis, i.e., taking the per-call configuration of
the involved endpoints into account.

Conference establishment:When the SIP user wants to call the H.323 user, her SIP engine
will not contact the H.323 user’s endpoint directly but will contact the signaling gateway
through its SIP engine. In this case, the gateway’s SIP engine acts as callee’s SIP engine
that is invited to the call.

The gateway’s SIP engine notifies the controller of the incoming call event and (if appli-
cable) provides the controller with the received capability and configuration description
that has been sent by the SIP endpoint in its call setup request, i.e., in a SIPINVITE
request.

If the controller decides that it can relay the call to its H.323 engine, it requests the
H.323 engine to setup a call to the H.323 user that is the actual desired participant. For
this purpose, the controller forwards the capability and configuration description to the
H.323 engine. The H.323 engine tries to initiate a call to the H.323 endpoint and offers
the configuration description it has received from the controller. If this setup step is
successful, the gateway’s H.323 engine will eventually obtain a configuration description
from the H.323 endpoint and report this to the controller.

The controller will indicate the progress of the call establishment to its SIP engine. The
SIP engine will in turn continue to establish the call with the caller’s SIP engine by send-
ing it the configuration description from the H.323 endpoint. The conference is estab-
lished.

Note that there are often progress indications and call setup acknowledgments that we
have not explicitly mentioned here.Section 9.3considers the requirements for concrete
call signaling protocols.

Conference operation: During the conference, the gateway does not have to perform any spe-
cific actions, except for maintaining the call state (and possibly forwarding and translating
call signaling messages during a call).

Conference termination: When a user decides to terminate the conference and the endpoint’s
call signaling engine sends a corresponding request to the gateway, the controller for-
wards the request to its corresponding other signaling engine which sends the termination
request via its native call signaling protocol. The corresponding acknowledgment is again
forwarded and translated in the opposite direction and eventually the conference has been
terminated.

9.1.5 Summary

We have presented a model for the coordination of components in decomposed conferencing
end systems and gateways and have analyzed the different phases of operation for these systems.
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Based on Ott’sinternal managementconcept, we have shown how theinteroperability services
andcoordination phasesare employed during the operation of conferencing systems.2

The objective in defining this model and the corresponding Mbus based protocol mecha-
nisms is to enable acomponent basedapproach for the development of conferencing systems.
The benefits of such an approach lie in the possibility to deploy third-party components in new
applications, i.e., to increase the degree of re-use and to enhance the robustness and manage-
ability of feature-rich applications. In particular, we try togeneralizethe interfaces and the
corresponding coordination procedures of conferencing systems. The first step of this general-
ization is to classify different components by their functions, i.e., distinguishingmedia engines,
controllersandsignaling protocol engines.

One goal of this systematization is to provide the possibility for conceiving conferencing
systems asgeneral frameworksthat can be specialized according to specific application require-
ments by adding certain components. For example, the general framework of a conferencing
endpoint could consist of a generic controller and a user interface. With our component based
approach and well-defined interfaces, we can compose a concrete application by adding a spe-
cific call signaling protocol engine, e.g., a SIP engine, and different application entities, e.g.,
an audio engine and a video engine. The general framework, i.e., the controller and the user
interface, do not necessarily have to be manually adapted in order to accommodate these enti-
ties. Instead the idea is for a controller to dynamically learn of the existence of a call signaling
engine and available application entities, to learn their capabilities as described above and to
integrate them into the overall application context. In the previous sections we have noted some
key elements that are required for enabling this approach:

• a general capability and configuration description mechanism that allows application en-
tities to describe their parameters, thus enabling controllers to aggregate them without
application specific knowledge; and

• well-defined interfaces for components of a certain type that allow for utilizing the com-
ponent without necessarily having to know its exact type.

In the following, we describe our approach for a suitable capability and configuration de-
scription framework inSection 9.2. We have seen that call control coordination is a function
which is required for both endpoint and gateway coordination. Therefore we will have a closer
look at the design and the individual Mbus commands of an Mbus Call Control Profile inSec-
tion 9.3. These two developments are the basis for implementing our concept of generalized,
component based conferencing systems. InSection 10.1.2we have additionally provided a
description of an Mbus-based application entity and its Mbus interface.

2It should be noted that the order of capability exchange and coordination is actually not fixed. For example,
relying on the Mbus as a coordination mechanism, it is conceivable to add an application entityduringa conference,
learn its capabilities and integrate it into the conference through conference control mechanisms. Although we did
not discuss these dynamic changes of conference configurations in order to simplify the presentation we do not
want to exclude it.
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9.2 Session Description

Our discussion of the Internet Multimedia Conferencing Architecture inSection 2.2has shown
that the protocols for conferencing have evolved around the loosely coupled model, intended to
accommodate large-scale conferences on the Internet that can be publically announced by multi-
casting the conference description through the use of SAP, the Session Announcement Protocol.
This is also reflected by the design of corresponding technologies for session description: SDP,
the Session Description Protocol, has been designed for the description of multicast conferences
that are publically announced and can be joined by interested participants that have received the
description, typically simply by joining the conference’s application sessions. Because of this
simple model (and in order to accommodate bandwidth constraints for global-scope multicast
announcements) SDP is a very basic description format that is essentially targeted at provid-
ing potential participants with the minimal configuration information that is required to join a
conference.

The evolution of conferencing technologies and the development of SIP, the Session Initi-
ation Protocol, into a call signaling protocol that addresses the requirements ofInternet tele-
phonyapplications has introduced some elements oftightly coupled conferencinginto the Inter-
net Multimedia Conferencing Architecture. For example, when initiating an Internet telephony
call, users expect endpoints to interoperate just as they would for traditional telephony. In order
to interoperate, heterogeneous endpoints have to agree on a set of applications for a conference,
negotiate suitable configuration parameters for applications and exchange transport parameters
for establishing application sessions. All of this has to be done at the call setup phase, i.e., it is
a dynamic function that cannot be performed in advance.

Because these requirements differ fundamentally from the original model of multicasting
fixed conference descriptions by the use of SDP, dedicated procedures have been defined that
specify how SDP is to be used with SIP in order to achieve a subset of the mentioned interoper-
ability services. RFC 3264 (An Offer/Answer Model with the Session Description Model (SDP),
[RFC3264]) specifies a procedure by which two end systems canexchangeSDP descriptions
in order to gain a common understanding of a conference configuration. The procedure relies
on one party sending an SDP offer containing a description based on its own capabilities, pref-
erences and transport configuration parameters. The other party returns an SDP answer that
contains an updated session description including its own transport parameters. As depicted by
Figure 9.4, the fundamental offer/answer model works as follows:

1. The offerer (A in this example) sends a description of the intended applications (audio and
video), configuration parameters such as codec types for these applications and transport
parameters such as port numbers for the application sessions. The general model is that
each party describes what it is willing and capable toreceive. Hence, the transport param-
eters also specify whereA wants to receive data for the respective application sessions.

2. The answerer (B) returns a subset ofA’s proposed configuration. For example in this
case,B does not support video (which is indicated by setting the port number of the cor-
responding transport parameter configuration to zero).B’s description provides transport
parameters that specify whereB wants to receive data for application sessions, in this case
for the audio session.

In this basic example, the two endpoints have negotiated the conference parameters on the
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Figure 9.4: The SDP offer/answer model

basis of selecting application sessions, i.e.,A has offered audio and video butB has signaled to
support audio only. The SDP offer/answer model also allows to perform some sort of negotia-
tion on the basis of RTP payload formats, where each party describes the payload formats it is
willing to receive.

However, in general this model is rather limited. For example it is hardly possible to ne-
gotiate individual parameters for generating interoperable configurations for more complex ap-
plications such as advanced video codecs. This problem and a number of other issues that we
have described in[Kutscher01c]in more detail have led us to develop an approach for describ-
ing and negotiating conference configurations:SDPng, a successor to SDP, is intended to as
mechanism to implement theinteroperability servicein more tightly coupled conferencing sce-
narios and provide an extensible framework that is not fixed to specific applications. One of
the key concepts is to describe conferences and endpoint capabilities in a way that allows con-
ference controllers, gateways and other instances to process the resulting description without
having to understand the semantics of parameters — a key concept for developing application
independent, component based frameworks as described inSection 9.1.

In Section 9.2.1, we describe the underlying SDPng conference model, inSection 9.2.2we
provide a short overview of the language and its concepts and inSection 9.2.4we summarize
the main ideas.[Kutscher03a]provides the actual specification of SDPng.

9.2.1 SDPng System Model

Any (computer) system has, at a time, a number of rather fixed hardware as well as software
resources. These resources ultimately define the limitations on what can be captured, displayed,
rendered, replayed, etc. with this particular device. We term features enabled and restricted by
these resourcessystem capabilities.

Example: System capabilities may include: a limitation of the screen resolution for
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true color by the graphics board; available audio hardware or software may offer
only certain media encodings (e.g. G.711 and G.723.1 but not GSM); and CPU
processing power and quality of implementation may constrain the possible video
encoding algorithms.

In multiparty multimedia conferences, participants employ differentcomponentsfor mul-
timedia interaction in conducting the conference. Acomponentdescribes a particular type of
interaction (e.g. audio conversation, slide presentation) that can be realized by means of differ-
ent applications (possibly using different protocols).

Example: In lecture multicast conferences, one component might be the voice
transmission for the lecturer, another the transmission of video pictures showing
the lecturer and the third the transmission of presentation material.

Depending on system capabilities, user preferences and other technical and political con-
straints, different configurations can be chosen to accomplish the use of these components in
a conference. Each component can be characterized at least by (a) its intended use (i.e. the
function it shall provide) and (b) one or more possible ways to realize this function. Each way
of realizing a particular function is referred to as aconfiguration.

Example: A conference component’s intended use may be to make transparencies
of a presentation visible to the audience on the Mbone. This can be achieved either
by a video camera capturing the image and transmitting a video stream via some
video tool or by loading a copy of the slides into a distributed electronic white-
board. For each of these cases, additional parameters may exist, variations of which
lead to additional configurations (see below).

Two configurations are considered different if they employ entirely different mechanisms
and protocols (as in the previous example) but also if they largely choose the same mechanisms
and differ only in a single parameter.

Example: In case of a video transmission, a JPEG-based still image protocol may
be used, H.261 encoded CIF images could be sent, as could H.261 encoded QCIF
images. All three cases constitute different configurations. Of course there are
many more detailed protocol parameters.

Each component’s configurations are limited by the participating system’s capabilities. In
addition, the intended use of a component may constrain the possible configurations further to
a subset suitable for the particular component’s purpose.

Example: In a system for highly interactive audio communication the component
responsible for audio may decide not to use the available G.723.1 audio codec to
avoid the additional latency but only use G.711. This would be reflected in this
component by only showing configurations based upon G.711. Still, multiple con-
figurations are possible, e.g. depending on the use of A-law orµ-law, packetization
and redundancy parameters, etc.
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A configurationis a set of parameters that are required to implement a certain variation
(realization) of a certain component. There are actual and potential configurations.

• Potential configurationsdescribe possible configurations that are supported by an end-
system. They are a set of any number of configurations per component indicating the
functional capabilities of the system as constrained by the intended use of the various
components.

• An actual configurationis an instantiationof one of the potential configurations, i.e., a
decision how to realize a certain component. For each instance of a component, there
is at least one actual configuration reflecting the mode of operation of this component’s
particular instantiation.

In less abstract words, potential configurations describe what a system can do (capabilities)
and actual configurations describe how a system is configured to operate at a certain point in
time.

Example: The potential configuration of the aforementioned video component may
indicate the support for JPEG, H.261/CIF, and H.261/QCIF. A particular instan-
tiation for a video conference may use the actual configuration of H.261/CIF for
exchanging video streams.

Figure 9.5: Conferencing system model

This model is depicted inFigure 9.5. To decide on a certain actual configuration, a negotia-
tion process needs to take place between the involved peers:

1. to determine which potential configuration(s) they have in common; and

2. to select one of this shared set of common potential configurations to be used for infor-
mation exchange (e.g. based upon preferences, external constraints, etc.).
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Note that the meaning of the termactual configurationis highly application-specific. For
example, for audio transport using RTP, an actual configuration is equivalent to a payload format
(potentially plus format parameters), whereas for other applications it may be a MIME type.

In SAP session announcements on the Mbone, for which SDP was originally developed, the
negotiation procedure is non-existent. Instead, the announcement contains the media stream
description sent out (i.e. the actual configurations) which implicitly describe what a receiver
must understand to participate.

In point-to-point scenarios, the negotiation procedure is typically carried out implicitly:
each party informs the other about what it can receive and the respective sender chooses from
this set a configuration that it can transmit. Capability negotiation must not only work for 2-
party conferences but is also required for multi-party conferences. Especially for the latter case
it is required that the process to determine the subset of allowable potential configurations is
deterministic to reduce the number of required round trips before a session can be established.
For instance, in order to be used with SIP, the capability negotiation is required to work with
the offer/answer model that is used for session initiation with SIP — limiting the negotiation to
exactly one round trip.

9.2.2 SDPng Design

SDPng is a description language for both potential configurations (i.e. capabilities) of par-
ticipants in multimedia conferences and for actual configurations (i.e. final specifications of
parameters). Capability negotiation is the process of generating a usable set of potential config-
urations and finally an actual configuration from a set of potential configurations provided by
each potential participant in a multimedia conference.

SDPng supports the specification of endpoint capabilities and defines a negotiation process:
In a negotiation process, capability descriptions are exchanged between participants. These
descriptions are processed in a “collapsing” step, which results in a set of commonly supported
potential configurations. In a second step, the final actual configuration is determined that is
used for a conference. This section specifies the usage of SDPng for capability negotiation.
It defines the collapsing algorithm and the procedures for exchanging SDPng documents in a
negotiation phase.

The description language and the rules for the negotiation phase are (in general) independent
of the means by which descriptions are conveyed during a negotiation phase (a reliable transport
service with causal ordering is assumed). There are however properties and requirements of
call signaling protocols that have been considered to allow for a seamless integration of the
negotiation into the call setup process. For example, in order to be usable with SIP, it must
be possible to negotiate the conference configuration within the two-way-handshake of the call
setup phase. In order to use SDPng instead of SDP according to the offer/answer model it must
be possible to determine an actual configuration in a single request/response cycle.

9.2.2.1 The SDPng Negotiation Process

Conceptually, the negotiation process comprises the following individual steps (considering two
parties,A andB, whereA tries to inviteB to a conference).

1. A determines its potential configurations for the components that should be used in the
conference (e.g. “interactive audio” and “shared whiteboard”) and sends a corresponding
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SDPng instance toB. This SDPng instance is denotedCAP(A) .

2. B receivesA’s SDPng instance and analyzes the set of components of the description.
For each component thatB wishes to support it generates a list of potential configurations
corresponding toB’s capabilities, denotedCAP(B) .

3. B applies the collapsing function and obtains a list of potential configurations that bothA
andB can support, denotedCAP(A)xCAP(B) = CAP(AB) .

4. B sendsCAP(B) to A.

5. A also applies the collapsing function and obtainsCAP(AB) . At this step, bothA andB
know the capabilities of each other and the potential configurations that both can support.

6. In order to derive an actual configuration from the potential configurations that have been
obtained, both participants have to pick a subset of the potential configurations that should
actually be used in the conference and generate the actual configuration. It should be
noted that it depends on the specific application whether each component must be as-
signed exactly one actual configuration or whether it is allowed to list multiple actual
configurations. In this model, we assume thatA selects the actual configuration, denoted
CFG(AB) .

7. A augmentsCFG(AB) with the transport parameters it intends to use, e.g., on which
endpoint addressesA wishes to receive data, obtainingCFGT(A) . A sendsCFGT(A)
to B.

8. B receivesCFGT(A) and adds its own transport parameters, resulting inCFGT(AB) .
CFGT(AB) contains the selected actual configurations and the transport parameters of
both A and B (plus any other SDPng data, e.g., meta-information on the conference).
CFGT(AB) is the complete conference description. BothA andB now have the follow-
ing information:

CAP(A) : A’s supported potential configurations.

CAP(B) : B’s supported potential configurations.

CAP(AB) : The set of potential configurations supported by bothA andB.

CFG(AB) : The set of actual configurations to be used.

CFGT(AB) : The set of actual configurations (for the different components) to be used
augmented with all required parameters.

In this model, the capability negotiation and configuration exchange process leads to a de-
scription that represents a global view of the configuration that should be used. This means,
it contains the complete configuration for all participants including per-participant information
like transport parameters.

Note that the model presented here results in four SDPng messages. As an optimization, this
procedure can be abbreviated to two exchanges by including the transport (and other) parame-
ters into the potential configurations.A embeds its desired transport parameters into the list of
potential configurations andB also sends all required parameters in the response together with
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B’s potential configurations. BothA andB can then deriveCFGT(AB) . Transport parame-
ters are usually not negotiable; therefore they have to be distinguished from other configuration
information.

The collapsing of two capability descriptions is performed by applying thefeature-matching
algorithm of RFC 2533[RFC2533]. In [Kutscher03a], we have specified the concrete proce-
dures of mapping SDPng documents to RFC 2533 expressions and back and have defined a
procedure that involves the following steps:

• translating SDPng potential configurations to RFC 2533 feature set expressions;

• applying the RFC 2533 feature match algorithm; and

• integrating the resulting feature set expressions into the SDPng selection of actual con-
figurations.

For the translation of SDPng potential configuration to RFC 2533 feature set expressions,
all attributes of an SDPng capability element and its child elements are transformed to an RFC
2533 expression, and each attribute is translated to a feature predicate. The resulting feature
predicates are combined using the& (AND) operator. The name attributes are not considered.
For example, an SDPng element describing video codec capabilities can be transformed as
follows:

<video:codec name="h263+-enhanced" resolution="QCIF"
frame-rate="(,24)" h263plus:A="foo" h263plus:B="bar"/>

(& (resolution=QCIF) (frame-rate<=24) (h263plus:A=foo)
(h263plus:B=bar))

Multiple individual capability elements are independently transformed using the specifica-
tion above and then combined into a single RFC 2533 feature set by connecting the individual
feature sets using the| OR operator. For example, the following sample SDPng potential con-
figuration would be transformed as follows:

<audio:codec name="avp:pcmu" encoding="PCMU" channels="[1,2]"
sampling="[8000,16000]"/>

<video:codec name="h263+-enhanced" resolution="QCIF"
frame-rate="(,24)" h263plus:A="foo"
h263plus:B="bar"/>

(|
(& (encoding=PCMU) (channels=[1,2]) (sampling=[8000,16000]))
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(& (resolution=QCIF) (frame-rate<=24) (h263plus:A=foo)
(h263plus:B=bar))

)

After transforming different SDPng capability descriptions from different participants into
their equivalent RFC 2533 form, the following steps are performed to calculate the common
subset of capabilities:

1. The individual feature sets are combined into a single expression by creating a conjunc-
tion of the feature sets, i.e., the feature sets are connected by the& (AND) operator.

2. The resulting expressions are reduced to disjunctive normal form, i.e., the canonical form
as specified by RFC 2533.

A feature set that has been created by combining multiple independent feature sets and by
reducing the result for canonical form does not indicate directly which of the capability elements
belong the common subset of capabilities. The following steps are performed to determine
whether an individual capability element (e.g., an element pertaining to one of the contributing
SDPng capability descriptions) belongs to the result feature set.

Let Rbe the result feature set obtained from the canonicalization:

1. For each capability element, generate the equivalent RFC 2533 feature set by applying
the transformation described above. LetCbe the resulting feature set.

2. CombineR andC into a single feature set by building a conjunction of the two feature
sets (& R C). Let the result be the feature setT.

3. ReduceT to disjunctive normal form by applying the canonicalization as defined in RFC
2533.

4. If the remaining disjunction is non-empty, the constraints specified by capability element
(the origin ofC) can be satisfied byR, i.e.,C represents a commonly supported capability.

9.2.3 SDPng in the Local Coordination Architecture

In Section 9.1.3, we have described how a controller interacts with its application entities and
call control components during the initialization of an endpoint and during the conference es-
tablishment phase. With respect to session and capability description, the key idea is to pro-
vide a general, application-independent framework for processing capabilities of conferencing
systems — processors know nothing about application semantics but are nevertheless able to
process, i.e., to aggregate and to negotiate, configurations. In our local endpoint architecture, a
controller can thus query the capabilities of the present application entities, aggregate this infor-
mation into a combined capability description of the whole endpoint and can then coordinate a
call control engine through Mbus Call Control commands to consider this capability description
for the negotiation process during a call setup. Later, when the call setup has been performed
successfully, the controller has to analyze the resulting conference configuration and assign
each application entity a proper configuration for its own application session. The individual
steps in this process can be described as follows:
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1. The controller queries the available application entities for their capabilities. In general,
each application entity provide capabilities for processing media data for a specific media
type; however, there can be multiple application entities associated to a specific media
type.

2. The controller aggregates these descriptions (in an application-independent way). It
matches the resulting description against configured user preferences and obtains a ca-
pability/preferences description for the local endpoint.

3. For establishing a call, the user can select specific media types, applications and con-
figurations, i.e., she can refine her preference settings. Based on this updated capabil-
ity/preference description, the controller queries the application entities for initial trans-
port parameters, i.e., the IP address and UDP port number for receiving RTP video
streams, i.e., the capability description is augmented with transport parameters. Note
that for simple application, the initial query for capabilities and the subsequent query for
transport parameters can also be performed in one step.

4. The resulting capability description (including the initial transport parameter specifica-
tion) is then taken as input for the call establishment and therefore passed to the call con-
trol engine. The call setup and the capability negotiation result in a collapsed capability
description as described inSection 9.2.2.

5. The resulting conference description is processed by the controller. For each compo-
nent, the controller passes the corresponding actual configuration to the responsible ap-
plication entity. Each application entity adopts the configuration and the conference can
commence.

6. Later changes in the configuration are in principle handled in the same way as the config-
uration for the conference setup: The controller negotiates an interoperable configuration
and provides the corresponding application entities with an updated configuration.

We therefore do not only rely of SDPng’s application independent processing concept for
inter-system capability negotiation but also for the local processing. Thus, the session descrip-
tion is one important element in our generic endpoint/gateway architecture.

9.2.4 Summary

The SDPng conference description language has been designed as a tool for providing theinter-
operability servicefor conferencing systems that require more elaborate capability negotiation
mechanisms than the currently used RFC 3264 procedures. By not tying application semantics
to the base framework and capability negotiation rules, SDPng provides extensibility for fu-
ture applications and allows for the development of application-independent SDPng processors,
such as generic endpoint controllers and gateway controllers.

The standardization of SDPng, which is still in progress, has shown that the requirements
for a description and negotiation framework for different application domains can be partly
contradictory. For example, the requirement for extensibility and expressiveness implies more
powerful syntax mechanisms than those provided by SDP. We have addressed this by devel-
oping the XML based SDPng base syntax and by the use of corresponding XML mechanisms
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such as XML namespaces. Obviously this requires implementations to process structured XML
documents, e.g., by employing an XML parser. Certain conferencing systems, such as opti-
mized IP telephony applications for small devices, run on rather limited hardware platforms;
as a consequence developers of these systems typically shirk the assumed complexity involved
with parsing XML documents and performing negotiation steps. We try to accommodate lim-
itations of small devices by reducing the implementation requirements as far as possible, e.g.,
by not requiring validating parsers.

Another example relates to the SDPng feature for expressing constraints across different
potential configurations, e.g., by expressing that a system can support a fixed number of codec
instantiations at a time, possibly considering specific combinations of codecs. We have learned
that while such a feature is useful for expressing the capabilities of media gateways (that can
provide limited resources such as DSP capacity), it is not really interesting for user endpoints,
where the simultaneous instantiation of multiple codecs is either not limited or not likely to be
useful anyway. We have addressed this by making the constraints feature (and other special-
purpose mechanisms) optional, i.e., conforming implementation do not have to support it.

One interesting side result of the SDPng development was the detailed analysis of the dif-
ferent usages and extensions of SDP that are available today (and are still being developed).
The evolution of multimedia conferencing and the increasing commercial deployment have led
to a huge set of new requirements that have never been anticipated when SDP was originally
conceived. For example, security requirements lead to the development of key management pro-
cedures for SDP[Arkko03], connection-oriented media transport[Yon03] has been discussed
very controversially and many other extensions have been or are still being defined. These
developments confirm the need for a structured description language that guarantees future ex-
tensibility and interoperability between heterogeneous end systems.

For our Mbus-based endpoint-architecture, SDPng is a useful element for implementing
the interoperability servicein a generalized fashion, e.g., allowing controllers to obtain and
process capabilities and configurations regardless of their specific type — a generalization that
is especially important for systems with higher complexity such as media transcoding gateways.

9.3 Mbus Call Control

Building on the Mbus base protocol and the Mbus Guidelines interactions, we have defined an
Mbus application profile for call control services. This profile defines a command set and cor-
responding interactions between application components for basic call control services, such
ascall setupandcall termination. The set of basic call control commands also includes com-
mands for redirecting or forwarding (proxying) call setup requests and is supplemented by a set
of additional commands for supplementary services, such ascall holdandcall transfer.

The Mbus Call Control Profile is essentially aprotocol that provides the service of control-
ling a call control engine. In accordance to the coordination model described inSection 9.1,
the protocol abstracts from the specific type of the call control engine, i.e., the protocol can
be used to control a SIP call control engine as well as an H.323 call control engine. Hence, it
is intended to enable the development of general frameworks for conferencing endpoints and
gateways that can abstract from specific call control protocols and to promote the re-use of call
control components in different application contexts.

There are a number of different APIs, protocols and so-called service architectures that
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provide related and partly similar functions. Without going too much into detail, we will briefly
differentiate our approach against this work in the following.

TAPI, JTAPI: TAPI is an API for computer telephony integration (CTI) that provides abstrac-
tions for phone control and is intended for call center (and similar) deployment scenarios.
Typical examples for TAPI functions aretapiRequestMakeCall and lineDial .
Later versions of TAPI such as TAPI 3.0[Microsoft99]have merged the classic telephony
model with IP telephony and extended the notion of acall to H.323 sessions.

JTAPI (Java Telephony API)[Sun99]falls into the same class and is a Java API for basic
call control services for call center scenarios. It provides similar concepts as TAPI: the
main idea is that applications are built against the JTAPI and a so calledservice provider
implements the call control actions, e.g., the application runs on a PBX and a vendor-
supplied service provider implements the control of telephony devices.

Both TAPI and JTAPI are clearly APIs that are targeted at a specific platform (TAPI is a
MS Windows API and JTAPI is a Java API).

JAIN and Parlay OSA: JAIN (Java APIs for Integrated Networks,[Sun03]) is not a single
API but rather a comprehensive set of Java APIs that is in general targeted at telecom-
munications application development. The approach has evolved from a set of APIs for
service creation in so called Intelligent Networks (IN) but is being extended to support
Internet multimedia conferencing protocols as well.

The JAIN family of APIs is providing different interfaces for SIP and H.323 engines
(amongst other protocols) and is providing so called application API specifications for
applications such as instant text messaging and payment. In essence, the JAIN APIs rep-
resent standardized APIs for certain protocols and services and are intended to promote
the development of telecommunications applications in the Java environment.

The Parlay Open Services Architecture (OSA,[Parlay03]) is, similar to JAIN, a compre-
hensive set of APIs for service creation in telecommunications networks. As such it also
provides APIs for call control and similar functions. Parlay OSA defines the interfaces to
services by the use of different interface definition languages such as CORBA IDL and
WSDL (Web Services Definition Language).

The different APIs and abstract call control interfaces demonstrate a clear demand for stan-
dardized interfaces and generalized control facilities for call control engines that abstract from
specific call control protocols. The Mbus Call Control Profile provides the same abstraction
but is not an API for certain programming languages but rather aprotocol for the coordination
of call control components in a distributed conferencing system. In an endpoint or gateway
system that is based on the Mbus Call Control Profile, a separate controlling component, de-
notedcontroller in the following sections, implements the application logic and controls one (or
more) call control engines using the Mbus commands specified in the call control profile. This
architecture is depicted inFigure 9.3.

The Mbus Call Control Profile specifies the communication mechanisms between a con-
troller and a call control engine within an Mbus domain, based on the transport mechanisms
specified in the Mbus transport specification (Section 6.2) and based on the interaction schemes
defined in the Mbus Guidelines (Section 6.3), i.e., the different interactions are mainly defined
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in terms of RPCs and event notifications. In order to accommodate other call signaling proto-
cols besides SIP, the interactions that are defined here provide a sufficient level of abstraction
from specific call control protocols. This abstraction implies that not every feature of every
specific call control protocol can be provided. The trade-off between generality and functional-
ity/specificity results in a call-control model that

• supports basic, common call control services;

• provides a small set of advanced functions, such as supplementary services;

• uses universal addressing schemes for callee addresses and other parameters; and

• provides hooks for call control protocol specific extensions, such as optional parameters.

For an architecture such as the one depicted inFigure 9.3, the provided generality would
allow to replace the SIP call control engine by an H.323 engine without having to change the
implementation of the controller, e.g., in order to implement a SIPback-to-back user agent
(B2BUA, a specific implementation is described inSection 10.3.3).

In Section 9.3.1, we describe the fundamental abstractions that the Call Control Profile is
based on, e.g., thecall abstraction. In Section 9.3.3we describe the protocol procedures for
certain basic call control features, and inSection 9.3.2we present the implementation of these
procedures into Mbus commands. We summarize the main ideas and report on our experi-
ences with this work inSection 9.3.4. The complete specification of the Call Control Profile is
provided by[Ott01].

9.3.1 Concepts

The call control profile relies on a set of concepts, abstractions and identifiers that are used by
the presented call control model. This includes:

• identification of calls (through a call and conference identification as described below);

• addressing concept for participants and endpoints (relying on URIs as described inSec-
tion 9.3.2); and

• call state manipulation (through a set of Mbus RPCs and event notifications as described
in Section 9.3.2).

Controlling a call control engine by a controller uses the notion ofa call, which is an abstrac-
tion that represents the state of a call control relationship that is setup, modified and terminated
by means of message exchange between a controller and a call control engine. In order to dis-
ambiguate multiple calls that are managed by a system, call identifiers are employed. Different
types of identifiers are used:

Call Identifier: A call identifier is used to identify calls uniquely. In this model,a call repre-
sents a call control relationship between two endpoints. If an endpoint has a call control
relationship to two other endpoints at the same time, two different call identifiers will be
used to disambiguate the call states. The concept of a globally unique call identifier is
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prevalent in most call signaling protocols as well. For the Mbus call control commands,
the call identifiers are generated by the call control engine and are considered opaque val-
ues by other components, e.g., a controller. The appearance of the call identifier depends
on the call signaling protocol. See H.225.0[ITU00] and SIP[RFC3261]for details.

Call Leg Identifier: Call leg identifiers allow for a more fine grained control of call control
relationships. A call control engine may try to setup more than one outgoing call at a
time in order to establish a call control relationship to a participant, e.g., when the call
control engine is a component in a forking proxy system. In order to disambiguate the
different call legs that are created for a single call, the notion of call leg identifiers is
introduced.

Conference Identifier: While a call identifier is used to identify individual call control rela-
tionships, there are also more persistent states, e.g., multi-party conferences. In some
models, multi-party conferences can be implemented by creating a full mesh of calls be-
tween all participants. In this case, the individual calls would be disambiguated with call
identifiers, while the conference itself is identified by aconference identifier. In the Mbus
Call Control Profile, this identifier is also used to implement call transfer. The transfer
of a call is implemented by having the transferor initiate a new call to the transferred-to
party, which results in a new call with a new call identifier. In order to be able to identify
and track the call, it is assigned a persistent conference identifier.

9.3.2 The Mbus Call Control Profile

Based on the concepts described inSection 9.3.1, we have defined an Mbus application profile
that provides an addressing scheme and different Mbus commands for implementing the call
control interactions. InSection 9.3.2.1, we list some key terms and Mbus parameter types that
are used in the application profile and inSection 9.3.2.2, we present the addressing scheme and
the employed control class.Section 9.3.2.3describes the general structure of the Call Control
Profile.

9.3.2.1 Mbus Parameter Type Definitions

The following key terms are used in the profile definitions:

Call reference: In most of the Mbus commands, a call reference is used to identify calls.
Call control engines can map the call reference to call identifiers of their call signal-
ing protocol. The Mbus parameter data type for call references isstring and abbre-
viated ascall-ref in the specification below. References are created bycall or
incoming-call commands. Every newly created call reference is composed of the
Mbus address of the creating entity and a second entity specific part in order to ensure
uniqueness.

Some commands such as the call setup command and the incoming call indication make
use of conference identifiers in order to group several calls within a single conference,
i.e., for a conferencing bridge. Once a call context has been created (and the conference
identifier is one element of such as context), the call context is referred to using the call
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reference identifier. In addition, some commands, e.g., the call acceptance indication and
the corresponding command to finally establish a call of a specific call leg, can provide
a call leg identifier in order to distinguish multiple call legs of a single call, e.g., for a
forking proxy that performs parallel searching.

Address: Some commands require the specification of an address (or address list) for users.
These addresses are self-contained URIs that allow to identify the call control protocol
domain and the call control domain specific information that is required to setup a call
control relation to the specified user. One of following scheme identifiers are used:

• sip: for SIP URIs;

• h323: for H.323 URIs; and

• tel: for telephony URIs as specified by[RFC2806].

The scheme specific part of an address URI contains the protocol specific information
that is required for establishing a call control relationship.

The Mbus parameter type for an address is calledaddress in the specification below.
The Mbus type foraddress is string . Address parameters are used in requests to
call control engines that should be able to translate them into native addresses of their
corresponding call signaling protocol.

Address list: For some commands, more than one address needs to be passed as a parame-
ter. The typeaddress-list is defined as alist of address and is used as a
parameter type for requests where more than one address can be specified.

Logical address: A logical address is an informational address that denominates the user that
a caller is trying to call. The logical address is not necessarily identical to the address
URI described above. For example, in a SIPINVITE request, the Request-URI may
be sip:123434565@big-company.foo (which may have been obtained from a
location server), whereas the logical address issip:support@big-company.foo
(in SIP, this could be the content of aTo header field). As theTo header field in SIP, the
logical address can be augmented by adisplay namethat can be presented to a user by a
user agent. As an Mbus parameter, the logical address is therefore represented as a list of
two elements (both of typestring ), where the first element is the display name and the
second element is the address URI, for example:

("Help Desk" "sip:support@big-company.foo")

In the command specification below, the type for logical address parameters is called
logical-address .

Status codes:Some of the commands defined below can be parameterized with status codes
and reason descriptions that represent error conditions (or other status information). On
the Mbus, this information is represented as a list of twostrings , where the first el-
ement is a numerical status code and the second element is a textual description. In
the command specification below the type for status information parameters is called
status . The status codes are derived from SIP status codes.
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Media: Some commands provide a media parameter list and/or a capability list for media set-
tings for the call. SDP or SDPng is used for describing session parameters and capabili-
ties. The Mbus parameter typemedia is apair of (symbol, data) , where the
first element identifies the type of the description language and the second element is the
actual description.

In order to allow for expressing preferences with SDP, some commands use alist of
media for media description parameters. In these lists, the order of the media elements
(each of which represents a stand alone SDP description) defines their relative preference.

Table 9.1provides an overview of the parameter data types of the Mbus call control profile.

Table 9.1: Overview of the call control parameter types

Type name Mbus type definition Description
call-ref string Call Reference
address string Address URI

address-list list of address List of URIs
logical-address pair of string Logical Address

status pair of string Status Information
media pair of (symbol, data) Media Information

9.3.2.2 Mbus Addressing Scheme

The following Mbus address fields are used by implementations of the call control commands:

function: The address elementfunction describes the general function of the compo-
nent. The value is fixed tocall-control for both controller and call control engine.

cc-module: The address elementcc-module describes the type of the component. The
possible values arecontroller (to be used by controller entities) andengine (to be
used by call signaling engines).Figure 9.6depicts a sample Mbus address for a controller,
andFigure 9.7depicts a sample Mbus address for a call signaling engine.

(function:call-control cc-module:controller id:123-4@192.168.1.1)

Figure 9.6: Mbus address for a controller

The default destination address that is used for event notifications by call control engines not
yet controlled, is(function:call-control) . In Section 6.3, we have described different
control classes for applications consisting of modules with controller-controllee relationships.
Implementations of the call control profile implement the control classtight control ,
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(function:call-control cc-module:engine id:124-4@192.168.1.1)

Figure 9.7: Mbus address for a call signaling engine

which means that a controllee (a signaling engine) can only be controlled by one controller at
a time. A controller will therefore take over the control of a call control engine — using the
mbus.register command (Section 6.3.3) — before it can send commands to a call control
engine. The command prefix for the call control commands isconf.call-control . This
means, a controller registers itself for theconf.call-control hierarchy.

9.3.2.3 Mbus Commands

The Mbus Call Control commands can be divided into two classes:

• RPCs; and

• event notifications.

RPCs are sent from a controller to a call control engine. Call control engines must support
all RPCs, i.e., they must be able to receive and understand them. Where possible, the imperative
form has been chosen for RPC command names, e.g.,call andcancel . Event notifications
are sent from a call control engine to a controller. All event notifications must be supported by
controllers, i.e., they must be able to receive and understand them. Where possible, the past
(or present) participle form has been chosen for names of event notification commands, e.g.,
connected andproceeding .

In the following, we will briefly describe the commands of the Mbus call control profile.
All of these commands are associated to a specific call context, which is expressed by a call
reference parameter. Note that we do not mention this parameter explicitly in the following
overview. In general, we also do not describe optional parameters that some commands provide.
The detailed specification of each command is provided by[Ott01]. It should be noted that some
of the commands described in the following sections providelistsof addresses, e.g., destination
addresses for acall command, whereas for most basic applications, a single address parameter
would actually be sufficient. However, in order not to exclude non-trivial applications, we
have generalized the specification of destination addresses. A forking SIP proxy is a sample
application where the specification of multiple destination addresses would be useful.3

Moreover, it should be noted that essentially all commands that are used for establishing
calls can provide a media list (for conference configuration descriptions), even though this might
not be required for every call setup process. This is motivated by the requirement for generality,
because, e.g., H.323 allows changing conference configurations at any time (through H.245).

3A forking SIP proxy is a proxy that can send multipleINVITE requests for a single incomingINVITE
request, which is useful for implementingparallel searching. A SIP proxy that obtains multiple possible contact
addresses for anINVITE request can thus try to establish calls simultaneously and later cancel all calls except for
the first successfully established call.
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Another motivation is that, for transcoding gateway scenarios, the outgoing call is typically
setup bynot sendinga capability description in the initial setup message, because the gateway
has to learn the capabilities of both endpoints first in order to make a decision with respect to a
suitable transcoding configuration. In such a scenario, the gateway would send its configuration
in its second message to the callee, e.g., in aSIP ACK request. In order to support these
different scenarios, the media list is provided by many call control commands in this profile,
but may be empty in case it is not required, e.g., for theconf.call-control.connect
RPC.

9.3.3 Basic Services

The Mbus Call Control Profile provides the following basic call control services:

Initialization: When a controller and a call control engine are brought into a common Mbus
session, they locate each other through the Mbus entity awareness mechanism. Subse-
quently, the controller can register with the call control engine and perform the initial
configuration. We describe the corresponding procedures inSection 9.3.3.1.

Call setup: A controller can make a call control engine initiate a new call using its native call
signaling protocol. The call control engine will notify the controller of progress events,
e.g., when the called party accepts the call. For a called endpoint, the call control engine
will signal incoming call events it received via its native call signaling protocol, enabling
the controller to react and eventually control the completion of the call setup by accepting
the call. SeeSection 9.3.3.2for a detailed discussion of call setup procedures.

Call redirection: After the call control engine has signaled an incoming call, the controller can
request the call control engine to redirect the call to another endpoint. See[Ott01] for a
detailed discussion of call redirection procedures.

Call forwarding and call proxying: After the call control engine has signaled an incoming
call, the controller can request the call control engine to proxy the call to another endpoint.
See[Ott01] for a detailed discussion of call forwarding procedures.

Call canceling and call rejection: Outgoing and incoming calls can be rejected and canceled
by the controller at any time. See[Ott01] for a detailed discussion of call rejection pro-
cedures.

9.3.3.1 Initialization

During an initialization phase, the call control engine is bound to a specific controller and
configured initially. This initialization involves the stepsdiscovery, establishment of the control
relationshipandconfiguration, as described inSection 9.1.3.

The Mbus Call Control Profile relies on thetight control service model as described in
Section 6.3.3. This means, a controller must register with a call control engine before it can
start to send control commands. The registration also makes the call control engine adopt
the controller’s Mbus address as a destination address for event notifications. To some extent,
the initial configuration process that takes place after the registration depends on the specific
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system configuration and the application type. For example inSection 9.1.3, we have described
how a controller performs an assessment of the application entities’ capabilities and aggregates
this into a comprehensive capability description for the whole endpoint. In a second step, the
controller provides the call control engine with this capability description, as the call control
engine would use this information for the later call initiation. Thecaps-set command of
the Call Control Profile that we describe below is used for this purpose. The initial capability
configuration process is however not applicable to all applications. For example, a signaling
gateway that only translates signaling communication would typically not provide capabilities
of application components on its own. Instead it would merely relay the capability negotiation
communication between two endpoints that use the gateway as a mediator.

For the Mbus Call Control Profile, the initialization phase is also intended to configure
the call control engine using call signaling protocol specific or even implementation specific
configuration commands. The Call Control Profile provides the concept of generic, i.e., call
signaling protocol independent, and call signaling protocol specific commands. By handling
the protocol specific communication during the initialization phase, it is possible to perform
the actual call state manipulation interactions in a generic, call signaling protocol independent
fashion. An example for a protocol specific configuration is thesip.register command
that a controller can send to a call control engine to register the SIP user agent with a SIP
registrar.

conf.call-control.caps-set

The conf.call-control.caps-set RPC is sent by the local controller to the call
control engine to configure a default capability description for the endpoint (typically during the
initialization phase), which is used by the call control engine to negotiate conference negotiation
during the call setup (typically of incoming calls). Thecaps-set RPC provides a media
list parameter that contains the capability description. A default capability description enables
call control engines to complete the call setup without requiring a complete description in a
conf.call-control.accept RPC.

9.3.3.2 Call Setup

Figure 9.8provides a schematic visualization of the Mbus communication for setting up and
terminating a call. In particular, the figure shows the message flow for a calling partyA as well
as for a called partyB. A’s controller initiates the call setup with acall message sent to the
call control engine. The call control engine would subsequently setup a call using its native call
signaling protocol (SIP in this example). The most important parameters of thecall message
are the address of the callee and a media/capability description to be used for the call.

In case a call control relationship with the callee can be established,A’s call control engine
will notify the controller of call progress indications it received via its call signaling proto-
col. WhenB has accepted the call,A’s call control engine will notify the controller with an
accepted message, which must be acknowledged by sending a connect message back to the
call control engine. In essence, this mimics a three-way-handshake model that allows some
basic form of call parameters negotiation, as employed by, e.g., SIP[RFC3261]. For this pur-
pose, both thecall and theaccepted message can be parameterized with media/capability
descriptions.
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Figure 9.8: Call setup model

In this example, the call is terminated byA’s controller that is sending acancel mes-
sage to its call control engine, which subsequently terminates the call control relationship toB.
Both A’s andB’s call control engine notify their controllers with acanceled message. A
cancel message can be sent at any stage of a call setup phase in order to terminate the call and
cancel the call control relationship. The following Mbus commands are used for establishing
and terminating a call as depicted inFigure 9.8:

conf.call-control.call

The conf.call-control.call RPC is used to setup a new call and is sent by the
local controller to the call signaling engine. Thecall RPC provides parameters such as the
destination address, a media list and a caller identification. The RPC returns unique call and
conference identifiers for the new call.

conf.call-control.incoming-call

The conf.call-control.incoming-call event notification is sent by the call
control engine to the local controller to indicate a call request from another endpoint. The
incoming-call event notification provides caller addresses, callee addresses, a media list,
and call and conference identifiers as parameters.
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conf.call-control.proceed

Theconf.call-control.proceed RPC is sent by a local controller to a call control
engine in order to indicate that the call setup that has been signaled with anincoming-call
RPC is still proceeding. A call control engine should restart its timers for call setup timeouts (if
applicable) and translate this command to a protocol specific message, e.g. aSIP-TRYING or
aQ.931-CALL-PROCEEDING message4 , that is to be sent to the originating party.

conf.call-control.proceeding

The conf.call-control.proceeding event notification is sent by a call control
engine to a local controller in order to indicate that the call, which has been initiated with a
call command, is still proceeding. The call control engine will usually send this command
after it has received an according message in its call control protocol, e.g. aSIP-TRYING
or Q.931-CALL-PROCEEDING message. The reception of aproceeding command does
not imply that a user has already been contacted. It merely expresses that the call setup is still
in progress. Theproceeding event notification provides a peer endpoint address list as a
parameter.

conf.call-control.ring

Theconf.call-control.ring RPC is sent by the local controller to the call control
engine. Thering RPC indicates that the controller is willing to accept the incoming call
and is now alerting the user. A gateway or proxy system should translate incomingringing
notifications intoring RPCs that are to be sent to the call control engine the incoming call was
received from. Thering RPC provides a list of destination addresses (as URIs) as a parameter
that represent the different callee URIs that are being tried, e.g., in case of a forking proxy. For
an endpoint, the list will provide exactly one parameter.

conf.call-control.ringing

The conf.call-control.ringing event notification is sent by the call control en-
gine to the entity it received the correspondingcall RPC from. Theringing notification
indicates that one or more endpoints have been contacted and are now alerting the user. The
ringing event notification provides a list of destination addresses (as URIs) as a parameter.

conf.call-control.accept

Theconf.call-control.accept RPC is sent by the local controller to the call con-
trol engine that has indicated anincoming call. By sending this RPC the controller indicates
that the call should be accepted. Theaccept RPC provides a media list (the conference con-
figuration description) as a parameter.

4Q.931 is the ISDN call signaling protocol as standardized by the ITU.
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conf.call-control.accepted

Theconf.call-control.accepted event notification is sent by the caller’s call con-
trol engine to the local controller to indicate that the party has accepted the call.

conf.call-control.connect

The conf.call-control.connect RPC is sent by the local controller
to the call control engine to complete the call setup after having received a
conf.call-control.accepted notification. Theconnect RPC provides a call
reference parameter.

conf.call-control.connected

Theconf.call-control.connected event notification is sent by a call control en-
gine to the local controller to indicate that the call has been established successfully. The
connected event notification provides an address list with addresses of the peer endpoint
and a media list as parameters.

conf.call-control.cancel

Theconf.call-control.cancel RPC is sent by the local controller to the call con-
trol engine to indicate that the specified call is to be canceled. It can also be used by the
local controller to inform the call control engine that a call has already been terminated by
out-of-band communication, e.g., through horizontal conference control communication. The
cancel RPC provides a reason specification (seeSection 9.3.2.1) as a parameter.

conf.call-control.canceled

Theconf.call-control.canceled event notification is sent by the call control en-
gine to the local controller to indicate that the call was canceled. Thecanceled event notifi-
cation provides a reason description as a parameter.

9.3.4 Lessons Learned

The Mbus Call Control Profile is our Mbus based protocol to coordinate call control engines
in decomposed conferencing endpoints and conferencing gateways. It abstracts from specific
call signaling and call control protocols and can thus be used to control different types of call
control engines with a generic controller.

One technique to achieve this generalization is a clear distinction between generic and ap-
plication specific communication. In general, the Mbus Call Control Profile is truly generic,
however it is limited a set of fundamental call management operations. In order to allow for the
implementation of applications beyond the scope the Mbus Call Control commands, we have
sometimes used additional commands, arranged under a separate command name hierarchy,
and have used these commands for specific applications. For example, we have currently not
generalized the user registration process, but are using protocol specific commands instead, e.g.,
sip.register . Our deployment experience has shown that it is usually possible to configure
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and control a call control engine with these specific commands during the initialization phase
and then use the generic commands later on for the actual call control communication.

Another technique to achieve this generalization is the provision of generic command in-
terfaces, i.e., parameter lists that are designed to support a wide range of applications, e.g.,
by allowing for optional parameters (using the corresponding Mbus Guidelines mechanisms
described inSection 6.3).

The fundamental model of the profile provides a call control engine and a controller, where
a controller can control multiple call control engines at the same time. The call control engines
can stay application independent, i.e., they can be viewed as SIP or H.323 protocol stack com-
ponents that can be used for both endpoints and gateways. In other words, they can be viewed as
units of third-party composition. It is always the controller that provides the application specific
logic and coordinates call control engines accordingly. The controller on the other hand does
not necessarily have to know the exact type a call control engine and can largely abstract from
the call control protocol specific mechanisms.

The Mbus Call Control Profile is based on the Mbus Guidelines, relies on the use of Mbus
RPCs and event notifications and imposes thetight controlmodel of the Mbus Guidelines. Our
deployment experience has shown that this is a useful model for realizing a wide range of
applications, from endpoints to gateway systems, some of which we will describe inChapter
10,Mbus in Projects.

However, we have also experienced two problems that have to be mentioned: performance
issues and lacking support for call control specific commands.

With respect to the number of interactions, a distributed approach can naturally not achieve
the same performance as an optimized, integrated solution. Our discussion of the call setup pro-
cedure inSection 9.3.3.2has illustrated the granularity of the communication, and our measure-
ments of the RPC roundtrip performance inSection 8.2have provided some absolute numbers
for different scenarios. For a call setup process as depicted inFigure 9.8, there are two RPC
messages and four event notifications. Assuming an RPC roundtrip time of 7 milliseconds and
a transmission and processing delay of 3 milliseconds for one-way event notifications, this adds
up to a total of 26 milliseconds delay introduced by the Mbus communication. Clearly, this is
only a small fraction of the total call setup time (which is largely dependent on the delay caused
by the wide-area call signaling communication5); however it can be a factor for systems that
process many calls in parallel, i.e., proxy systems. Such specialized systems do usually not re-
quire the generality and dynamic extensibility of an Mbus Call Control based approach; hence,
it is typically more appropriate to implement such systems as integrated applications. However,
it is still possible to construct such an integrated system from a set of Mbus components by
integrating the Mbus components into a single program context. Optimization strategies such
as thevirtual Mbus interfaceof the Java Mbus implementation as described inSection 7.4can
be used to map message-oriented Mbus communication into local functions calls, which can be
done transparently for the involved Mbus module. With these observations in mind, it is fair to
say that, although the call setup time for a single call is not dramatically increased by the dis-
tributed, component-based Mbus approach, the Mbus Call Control approach is not applicable
to every application. It is suitable for systems that can benefit from a flexible and generalized
architecture such as endpoints, transcoding gateways and conference bridges, but is less useful

5For example, the SIP call setup procedure consists of a three-way-handshake.
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for specialized single-purpose systems such as SIP proxies.
We have seen that thegeneralizationof the Mbus Call Control commands enables the devel-

opment of generic, re-usable components. Call signaling engines such as SIP and H.323 engines
implement the same Mbus Call Control commands and can thus be used by a generic controller,
and the call signaling engines themselves can be used in different applications, e.g., endpoints
and gateways. The generalization comes at a cost: the abstraction from call control specific
features. We have to restrict the Call Control Profile to a set of commonly supported abstrac-
tions — basic call control interactions and a small set of commands for supplementary services.
We have already mentioned that we have provided for separate command name hierarchies, for
generic and for protocol-specific Mbus commands. In an endpoint, a controller that has the
option to implement certain specific functions, e.g., supplementary services as defined by the
H.450 series of recommendations, by sending H.323-specific commands. The controller could
determine the type of the call control engine in advance and then adapt itself and the rest of the
application. For endpoints, this loss of generality — although not optimal — could possibly be
tolerated. For gateway systems however, problems can arise, because, even if one call control
engine supports additional, protocol-specific commands, interoperability can only be achieved
if both (or, more precisely: all) call control engines support the corresponding functionality.
Moreover, in a call signaling gateway, it is not desirable for a controller to translate between
the two protocol domains relying on protocol-specific interfaces. In practice, Mbus-based call
signaling gateways will therefore rather be limited to the generalized baseline feature set of call
control commands. We conclude that a balance between generalization and specific support
must be found. For the current version of the Mbus Call Control Profile, we have defined a
set of baseline commands for fundamental call control services, augmented by a set small set
of commands for supplementary services. These commands have been defined with respect to
the features that can be achieved with SIP and H.323/H.450 today. Future work will extend the
command set as new SIP methods are defined that correspond to existing H.450 functions.

Next Steps

The current version of this profile is solely intended for so calledsingle-controller environ-
ments, i.e., systems where exactly one controller is in command of a specific call control engine.
For some applications it can be beneficial to allow for more than one controller. For example,
in addition to a normal controller as we have described it, a user interface could directly ma-
nipulate call state, e.g., by sendingcancel RPCs to the call control engine without having to
route these RPC via the controller.

In [Meyer01], Meyer has described the architecture of an Mbus based IP PBX, i.e., an Mbus
Call Control based supplementary telephony service module. The IP PBX module can be added
as an Mbus module to existing telephony endpoints and act as an additional controller in order
to implement the supplementary services. Meyer has noted that such amulti-controller environ-
mentrequires additional coordination and synchronization mechanisms in order to guarantee
consistency between the involved Mbus modules.

The Mbus Guidelines service models, e.g., thetight control modelthat is used here, already
provides for registering multiple controllers at a single entity. The Mbus Guidelines specify
the distribution of event notifications for these cases, i.e., the controlled entity forwards event
notifications to all registered controllers. However, still there are consistency issues that need
to be addressed. While there is no need to introduce ISIS-like causal ordering mechanisms
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(because the controlled entity can act as central sequencer and impose a message order for the
whole system), the Mbus Call Control Profile needs to be extended in two ways:

• all RPCs that cause a change of the call state (essentially all RPCs) must trigger an event
notification that is sent to all registered controllers, thus updating the call state at all
controllers; and

• RPCs (especially their return commands) must provide a way to indicate that the corre-
sponding action cannot be performed because the call state has changed in the meantime,
i.e., by an RPC that has sent concurrently.

We would accomplish this by the following (rough) design sketch: The call control en-
gine maintains the call state and is the only authoritative source of call state update events.
Controllers can only send RPCs and each RPC triggers a state update that is multicast to all
registered controllers. Each state update provides a sequence number that is increasing mono-
tonically. Each RPC must reference the call state it is referring to by providing this sequence
number as a parameter. The call control engine can use this sequence number to decide whether
the requested action can be performed and notify the sender if this is not the case.

9.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have presented a model and corresponding technologies for decomposing
multimedia conferencing systems into independent re-usable components that can be coordi-
nated in a distributed system using the Mbus protocol. Our approach is certainly not the only
way to build conferencing systems and is certainly also not the only way to modularize appli-
cations. However, our analysis of existing protocol families and architectures for multimedia
conferencing inChapter 2,Conferencing Architectures, our use case considerations inSection
3.1and our description of existing APIs for call control in this chapter have led us to the follow-
ing observations that, as we believe, are valid regardless of the specifics of the decomposition
and coordination technologies that are derived from these insights:

• The control protocols and the application protocols of the H.323 and Internet Multime-
dia Conferencing Architecture domain are intended to provide interoperability between
heterogeneous conferencing systems (the main objective for developing a standard).

• Multimedia conferencing systems are inherently modular systems and do typically not
provide a monolithic structure. Instead there are application entities that provide a well
defined function, there are signaling protocol implementations, user interfaces and there
are often local coordinating entities.

The technologies by which these modules are integrated into coherent applications can
differ. For example, the modules can be represented as object code libraries and be linked
to a single program, they can be components of some local component framework such
as COM or they can be processes in distributed systems that employ a protocol for coor-
dination.
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• A fundamental concept for this modular approach is the notion ofinternal management
that we have discussed inSection 9.1: the local coordination services can be classified
into certain function groups. There is theinteroperability servicethat aims at generat-
ing interoperable configurations of conferencing systems and conferencing sessions, and
there is thecoordination servicethat aims at achieving consistency during the operation
of conferencing systems.

• Developments such as simple CTI solutions but also more ambitious approaches such as
JAIN demonstrate that there is a need for decoupling applications from conference control
implementations. Obviously the motivation is to facilitate the application development by
providing well-defined, standardized interfaces, thus allowing application developers to
acquire and deploy third-party modules.

With these considerations in mind (the need for modular systems, for internal management
and for standardized interfaces), we have designed a distributed coordination framework and
have presented two selected aspects of internal management services in this chapter: the SDPng
framework as a tool for realizing the interoperability service and the Mbus Call Control Profile
as a protocol for coordinating call control components of conferencing systems.

The main motivation of the SDPng work was to provide a framework for conferencing
systems that allows for the dynamic assessment, aggregation and inter-system negotiation of
interoperable configurations of conferencing systems and conferencing sessions. In our local
conferencing system scenario, SDPng is intended to allow a generic controller to query and pro-
cess the capabilities of its application entities, to aggregate them into a comprehensive capability
description of the endpoint and to have this description be used by a call control engine during
the conference initiation phase in order to obtain an interoperable conference configuration.

For the coordination service, we have selected the call control function as a specific class
of components that have to be coordinated in a conferencing system. The increasing maturity
and deployment of call signaling and call control protocols such as SIP and the H.323 protocols
underlines the requirement for a well-designed architecture and standardized interface to these
components as many, if not all conferencing systems require their services. Our Mbus Call Con-
trol Profile is aprotocolfor the control of call control components in locally distributed systems
and not a API for a particular environment. The service of the protocol is the distributed man-
agement of call state, and as a protocol, the Call Control Profile is independent of programming
languages, operating systems and (within the limits of an Mbus session) independent of the
location of protocol entities. It provides a high degree of abstraction and is also independent
of specific call control protocols. The generality of the protocol allows for re-using call control
components in different application scenarios, e.g., in endpoints and in gateways, and it allows
for developing generic controllers and user interfaces that can be implemented independent of
the specific type of a call control engine.

We have also discussed some limitations, namely the overhead introduced by a distributed
approach with a fine-grained structure of interactions and the lack of support for specific call
control functions, e.g., supplementary services that are only defined for a specific wide-area call
control protocol. We have concluded that, given these limitations, the applicability of the Mbus
Call Control Profile depends on the application type: for applications that require flexibility
and extensibility, such as endpoints and call signaling and media gateways, the distributed,
component-based Mbus approach is suitable, while specialized and optimized systems, such
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as a call control protocol specific proxy server, would rather be implemented as an integrated
application.

The Call Control Profile has been presented as asampleMbus application profile for coor-
dination in conferencing systems in order to demonstrate the definition of such as profile with
respect to the general, application-independent rules that we have described inSection 6.3. The
feature set we have presented inSection 9.3is limited to basic services (and some selected sup-
plementary services such as call transfer) but has shown the general applicability of Mbus based
coordination to the problem of distributed call state managing. We have discussed possibilities
for future extensions, i.e., support formulti-controller environmentsin Section 9.3.4.

Besides call control we have been working on other Mbus based coordination protocols such
as an Mbus profile for RTP engines that we do not describe in this document. In addition, there
are third-party Mbus based developments for conferencing systems. We describe some of this
work, and also the application of the Mbus Call Control Profile to the development of actual
conferencing systems inChapter 10,Mbus in Projects.
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Mbus in Projects

The Mbus framework has been deployed by several projects at the University of Bremen and at
other institutes and has in general shown to be a usable component integration mechanism for
different application areas. Most of the Mbus applications that have been developed are related
to the multimedia conferencing domain, e.g., decomposed endpoints and gateway systems. At
our research group at the University of Bremen, the Mbus framework has essentially evolved
into theapplication development and integration framework for component based systems. I.e.,
essentially all of our recent developments are Mbus based and are composed of re-usable Mbus
components that are typically implemented in different programming languages.

Many (but not all) applications involve call control functions and are relying the Mbus Call
Control Profile we have described inSection 9.3. We can classify the different Mbus application
areas as follows:

Endpoint decomposition: The development of component-based multimedia conferencing
systems has been the main motivation for the Mbus framework. InSection 10.1, we
describe theCONTRABANDsystem, the first Mbus-based conferencing endpoint, and
the BonephoneSIP endpoint, a SIP endpoint that uses the Mbus protocol to control its
media engines. We also describe the Mbus-based audio engineRATand the design of a
newly developed Mbus-based video engine.

Mbus in desk area environments: Based on the idea of extending the scope of a component-
based conferencing system to a local network, we have developed and implemented the
concept ofDesktop Telephony Integration(DTI), using the Mbus and the Dynamic De-
vice Association Procedures (Section 6.4) as main building blocks. The projectsDTI
andFETA (Functional Enhancements using external Telephone Applications) have been
conducted in cooperation with a major manufacturer of IP telephony systems and are
described inSection 10.2.

Gateways: The Mbus Call Control Profile has been developed not only considering the re-
quirements for endpoint decomposition but also with respect to gateway architectures.
In Section 10.3, we describe different implementations of Mbus-based call signaling and
media gateways that we have developed in several projects.

Home-networking and ad-hoc communication: The ad-hoc and group communication fea-
tures of the Mbus protocol suggest a wider application area than conferencing applications
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only. In several projects, we have studied the applicability to other application domains
such as home-networking and device control, which is described inSection 10.4.

It should be noted that we cannot describe all Mbus related projects here — instead we
have selected representative developments that demonstrate the application of Mbus to specific
application areas and provide results of deploying the different Mbus mechanisms.

In Section 10.5, we summarize the main results of studying the application of Mbus to
projects.

10.1 Endpoint Decomposition

Endpoint decomposition has been the primary Mbus application area at the beginning of its
development. The main idea is to use Mbus as avertical control protocolfor conferencing
systems, i.e., as a successor to protocols such as PMM and the LBL control bus that we have
described inSection 4.2.

The re-use of components has been one of the driving motivations for the Mbus based ap-
proach. For example, one major goal of many systems is to re-use existing application entities
such as RAT, the robust audio tool, in new contexts. Many of these applications have originally
been designed as stand-alone media tools that can be used for loosely-coupled conferences, e.g.,
SAP announced conferences, either with or without additional entities. In order to develop ap-
plications withintegrated user interfaces, there must be a way for an application to take over the
control of an application entity’sengine, i.e., the module that provides the actual functionality
and to replace the original user interface with an application specific one. Solutions to this and
related issues will be presented in the following.

In Section 10.1.1, we describe the CONTRABAND conferencing system, our first Mbus
based application and inSection 10.1.2, we describe the audio application RAT as an example
of an application entity that is itself Mbus based and offers an Mbus interface to external con-
trollers. One of the many applications that re-uses RAT through its Mbus interface, is the SIP
endpointBonephonethat we describe inSection 10.1.3.

10.1.1 CONTRABAND

In theCONTRABANDproject (Conferencing for Transport Breakdown and Networking of Dis-
patchers, 1997-1999), we have developed a multimedia conferencing framework that we used
to instantiate different end user applications, each of which could be adapted to specific appli-
cation needs. We have named this conceptapplication tailored conferencing.

One of CONTRABAND’s application scenarios is accident management that can be sup-
ported by experts who remotely coordinate appropriate damage control measures. The analysis
of video data transmitted using conferencing technologies allows for immediate response to
unforeseen events. By eliminating the need for physical presence, sessions can be established
quickly between the experts required; and by employing a set of appropriate media tools, obser-
vations can readily be shared among the participants. In the case of an accident, a customized
conferencing environment provides for fast and uncomplicated conference set-up by automat-
ing the initiation process and the start of media tools etc. The application tailorability can be
achieved by two mechanisms:
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1. User interface components are decoupled from other functional modules and can thus be
adapted or replaced for specific instantiations of the system. The user interface compo-
nents are implemented in the scripting language Tcl, hence allowing for easy adaptation
as well.

2. CONTRABAND provides conference control mechanisms, e.g., it uses a simplified vari-
ant of SCCP (Section 2.2.2.3) for horizontal conference control, and allows to model
different types of conferences such asemergency callandconsultationby so calledcon-
ference policies, i.e., a set of rules that is implemented though conference control mech-
anisms.

The Mbus was used as CONTRABAND’s local coordination mechanism. The system was
decomposed into a conference control and user interface component, the SCCP conference
controller, application entities, and call control and user location entities.

Figure 10.1: The CONTRABAND system architecture

Figure 10.1depicts the CONTRABAND system architecture. The main control function-
ality is provided by the conference control component (COCO) that also represents the GUI.
Some of the Mbus components have been implemented using the Mbus Tcl implementation we
have described inSection 7.5, which is namedCobra in this diagram. In the early development
phase of the CONTRABAND system, there were no Mbus enabled application entities. Hence
we have developed anMbus adapterin order to integrate legacy applications such as VAT. The
Mbus adapter was typically a Mbus Tcl script that represented the corresponding application on
the Mbus and could start, configure and terminate the application. For the audio component,
the adapter has later been obsoleted by deploying RAT as an Mbus enabled application.

The local coordination service for conference control has been implemented by a direct
mapping of wide area conference control messages to Mbus commands. For this purpose, we
have developed an Mbus addressing concept that provides three required Mbus address elements
for CONTRABAND components:media (for specifying the media type of an application en-
tity), module (for specifying individual modules within an entity) andapp for specifying
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the application’s name. Relying on the Mbus multicast transport through wildcard addressing,
this addressing concept allows a controller to send a control message to all application enti-
ties of a certain media type, e.g.,(media:audio) , to all application sub-components of a
specific type, e.g.,(module:ui) or to all sub-components of a specific application entity,
e.g., (app:rat) . In this addressing model, application entities are conceptually structured
into three sub-components: a media transport and rendering engine(module:engine) , a
user interface component(module:ui) and a controlling componentmodule:control .1

Based on this convention and on generic control commands such asmute for enforcing floor
control, we have implemented a basic coordination service. All coordination messages have
been sent via Mbus multicast, i.e., using wildcard addresses, and have conveyed basic Mbus
commands, i.e., there have been no higher layer interactions such as RPCs or event notifica-
tions.

We have developed different instantiations of the CONTRABAND framework, e.g., a desk-
top multimedia conferencing system. One of the more interesting instantiations is the develop-
ment of a wearable, wireless conferencing end system that was intended as a mobile terminal in
accident management scenarios: an endpoint (and its user) can be considered as a mobile video
source that can provide direct visual impressions of the accident situation and can be directed
via audio communication. The wearable CONTRABAND instantiation provides a reduced set
of application entities (only audio and video), where video can only be sent but not received
and rendered. The focus for this application lies on minimizing the need for manual configu-
ration and user initiated control during a conference. Instead, conferences can be initiated by
a single button activation (to a pre-configured callee).Figure 10.2depicts the wearable system
during a demonstration. The video camera and the display are head-mounted, and the wearable
computer is mounted at the user’s waist belt.

Figure 10.2: The wearable CONTRABAND conferencing endpoint

Summarizing, we can state that the CONTRABAND system represents a first Mbus based
design of our endpoint architecture that we have described inSection 9.1. It addresses the re-

1This addressing model builds on earlier similar design as pursued by CCCP and PMM and is also used for the
RAT audio application.
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quirement for component re-use by its decomposition into application entities, control entities
and user interface components. In the following section, we describe such Mbus based compo-
nents and their interfaces that allow to integrate them into new application contexts.

10.1.2 Mbus-based Application Entities

The first set of widely deployedMbone toolsthat includes the audio tool VAT and the video tool
VIC incorporated the relatively simple LBL control bus that was used for lip synchronization
related coordination. It was not possible to implement substantial coordination services based
on this control mechanism.

RAT, the Robust Audio Tool2 has been designed as an Mbone audio tool with a focus on
enhanced audio quality that is implemented by mechanisms such as interleaving or redundant
audio coding[RFC2198]. In 1998, the LBL conference bus in RAT was replaced by a first Mbus
implementation. At that time, RAT was, just like other Mbone tools, a monolithic application:
the main functionality for audio transport and audio rendering was implemented in C and the
graphical user interface was implemented in Tcl/Tk.

In 1999, RAT was redesigned and decomposed into three modules: an audio engine, a
graphical user interface and a controller that coordinates the whole application. All of these
components run as individual processes that are coordinated in a common Mbus session. At the
same time, the Mbus interface for controlling RAT as an application entity has been extended
as well. I.e., RAT has become the first conferencing application entity that does only provide
an Mbus interface in order to allow for external control, but is in itself a decomposed Mbus
based application. The Mbus communication between the three RAT components relies on the
addressing model described inFigure 10.1(the obligatoryid address element is not shown
here):

• (app:rat media:audio module:control) is the Mbus address of the con-
troller;

• (app:rat media:audio module:engine) is the Mbus address of the audio en-
gine; and

• (app:rat media:audio module:ui) is the Mbus address of the user interface.

RAT uses basic Mbus messages for its communication, i.e., no RPCs or other higher layer
interactions (although some message exchanges actually have RPC semantics). The Mbus com-
munication between the three RAT components can be separated into three phases: initializa-
tion, operation and termination.

Figure 10.3depicts the communication in a RAT Mbus session during the initialization
phase. The dashed lines represent Mbus broadcasts. We have adapted some of the Mbus com-
mand names and omitted some messages for the sake of clarity. The RAT application is started
by executing the control process, which in turn starts the user interface and the engine. All of
these entities attach to the Mbus. For synchronizing the entities, RAT relies on the synchro-
nization commandsmbus.waiting andmbus.go that we have described inSection 6.2.6.

2RAT has been developed by Orion Hodson, Colin Perkins, Vicky Hardman, Isidor Kouvelas and others and
the University College London.
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When starting the user interface and the engine, the controller passes its own Mbus address and
an opaque token as part of the program argument list. The controller starts the periodic sending
of anmbus.waiting message with the specified token (starting with the token that was given
to the user interface).

When the user interface is ready to communicate, it releases the synchronization lock by
sending the correspondingmbus.go command. Subsequently it sends anmbus.waiting
command itself that is to be answered, when the engine is ready. The controller broadcasts
an mbus.waiting command that provides the token it has passed to the engine process as
a program argument before. The engine responds by sending anmbus.waiting command
with the same token. Subsequently, the controller provides the engine with a first (provisional)
transport configuration by sending thertp.addr command. After receiving this command the
engine releases the synchronization lock of the controller by sending anmbus.go message,
which makes the controller release the synchronization lock of the user interface and of the
engine component.

The engine and the user interface are entering their own rendezvous process now. This
is initiated by the engine that broadcasts anmbus.waiting(ui-requested) command,
which is answered by the user interface. The user interface is now obtaining the capabilities
and the initial configuration of the engine by sending the commandstool.rat.settings ,
audio.query and rtp.query (not shown in detail). The engine responds with a set of
commands, each of whichaddsa certain capability (or configuration item) to the user interface
state. All of these commands are sent using reliable Mbus transport. There is no explicit
command to indicate that all parameters have been sent, i.e., the initialization phase is not
formally ended but the engine could send new items at any time.

Figure 10.3: RAT initialization communication

Figure 10.4depicts the RAT communication after the initialization is complete. Essentially,
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the user interface can now send a set of control commands, e.g., setting the input and output
gain, and the engine can send event notifications and status changes. The control commands
from the user interface are sent using reliable transport mode while the messages sent by the
engine are sent using best effort mode. The engine’s messages are essentiallysoft-state updates,
i.e., they are sent periodically, e.g., triggered by external events such as the reception of an RTCP
receiver report.

When the user terminates the application by activating a corresponding control element on
the GUI, the user interface sends anui-detach-request command to the engine, which
is acknowledged if the engine is ready to detach from the user interface. Subsequently, the user
interface sends both the controller and the engine thembus.quit command that causes both
entities to terminate themselves. The user interface terminates as well and the application is
closed.

Figure 10.4: RAT runtime communication

It is worth noting how RAT utilizes the Mbus synchronization commands for establishing
the application session and for initializing the entities in the correct order. One reason for
this procedure is that the controller does not know the Mbus addresses of the other entities in
advance (as theid element is determined by the protocol implementation). In order to make
sure that the right entities are brought together (considering that there might be multiple RAT
instances of the same user, all of which use the same Mbus configuration), the controller must
initiate the rendezvous by broadcasting itsmbus.waiting message with the token that it has
been set before, when starting the entities.

It is also interesting to note how RAT relies onsoft-state communicationfor updating the
user interface. The idea is that the information that changes from time to time anyway, such
as receiver statistics and activity states does not have to be sent in reliable transport mode
but can be sent periodically. The user interface (depending on its implementation) can simply
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apply the updates to its internal state management or display the updated information directly,
if applicable. RAT’s modular approach and the well-defined interface of the engine component
allow re-using the audio-engine for other applications, e.g., by employing the engine for an
integrated conference application that provides its own GUI. In fact, we have re-used the RAT
engine for a H.323 conferencing terminal and as a transcoding engine in a conferencing gateway.
In the following section, we describe a SIP endpoint that employs the RAT media engine.

10.1.3 Bonephone

One example for an endpoint application that uses RAT’s media engine through its Mbus in-
terface is the SIP endpointBonephone.3 Bonephone is a SIP endpoint with a graphical user
interface that allows users to conduct SIP audio calls. Users can configure codec preferences,
select SIP users from an address list, establish SIP calls and perform minimal configuration
functions during a call, such as setting the input and output gain.

The Bonephone application comprises two processes: the RAT media engine and a GUI
process that also incorporates the control and SIP functionality. Bonephone uses the NIST SIP
stack4, a Java SIP implementation, and TZI’s Java Mbus implementation (Section 7.4) as build-
ing blocks that are augmented by a user interface and the corresponding control functionality.

Bonephone’s control component uses RAT’s Mbus interface to initialize the media engine
and to control it during a session. The codec capabilities that Bonephone learns from the Mbus
exchanges during the initialization phase are filtered by a user-defined preference configuration
and are then used for negotiating conference configurations through SIP. Bonephone provides
GUI control elements for setting the input and output gain; user actions are mapped to the
corresponding Mbus control commands. The Bonephone application is interesting because it
demonstrates the realization of a component based telephony endpoint by relying on readily
available components that are ”glued” together using the Mbus framework. It is also notewor-
thy to see that it is possible to develop consistent applications using Mbus modules that are
implemented in different programming languages, in this case C and Java. This separation of
functionality, where the core functions are implemented in C or C++ and the user interface is
implemented in Java or a scripting language, has proved to be a useful design strategy in order
to combine run-time efficiency with portability.

There are several other endpoint developments that are based on this model, e.g., in
[Meyer01], Meyer has described the more advanced Mbus based H.323 telephony application
Wiponethat is implemented in C++ (using the Mbus C++ implementation described inSection
7.3).

3Bonephone has been developed at the Fhg FOKUS Research Institute for Open Communication Sys-
tems (http://www.fokus.gmd.de/ ). It is available at http://www.iptel.org/products/
bonephone .

4The NIST SIP stack has been developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (http:
//www-x.antd.nist.gov/nistnet/ ).
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10.2 Mbus in Desk Area Environments

The Mbus based endpoints and media engines that we have described in the previous sections
are examples of decomposed applications that use the Mbus for coordinating their individual
components, i.e., the focus has been oncomponent re-useand local coordination. In Section
1.3.1, we have presented the idea of integrating multimedia conferencing systems into the com-
puting environment in order to utilize different specialized functions that can be provided by
personal devices of a particular user. This concept goes beyond the idea of using Mbus for
decomposing traditionally integrated applications on a single host because we extend the scope
of a user’s application coordination session to a network of devices.

With respect to the Mbus communication, these devices can be viewed as application com-
ponents, comparable to the endpoint Mbus components we have described so far. However, the
dynamic integration of devices into application contexts imposes some other requirements, e.g.,
the discovery of services and the dynamic establishment of Mbus sessions. Opposed to Mbus
sessions for closed applications, these dynamic scenarios cannot rely on a common configura-
tion, i.e., thebootstrappingproblem has to be addressed. Another task is to develop concepts
for extending running Mbus coordination sessions dynamically by integrating new components,
e.g., new control components that take over the control of the system.

In the following sections, we describe two projects in which we have pursued the dynamic
integration of services into Mbus sessions. We have taken our endpoint decomposition architec-
ture as a basis and have developed solutions for extending the functionality of originally closed
endpoint systems, relying on the Mbus protocol and theDynamic Device Associationextensions
that we have described inSection 6.4andSection 6.5.

Section 10.2.1describes theDesktop Telephony Integration(DTI) project that focused on
the integration of IP telephony systems into a user’s computing environment by making them
controllable from personal user devices such as PDAs. TheFunctional Enhancements using
external Telephone Applications(FETA) project that we describe inSection 10.2.2extends the
DTI work but concentrates on extending the telephony endpoint device itself, e.g., by integrating
new application entities dynamically.Section 10.2.3provides a summary of the main lessons
learned during these projects.

10.2.1 Desktop Telephony Integration

The DTI project had two primary goals: On the conceptual side, it was intended to further the
development of the Mbus protocol infrastructure as underlying means for local group coordina-
tion (among the various components involved) with respect to the specific needs for integrated
desk area environments. This includes extending the fundamental Mbus mechanisms for auto-
configuration and dynamic device association; defining appropriate Mbus messages for call
control and other high-level interactions. As a practical part, the Mbus has been integrated
into a real IP telephone set and two demonstrator application scenarios have been implemented
based upon the Mbus communications infrastructure.

The first scenario is calledautomatic conference creationand was intended to demonstrate
the possibility of using the Mbus to remote-control an IP phone in order to automate the process
of inviting multiple users into multi-party conferences.

The second scenario was calledpersonal presence application. In this scenario, the phone’s
functionality has been extended to disseminate status events to one or more interested Mbus
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entities that have registered with the phone before. Such information could then be aggregated
by presence agents on behalf of the user and could be sent to authorized communication partners
using transport protocols for personal presence information.

For both scenarios, we have used a phone control application on a user’s PDA for enabling
users to locate and to associate to available phones using the DDA protocol and to remote-
control a phone over the Mbus. A user may walk up to an ”arbitrary” phone and, if permitted
by the phone, dynamically associate her PDA with it and use the phone for calling individuals
or creating a conference using her conference management application. The identification of
the phone is done by means of a human-readable phone name that may e.g. specify a phone’s
location (such as “North Entrance, Phone booth #3”). If multiple phones are available, the user
chooses one of the list and manually initiates the association process as depicted inFigure 10.5.

Figure 10.5: PDA GUI for dynamic device association

In Section 10.2.1.1, we describe the fundamental concepts for the DTI projects and inSec-
tion 10.2.1.2, we present the conference creation scenario in more detail. InSection 10.2.1.3,
we discuss our design decisions for implementing these scenarios.

10.2.1.1 Concepts

The DTI project has been conducted with a manufacturer of IP telephony systems, and the
motivation for the project was to enhance the functionality of an IP telephone by seamlessly
integrating it into a common Mbus session with additional devices, e.g., a PC with video and
application sharing functionality or a user’s PDA, each of which can provide a specific useful
function within a conferencing session.

Such an environment shall enable users to dynamically combine their available personal
and desktop appliances to create their optimal collaboration environment in an ad-hoc fashion.
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For example, phone features (wireless handset, headset, convenient look and feel for audio
conversations) may be combined with sophisticated functions on powerful PCs (such as word
processing, shared whiteboards), with personal databases on PDAs (e.g. address books), with
email history and presence status on the laptop computer, etc.

This was the basic motivation for the DTI project: a user’s various personal appliances shall
automatically become aware of each other and form an integrated desk area environment. The
same piece of functionality may be provided by different components (e.g. soft phone vs. IP
phone) and the user may decide dynamically which components to use. Unlike the traditional
CTI approach to local phone configuration and control, there is no fixed master-slave or client-
server relationship, nor is control limited to a single device controlling another. The group
of components shall act in concert with only minimal user administration and configuration
required (plug and play).

In such a scenario, the vendors can design devices optimized for certain tasks and do not
have to worry about providing all-in-one solutions. Instead, they can supply building blocks
complementing each other. In particular, an IP telephone does not need to provide a high-
resolution color display, a web browser, a Java interpreter, etc. in a desperate attempt to imitate
a workstation, albeit at lower quality in many respects.

10.2.1.2 Automated Conference Creation

For multi-party conferences, the manual invitation of participants by a user who calls the par-
ticipants using his phone can become a tedious and time-consuming task: All participants have
to be called and invited to the conference (which in general incurs a significant number of call-
transfer, call-hold, etc. operations and thus is prone to errors), addresses that are not in the
phone’s address book have to be remembered and typed, etc. Conference calls that use a pre-
configured conference bridge distribute this load across all participants but introduce latencies at
the beginning (while people already on the conference call need to wait for the remaining ones
to join), incur a higher administrative overhead to perform the reservation, and, finally, are typ-
ically not suitable for ad-hoc sessions. Hence, pre-configured conference calls are considered a
different (complementary) scenario and are not discussed further.

In order to automate the setup process, a conference management application external to
the phone is introduced to automate the setup process. This application takes control of the
phone via Mbus. The application receives a list of conference participants to be called (includ-
ing their SIP addresses) and calls them one by one. Each participant is — without a specific
audio announcement — transferred into the conference. For each participant, the current sta-
tus is monitored by the conference management application and displayed to the user. This
user interface also allows adding further participants. If the conference mixer is implemented
within the phone, the conference management application also allows for muting/unmuting and
disconnecting individual participants.

An address book outside the telephone is used to maintain names and addresses of the
conference participants. As an optional enhancement (which is not being incorporated into the
demonstrator), an associated calendar application could be used to determine the feasibility of
an ad-hoc conference for the various participants and help finding a timeslot for a conference as
soon as possible.

An overview of this demonstration scenario is depicted inFigure 10.6: A PDA of a nomadic
user finds three IP phones out of which the user selectsphone #3 as device to dynamically
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Figure 10.6: Automated conference setup

associate with. From her address book on the PDA, the user selects four remote participants she
wants to include in the conference. The PDA uses Mbus call control functions (Section 9.3) to
havephone #3 initiate a call to the conference bridge and to invoke calls to these participants
and transfer them to the SIP MCU (seeSection 2.1for a description of the term MCU), using a
fixed SIP URI as conference identifier.

10.2.1.3 Implementation

For implementing these scenarios, we had to consider two main systems: the IP telephone and
the PDA as the user device. We have been provided with a simulation environment for the
IP telephone software that relied on the same software as the production system but could be
developed and operated on PC platforms. An investigation of the software architecture has
largely confirmed our general conferencing architecture considerations that we have described
in Section 3.1.1: The phone software consisted of more or less individual modules for call
control, user interface and overall coordination of the whole system. In this case, the call control
and RTP module have been third-party components and the user interface and coordination
module have been used both for SIP and for H.323 variants of the phone system.

Indeed the decoupling of the different phone modules has been accomplished by relying on
interprocess communication mechanisms (UDP communication for the simulator environment
and a message queue mechanism for the production system). This clean separation of modules
made it comparatively easy to integrate the Mbus functionality into the phone software. We have
ported the Mbus C++ implementation (Section 7.3) to the phone platform and integrated it into
the phone application software. This included an integration of the DDA server functionality
and an implementation of the Mbus Call Control Profile. We have mapped the Mbus Call
Control Profile messages to functions and event handlers of the telephone software and have
thus made the phone fully controllable by outside controllers, such as the PDA system.
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The PDA system has been implemented using the Mbus Python implementation (Section
7.5) and provided the corresponding DDA client functionality. For the development of the GUI
based PDA software, the Mbus Python implementation has proved to be appropriate because it
is a native implementation, i.e., does not depend on additional functionality except for a Python
implementation, and because it is easy to combine it with existing Python GUI toolkit bindings.
In this case, we have implemented the software on a Compaq Ipaq running Linux, using the
Python GTK binding.

For the conference creation scenario, the PDA has controlled the phone through the Mbus
Call Control commands to initiate a SIP call to each participant. After the call has been estab-
lished, the PDA has made the phone transfer the participant to the conference bridge by sending
the conf.call-control-transfer command.Figure 10.7depicts the transferring of
one participant to the conference bridge. After the PDA has transfered all participants it estab-
lishes a direct call from the phone to the conference bridge and the conference establishment is
finished.

Figure 10.7: Mbus Call Control for conference creation

10.2.2 Functional Enhancements using external Telephone Applications

The DTI project has created the foundation for the development of Mbus based applications
that are composed of multiple services and devices in a user’s computing environment. While
the DTI project has concentrated on creating an Mbus enhanced telephony system that can be
dynamically associated through DDA and be controlled by a user’s PDA, the projectFunctional
Enhancements using external Telephone Applications(FETA) has focused on investigating the
extension of a phone’s feature set by adding external components, such as new application
components, into its environment.

The basic idea is that the phone itself provides the basic telephony service but can locate
and utilize additional components that could be installed on a user’s PC. The components could
be provided by the vendor (as optional supplements to the product) or they could be provided
asplug-insfrom third parties (or the user himself). Two applications have been developed by
the FETA project:

• the integration of multimedia clients on a user’s workstation; and
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• the integration of conference bridges on a user’s workstation.

We describe the integration of multimedia clients inSection 10.2.2.1, the design of the
endpoint-based conferencing system inSection 10.2.2.2and present some implementation con-
siderations inSection 10.2.2.3.

10.2.2.1 Integration of Multimedia Clients on a Workstation

In the FETA project we have chosen a video application entity as an example for a multimedia
application that is integrated into a conferencing system. The usage scenario can be described
as follows:

A user has multiple devices in her computing environment, including an IP telephone, a
workstation and a PDA. The IP telephone, in this case a SIP phone, is Mbus and DDA enabled
and can communicate with other Mbus entities in its environment. The phone vendor distributes
the phone with accompanying software: application entities that can run on a user’s workstation,
in this case a video application that is also Mbus enabled. The video application can be inte-
grated into the phone’s conferencing system, as an additional, external application entity. The
integration can either be initiated by the phone itself, i.e., automatically, or it can be initiated by
the user from its PDA. The discovery and integration of the video application relies on the ad-
vanced DDA mechanisms as described inSection 6.5. Different from the DTI scenario, where
we have associated a PDA to a phone by requesting the Mbus configuration from the phone
through DDA, there is no single client-server relationship. For the FETA project, we assume
that the phone remains the center of a user’s Mbus environment, and for integrating the video
application into the conferencing system, the phone systemtransfersan existing configuration
to the application entity — by the means of a DDA invitation request.

Figure 10.8: FETA application integration scenario

Figure 10.8depicts a scenario with an already established Mbus session. After the video
application has joined the Mbus session, the phone can start the initialization and configuration
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process as conceptually described inSection 9.1.3, i.e., the phone queries the video application’s
capabilities and performs the initial configuration of the application entity.

When new calls are initiated, the phone call control engine can offer its video capabilities
to other endpoints and negotiate a configuration for a multimedia conference, i.e., including
audio and video conferencing. Using regular Mbus configuration commands, similar to the
RAT based endpoints described inSection 10.1, the video application is coordinated, e.g., to
start transmitting upon the start of the conference. Logically, the communication relationship
between the endpoint controller (on the phone) and the video application (on the user’s work-
station) does not differ from the local endpoint scenario. While the phone is enabled to integrate
the video application automatically, it may not be able to offer the user the full set of control
possibilities on its limited user interface. For this purpose the user can additionally configure
the video application through its native GUI on her workstation or employ her PDA as a control
device to configure the application, e.g., setting the frame rate and other codec parameters.

10.2.2.2 Endpoint-based Conferencing

For the endpoint-based conferencing scenario, we extend the capabilities of the phone system
in a different way as described for the video application scenario. The conferencing capabil-
ity cannot be characterized as an application entity such as a video engine, but can rather be
viewed as a special purpose service that influences the call management logic on the phones (if
integrated and deployed). The scenario can be described as follows:

Similar to the video scenario, the conferencing service can run on a user’s workstation, as an
optional extension to the phone’s feature set. Similar to the video application it is a Mbus/DDA
entity that is to be integrated into an existing Mbus session and to be controlled through Mbus
communication. A dedicated conferencing entity provides conferencing services to the user
(and to other parties that are invited to a conference by the user).

The conferencing entity is essentially aconference bridge, i.e., an RTP based media pro-
cessing system, where for audio streams, the processing is limited to mixing streams.5 For
larger conferences, the mixing of many streams can be resource-demanding and can not be
provided by the usually limited hardware (and software) platforms that are used for telephone
systems. Therefore, the user can run a conference bridge on her workstation and have its phone
take advantage of the additional service, thus being able to host multi-party conferences without
requiring external conference services.

We have designed the following architecture for integrating this service: in addition to audio
mixing, the conference bridge implements a full SIP UA and thus terminates the SIP signaling
to each participant.6 The conference creation works similar to the approach chosen in DTI:
the IP phone transfers all conference participants to the conference bridge which then takes
control. Figure 10.9depicts this architecture. We can see the phone, the PDA (for controlling

5For video, other operations such as switching would be conceivable, but we restricted the scope to audio for
this project.

6There are different design alternatives for conference bridges. In general, there are two variants: conference
bridges that perform media processing (e.g., audio mixing) only, and conference bridges that appear as a complete
user agent, incorporating a SIP user agentand the media processing functionality. While in the second case, all
conference participants can join the conference by simply establishing a call to the conference bridge, the first case
requires an external entity to terminate the SIP call signaling and to manage the conference.
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the phone) and the conference bridge as entities of a user’s Mbus based desk area environment.
For all conference participants (including the local user), the conference bridge manages both
SIP call signaling and RTP media sessions.

Figure 10.9: FETA endpoint-based conferencing scenario

This approach is attractive, because it does not impose any requirements for the phone with
respect to managing conference state. Instead, the phone would simply transfer all selected
participants to the conference bridge and then join the conference by establishing a new direct
call to the conference bridge. Some conference control communication, such as floor control
and management of membership can still be realized by an Mbus-based control interface that is
employed by the phone.

The Mbus interface of the conference bridge provides functions for creating conferences,
for querying transport parameters and managing the membership of the conference. In addition,
the conference bridge can generate event notifications such as RTP events, e.g., when a member
joined or when a member starts a talk spurt. Due to the limited user interface capabilities of our
specific phone system, we have decided to delegate the control of the conference bridge to the
PDA (or another computer in the desk area environment).

The PDA control application registers as an Mbus controller with the conferences bridge
and controls it through Mbus Guidelines mechanisms, i.e., Mbus RPCs and event notifica-
tions. For establishing the conference, the PDA software creates an Mbus context and sends
theconf.setup RPC for creating a conference and for specifying the SIP users that are go-
ing to be invited and shall be admitted to the conference. The conference returns the complete
conference URI in the RPC return command. This conference URI is used as a destination for
the call transfer to the conference bridge, which the user’s phone initiates, i.e., the user’s phone
requests the called parties to establish a call with the conference bridge, and the conference
bridge is denoted by the conference URI.

The PDA control application can now start to bring the selected users into the conference by
performing the same operations as described inSection 10.2.1.2for the automated conference
creation. However, different to the DTI scenario, the PDA application will not receive event
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notifications about the joining of all participants from the conference bridge and can use this
information to inform the user. During the conference, the PDA application can request the
conference bridge to add or remove users by sending dedicated Mbus RPCs.

10.2.2.3 Implementation

For implementing these two scenarios, we have extended the existing Mbus and DDA imple-
mentations on the phone and the PDA and have developed a simple Mbus/DDA enabled video
application and an Mbus/DDA enabled conference bridge.7

The video application scenario required some deviations from the original concept: dif-
ferent to the DTI conference creation scenario, the video integration scenario requires a more
intrusive manipulation of the call control handling on the phone because the capabilities and
configuration settings of the video application have to be considered for the call setup process
that is conducted by the phone call control engine. The call control engine must negotiate a
suitable configuration and configure the video application accordingly after the call has been
established.

However, in our specific phone system, the call control engine was really a third-party com-
ponent in the strictest sense: it was integrated as a software library and could only be controlled
through a well-defined API. The API did not allow incorporating any other media types into a
conference and did not allow for accessing the SDP description directly. Instead the call control
engine was coupled to the RTP audio engine (both have been developed by the same vendor)
and performed the control and configuration of the audio engine itself.

The integration of an updated call control engine was not feasible in the FETA project, and
therefore we have designed a workaround that allows the phone to create multimedia confer-
ences without requiring intrusive changes: A personal Mbus based SIP intermediary system (a
back-to-back user agent, B2BUA), performs the negotiation and establishment of the multime-
dia conference on behalf of the phone. The phone uses the B2UA as an outbound SIP proxy,
which allows the integration of the video application to be done transparently to the phone. The
video application is therefore integrated into the B2BUA application, not into the phone itself.
However, the conceptual considerations with respect to querying capabilities, configuring the
video application appropriately and coordinating it during the conference still remain valid. We
cannot discuss the B2BUA solution here in much detail, but the application is derived from the
multimedia conferencing gateway that we describe inSection 10.3.

10.2.3 Lessons Learned

The DTI and FETA projects represent milestones in our development of Mbus-based archi-
tectures for conferencing applications. Building on our experiences from initial conferencing
projects such as CONTRABAND, we have been able to validate our concepts and demonstrate
their applicability for product-level systems that are developed for specialized hardware plat-
forms.

The first result of these projects was an analysis of the design of a specific product-level tele-
phony system. This analysis has largely confirmed our use case scenario description inSection

7The conference bridge is an extension of an Mbus-based multimedia conferencing gateway that we describe
in Section 10.3.
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3.1.1and our system model that we have described inSection 9.1.3: The internal architecture
of the phone system provides the same degree of modularization as we have expected and the
design of the existing communication mechanisms for coordinating the modules relied on well-
defined interfaces and even exhibited a rudimentary form of message oriented coordination.

Hence, the second result was the integration of our Mbus code into the system, which pro-
vided no significant difficulties at all. We have chosen our Mbus C++ implementation as the
phone software itself is implemented in C++. Based on the Mbus transport and Guidelines im-
plementations we added an Mbus Call Control interface to the phone, which we have been able
to demonstrate successfully for the conference creation application.

The third result was the design and implementation of the Dynamic Device Association
(DDA) concept, which extended the applicability of the protocol Mbus from statically con-
figured environments such as single workstations to federations of devices and services that
belong a user’s environment but are less tightly coupled than application entities on a single
workstation.

The implementation of the video integration mechanisms for the FETA project has shown
that extending an endpoint’s media capabilities is per se feasible but requires more intrusive
changes to the application logic and call control process than the addition of a remotely control-
lable call control interface. For the implementation of the Mbus Call Control concepts on the
phone, we have been able to rely on existing CTI interfaces, which has made the extension of
the phone comparatively easy. However, the integration of new application entities goes beyond
the scope of CTI. We have learned that the necessary changes to the details of the call manage-
ment, e.g., access to the SDP description exchange and to the setup of media sessions, are not
anticipated by developers of standard SIP and RTP stacks for IP phones. The required changes
to the call control module would not have been very intrusive but were not feasible in the FETA
project, because the different components were not adaptable and not available as source code
modules.

Although we have been able to implement the desired functionality with a different design,
we have certainly learned something about interface design of call control engines for confer-
encing systems: A call control engine should enable its clients to take control of the call setup
and configuration negotiation phase, e.g., by making the session description accessible, in order
to allow for flexibly extending the system’s functionality.

Another lesson we have learned is more subtle: the general idea for the FETA work was
to develop an architecture that allows IP telephony vendors and their customers to extend the
feature set of otherwise limited devices. By providing users with additional components that
can run on a user’s workstation and be integrated into the conferencing system, these devices
becomeextendibleaccording to users’ needs.

The FETA project has deliberately focused on studying the fundamental mechanisms for
enabling the feature set extension, and chosen two specific extensions: the video application
and the conference bridge. For these extensions, we have defined appropriate Mbus interfaces
and extended the phone’s and the PDA’s GUI and application logic to take advantage of the
additional components. Except for the mentioned implementation difficulties this was relatively
easy to accomplish as we have programmed the application to fit our own interfaces.

When wegeneralizethe concept of extending conferencing systems, we can conceive sce-
narios where users extend the feature set of their IP telephone by a self-developed component
that was not anticipated by the original developer. One interesting question in this context is, in
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which ways do we have to enhance the current Mbus/DDA framework in order to accomplish
this dynamic extension?

For the FETA project, we have studied two different types of extensions: a media applica-
tion extension and the conferencing extension. For the media application entity, we can refer
to our generic endpoint architecture that we have described inSection 9.1: by relying on a
generic capability and description mechanism and on well-defined interfaces for media appli-
cation components we can generalize most of the coordination task between a controller and an
application entity. For example, in the FETA scenario, the phone controller would determine
the type of the entity (video engine in this case) by its Mbus address (and/or by its DDA service
description) and could use generic Mbus commands for media engines to query its capabilities
and initial configuration and to perform generic coordination tasks during a conference.

However, already the video component might provide specific configuration parameters that
require manual configuration, e.g., the frame rate or quality of the video coding. The user
configuration must be performed through an appropriate user interface. This is even more an
issue for applications that do not fall under the standardized media engine category, such as the
conferencing application. One reason why we implemented the conference bridge configuration
on the PDA and not on the phone was because the phone’s user interface is limited and not easy
to extend. However, for a new design of a corresponding system, it would be very desirable to
be able to use the conference bridge without an additional control system such as the PDA and
to configure it directly through the phone’s user interface.

Providing such user interfaces for configuration without knowing the application in advance
requires the dynamic generation of these user interfaces according to a specification that is
obtained from the application itself. InSection 4.4, we have analyzed how typical compo-
nent frameworks address this issue: components provide interfaces that consist of standardized
interaction types, usually RPC-like commands, properties and event notification. Interface def-
initions are specified in terms of these interaction types and can be queried and evaluated at
run-time from applications that want to use a component’s service.

A similar approach is conceivable for developing a truly generic service extension frame-
work that generalizes the concepts we have applied to the FETA system. Of course, such a
framework would be applicable beyond the application domain of IP telephony, respectively
multimedia conferencing: InSection 10.4, we describe the design of an Mbus-based architec-
ture for home automation, where similar concepts are applied for enabling users to integrate
arbitrary components into the system at any time and control them using interfaces that they
learn of from dynamically obtained interface descriptions.

10.3 Gateways

In addition to the previously described application of Mbus to endpoint coordination and end-
point extension, we have also developed Mbus based architectures for multimedia conferencing
gateways. In the broadest sense, the termconferencing gatewayrefers to intermediary systems
(i.e., not to terminals) that can provide useful functions for a multimedia conference by pro-
cessing the control and/or the media communication in some way. For example, a SIP/H.323
signaling gatewayperforms call signaling translation between (otherwise non-interoperable)
SIP and H.323 terminals. This is possible due to the high degree of semantic congruency be-
tween the call signaling and call control functions of both protocols, as we have already noted
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in Section 9.1.4. A pure signaling gateway would not process the media streams in any way;
instead they would flow directly between the terminals and the call signaling gateway would
only translate the call setup communication that is required to establish a usable configuration
of the media sessions.

A media gatewayin contrast can be used to perform specific operations on the media
streams, i.e., it would terminate and originate media streams and apply a certain function,
e.g., media transcoding. These two different functions, signaling gateway services and me-
dia transcoding, are not completely orthogonal, because for many applications such as IP tele-
phony, some form of signaling is required to configure the use of media gateways. For this
reason, multimedia conferencing gateways for these application domains potentially provide
both functions.

We have developed different gateways architectures and specific implementations in dif-
ferent research projects, starting from monolithic H.323-Mbone gateways to flexible signaling
and transcoding gateways that can be adapted to different requirements. We cannot describe all
these developments here in detail but will focus on the latest system, concentrating on the Mbus
related aspects. This gateway is a SIP media transcoding and IPv4/IPv6 translation gateway
that we have developed in the European research project 6WINIT.

In Section 10.3.1, we provide a brief overview of the project itself, and inSection 10.3.2,
we present the gateway architecture, and inSection 10.3.3, we discuss some implementation
aspects. InSection 10.3.4, we summarize the lessons we have learned during our gateway
related research activities.

10.3.1 IPv6 Wireless Internet Initiative

The EuropeanIPv6 Wireless Internet Initiative(6WINIT)8 has validated the introduction of the
Mobile Wireless Internet in Europe. 6WINIT has investigated the setup of native IPv6 wireless
networks employing different network technologies such as IEEE 802.11 WLAN and 3G tech-
nologies. The goal of the project was to demonstrate the applicability of these technologies for
real-world applications, and the project has developed network architectures and applications
for thehealth caredomain that addressed requirements such as mobility, security and quality of
service.

One of the applications in this context was multimedia conferencing. In the 6WINIT project,
we have developed an Mbus-based gateway system, theTZI-Gateway, a signaling and media
gateway for both SIP and H.323 with support for IPv4 and IPv6. It supports IPv4/IPv6 in-
terworking by providing application layer translation and media forwarding. More general
information on the 6WINIT project is available at the project’s home page9, and details on the
gateway and possible deployment scenarios are provided by[6WINIT02].

10.3.2 Gateway Architecture

The previous discussion of scenarios and requirements for interoperability services has shown
that there are in fact different possible scenarios, each of which provides different requirements

8http://www.6winit.org/

9http://www.6winit.org/
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for the gateway services that need to be provided. For example, an IPv6 only SIP-H.323 gate-
way obviously has to provide the call signaling translation service but does typically not have
to process media streams at all. A pure IPv4/IPv6 interoperability service for SIP based IP tele-
phony must translate both signaling and multimedia communication with respect to the used IP
version but does not have to perform call signaling protocol translation. Then there are differ-
ent deployment scenarios with respect to the topology of the gateway network, which we have
described in more detail in[6WINIT02].

We have addressed these requirements by developing an Mbus based gateway framework
that allows for instantiating different specific systems by composing them from different stan-
dardized components. In[Pollem00], Pollem describes the design of a specific gateway system
that we had developed during a previous project: the multi-protocol gatewayStargate. Stargate
already provides an Mbus based architecture and has been designed as a signaling gateway be-
tween H.323, ISDN and SIP. The gateway provided an optional audio transcoding function that
has been realized by integrating the RAT audio engine (seeSection 10.1.2).

For the TZI-Gateway that has been developed within 6WINIT, we have extended and gener-
alized the Mbus based architecture and have advanced the media processing function by devel-
oping an extensible Mbus based media processing system.Figure 10.10depicts the architecture
of the Mbus-based TZI-Gateway.

Figure 10.10: System architecture of the Mbus-based TZI-Gateway

The architecture is constituted of two main elements:

• A signaling/control entity is responsible for basic signaling services (including signaling
protocol gatewaying) and for control services. Depending on the specific type of the
application, this control entity governs a media data forwarding/transforming element.

The signaling component is an Mbus based application in itself, where the components
employ the Mbus Call Control Profile and other Mbus interfaces for coordination.
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• The second element (the media processor) can provide different media stream transforma-
tion and media gatewaying features, e.g. IPv4-to-IPv6 (RTP/RTCP) translation, mixing
of media streams, transcoding of media streams, robustness functions (redundancy en-
coding, forward error correction, interleaving). The media processor provides a flexible
plug-in architecturethat allows the composition of gatewaying and media transforma-
tion systems from a set of re-usable modules and allows for independent development of
additional modules.

Theplug-in architecturedefines interfaces that media processing modules have to imple-
ment. The different media handling modules in a gatewaying/transcoding application are
co-ordinated by a controlling module that is responsible for instantiating media handling
entities for specific streams. Different types of media handling modules exist: there are
originating, translating and terminating modules.

As depicted inFigure 10.10, the controller and signaling gateway uses Mbus to control the
media processor (that provide an Mbus Guidelines conforming interface).

10.3.3 Implementation

The functions of the signaling and the media processing components are largely orthogonal. In
the following, we describe the implementation of the Mbus based signaling engine. For details
the Mbus based media processor, we refer to Büsching’s description in[Buesching01].

The signaling gateway and control component is based on our generic gateway architecture
that we have described inSection 9.1.4but extends this architecture by a more fine-grained
structure of Mbus modules. In the following, we describe the signaling component with a SIP-
based instantiation of the system as an application example.Figure 10.11depicts this architec-
ture for a SIP-only configuration that would be used for providing the signaling functionality
for a SIP gateway providing IPv4/IPv6 translation and media transcoding services, where the
media transcoding entity is not shown in the figure.

Figure 10.11: SIP-based signaling component

TheSIP protocol engineis a SIP call control engine that implements the Mbus Call Control
Profile, i.e., it generates event notifications on the reception of call-state change indications
and can accept RPCs for initiating and controlling SIP transactions.10 The call control engine

10The SIP call control engine has been implemented by Olaf Bergmann and Eilert Brinkmann.
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relies on thetight control modelof the Mbus Guidelines, i.e., it waits for a controller to register.
However it can nevertheless be configured to accept SIP requests without a controller. In this
case, it will send event notifications on call control events such asincoming-call to a well-
defined Mbus group address, and it will redirect these notifications to the controller component
as soon as it registers with the call control engine.

SIP REGISTERrequests are forwarded, via SIP, to a dedicated SIP registrar entity (we
have described different SIP services inSection 2.2.1.2). The SIP registrar entity processes
these requests and can map registration requests to Mbus commands that are sent to a dedicated
Mbus-based location database. This entity can maintain address-to-URI mappings in a call
control protocol independent way and provides a simple Mbus interface for creating mappings
and for performing address lookups. The rationale for the separation of the SIP call control
engine and the SIP registrar is again component re-use: the registrar is an optional component
that is not necessarily required by a call control engine, e.g., a user agent implementation would
not support theREGISTERrequest. For our specific 6WINIT instantiation, we have included
a registrar component, because the gateway system is intended to provide registrar as well as
gatewaying functions in mixed IPv4/IPv6 environments.

The SIP controller controls the call control engine through Mbus Call Control communica-
tion, i.e., it registers as an Mbus controller, receives event notifications and sends Mbus RPCs.
The controller is the entity that decides how to process incoming-calls, e.g., by determining
whether a call needs to be relayed between an IPv4 and an IPv6 endpoint or whether transcod-
ing functions need to be applied. For relaying calls, the gateway acts as a SIPback-to-back user
agent(B2BUA), i.e., for any call, it terminates an incoming call and establishes a new outgoing
call that is addressed to the desired contact address. For both parties, the gateway appears to be
the user agent that terminates the call. In principle, the controller acts as a controller in a multi-
protocol gateway, however, in this SIP-only instantiation, the SIP call control engine processes
both calls at the same time.

The decision making how to process incoming calls can be processed by the use ofpolicy
modulesthat are also depicted inFigure 10.11. For example, we have developed an Mbus-based
implementation of an CPL (Call Processing Language, [RFC2824]) interpreter.11 CPL is a call
control protocol independent, rules-based definition languages that allows users, vendors, and
operators to specify the behavior of a call processing system such as a SIP proxy. For example, a
user could upload a CPL script to a proxy that specifies how the proxy should handle incoming-
calls for the user, with respect to caller address, date or time of day, and other criteria. A
similar approach can be pursued in a gateway, in particular the decision whether to apply media
processing such as transcoding could be made (initially) by a corresponding policy module. In
the current version of the TZI-Gateway this decision is however made by the controller.

For developing controllers for Mbus Call Control Profile applications, we have designed a
generic framework for user agent and gateway controllers: afinite state machinethat manages
the different state transition that a single call can go through. Formally, the state machine
mechanism implements adeterministic finite automaton, i.e., for each state there is at most one
transition for each possible input. Essentially, there is a fixed number of possible call states
such ascalling , proceeding andconnected , and the state transitions are triggered by
receiving Mbus Call Control events.

11The CPL Mbus component has been implemented by Anja Prelle.
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Figure 10.12: Incoming call state diagram

There are different state machines for incoming and for outgoing calls.Figure 10.12de-
picts the call state diagram for an incoming call in the specialized gateway controller. The
state transitions are partly directly inferred from received Mbus Call Control events such as
canceled . We can see that, in accordance with the Call Control Profile, the call can be can-
celed any time, e.g., when acancel event is received. We can also see that the number of
states is not very high, however, some states provide four different possible transitions. In this
special media gateway setup, there are sometimes transitions that lead to the original state, e.g.,
for theRESOLVEDstate, which is caused by additional an transition for communicating with
the media processor.

A manual implementation of this directed graph into functions and switch statements would
be too error-prone and would particularly impede the re-use and adaptability of controller imple-
mentations. For this reason, we have generalized the state machine management and designed a
generic finite state machine as a C++ template class. The fundamental idea is that a programmer
specifies the different possible states and declares the state transitions for each state, rather than
programming this logic manually with low-level language constructs. A state transition decla-
ration also involves the specification of a transition predicate — a function that is parameterized
with the current state and a program specific input parameter. The function essentially checks
whether the state transition is possible, taking the input parameter into account. For example,
in the gateway controller, the predicate input parameter is essentially the latest received Mbus
Call Control message.

We have conceived the fundamental design of managing the processing of Mbus Call Con-
trol communication with this state machine approach for theStarGategateway, our first Mbus-
based gateway architecture. For the TZI-Gateway, we have adopted the fundamental state ma-
chine abstraction and extended the controller for accommodating the requirements of control-
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ling additional components, such as the media processor.

10.3.4 Lessons Learned

The gateway architecture and the corresponding implementation that we have described in this
section depict another use case for our generic controller concept and the Mbus Call Control
Profile. We have seen that the complexity of gateway systems can be significantly higher than
that of endpoints: not only can a typical gateway system provide more Mbus entities (multiple
call control engines, policy modules, media processing entities), but there is also a different
usage of the Call Control commands. In particular, a gateway will typically create and manage
state for two calls, one for each leg of the call. For a single call control engine scenario as
we have described for the SIP-gateway, this means that not only the controller but also the call
control engine must be able to distinguish and manage two (or more) calls at the same time.
In fact, considering gateway systems as usage scenarios for the Call Control Profile right from
the beginning has helped to improve its generality and its applicability to different call control
protocols.

The finite state machineapproach has helped us to make controllers for such applications
more manageable and easier to adapt and re-use in other applications. For single-threaded ap-
plications, the robust management of the different asynchronous events is a major task, e.g., the
controller in the TZI-Gateway has to maintain state for at least two calls and the corresponding
Mepro terminations. In addition, there may be policy modules that influence the decision mak-
ing process. It should be noted that all message exchanges are completelyasynchronous, i.e.,
essentially every interaction that involves two or more messages requires some form of state
machine, e.g., for correlating responses to requests. For distributed state management, which
is the fundamental model of the Call Control commands, a formalism as the state machine
approach has proven to be quite appropriate.

Recent experiences with the development of gateways has also led to some ideas for fur-
ther advancements: in multi-protocol signaling gateways, e.g., SIP-H.323 gateways, we have
identified a need toupdatethe conference configuration at arbitrary times during a call. This
has initially been motivated by the H.323 concept of opening and configuringlogical chan-
nelsat arbitrary times, but appears to be useful in general. For example, SIP also provides an
UPDATErequest. Although this request is not frequently deployed for simple voice calls, we
have conceived some interesting scenarios of this kind, e.g., in the light of dynamically adding
application entities to a conference, as we describe inSection 10.2.2.

Furthermore, we still have to explore the dynamic assessment of Mepro capabilities (through
the abstractions that Mepro provides). In the current gateway version, the controller has specific
knowledge of Mepro’s capabilities and uses this information for negotiating conference config-
urations and for deciding whether to use transcoding. For a more generic approach, it would be
desirable to obtain Mepro’s capabilities dynamically, to maintain a list of possible transcoding
configurations and to consider this information for negotiating conference configurations. One
sample application where this is required, is the deployment of a modified gateway instance as
a conference bridge, again as described for the FETA project.
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10.4 Mbus for Device Coordination

Mbus-based endpoints and Mbus-based gateways can be characterized as rather tightly coupled,
locally distributed applications. Despite our concept of generic controllers and dynamically dis-
covered application entities, corresponding applications still rely on a common understanding
of supported Mbus commands such as the Call Control Profile that each call control engine is
required to support. Even the DDA-based association of dynamically discovered devices still
relies on common vocabulary and some form of standardized interfaces.

We have also applied Mbus to more loosely coupled scenarios, where entities need to com-
municate in some form, however without relying on common interfaces. The Hausgeist project
[Hausgeist02]was a two year student project at the University of Bremen that has developed
Mbus-based architectures, protocols and demonstration applications for home automation, i.e.,
scenarios where multiple devices attach to a network and perform some useful functions for a
user through some form of coordination.

The Hausgeist project has investigated the application of the Mbus protocol to a rather un-
usual application domain (compared to the endpoint and gateway coordination domain that
Mbus has originally been designed for). The main proposition for the project was to validate
the concept of soft-state-based group communication for home automation, thus deliberately de-
viating from existing field-bus-oriented technologies such as EIB12, LonWorks13 or even CAN
(seeSection 3.1.2). Hausgeist’s objective was to develop an Internet technologies-based archi-
tecture that can be deployed with different link layer technologies, such as Ethernet and WLAN
that are becoming more and more pervasive in today’s homes.

Deploying Mbus for this application domain has been useful for validating the fundamental
protocol design, e.g., the scalability considerations for the awareness mechanism as described
in Section 6.2.2. While it is not a huge difference (with respect to processing costs) to have
two or five entities, it makes a significant difference to establish Mbus sessions with 100 or
more entities. The Hausgeist project has periodically performed interoperability events, where
a large number of entities have been run simultaneously. The first main result of these activities
was an improvement of the involved Mbus implementations (with respect to robustness and
correctness of the timer calculation formbus.hello messages). The second main result was
the experience that larger Mbus sessions are viable. However we have also learned that for
certain scenarios, e.g., when a large number of entities run on an overloaded host, packet loss
and delays in message delivery will impede the adaptation of thembus.hello sending rate,
as a single entity does simply not “see” all other entities. In this scenario, many entities, not
knowing the actual number of entities, send too frequently, which increases the system load and
the loss rate further. Consequently we are currently considering improvements that allow for a
faster and more robust convergence in such scenarios, which we discuss inSection 11.4.

For applications that are not as tightly coupled as desktop applications such as a conferenc-
ing endpoints, there has to be some form of service discovery and service description. The
Hausgeist approach provides some interesting similarities to the component framework ap-
proach and to the coordination and ad-hoc communication ideas that we have discussed in
Chapter 4,Foundations and Related Work: interface discovery relies on a small set of manda-

12European Installation Bus (http://www.eiba.com/ )

13http://www.echelon.com/
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tory commands for querying interfaces and for establishing the initial communication based
on a interface description system, where entities can describe their interfaces in terms of stan-
dardized interaction types (method invocation, properties and event notification). Hausgeist has
taken the service discovery idea a step further and has provided SLP-like (seeSection 4.3.2.1)
services for locating services depending on certain properties they might provide.

We have learned thatentity associationis an important element for establishing sessions ad-
hoc, e.g., when integrating a new device into a home network. While the Hausgeist project has
concentrated on the bootstrapping and configurations aspects, we have shown in our discussion
of the DDA work inSection 6.4how to accomplish secure service associations for referentially
and temporarily uncoupled devices.

Finally, we have learned that in large device groups where there is no established trust rela-
tionship between all devices and where the communication between two entities is not secure,
additional security mechanisms have to be provided. However, this introduces new require-
ments for key management and configuration. While the Hausgeist approach of manually con-
figuring public keys has been intended as a first solution for a prototype system and is not likely
to be usable in real-world scenarios, the alternative of operating a public-key infrastructure
within a home network is also not very attractive. It introduces central entities to a otherwise
decentralized system and imposes additional requirements for users to deploy the whole system.

Summarizing, we can state that the initial proposition, the concept of a home network co-
ordination framework that is based on soft-state group communication, has been (partially)
validated. We have seen many use cases where an entity can perform useful functions relying
on the soft-state updates that a certain device, e.g., a sensor, generates. On the other hand, we
have also learned that reliable point-to-point communication, employing the RPC paradigm,
is also an absolute requirement, especially for controller-controllee scenarios, e.g., for crucial
control communication. For example, when the user wants to lock the house and sends a corre-
sponding command to the central locking system, an RPC message seems to be the natural way
to implement this.

10.5 Summary

The applications and projects that we have presented in the previous sections have revealed
different usages of the Mbus protocol for the different application types. For example, Mbus
communication for loosely coupled devices in ad-hoc communication scenarios imposes addi-
tional requirements for service and interface discovery, as we have discussed.

The fundamental Mbus transport mechanisms and the Mbus Guidelines interactions have
proven to provide useful services for all the presented applications. For both tightly coupled ap-
plication entities and more loosely coupled cooperating devices, the Mbus service set of simple
soft-state messaging, for point-to-point and group communication, and more structured inter-
action schemes has turned out to be a good combination. For example, in many applications
there are some coordination tasks that can best be realized by disseminating event notifications
via multicast to an interested group of receivers, whereas for other coordination tasks the “tra-
ditional” RPC model is just adequate.

In our discussion of Mbus-based conferencing endpoints inSection 10.1.1and Section
10.1.2, we have described the design of different systems and application entities. We have
analyzed how the Mbus-based design of the RAT application enables its re-use in different ap-
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plication contexts. RAT and CONTRABAND were one of the first Mbus-based applications
and can be considered as proof-of-concept applications that have focused on the decomposi-
tion of applications. The prevalent usages of RAT as an application module suggest that this
model is successful. For example, the Bonephone application is just one example of an Mbus-
based endpoint application that is made out of existing components “glued” together by Mbus
communication.

The applicability of Mbus to the development of decomposed conferencing applications has
also been demonstrated by our work in the DTI and FETA projects, where we have been able
to integrate Mbus into a specific market-ready IP telephony endpoint device. While the DTI
project has concentrated on validating the concepts of Mbus-based endpoints and the Mbus
Call Control model, the FETA project has focused on dynamicallyextendingthe capabilities
of endpoints by adding new components. The foundation for adding components dynamically,
the DDA framework, has been developed as a mechanism to discover and to associate to Mbus
services on a local network in order to integrate them into a user’s Mbus session.

The endpoint and gateway related applications have first led to the development of the Mbus
Call Control Profile and our generic endpoint/gateway architecture concept, which we have been
able to refine and validate during several research projects. In the DTI and FETA projects, we
have used the Call Control Profile as a way to integrate an IP telephone into a user’s computing
environment by making the phone controllable through dedicated control applications. In our
gateway work, we have employed the Call Control Profile as one building block of our generic
controller framework: the Call Control Profile defines a call control protocol independent in-
terface that is implemented by specific call control engines. A controller can coordinate these
engine through the Call Control commands, without having to be know the specific call control
protocol.

We have seen that gateway architectures and the involved coordination tasks can be sig-
nificantly more complex as it is the case for endpoint architectures. We have presented our
implementation design that is based on a finite state machine concept, which has proven to be
helpful to systematize the distributed state maintenance in a strictly asynchronous application.

The Hausgeist project has investigated the deployment of Mbus for home automation — an
interesting application domain, that provides significant different characteristics and require-
ments than the conferencing application domain. In home networks, the Mbus is not used to
coordinate application components in a locally distributed application but provides a commu-
nication channel for rather loosely coupled devices. We have learned that dynamic interface
and capability discovery is a required mechanism in these environments and have presented the
Mbus based approach that Hausgeist has pursued for implementing this mechanism. Interest-
ingly, our work in the FETA project for developing an architecture that allows users to integrate
application entities into a conferencing system without manual configuration or special con-
troller support, has indicated that some form of dynamic interface discovery is useful for this
application as well. It is likely that we will address this issue by future research work.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we have developed a local coordination architecture for interpersonal commu-
nication systems, which includes the definition of transport and association protocols and the
development of an application specific architecture that is based on the fundamental protocol
specifications. The research work that has been performed in the context of this thesis has two
origins:

• The initial objective was the development of a system architecture for conferencing and
gateway systems that accommodates the high degree of modularity and heterogeneity that
we have identified for these systems. In particular, we wanted to create mechanisms for
the internal management servicesthat are required, especially for more tightly-coupled
systems.

Considering existing conferencing architectures and first attempts of providing local co-
ordination services, we have concluded that, given the vast heterogeneity of specific end-
point applications and control models, our solution must provide a general-purpose coor-
dination service, on which application-specific semantics can be based. Consequently, we
have decided to clearly separate the general coordination mechanisms from application
semantics, and have designed a general-purpose message-oriented coordination mecha-
nism.

The design of this mechanism has been based on certain assumptions and requirements
that we have derived from analyzing existing systems and from estimating future trends
for the application area of multimedia conferencing. In particular, the most important
objectives that stem from this analysis are:

1. providing simple and efficient group coordination mechanisms for application de-
velopers without neglecting robustness and consistency requirements;

2. being able to coordinate application entities that reside on different hosts; and

3. building on Internet technologies and considering the specific requirements of real-
world IP networks.

• The second objective of our research work stems for the idea ofgeneralizingthe local
coordination service and from the observation that in pervasive computing environments,
there is a distinct need for service coordination in order to exploit the capabilities of
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networked devices: many devices that provide a certain service for a user, provide a
network interface (of some form) and can benefit from other devices’ services.

We have considered the personal desk area computing environment of office workers as
an example, because it is related to our conferencing background, as IP telephony and
desktop multimedia conferencing systems are currently gaining deployment momentum
as specific elements in these environments.

We have stated that, although the fundamental multimedia technology can be considered
quite mature, there has not been significant deployment of conferencing technologies
until recently. Besides other factors, we have ascribed this to the limited usability and tai-
lorability of desktop multimedia systems and to the fact that they have not been designed
for taking advantages of application entities that might be available in a user’s computing
environment.

Consequently, we have addressed service discovery and coordination requirements for
desk area computing environments in general and have developed Mbus-based architec-
tures and association protocols for this purpose.

In the following, we summarize the main conceptual achievements inSection 11.1, and
we describe our main engineering results inSection 11.2. In Section 11.3, we compare Mbus
to other existing coordination frameworks, and inSection 11.4, we list some possible opti-
mizations, that we would recommend on the basis of the lessons learned during developing and
deploying Mbus-based applications and provide some prospects on next steps on the conceptual
level and on possible future deployment scenarios.

11.1 Conceptual Achievements

Starting off from an analysis of relevant technologies for distributed computing, we have de-
scribed merits, limitations and typical usage scenarios for protocols and protocol frameworks
such as RPC, ISIS and TIBCO Rendezvous. In this thesis, we have argued that for effective
coordination in groups of application components, multiple communication patterns must be
supported, including asynchronous group communication and point-to-point RPC-like commu-
nication.

We have designed the Mbus protocol as a group communication mechanism that is not
layered on top of RPC communication but employs message oriented communication in one-to-
many multicast and unicast mode. The key idea is to provide flexible addressing mechanisms on
the Mbus transport layer that are inspired fromsubject-based addressingarchitectures such as
TIBCO Rendezvous (Section 4.3.1) and that can be mapped to efficient network layer multicast
and unicast transport.

In principle, the Mbus addressing concept relies onreceiver-based filtering, i.e., receivers
decide which messages to process based on the Mbus addressing rules. This fundamental con-
cept allows for many different communication models, such as multicasting soft-state event
notifications and traditional request-response communication between two peers.

With this general-purpose communication mechanism as a basis, we have designed a frame-
work for the decomposition of applications into Mbus entities with the objective to support
component re-use and component interoperability, regardless of specific platform and program-
ming language constraints. Unlike other component frameworks, the Mbus model is not tied to
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a specific platform or programming language, but can be viewed as aprotocol approach: any
entity implementing the basic Mbus transport mechanisms and providing a certain well-defined
Mbus interface can be used as a component in an Mbus-based application. We have defined the
Mbus Guidelinesas a set of application-independent conventions and protocol mechanisms and
have conceived the model ofMbus application profilesthat are defined in terms on Mbus Guide-
lines abstractions. I.e., we do not employ formal interface descriptions and dynamic discovery
of interfaces, but rely on informally defined interfaces (that an application developer has to be
aware of), and Mbus entities indicate their support of a certain profile by their Mbus address.

In addition to the concept of Mbus-based decomposed applications with a rather tight cou-
pling of entities, we have developed theDynamic Device Associationconcept for allowing
dynamic association of Mbus entities.

With the Mbus protocol, the Mbus Guidelines and the DDA protocol as fundamental build-
ing blocks, we have designed semantics for a specific application — the local coordination
of conferencing endpoint and gateway systems. Considering existing conferencing architec-
tures and protocol families, we have developed a local coordination model for decomposed
conferencing applications. The core concept of this model is the generalization of the inter-
nal coordination, embodied by thegeneric controllerconcept. In our local coordination model,
generalization is achieved by relying on a two-pronged approach: We have defined standardized
Mbus-based protocols for the communication between controllers, application entities and call
control engines, and we have developed a standardized description language for application and
system capabilities.

11.2 Engineering Results

The conceptual work has led to a set of results in the form of protocol specifications and devel-
oped systems that we name in the following.

Mbus Transport Protocol

A fundamental result of our research activities is the development of the Mbus transport
specification.1 The Mbus transport protocol has been developed and tested first for conferenc-
ing endpoints and applications such as the CONTRABAND system (Section 10.1.1) and RAT
(Section 10.1.2). We have validated its design and the interoperability of the different imple-
mentations by conducting several interoperability and testing events. We have discussed the
protocol specification in the IETF MMUSIC working group, which has led to its publication as
RFC 3259[RFC3259]. We have provided another description of the Mbus at[Ott00].

Implementations

The Mbus transport protocol and the Guidelines interactions have been implemented for
different programming environments, and these implementation are in general publically avail-
able.2 Experiences with the development and deployment of implementations have helped us to

1The Mbus transport specification has been developed together with Jörg Ott and Colin Perkins.

2A list of Mbus implementations can be found athttp://www.mbus.org/ .
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advance the Mbus protocol specification and the existence of implementations for many differ-
ent environments has promoted the usage of Mbus and the re-use of existing Mbus components.
During our work on Mbus protocol implementations and corresponding applications for differ-
ent programming environments we have developed a set of implementation strategies for the
design of asynchronous, message-oriented distributed applications, which we have documented
in Chapter 7,Mbus Implementations.

Dynamic Device Association

The Dynamic Device Association work[Kutscher03b][Kutscher03c]provides the estab-
lishment of Mbus sessions in ad-hoc environments and has been developed to provide a means
to securely integrate services and Mbus entities into Mbus sessions. In addition, the DDA
framework provides Mbus extensions that allow for the deployment of Mbus in heterogeneous
networks, with non-constant multicast connectivity between all Mbus entities. Both technolo-
gies have been implemented and applied to projects, which we have described inSection 10.2.

Endpoint and Gateway Architecture

The generic controller concept has been the basis for the development of our local end-
point and gateway architecture. The architecture that is described inSection 9.1is based on
the concept ofinternal management servicesthat are provided by a controller that coordinate
application entities, call control engines and potentially other Mbus entities. We have imple-
mented this concept for different endpoint and gateway systems, which we have described in
Chapter 10,Mbus in Projects. The work on our coordination architecture has raised interesting
questions concerning communication patterns in coordination-based distributed systems, e.g.,
the question how to deal with event subscription in group communication scenarios and how to
design multi-controller interactions (see alsoSection 11.4.2).

Mbus Call Control Profile

The Mbus Call Control Profile[Ott01] has been developed as one element of our endpoint
and gateway architecture as a protocol for controlling Mbus-based call control engines such as
SIP implementations. The main characteristics of the Call Control Profiles are its call control
protocol independence and its applicability to both endpoints and gateways.

The Call Control Profile has been defined in terms of Mbus Guidelines abstractions and al-
lows for managing a call state in a distributed fashion, based on event notifications and Mbus
RPCs. We have developed implementation strategies for distributed state management in asyn-
chronous environments such as the finite state machine-based approach that we have described
in Section 10.3.3.

Session Description and Capability Negotiation

The second building block of our local conferencing architecture is SDPng, a description
format for capabilities and configurations of conferencing systems[Kutscher01c][Ott02b]. The
key idea of SDPng is to provide a general framework for describing and for negotiating capa-
bilities of conferencing systems. The framework is application independent, and corresponding
processors know nothing about application semantics but are nevertheless able to process, i.e.,
to aggregate and to negotiate, configurations. In our local endpoint architecture, a controller
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can thus query the capabilities of the present application entities, aggregate this information
into a combined capability description of the whole endpoint and can then coordinate a call
control engine through Mbus Call Control commands to consider this capability description for
the negotiation process during a call setup, which is described in detail inSection 9.2.3.

11.3 Mbus Compared to Other Approaches

When comparing Mbus to other work, we have to distinguish between the Mbus coordination
framework and the application-specific local endpoint/gateway architecture.

Our discussion inChapter 4,Foundations and Related Workhas considered different exist-
ing technologies that we have distinguished asrelated work(LBL Conference Bus, PMM) and
building blocks(some elements of local coordination protocols and component frameworks).
The analysis of the LBL Conference Bus and PMM has already shown that both technologies
represent fairly simple, application-specific solutions that have not been intended to be com-
plete, application-independent coordination frameworks.Table 4.1provides a comparison of
the two approaches and also lists all the requirements (from our requirements discussion in
Section 3.2). The discussion of Mbus in this thesis should have made clear that, compared
to the early coordination approaches for conferencing systems, Mbus is a general-purpose co-
ordination mechanism that addresses important requirements such as security and structured
communication through standardized interaction patterns.

In the following, we compare Mbus to two selected general-purpose coordination frame-
works (TIBCO Rendezvous and UPnP) in order to delimit the different application areas and to
highlight different design decisions.

TIBCO Rendezvous

TIBCO Rendezvous (Section 4.3.1) is a coordination framework that is targeted at large-
scale coordination of process groups, i.e., coordination of applications in an enterprise do-
main. Similar to Mbus, TIBCO Rendezvous relies message-oriented coordination and uses
self-describing messages.

Our design of the Mbus application layer addressing scheme provides some interesting sim-
ilarities to the TIBCO Rendezvoussubject-based addressingconcept. Both Mbus and TIBCO
Rendezvous rely onreceiver-based filteringof messages that is based on an application layer
addressing concept: In TIBCO Rendezvous, the filtering is performed on thesubjectof mes-
sages. Applications specify — for their local TIBCO Rendezvous protocol stack — which filters
should be applied on incoming messages, where applications can usewildcard expressionsto
specify the selected subjects. For the Mbus, we also use receiver-based filtering of messages
on the basis of application layer addresses, however, the specification ofwildcardsis not done
by receivers but bysenders: Mbus senders specify group destination addresses by constructing
partly qualified addresses that can represent entity groups on the Mbus.

In the TIBCO Rendezvous model, entities can be completely referentially decoupled, be-
cause subjects are used as message destination specifications, which are not coupled to entity
identities. For the Mbus, we pursue another approach: entities learn of the existence of other
entities on the basis of the Mbus entity awareness mechanism and can constantly monitor the
availability of communication peers. The entity awareness mechanism is used to maintain a
list of Mbus addresses for the entities in the current Mbus session, and applications can tell at
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any time, whether the required communication peers are present or not. An Mbus application
that wants to send a message can use a unicast (fully qualified), a multicast (partly qualified)
or a broadcast (empty) address, and the Mbus protocol layer selects the appropriate transport
mechanism, e.g., UDP/IP unicast for a fully qualified destination address.

The NACK-based fault tolerance mechanism in TIBCO Rendezvous is also different from
the Mbus ACK-based approach: In TIBCO Rendezvous, all messages are always sent to all
session members, and receivers can detect message loss on the basis of gaps in the message
sequence numbers per sender. Receivers that detect a lost message can request a retransmission,
where the receiver cannot tell in advance, whether the message is interesting at all. Clearly, this
approach can lead to unnecessary retransmissions and, in the presence of correlated message
loss, to NACK-implosions when multiple receivers request a retransmission simultaneously.
For the Mbus, applications can select reliable transport on a per message basis, and unicast
messages can be sent using the reliable transport class that relies on a ACK-based retransmission
mechanism. As a result, only messages that are explicitly sent using the reliable transport class
will ever be retransmitted — typically this applies to messages that represent a request or a
remote procedure invocation.

Summarizing, we can state that TIBCO Rendezvous and Mbus can both be categorized
as message-oriented coordination-frameworks and provide some similar concepts; however,
we can identify some differences with respect to specific protocol mechanisms. We conclude
that TIBCO Rendezvous is rather targeted at message-oriented coordination in the enterprise
domain, e.g., for the distribution of messages in a corporate network, which is also suggested
by the recent adoption of PGM for large-scale group communication, i.e., message distribution
beyond local network links. The Mbus on the other hand, is strictly limited to local coordination
of application components — an application area where a (slightly) tighter coupling of entities
is desirable and where the effort for achieving fault tolerance can be reduced in the interest
of efficiency and scalability. In addition, the Mbus supports the dynamic, secure creation of
coordination session by users through Dynamic Device Association — a concept that is not
provided by TIBCO Rendezvous.

UPnP

Universal Plug and Play (Section 4.3.2.3) is a coordination framework that focuses on device
control in local networks and relies on different protocols for different functions such as device
discovery, device description, transmission of control commands, and event notification. With
respect to the provided functionality, UPnP can roughly be compared to our Dynamic Device
Association approach (Section 6.4) in conjunction with Mbus as an application session protocol.

While UPnP’s service discovery and association mechanism provides similar features com-
pared to our DDA approach, we have noticed some problems of SSDP (UPnP’sSimple Service
Discovery Protocol), especially the lack of scalability, which we have discussed inSection
4.3.2.3andSection 6.4. SSDP is based on periodic service announcements that are sent in UDP
multicast messages with an HTTP-like syntax, which are transmitted without bandwidth lim-
itation, whereas the Mbus-DDA protocol employs SAP and its bandwidth limit for announce-
ments.

For device control and service association, UPnP employs SOAP — an XML-based proto-
col for message-oriented point-to-point communication. SOAP, although not bound to a specific
transport protocol, is today almost exclusively used with HTTP. Although HTTP itself has se-
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curity concepts, such as Digest Authentication, and can itself be used over a secure channel
through the use of TLS, secure communication with SOAP is not specified and effectively not
used. As a result, security in UPnP is a problem yet to solve. For Mbus, security is built directly
into the base protocol, and the DDA procedures address authentication and confidentiality ex-
plicitly. In fact, one of the goals for DDA is to securely distribute an Mbus transport and security
configuration for integrating new entities into an existing Mbus session.

It is interesting to see how UPnP and Mbus map different interaction patterns to protocol
mechanisms. In Mbus, there is essentially one fundamental messaging service that provides
point-to-point and group communication and, on the basis of per-message selection, reliable
message transport for point-to-point communication. On top of this basic service, we layer
different interaction schemes, such as RPC communication and event notifications, where the
set of predefined patterns can be extended by application programmers. UPnP on the other
hand, uses different protocols for different communication aspects from the outset: SOAP is
used for request/response communication, e.g., for invoking a remote procedure at a controlled
device, and GENA, theGeneral Event Notification Architecture, is used for distributing event
notifications in an UPnP session. While SOAP is used in unicast mode only (HTTP), GENA is
a message-oriented mechanism that can be used with unicast and multicast. As a matter of fact,
GENA messages provide an HTTP-syntax but are sent via UDP, and SOAP is typically bound
to HTTP as a transport protocol and is thus used with TCP.

Some of the differences of UPnP and Mbus can be ascribed to the different application
domains and different assumptions and requirements for their operation. UPnP’s lax security
concept is motivated by the (initial) assumption that the protocol will only be used in closed
domains, i.e., in home networks, where security has not been regarded as an issue. However, the
evolution of network architectures, the increasing deployment ofalways-on, always-connected
devices (as we have described in the introduction) has already disproved this assumption. Today,
many home networks are already equipped with a WLAN infrastructure, and, given the security
flaws in the currently often deployed IEEE 802.11 WEP mechanism[Borisov01], unauthorized
access to home networks has become comparatively easy. For Mbus, that is targeted at the
coordination of application components — a security-sensitive application — strong security
has therefore been part of the base specification from the beginning.

11.4 Open Issues and Next Steps

By deploying the Mbus protocol in different application scenarios, we have identified some
possibilities for advancing individual protocol functions and our local coordination architecture
for conferencing systems, which we describe inSection 11.4.1andSection 11.4.2. In addition,
we have conceived new application areas for the Mbus framework, which we describe inSection
11.4.3.

11.4.1 Mbus Protocol

In the following sections, we describe some potential advancements of the Mbus transport
mechanisms.

Entity Awareness
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In Section 10.4, we have described some problems with very large Mbus sessions on over-
loaded systems: significant packet loss due to congestion can inhibit the adaptation mechanism
for the sending rate of periodicmbus.hello messages, because an entity does not determine
the correct number of entities in an Mbus session. As a result, the chosen sending rate will be too
high, which will aggravate the situation. This is especially a problem in situations where many
entities are started in parallel, each of which has no knowledge of the final number of entities,
as entities keep appearing on the Mbus. Under normal conditions, thetimer reconsideration
mechanism would reduce the sending rate automatically superproportional in anticipation of an
actual larger number of entities. However, this mechanism does not work when the observed
number does not increase (significantly) due to message loss.

We have conducted some experiments in such scenarios, and have noted improvements
when extending the timeout for receivedmbus.hello messages: entities would not remove
other entities from their list of known entities as quickly, however this change does not help to
solve the problem principally. It only increases the threshold by a certain degree that must be
reached to destabilize the system. We have observed that the number of entities that each entity
is aware of, differs from entity to entity, i.e., some entities see more entities than others. One
possible solution to accelerate the process of converging with respect to the observed number
of entities is to have each entity include a description of its current view of the session in
the periodicmbus.hello messages. For example, if each entity announced the number of
currently known entities, other entities could adopt that value (if it was higher than the own
number) for the sending rate calculation. This would tend to result in reduced sending rates,
which would in turn reduce the system load and buffer overflows and thus help to deliver more
mbus.hello messages successfully.

Of course, it must be stated that overloaded systems and buffer overflows can be caused by
different factors and that reducing the sending rate formbus.hello message will not help in
all cases. However, differing numbers for the group size are a good indication that a problem
exists, and this mechanism could also be used to trigger other actions, e.g., user notifications.

Congestion Control

Another possible optimization is the introduction of congestion control mechanisms. In
Section 6.2.1.5, we have discussed the general problem of providing congestion control for mul-
ticast communication without giving up scalability. The asynchronous communication model
that is typically employed for multicast communication does not allow for implicit flow-control,
i.e., a sender would not notice a congestion of network or receiver resources. This is especially
a problem when entities reside on different network links with significantly different capabili-
ties, e.g., in bridged environments. In this case, a subset of entities may experience congestion,
whereas another subset does not, which makes it difficult to react properly.

One approach to avoid congestion without providing corresponding detection mechanisms
is to apply traffic shaping techniques. For example, an Mbus interface could be configured to
limit the number of messages per time and per destination. There could be a certain configured
limit for Mbus messages that are sent over IP multicast and a certain limit for unicast messages.
In a first version, these limits could be part of the Mbus configuration, i.e., be configured by the
user, who might be aware of the network environment.

In a second version, one could try to adapt these limits on the basis of triggers from the
Mbus transport layer. For example, if we extended thembus.hello message as described
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above, we could use differences in the observed number of entities as a congestion indication.
Other indications could be the variability ofmbus.hello message intervals per sender, and
failure indications from the reliable transport layer, i.e., each time a retransmission is required.

The traffic shaping can be accompanied by atype conceptfor Mbus messages, and messages
of different types could be processed differently with respect to traffic shaping. For example,
soft-state updates of a certain variable could be assigned a lower priority than RPC messages,
and a soft-state update that has not already been sent (due to traffic shaping constraints) could be
obsoleted by a subsequent update for the same variable. In addition, applications could assign
a time to liveto outgoing messages, and if the transport layer cannot send the message in that
time frame, the message will be discarded.

It should be noted that the management overhead for maintaining the required information
to enforce the traffic shaping could seriously conflict with the simplicity goal: implementations
would be required to maintain additional state per entity and would have to measure throughput
etc., which may not be desirable in all cases.

Addressing Scheme

Recent experiments with Mbus in ad-hoc communication scenarios, where connectivity may
not be constantly available, have indicated some potential for improvements of the Mbus ad-
dressing mechanism. In the current specification, an entity’s Mbus address provides anid
element that is used to uniquely identify the entity. Theid element is generated from the host’s
IP address (for IPv6, it is generated from the lower 64 bits of the IP address).

In situations where the host IP address changes, e.g., caused by attaching to a new network,
the Mbus address could thus change as well (if the Mbus implementation adopts the IP address
change), which results in a loss of Mbus connectivity and Mbus control relationships (that are
based on the Mbus address). For hosts with multiple interfaces, the mapping of IP address to
Mbus id address element is also not optimal, because an Mbus application would typically
provide only one Mbus interface that would be attached to the different IP interfaces, i.e., an IP
address independent identifier would be more appropriate.

Finally, in our discussion of DDA multiparty peering inSection 6.5, we have described
the establishment of Mbus sessions across several network links, some of which may not even
be IP-based. These observations suggest that theid element should not be generated from
an IP address, but from a unique identifier for a host. Thiscan be an interface identifier, if
is sufficiently unique, e.g., the interface identifier for IPv6 interfaces, or EUI64 identifiers in
general.

Multicast Transport

The current Mbus protocol uses a single IP multicast group for native multicast communica-
tion. The corresponding IP address must be known to all session members in advance and can
be configured as part of the Mbus configuration. In addition, there is a well-known, IANA reg-
istered default address. All Mbus group communication is mapped onto this IP multicast group.
Mbus unicast communication can optionally be mapped to sending UDP datagrams directly to
the IP address (and port) of the destination entity. While this model allows for simple sender
implementations, it requires every receiver to filter received multicast messages based on their
destination address.

In order to take advantage of hardware based filtering of IP multicast addresses (that can
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be done by the network adapter), the Mbus protocol could be extended to employ multiple IP
multicast groups, i.e., by mapping Mbus group addresses to IP multicast addresses. A message
that is sent to a specific Mbus group (which is defined by sending to a partly qualified Mbus
address) would not be sent to the default IP multicast group but to a unique IP multicast address.
An entity that wants to receive a corresponding message has to join the respective IP multicast
group. The received message can be delivered to the application directly, i.e., without filtering
it on the basis of its Mbus address.

Two issues must be considered for implementing the mapping of Mbus group addresses to
IP multicast addresses:

1. Entities must be able to deterministically compute an IP multicast from a given Mbus
group address. For a given Mbus session, any list of Mbus address elements that does
not represent one of the currently known Mbus entities, is an Mbus group address. I.e.,
the set of Mbus group addresses for a given Mbus session depends on the current set of
Mbus entities and their addresses. In principle, the list of potential Mbus group addresses
can be obtained by generating all permutations of the entities’ address elements and by
removing the completely qualified addresses later.

For example, in an Mbus session with three entities(id:0 A:1 B:2) , (id:1 A:1
C:3) and(id:2 B:2 D:4) there are the Mbus groups(A:1) , (B:2) and the all
entities group() .

Relying on the Mbus entity awareness mechanism, this list can be determined by any
Mbus entity. The mapping to IP addresses could be performed by applying a standardized
hash function that calculates a fragment of an IP address that is combined with a session
specific address prefix (assuming IPv6 addresses for these considerations).

2. In order to avoid address clashes for the use of dynamically determined multicast ad-
dresses, Mbus implementations must interface with multicast address allocation infras-
tructures. For example,[RFC2908]describes the Internet Multicast Address Allocation
Architecture. Alternatively, there are zeroconf approaches such as the Zeroconf Multi-
cast Address Allocation Protocol (ZMAAP)[Catrina02]for IPv4 and the concept of link
scoped IPv6 multicast addresses as proposed by[Park02]that allow applications to obtain
unique multicast addresses in the absence of multicast address allocation infrastructures.

Message Syntax

The Mbus message syntax as described inSection 6.2.3and RFC 3259 is currently based
on a separation of a message into header and payload, where the header fields are whitespace-
separated. The Internet Message Format[RFC2822]is a syntax for text messages that is widely
deployed by different Internet protocols such as SMTP, HTTP, SIP and RTSP. In essence, the
Internet Message Format provides the concept of header fields that are CRLF separated and
that consist of a field name and a field body (separated by ”:”). In principle, it is conceivable
to adopt this format for Mbus messages as well, e.g., in order to align Mbus with other text
message-based protocols. However, there are not many compelling technical reasons to change
the format, because the Mbus message header syntax is quite simple and can be parsed effi-
ciently. Furthermore, a Mbus message header is a fixed set of fields, which means there is no
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need to explicitly name header fields. Finally, even in the most optimized case, using single-
character field names, the RFC 2822 syntax would still require an additional overhead of 4 bytes
per header field (field name, colon separator, and CRLF), which would result in 28 bytes for a
complete message header.

11.4.2 Conferencing Architecture

Based on the design of our local conferencing architecture that we have described inSection 9.1,
we can conceive some future research work and engineering work for advancing the local co-
ordination services, in particular, the Mbus Call Control Profile, for extending the coordination
services for application entities, and for applying the SDPng framework to specific application
types. Two advancements are planned for the Mbus Call Control Profile:

1. The development of more advanced H.323 and SIP call control engines and the consider-
ation of more dynamic endpoint configurations has revealed a need for extending the Call
Control commands with a mechanism forchangingthe conference configurationduringa
conference. For example, H.245 supports the addition and removal of application sessions
at any time during a call, and SIP also provides theUPDATErequest for updating the ses-
sion description. In our FETA scenario, it would be quite useful to extend the capabilities
of a endpoint during a call and re-negotiate the conference configuration accordingly.

One of the next enhancements of the Call Control Profile will therefore be the definition
of aconf.call-ctrl.update RPC and a corresponding event notification for indi-
cating the reception of update requests. This is currently being implemented in our H.323
call control engine. For the long term perspective, we are considering a re-design of capa-
bility negotiation and configuration distribution model, e.g., by distinguishing capability
descriptions and configuration descriptions on the Mbus.

2. In Section 9.3.4, we have already discussed themulti-controller extension of the Mbus
Call Control Profile and presented a first design for a multi-controller call-control com-
munication. In essence, the design relied on updating all registered controllers and on
some support for dealing with concurrent state changes.

The addition of multi-controller support will be an intrusive change and require an adap-
tation of all Call Control implementations.

For realizing our local coordination concepts, we have first concentrated on the Call Control
Profile, as the coordination of call control engines is the fundamental building block that is re-
quired for establishing conferences in the first place. Another building block is the coordination
of application entities. InSection 10.1.2, we have presented the Mbus interface of the audio
tool RAT, probably the most often deployed Mbus application entity.

Although RAT’s Mbus interfaces provides some generic, application-independent com-
mands such as RTP-related commands, the operation of the media engine by controllers requires
application specific knowledge, e.g., with respect to the initialization sequence. Building on
the experiences with this interface, the next step is to design a second-generation coordination
model, which includes an Mbus Guidelines-based interface and the definition of application-
independent commands for configuration and coordination.
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One crucial element for the advancement of the local coordination architecture is theinter-
operability service, i.e., the capability description and negotiation framework. InSection 9.2,
we have described the SDPng framework as an application-independent framework for capabil-
ity negotiation and configuration description. Building on this framework, one of the next steps
will be the definition of application semantics, i.e., SDPng packages for different applications.
In addition, new usage scenarios with respect to the configuration of conferencing systems will
be investigated, e.g., dynamic changing of configurations and gateway scenarios: in order to
decide which media transcoding configuration to use, a corresponding gateway must combine
the endpoint’s capabilities with its own capabilities and determine suitable transcoding config-
urations. Capability negotiation and conference configuration for multi-party conferences is
another example.

11.4.3 New Application Areas

The Mbus transport protocol and the Guidelines interactions have been defined as application-
independent mechanisms, and our use case discussion inSection 3.1as well as our description
of the Hausgeist project inSection 10.4has already presented two potential application areas
beyond the conferencing domain.

Building on our experiences with group communication for device coordination in the Haus-
geist project, we are considering the application of the Mbusconceptsto device coordination
in general, e.g., for wireless sensor networks and wireless personal area networks such as IEEE
802.15 networks.

For many application scenarios of these networking technologies, we can identify similar
concepts as those we have considered for the Mbus protocol. For example, in wireless sensing
networks, there are a group of devices that can be brought together in an ad-hoc fashion and that
need to discover each other. These devices provide a certain service, and it is conceivable that
some information may be shared between devices. In addition, there are different interaction
types, e.g., RPC-like communication for configuring and controlling sensors and event notifi-
cations for disseminating sensor information. Communication inside a wireless sensor network
is limited to topological scope, usually the ad-hoc network that the devices establish.

The similarity of concepts is notable, and we believe that the Mbus messaging service for
locally distributed applications can in fact beconceptuallyapplied to sensor networks. However,
there are some specific characteristics of wireless sensor networks and personal area networks
that will require an adaptation of the Mbus transportmechanisms:

• In wireless ad-hoc networks, we have to consider intermittent connectivity, e.g., caused
by mobility. Although the current Mbus awareness mechanism would help to detect that
a device is no longer reachable, the rules for membership management would have to be
relaxed in order to tolerate periods of interrupted connectivity.

• Some specific wireless networking technologies have significantly reduced bandwidth ca-
pabilities. For example, the IEEE 802.15 Working Group for WPANs3 is developing a
low data rate link layer technology for wireless personal area networks that is intended
to allow for extremely battery-friendly operation (multi-month to multi-year battery life)

3http://www.ieee802.org/15/pub/TG4.html
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and to impose very little complexity on implementations. This technology is intended for
small devices in personal area networks and similar environments. The current specifica-
tion defines data rates from 20 KBit/s to 250 KBit/s.

In order to allow for the application of an Mbus-inspired technology in such a network
environment, both bandwidth efficiency and battery-friendly operation must be addressed.
For example, it might be required to define a ”battery-friendly” Mbus mode that does not
require the periodic sending (and processing) ofmbus.hello messages. Consequently,
the entity awareness mechanism would have to be changed.

Furthermore, a more efficient and application-tailored message representation may be re-
quired. From our simulation results inChapter 8,Evaluation, we have learned that the
parsing of the text messages can be a substantial factor for the required message process-
ing effort. In addition, techniques such as header compression could be investigated to
reduce the required bandwidth.

We believe that in general, applications for wireless ad-hoc networks can benefit from a
multicast-based coordination infrastructure that provides messaging services and accommo-
dates ad-hoc communication scenarios. In addition to the Mbus-related considerations, there
are of course other technical considerations such as the link layer mapping of IP and IP mul-
ticast for the corresponding network technologies. Then, there is the issue of providing IP
connectivity for mobile nodes in an ad-hoc network, e.g., by relying on mobile ad-hoc routing
protocols.

11.4.4 Lessons Learned

In Section 11.4.1, we have discussed some potential improvements that we have conceived
based on our experiences so far. If we started the work on Mbus now, we would try to consider
some these ideas right from the beginning, in particular:

• We would generalize the scope and would not tie Mbus to IP networks. In the subsection
entitledAddressing Schemein Section 11.4.1, we have explained why a mapping from
IP address to the Mbusid address element is not desirable. For a re-design, we would
define the protocol behavior independent of the underlying network.

• We would consider congestion control right from the beginning. Although, in most of
our applications, congestion has never been an issue, it can be an issue for large-scale
deployment, e.g., in home-networking scenarios.

• The Mbus Call Control Profile has initially been designed as a strict controller/controllee
model, i.e., exactly one call control engine is controlled by exactly one controller. In
situations where multiple entities were a) interested in call control events or b) wanted to
participate in the management of the call control engine, we had to effectively cascade
the control chain, e.g., by operating a user interface entity as a controller of the endpoint
controller. In such as scenario, many interactions have essentially been performed twice.
For example, when initiating a new call, the user interface component has to send a call
setup request to the controller, which in turn sends theconf.call-control.call
command to the call control engine. The communication and control relationships could
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be simplified by relying on a multi-controller paradigm right from the beginning, as we
have described inSection 11.4.2.

Concluding Remarks

The main subject of this thesis is the coordination of locally distributed component-based
systems using a message-oriented coordination mechanism. Summarizing, we can state that
the idea of applying group communication concepts to local coordination has resulted in an
interesting architecture centered around message-oriented coordination with group communi-
cationabovethe IP layer. While the Mbus uses IP multicast as a fundamental distribution and
rendezvous mechanism, it uses application layer addressing for qualifying entity destination
groups and individual destination entities. Comparing Mbus to other message-oriented coor-
dination frameworks, one of the attractive characteristics of our approach is that it considers
requirements for a broad spectrum of application scenarios and host platforms — ranging from
small one-chip computers with minimal IP implementations to embedded systems such as IP
telephones, and to workstations. This broad applicability and the simple rendezvous mech-
anisms without the need for central network entities enable the development of Mbus-based
distributed applications in a number of different application areas.

One such application area certainly is the local coordination of conferencing endpoints and
gateways. In this thesis, we have demonstrated that Mbus (and the application-specific confer-
encing profiles, such as the Call Control Profile), are an adequate solution for implementing the
local coordination and interoperability services in both protocol worlds: H.323 and SIP-based
conferencing.

In addition, our generalized approach for both the Mbus transport mechanisms and the Dy-
namic Device Association procedures for bootstrapping Mbus sessions enable the application
of the message-oriented coordination framework to a host of different application areas, some
of which we have already portrayed in this thesis, e.g., the area of home networking and coordi-
nation of user devices in in-vehicle networks. In essence, we believe that for realizing the vision
of pervasive computingthat we have referred to in the introduction, a coordination framework
is needed that provides at least some of the features that we have discussed in this thesis, e.g.,
rendezvous functions, group communication, application layer addressing, reliable transport
mechanisms, and security. While it is yet unclear, how much of the original Mbus specification
is eventually going to be employed for such an ubiquitous coordination framework, it is likely
that the concepts and techniques that we have discussed in this thesis will be considered by
future research and engineering work in that area.
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Appendix A

Colophon

This document has been written usingDocBook XML 4.1.2, an XML document type.1 The text
has been edited using Lennart Staflin’s wonderfulPSGML mode2 for the Emacs editor.

The PDF document has been produced using Ramon Casellas’DB2LaTeXXSL transforma-
tion stylesheets,3 thexsltproctool of the GNOME project’slibxslt4 andpdflatexof the teTeX
distribution.5

The message flow diagrams have been created using themsgflow tools, a simple XML DTD
and a corresponding XSLT stylesheet I have developed for this purpose. Themsgflowstylesheet
generates SVG graphics that have been translated to PNG using theBatik toolkit of the Apache
XML project.6 The source code excerpts have been typeset with theGNU a2psPostScript
filter7, and some of the figures in this document have been prepared withMicrosoft Powerpoint.8

The printed copies have been produced as a DIN A5 booklet using the PSUtils9, a collection
of utilities for manipulating PostScript documents. The original PDF file has been prepared with
LaTeX’s twosideoption (different margin sizes for even and odd pages). The PDF file has been
converted to PostScript using Adobe Acrobat 6.010. The resulting PostScript file has then been
processed as follows:

1http://www.oasis-open.org/docbook/xml/

2http://www.lysator.liu.se/projects/about_psgml.html

3http://db2latex.sourceforge.net/index.html

4http://xmlsoft.org/XSLT/index.html

5http://www.tug.org/teTeX/

6http://xml.apache.org/batik/

7http://www.infres.enst.fr/˜demaille/a2ps/

8http://www.microsoft.com/office/powerpoint/default.asp

9http://knackered.knackered.org/angus/psutils/

10http://www.adobe.com/products/acrobat/
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Appendix A. Colophon

psbook thesis.ps | pstops ’2:0L@.7(21cm,0)+1L@.7(21cm,14.85cm)’ |
pstops ’2:0(0.05cm,0cm),1’ | pstops ’2:0,1U(21cm,29.7cm)’
>thesis-book-up.ps

The thesis has been printed with an hp color LaserJet 4600 dtn. The firstpstops step is the
actualpsnup operation, the secondspstops step was necessary to compensate a horizontal
displacement caused by the printer and the lastpstops step is performed to rotate the backside
pages for the duplex unit.

The thesis has been published online and is available through the E-LIB system at the Staats-
und Universiẗatsbibliothek Bremen (http://elib.suub.uni-bremen.de/ ).
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